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PEEFACE

It has fallen to my lot in the past nine years to have

seen, in the capacity of Surgeon to the London and North

Western Railway Company, a large number of injuries

about which but little information is to be learned in the

text-books of medicine and surgery. I desire, therefore,

to bring before the profession the results of my obser-

vation and experience, in the hope that I may to some

extent succeed in throwing light upon much tliat is

obscure, and in helping others to a clearer, and I would

fain trust a more correct, view than has hitherto been

afforded of the injuries, and the consequences of the

injuries, received in railway collisions.

If to any it should seem impossible that a work upon

railway injuries, surrounded as they too often are by

elements happily absent from the more ordinary cases of

medical practice, can be written in any spirit other than

of partiality and bias, I would distinctly state that although

my experience has been for the most part gained while

acting as surgeon to a railway company, there has been

nothing whatever in the circumstances of my appointment

to impair, even in the very smallest degree, that free and

perfect independence which is the rightful possession of a

medical man. More than this it is unnecessary to say.
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Parts of this book, that is to say. Chapter I on Concus-

sion of the Spinal Cord ; Chapter II on " Concussion of

the Spine''; Chapter III on the Common Spinal Injuries

of Railway Collisions, and much also of Chapter VIII,

formed the dissertation upon " Injuries of the Back, with-

out apparent Mechanical Lesion, in their Surgical and

Medico-Legal Aspects," to which in 1881 was awarded the

Boylston Medical Prize of Harvard University, U.S. By

an order of the Boylston Committee of 1826 it is requisite

to print here the following votes :

1st. " That the Board do not consider themselves as approving

the doctrines contained in any of the dissertations to which

premiums may be adjudged."

2ndly. " That in case of publication of a successful disserta-

tion the author be considered as bound to print the above vote

in connection therewith."

I am greatly indebted to my friends Dr H. B. Donkin

and Dr John Macdougall, of Carlisle, for many valuable

suggestions, and for much help given me in the prepara-

tion of this work ; but not less sincerely must I thank

those, too numerous to be named, who have by kindly

interest and inquiry enabled me to compile the Appendix

of Cases, and without whose help that Appendix must have

been imperfect and almost valueless.

146, Harley Street.

Bee , 1882.
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INJURIES OF THE SPINE AND

SPINAL COKD

CHAPTEE I

CONCUSSION OP THE SPINAL CORD

The structural integrity of the central nervous system

is of supreme importance in tlie animal economy ; and it

may with truth be said that of all the accidents to which

man is liable^ none more serious can befall him than injury

to the spinal cord.

There is^ indeed^ no organ in the human body whose

structural damage is fraught with such grave results ; for

whether we regard it as the conductor of impressions to

and from the brain^ as the co-ordinating centre of orderly

automatic movements, or as the controlling guardian of

healthy nutrition and change, the integrity of this part of

the cerebro-spinal axis is essential for the due performance

of its varied functions. Were the spinal cord a shapeless

mass like the liver or the spleen, it is conceivable that

severe damage might be done to it without interference

with its peculiar functions ; but, being as it is a slender

cord, injury, like the broken link in a chain, renders its

function inert, revealing how the integrity of the whole

depends upon the integrity of a part. To have the use

of the limbs impaired, or altogether lost ; to have them
cut off, as it were, from the sentient life of the organism,

^1 1
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is an infliction whicli, whetlier tlie result of injury or

disease^ very rightly awakens tlie sympathy of mankind.

It will not be denied, we think, that there is a very

wide-spread impression that the spine and spinal cord are

liable, before all other parts, to meet with injury in railway

collisions; and under the name ^'^ concussion of the spine"

is classed a number of complaints and symptoms which are

commonly met with after railway accidents, but which are

rarely seen or heard of in the ordinary practice of the pro-

fession. Many cases had not come under our observation

before we found that " concussion of the spine " was

assumed almost as a matter of course to have befallen

the sufferer in a railway collision, and our attention has

thus been especially directed to the important subject of

injuries to the spine and spinal cord.

It is right, therefore, that we should seek, in the very

outset of our inquiry, to learn how far the spinal cord is

really liable to injury ; for if the current views upon this

subject be erroneous, it is of utmost importance that our

patients should be saved from an overwhelming and very

natural anxiety, which in that case would have no sure

foundation of clinical and pathological data whereon to

stand.

The difficulty of the inquiry would be materially lessened

had we to treat of the grosser lesions of the spinal column

and its contents with which all are familiar, and of which

the wards of every hospital from time to time contain

examples. It is not, however, of fracture of the spine or

dislocation of the vertebrge that we here must speak.

These are very commonly accompanied by serious lesion

of the spinal cord ; and the symptoms, and too often the

early death, remove all doubt as to the nature of the injury

sustained.

The lesions which collision accidents are presumed to

cause are far more subtle. The accident has been slight

;

there is no evidence of any blow having been received

;

the injured person is unaware, perhaps, that he has been

hurt, and yet, nevertheless, the delicate structure of the
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spinal cord is supposed to have been damaged by tbe jar of

tlie collision, and to bave become liable thereby to morbid

structural changes, wbich, not manifest at first, most surely

advance as time goes on, revealing themselves by symptoms

only after months or years, and dooming the sufferer to

a life of pain, misery and uselessness.

This is the hopeless prospect which may be so often

heard foretold, and it compels us to make full inquiry

into the liability of the spinal cord to suffer accidental

lesion, that we may clearly comprehend what is the real

nature of the common injuries received in railway collision,

which become so often the subject of medico-legal investi-

gation.

We shall do wisely, in the first place, to examine for

ourselves into the injuries to which the spinal cord is

liable in the ordinary accidents of every-day life, and

more especially into those cases which, from an assumed

analogy with concussion of the brain, have been recorded

as examples of concussion of the spinal cord.

If we turn to Sir Benjamin Brodie's paper on " Injuries

to the Spinal cord "* we there learn from him that the fol-

lowing is a " not inaccurate representation " of the injuries

which are met with, and which his readers must themselves

have witnessed, in civil and military practice.

" I. Fractures without displacement.

''II. Fractures with depression or displacement, and

causing pressure on the spinal cord.

'' III. Fractures complicated with dislocation.

" TV. Dislocations not complicated with fracture.

'' V. Extravasations of blood on the surface of the mem-
branes of the spinal cord," which " rarely take place to

any considerable extent, and bear no comparison to those

which occur within the cavity of the cranium."
• VI. A narrow clot of extravasated blood is sometimes

discovered within the substance of the spinal cord
" VII. Laceration of the spinal cord and its membranes.
" VIII. The minute organisation of the spinal cord may

* ' Med.-Cliir. Trans.,' vol. xx, p. 120. Here abbreviated.
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suffer from a blow inflicted upon tlie spine^ even where

there is neither fracture nor dislocation, and where the

investing membranes do not appear to participate in any-

way in the effects of the injury." " In such cases/^ he

goes on to say, " if there be an opportunity of examining

the spinal cord at a very early period after the accident

has occurred, the central part of it is found to be softer

than natural, its fibrous appearance being lost in that of a

semi-fluid substance. If the patient survives for a longer

period, the alteration of structure is perceptible in the

whole diameter of the cord, and occupies from one to two

inches, or even more, of its length ; and at a still later

period it has often proceeded so far as to terminate in its

complete dissolution.

" This disorganisation, softening, and final dissolution of

the spinal cord, is the most common consequence of in-

juries of the spine, and the dangerous symptoms which

follow these accidents are, in the majority of cases, to be

attributed to it. It bears no distant resemblance to the

effects of a contusion of those soft parts which are more
superficially situated, and it is easy to understand that it

may be produced by a severe concussion operating on the

delicate medullary fibres and cineritious substance, of which

the spinal cord is composed."

We must especially direct attention to this the last of

Brodie's divisions, for it bears upon the following passage

where he says that " the effect of a violent concussion is at

once to impair and even to destroy the function of the

spinal cord, sometimes even causing the patient's death in

the course of a few hours ; and the question here presents

itself, what is the nature of the injury thus inflicted on the

spinalcord, so trifling in appearance, so great in reality,

which is capable of producing such important and dangerous

consequences ?"* In answer to this question he combats

the opinion of those who hold that this softening and

dissolution of the cord are the consequence of inflammation,

by pointing out that, firstly, it may be detected before

* P. 124
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there has been time for inflammation to arise ; secondly,

because there is no appearance of increased vascularity
;

thirdly, because even in advanced cases where there is

complete disorganisation the membranes are for the most

part natural, free from vascularity, lymph, serum or pus ;

and fourthly, because the " symptoms which mark the

progress of these changes are merely a continuation of

those which the concussion of the spinal cord has occa-

sioned in the first instance, and which of course must have

been wholly unconnected with inflammation.^^ It is re-

markable, however, that Brodie gives no case where the

cord has been proved post-mortem to have undergone the

changes described as the sole result of a blow inflicted

upon the spine ; and if we examine the cases which he does

bring forward, their evidence appears to us inadequate to

establish the doctrine which he here lays down. Thus,

in recording the history of a patient " whose lower limbs

were paralytic after a severe blow on the spine," and

who " regained the use of them in the course of three

or four weeks," he remarks that '' it is easy to under-

stand that where paralysis is produced by the pressure of

extravasated blood, it may be relieved by the absorption

of the coagulum ; or that the injury inflicted by concussion

on the structure of the spinal cord, may be gradually

repaired."* We cannot doubt that the former of these two
explanations is the one to be received. And in recording

another case, where imviediate paraplegia from a blow on

the back, in a man aged forty-five, was followed in nine

days by '^ severe cramps and painful convulsions," and

where, at the autopsy, " the membranes of the spinal .cord,

and the spinal cord itself, presented a natural appearance

externally ; but on the latter being divided longitudinally,

the central part of it was found to be in a softened state, so

that on being macerated for a short time in water, it

almost completely disappeared," Brodie does not appear

—

if we may venture to question the teaching of so illustrious

a surgeon—to lay sufficient stress upon the fact that there

* P. 131.
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Had been " a fracture of the fourth, dorsal vertebra with

such a degree of displacement as to produce a slight degree

of pressure on the spinal cord."* That he does not lay due

stress upon it is obvious, we think, from the fact that in

commenting on this case, and on another case, not fatal,

where there were symptoms of muscular spasm with para-

plegia, and where there were " fracture and considerable

displacement of the third and fourth lumbar vertebrae," he

writes :
" I amthe more inclined to believe that this {i.e. some

degree of pressure on the spinal cord) was the cause of the

spasmodic affection of the muscles, as I have not met with

any case in which it was proved by dissection that this

symptom existed in combination with disorganisation of the

cord, and, independently of pressure on it."t Brodie would

thus appear to look upon muscular spasm as an undoubted

symptom of pressure on the spinal cord, and to regard the

disorganisation of the cord as a result of direct concussion

blow, by the same blow in fact which had perhaps caused

fi'ucture and displacement ; but he gives no example of

disorganisation without the existence also of fracture or

displacement. Two of these three cases recovered : the one

perfectly, as far as we know, in whom we should have little

doubt that the paralysis was produced by the '' pressure of

extravasated blood " which was ultimately absorbed ; the

other was lost sight of after he left the hospital much
improved : but in that case also we should say that there

was haB.morrhage, ultimately absorbed, with probable

damage by the displacement to the membranes and the

nervous cords ; for it must be borne in mind that '^ frac-

ture and considerable displacement of the third and fourth

lumbar vertebra " would cause damage not to the spinal

cord but to the nerves of the cauda equina. Had the cord

itself been disorganised in either of these cases the patients

would not, in our judgment, have recovered. Throughout

the whole paper the possibility seems to be assumed of

" disorganisation and dissolution of the cord " being the

result of "'^ concussion," and that '^ the injury inflicted by

* P. 134. t P. 135.
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concussion on tlie structure of tlie spinal cord may be

gradually repaired/' but it is worthy of prominent remark

that no case is recorded whicli unequivocally supports the

opinions expressed in the paper.

Quoting some remarks on the nature of the injuries in

concussion of the brain, from a previous contribution of

his own ('Med.-Chir. Trans./ vol. xiv), he says that we
are not justified in the conclusion that because no changes

are to be detected after death in cases commonly called

concussion of the brain, '^ there is therefore in reality no

organic injury." " There may be changes and alterations

in it which our senses are incapable of detecting. The
speedy subsiding of the symptoms in some cases of con-

cussion does not contradict this opinion. A deep incised

wound in other parts may, under certain circumstances,

be completely and firmly united in the space of twenty-

four hours, and it is easy to suppose that the effects of a

much slighter injury may be repaired in a much shorter

space of time /' and then he goes on :
'' These remarks

are not less applicable to cases of concussion of the spinal

cord than they are to those of concussion of the brain.

We cannot doubt that the nature of the injury is the

same in both of them. It is true that much worse

consequences usually arise froni concussion of the spinal

cord than from concussion of the brain ; that is, if the

patient recovers, his recovery is more tedious ; that if he

dies, greater changes in the condition of the injured part

are detected on dissection."* The difference is easily to be

explained by the different mechanical relations of each

organ to the bony walls around it. Even, however, if the

analogy hold good—and this we shall discuss later

—

between concussion of the brain and concussion of the

spinal cord, it is, to say the least, very doubtful whether

any passing paralysis following a severe blow on the ver-

tebral column, is not much more likely to be due to the

pressure of extravasated blood, which in course of time

becomes absorbed. And it is very noticeable that he does

* Vol. XX, p. 123.
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not record one single case of supposed concussion of tlie

spinal cord which ended fatally, and wliere tliere was not

also serious injury to tlie spinal column. Bearing upon

this point we must not omit Brodie's remark tliat '' in

reviewing the various consequences of injuries to tlie

spinal cord^ we find notliing more remarkable titan

tlie following circumstance : tiiat wkether tlie cord be

lacerated or compressed, or bas undergone tbat kind of

disorganisation wbicb is induced by a severe concussion,

tbere is no material difference in tbe symptoms wbicb arise,

or in tbe results to wbicb tbey lead.'^* A notewortby state-

ment, because it is clear tbat be bad in bis mind cases wbere

injury was immediately followed by tbe most serious sym-

ptoms, and wbere tbere was little or no tendency towards

recovery. Had tbe patient, wbose case we bave previously

quoted, by some mysterious cbance recovered, or bad tbere

been no autopsy wben be died, we sbould never bave known
of tbe " fracture of tbe fourtb dorsal vertebra witb sucb

a degree of displacement as to produce a sligbt degree of

pressure on tbe spinal cord •/' and we need, it seems to us,

better evidence tban Brodie adduces to establisb tbe exist-

ence of sucb a patbological state as " disorganisation and

dissolution of tbe cord " being produced by concussion pure

and simple, witbout some serious mecbanical injury being

inflicted upon tbe spinal column as well. We now know,

moreover, tbat in fracture of tbe spine, or in separation of

vertebrae witbout fracture, tbe spinal cord may, at tbe very

moment of injury, bave been severely crusbed by displace-

ment of tbe bones, a displacement no longer discernible

during life because tbe vertebrge bave started back imme-

diately intotbeir natural positions. Examples of tbis most

surgeons must bave seen.

In bis well-known work on ' Diseases of tbe Brain and

tbe Spinal Cord 'f a section is devoted by Abercrombie

to '' Concussion of tbe Spinal Cord," wberein be writes,

" A severe blow upon tbe spine frequently occasions an

immediate loss of power in^tbe parts below tbe seat of tbe

* P. 154. t Fourth edition, section ix, p. 372, et seg.
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injury without producing either fracture or dislocation of

the vertebras." It is most remarkable^ however, that

Abercrombie, whose work is essentially practical, and con-

tains the record of many interesting cases, gives only one

instance of such a condition seen by himself ; and that this

opinion is apparently founded upon published cases of

Boyer and Frank and others. To his own case we shall

presently refer. Further, in speaking of concussion of

the spinal cord, he says, " It may produce permanent para-

lysis. This may occur immediately, or the first effects of

the injury may be recovered from, and a new diseased action

may take place after a considerable time

The slight nature of the first symptoms, in such cases, and
the slowness of their progress, will be illustrated by the

following case," which we shall here abbreviate: " Case CLI,
a man aged fifty-four, about twenty-five years ago fell from
the branch of a tree and lighted on the sacrum. He was
carried home complaining of pain in the lower part of

the spine, and entirely paralytic in his lower extremities.

In this state he was confined to bed about twelve days, and
then recovered so as to be able to follow his usual employ-

ment ; but from this time he was affected with a peculiar

feeling of numbness, which was confined to the upper part

of the left foot." He continued in this state for four years,

and then the numbness extended upwards, and he had
pain across the lower part of the back, and some palsy

of the right thigh and leg. He was again in bed for

two years with paraplegia. He then recovered a little,

but ten years after the accident there was still partial

paraplegia and incontinence of urine. Such is the out-

line of the case, but we think that any one who carefully

examined the history would be perfectly justified in enter-

taining very considerable doubt whether hsemorrhage

associated with undiscovered fracture, or even without

fracture, was not a much more probable cause of the sym-

ptoms — both immediately, and secondarily as affecting the

membranes or nerves—than any direct damage to the struc-

ture of the spinal cord by concussion blow. Nor could
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the early symptoms be regarded in any sense of the word as

*' slight,'^ when on being carried home the man was found
" entirely paralytic in the lower extremities."

Sir Charles Bell, in his ' Institutes of Surgery '* records

cases which, both in the mode of injury and in the after

symptoms, bear a very striking resemblance to this last

case of Abercrombie ; and he remarks that the sym-

ptoms are probably to be explained by some " injury

to the soft envelope of the spinal marrow, and the accession

of inflammatory thickening."

In his ^ Outlines of Pathology 'f Mayo makes reference

to the same subject, and says that concussion of the spinal

marrow may produce complete suspension of its functions;

We quote '% " The following cases exemplify the effects of

simple concussion of the spinal marrow; in the second,

strong threatenings of inflammatory softening of the cord

manifested themselves. A man, aged fifty, was admitted

between four and five years ago into the Middlesex Hospital,

having fallen out of a loft into a stable, in such a manner

as to pitch upon the juncture of his head and necJc. He
did not lose his senses, but, on being lifted up, his arms

and legs were found to be numb and powerless. In a few

days he recovered the feeling and use of his legs ; the

numbness and weakness likewise gradually left the arms, but

his hand remained affected and continues so still....
J. J., aged thirty-nine, admitted in May, 1835. On the first

of March he was turning to speak to some one on the top of

a flight of seventeen stone steps when he slipped and fell

backwards to the bottom. He was stunned by the fall, but

knows that he pitched upon the upper part of the back,

because his coat was cut through at this part, and his

shoulders and back were bruised. He was lifted up and

soon recovered and walked to his room. No symptoms

supervened for a month, during which he recovered from

the bruise, and lived heartily as before the accident. He

* * Institutes of Surgery,' 1838, vol. i, p. 154, ei seq.

t H.-Mayo's ' Outlines of Human Pathology,' 8vo., 1836.

X p. 156, et seq. Italics not in original.
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was then, witliout any warning, seized with spasm in the

left foot and hand ; the spasm went off in a few minutes,

but the left hand and arm remained weak and numb.
This was attended with pain of the back part of the head,

and occasional confusion of thought, and aching and
shooting pains between the shoulders ; he had also frequent

desire to make water, which came on suddenly with great

urgency. He continued in this state about a fortnight,

when he had twitchings in the arm and leg, and gradually

recovered the use first of the arm and then of the leg. A
fortnight after the restoration of his arm and leg his right

side was taken much as the left had been. This again got

better. At the time of, and for six weeks after, his admis-

sion, he was liable to spasmodic seizures of the hands and
feet, which lasted a few minutes ; the pulse during the

seizure was frequent and feeble; the skin cold and
inclined to rigor ; his limbs were weak, and he had pain at

the back of the head, and occasional confusion of thought.

On striking the upper dorsal vertebrae, an obscure and deep-

seated pain was felt in the part. He has now (August 17th)

for several weeks been entirely free from symptoms. He
has remained in the hospital ; been cupped upon the back,

had issues applied over the part which was struck ; and for

six weeks the mouth was kept slightly affected with mer-

cury. '^ Neither of these cases appears to us at all conclusive.

Looking to the peculiar nature of the injury, and the whole

history of the symptoms in the first case recorded, our

impression would certainly be that concussion of the spinal

marrow per se was just the very condition which did not

give rise to them, but that they were due rather to. slight

haemorrhage which pressed upon the spinal marrow, or to

some injury to the cord itself by the severe bend which in

all probability it received when the patient pitched upon

the juncture of his head and neck. Of the second case it

may be remarked that it is altogether exceptional ; nor is

there anything indeed to show that the symptoms were

due at all to injury to the spinal cord. Assuming that

they were, we know nothing as to the possible existence of
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syphilis^ a fertile source of error in all such cases. But note

the history. There were no symptoms for a month^ and

then the man without any warning was suddenly seized.

Were there no cerebral symptoms ? Might not all be

better explained by cerebral embolism ? Can^ forsooth,

the case be accepted as an indubitable example of concus-

sion lesion of the spinal marrow ?

Boyer* writes as follows upon the same subject : ^^Toute

percussion violente portee sur I'epine^ qu'elle produise ou

non la fracture de quelqu' une des parties des vertebres^

ne borne pas ses effets a la colonne vertebrale. L'ebranle-

ment se communique a la moelle de I'epine^ et pent pro-

duire sur cet organe delicat les memos effets que sur le

cerveau. Ces effets sent beaucoup plus considerables et

plus a craindre quand la fracture interesse la lame d'une

ou de plusieurs vertebres^ et que les fragments diriges vers

I'interieur du canal vertebral ont lese la moelle epiniere

ou ses enveloppesj ou qu'ils compriment ces memos parties.

Ces complications qui accompagnentfrequemment les lesions

de la colonne vertebrale meritent toute I'attention du

praticien^ et sent beaucoup plus graves que la fracture

elle-meme. On voit alors survenir^ ou sur-le-champ^ ou

quelque temps apres I'accident^ selon qu'il a produit une

fracture avec enforcement^ une commotion ou un epanche-

ment sanguin ; on voit, dis-je^ survenir, une paralysie com-

plete ou incomplete des extremites inferiem-s^ de la vessie

et du rectum." He records the following cases :t
'' Un

ouvrier en batiments tomba d'environ quatorze pieds d' ele-

vation et perdit connaissance. Eevenu a lui, il s'aper9ut

qu'il avait perdu I'usage des extremites inferieurs ; Turine

etait retenue dans la vessie, les matieres fecales Petaient

pareillement d'abord, et puis s'echapperent involontaire-

ment. La fievre survient, la respiration devient laborieuse,

et le malade succombe le douzieme jour de I'accident.

A I'ouverture du cadavre, nous trouvames un epanchement

de serosite sauguinolente qui remplissait le canal de la

* ' Maladies Chirurgicales/ ciuquieme edition, torn. 3, p. 133, et seq.

t Op. cit., p. 135.
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dure-merGj depuis sa partie inferieure jusqu'au milieu du
dos, et qui comprimait la moelle epiniere.'^ . . . "Un
ouvrier fabricant de bas tombe sur les reins dans un fosse

profond^ et se trouve aussitot paralyse des extremites

inferieurs, de la vessie et du rectum. La maladie suit

la m^me marcbe que dans les cas precedents, et le malade

ne tarde pas a succomber. A I'ouverture du cadavre,

nous ne trouvous ni fracture, ni lesion de la moelle epiniere

ou de ses enveloppes, ni epancliement." . . .
" Un

bomme s' amusant avec ses amis a faire des tours de force

dans une posture difficile, eprouva un tiraillement violent

et une douleur aigue dans la longueur de Pepine. Le
lendemain, les membres inferieurs, la vessie et le rectum

furent paralyses ; la maladie suivit la marcbe accoutumee, et

le malade mourut au bout de quelques semaines. L'examen
de son cadavre fit voir les parties dans leur etat naturel,

comme dans le cas precedent."

It undoubtedly appears strange tbat in tbese cases, witb

tbe exception of tbe first, where tbere was ample evidence

of tbe real cause of tbe paralysis—and let us note by tbe

way tbat tbat was baemorrbage outside tbe cord—no struc-

tural cbanges were found after deatb. We must remember,

bowever, tbat tbe metbods of post-mortem examination were

tben far different from wbat tbey are now. Witb sucb

meagre bistories'as are bere recorded we sball not, it seems

to us, be bypercritical in refusing to accept tbese often-

quoted cases as evidence tbat tbe spinal marrow may suffer

lesion from tbe concussion pure and simple of a blow. On
wbatever cause tbe palsy may in tbe two last cases have

depended, suffice it to remark tbat tbere is no evidence

of tbis baving been structural lesion of tbe spinal cord.

True, it may be said tbat tbese were cases in wbicb tbe

function of tbe spinal cord was annihilated by tbe bloAv,

as tbe function of tbe brain may be annibilated by a severe

blow upon tbe bead ; but if tbat be so, it is a wholly remark-

able circumstance tbat in serious injury to the spinal column,

where tbere is crush of the spinal cord, death does not in-

variably ensue long before tbat extension of the paralysis
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wMcli experience tells us is tlie usual ending of cases of

fracture and dislocation of the spine.

As more strictly in accordance witli clinical and patho-

logical experience we may quote the following passage from

Syme :* " Injuries and diseases of the spinal canal and its

contents. The spinal cord is liable to concussion from

blows and falls, particularly the latter, the symptoms of

which are similar to those of concussion of the brain, inas-

much as they denote suspension of the functions usually

exercised by this part of the nervous system. As these

consist chiefly in conduction of the impressions producing

sensation and voluntary motion, the patient loses more or less

completely the feeling and power of moving in all the por-

tions of the body which are supplied with nerves originating

from the spinal cord below the part where it has suffered

from the external violence. The organ does not recover

from this state of inaction as soon as the brain—a day or

two at least almost always elapsing before any well-marked

sign of improvement is perceptible. It is probable that the

cause of this may be efusion of serum, or blood, occurring

in consequence of the injury, which, subsequently undergoing

absorption, allows the usual actions to be restored."f This

great surgeon, however, records no case of concussion

lesion of the spinal cord, and none of simple suspension of

the functions of the cord by a blow or fall upon the spine.

Passing to works of more recent date we find some

interesting facts and cases in a paper " On Injuries of the

Spine, including Concussion of the Spinal Cord,^^{ a paper

of especial value in that the testimony, like that of the

cases already given, is independent, and wholly unconnected

with the class of injuries which usually become the subject

of medico-legal inquiry. " Clinical observation," writes the

author, " entirely aside from any speculation founded upon

physiological and pathological knowledge, has abundantly

* ' Principles of Surgery,' 3rd edition, p. 433.

t Italics not in original.

X By Joliu A. Lidell, M.D., Surgeon U.S. Vols, in charge of Stauton

General Hospital, Washington, D.C. ' American Journal of the Medical

Sciences,' October, 1864, vol. xlviii, p. 305, et seq.
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attested the exceeding gravity of all mechanical lesions of

the spine.'^ He records an admirable example of increasing

paraplegia and death on the third day, after a " violent

injury of the spine '^ in wrestling, where* " the autopsy

disclosed a fracture passing through the fifth, sixth, and

seventh cervical vertebrse. There was not much dis-

placement, certainly not enough to press on the spinal

cord in any way, and not enough to be detected by ex-

ternal examination. The theca vertebralis was lacerated

at the place of fracture, accompanied with the effusion of

much blood into the spinal canal, compressing the spinal

cord. . . . Death had been produced by compression

of the spinal cord from this cause. The blood was extrava-

sated from the vessels of the cord itself (arteries spinales).''

'^ Even if the spinal dura mater be not lacerated,^^ he

goes on to say, " a quantity of blood may be extravasated

from the ruptured thecal vessels between the bony wall of

the spinal canal and the theca itself ; for its anatomical

relations are such that but little force is required to separate

it from its osseous case, and in this way the spinal cord

may be compressed in a manner analogous to what happens

to the brain when blood is extravasated from the middle

meningeal artery, between the cranium and the encephalic

dura mater." Injuries to the spinal cord itself, we shall

do well to remind ourselves, are indeed so dangerous in

their results, that when we meet with paraplegia as the

result of an injury, inadequate apparently to produce verte-

bral fracture or dislocation, and the symptoms begin shortly

to amend and ultimately to pass away, we are justified in

the conclusion that intra-spinal haemorrhage has almost

certainly been the cause of the paralysis by pressure upon

the spinal cord. A man slid down a high ladder and

landed sooner and harder than he expected upon his but-

tocks on the ground. When admitted into hospital

shortly afterwards he was totally paraplegic. After some

weeks he recovered, though whether his recovery was

absolutely perfect we cannot say. Another man was

* Op. cit. p. 306.
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tHrown out of a dog-cart and shortly afterwards was like-

wise taken into hospital totally paraplegic. In three days

he died^ and his cord was found soft and diffluent at the

mid-dorsal region. There was no evidence whatever during

life of injury to the vertebral column, no sign of fracture

or displacement^ yet both were found ; and on the post-

mortem table the displacement could readily be produced,

and the cord be squeezed as it had been at the moment

of the accident. The second man, in our judgment, died

because his cord was crushed ; the first man lived because

his cord had escaped direct injury.

Here, however, we are more concerned with concussion

lesions of the spinal cord. *''It happens," Dr. Lidell

writes, " not unfrequently that a paralysis, more or less

complete, especially of the lower extremities, is produced

by in,jury of the spine without the occurrence of fracture,

or, indeed, of any perceptible lesion of the spinal column

or of the spinal marrow. The term concussion of the

spinal cord has been employed to designate these cases,

because of the analogy they are supposed to bear to con-

cussion of the brain. In both alike, a more or less com-

plete arrest of special function is produced, without any

visible injury to the nerve tissue. Gerehral concussion

produces a state of more or less profound unconsciousness,

and spinal concussion occasions a more or less complete

paralysis of the parts supplied with spinal nerves, the

filaments of which either pass through or are given

off from the concussed tract." He then quotes the follow-

ing case from the ' Medical and Surgical History of the

British Army in the Crimea,' which " will afford a clearer

view," he says, " of what is understood by concussion of

the spinal cord." A private was wounded severely by a

shell, and on admission to the hospital " there was a wound

about one and a half inches long situated to the right side of

the fourth lumbar vertebra. The finger could be passed

from it across the spine towards the left side, and a probe

passed readily in that direetion to the depth of eight inches

* Op. cit., p. 321.
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at least, and seemed to indicate that a foreign body was

lodged in tliat situation. The hips did not correspond

in shape, and the lower extremities were paraplegic.'^

The wound suppurated, and " the case progressed favor-

ably till the 13th day, when increased inflammation and

suppuration, with persistent paraplegia, appeared to demand
more energetic treatment than had yet been adopted."

Free incisions were made, and an attempt, unsuccessful in

its result, to extract a ^' portion of bayonet supposed to

have lodged deep in the hip.'' The man died on the 21st

day, and '' on post-mortem examination .... the

posterior portion of the right ilium was found greatly

shattered, and the sacro-iliac synchondrosis was completely

separated. . . . No fracture of the vertebra existed, nor

were any appearances found in the spinal column sufficient

to account for the persistent paraplegia.^' "^ And hereupon

is this somewhat remarkable comment :t
" Since concussion

of the spinej is per se but seldom fatal, and therefore the

opportunities of investigating its pathological anatomy are

much restricted, it has seemed to the writer that no apology

would be necessary for quoting the foregoing case in

detail." Let us note, however, the severity and wide-

spread nature of the injury, and the immediate paraplegia;

and although no appearances were found in the spinal cord,

nor was there any fracture of the vertebrae, it is yet open

for us to doubt whether in this vast lesion and inflammation

the nerves of the limbs may not have been involved, and
yet the spinal cord, which ends considerably above the

plane of injury, may have itself escaped. Is it not possi.ble,

we would ask, that amidst the probable difl&culties of

post-mortem examinations in the Crimea the nerves outside

the spinal column escaped investigation ? Might not the

nerves.to the lower limbs have been every one torn through ?

It stretches the analogy between concussion of the brain

and concussion of the spinal cord rather far to assume that

* " Italics not in the original."

+ p 322.

+ Why " concussion of tlie spine ?''
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a " persistent paraplegia '^ could have existed and tliere be

yet no lesion discoverable—if carefully sougbt for—to

account for the symptoms. To our mind it seems more

reasonable and more in harmony vrith clinical facts and

pathological experience to think that the lesion, which

undoubtedly lay behind the persistent paraplegia, was not

found, than that no lesion was there. We italicise the

word ijeTsistent, for simple concussion of the brain may
give rise to a transient unconsciousness ; and if the analogy

holds good, concussion of the spinal cord should per se

produce a transient paraplegia. We know of no case, nor

can we discover the history of any case where this has

happened.

An ecchymosed condition of the brain and spinal cord is

described by surgdcal authors as affecting these organs, and

Dr Lidell goes on to say :
" It cannot be doubted that in

at least some instances this ecchymosis, this extravasation

of blood beneath the visceral arachnoid membrane into the

meshes of the pia mater (connective tissue), denotes a genuine

contusion of the brain or spinal cord, as the case may be ;

and that in this way a positive pathological lesion, percep-

tible to the unaided vision, is superadded to the concussion.''

But, he rightly says, ^' contusion is much more likely to

happen to the brain than to the spinal cord, because, in the

-first place, the surface of the brain is in close relation with

its firm unyielding osseous case, while the spinal cord is

separated from its osseous envelope by a considerable space,

occupied by the cerebro-spinal fluid ; and because, in the

second place, the brain is a more vascular organ than the

spinal cord ; or, in other words, the brain is much more

abundantly supplied with blood-vessels liable to be ruptured

by any contusing force than the spinal cord.^^*

After alluding to the scanty notice taken of " concussion

of the spinal cord " by writers on military surgery, of

whom he names Ballingall, Macleod, Williamson, Hennen,

and Guthrie, the author proceeds to give cases met with by

himself in military practice. Two of them more especially

* Op. cit., p. 322, et seq. Italics our own.
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deserve our attention. The first is entitled '' Concussion

of tlie spine from fire-arms, with, fracture of the spinous

process of the second lumbar vertebra." A lad of 18 was
" hit about two inches to the left of the second lumbar

vertebra (middle line) by a Minie ball, which passed trans-

versely to the right, and somewhat obliquely forward,

through the lumbar muscles, and escaped about five inches

to the right of the median line. He fell down immediately,

and on attempting to get up again found tha^t his lower

limbs were paralysed. The paralysis was complete, both

as to sensation and motion, and did not begin to disappear

till after the lapse of five days. The bladder was also

paralysed." After being taken into hospital several frag-

ments of the spinous process were removed from the second

lumbar vertebra, " but there did not appear to be any in-

jury of the lamina, or any other portion of the vertebra."

" He complained of pain referred to the right hip, and the

paralysis was most marked in that locality." Later he

complained " of a queer benumbed sensation which is con-

fined to the right hip and to the right thigh." Two months

after the accident, when the last note was made, " his lower

extremities and especially the right hip were still weak,

but improving, and he now walks pretty well with the aid

of a cane only." " This was a case," remarks the writer,

" of gunshot wound of the loins with fracture of the

spinous process of the second lumbar vertebra, and con-

cussion of the spinal cord." He invites attention to it,

^^ because concussion of the cord is not commonly seen in

connection with fracture of a spinous process in military

practice. The writer has examined a considerable number
of cases of fracture of that process, and the foregoing is

the only one among them attended with well-marked con-

cussion of the spinal cord. There is no reason to believe

that any other injury was sustained by the second lumbar

vertebra besides the fracture of the spine." But who that

ponders for a moment on the severity of the blow of a

Minie ball, and on the unexpected damage which a bullet

may inflict in its passage through the body, can doubt that
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tliere was some very definite lesion to account for tlie

symptoms, and tliat " concussion of tlie spinal cord " is an

altogetlier inappropriate term to apply to a lesion wMcli

tlie patient's recovery rendered it impossible to discover,

and to wliich tlie paraplegia was due ? The early improve-

ment would seem to point to intra-spinal liaBmorrliage.

Tlie second case is even more striking, and it seems

to us still less deserving of tlie title accorded to it, '' Grun-

sliot wound and concussion of tlie spine." A middle-aged

man was wounded on Dec. llth, 1862, by a ''conical

musket ball, wbicli penetrated tbe lumbar muscles a little

to tlie rigbt side of tlie spine and produced paraplegia. On
exploring tbe wound witb my finger," continues tbe author,

" I found that the bullet had passed forwards, somewhat

downwards and slightly inwards, exposing to some extent

the body and the transverse process of the second lumbar

vertebra. After careful examination I failed to detect any

fracture and did not find the bullet. The paralysis of the

lower extremities was complete, both as to sensation and

motion ; the urinary bladder was also paralysed." During

January, 1863, he began to recover the power of moving his

legs in bed : in February the bladder also recovered its

tone, and " during this month the paraplegia continued

slowly to diminish. The bullet, a conical one, came away

in the dressings." The man continued slowly to improve ;

in a year he could walk feebly with crutches ; in April,

1864, he could walk with a stick, and when the last note

was made, in May, 1864', he was " still improving slowly."

The same criticism applies to this case as to the other, and,

indeed, it seems even more likely that intraspinal hasmor-

rhage, or damage to some cords of the cauda equina, was

the real cause of the symptoms. The nature of the injury,

moreover, renders it highly probable that the damage

to the vertebral column was more extensive than

could be detected by the finger. It is wholly inade-

quate we- think to describe such cases as concussion of the

spinal cord, or concussion of the spine, when every circum-

stance points to the existence of some very tangible lesion.
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'' superadded " tliougli it be to " concussion/' a word wMcli

should be used to indicate ratber the manner of tbe injury

than tbe result of tbe injury inflicted by tbe blow. It

sbould_, bowever, be especially noted tbat tbese cases occurred

in military practice^ and it is not inconceivable that a blow

inflicted on a small area witb tbe prodigious momentum
of a bullet may be more likely to cause structural damage
to tbe spinal cord or otber contents of the spine by " con-

cussion " than is any other injury which befalls the

vertebral column.

II

But before going further let us look more closely into

the analogy* which exists or which is supposed to exist

between concussion of the brain and concussion of the

spinal cordj for there can be little doubt^ we tbink^ that the

term '^concussion of the spinal cord" has been derived from

the term "concussion of the brain." When a man is stunned

by a blow or fall upon his head, common parlance ascribes

his state to concussion of the brain. The insensibility

may be slight and momentary, or it may be lasting and

profound ; death may follow almost instantaneously upon

the blow, or may not occur until after some hours or days.

Is the term concussion of the brain applicable to all these

varying conditions which may follow blows upon the head ?

In cases of transient coma, where recovery takes place

without symptoms of injury having been inflicted on the

structure of the brain, it is often assumed that some

molecular disturbance has been occasioned in the cerebral

mass whereby its function has been for the time annulled.

Were we to be content with this explanation of the pro-

minent symptom coma, no term could be more suitable

perhaps than that which is commonly in use ; but we shall

* Bearing in mind with Darwin that " analogy may be a deceitful

guide."
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do well not to forget wliat tlie actual symptoms are, and

wliereon they depend. Tlie symptoms of cerebral con-

cussion, pure and simple, are essentially tliose of cerebral

paresis of tbe beart, and tbey differ in degree only, not in

kiad, from tbose of paresis of tbe beart produced by otber

injuries wbicb occasion collapse or sbock. That tbe sym-

ptoms sbould be more pronounced after, and be more easily

produced by, a blow communicated to tbe brain tban by a

blow upon otber parts, is neitber more nor less tban we

sbould expect wben we consider wbat tbe cerebral mass is,

and wbat are its varied functions. Tbe sbake of tbe

cerebral mass may of itself perbaps produce unconsciousness,

but tbat unconsciousness is deepened and maintained

by tbe paresis of tbe beart and circulation, wbicb is a

direct result of tbe " braia concussion." " Concussion

of tbe brain " as an accurate clinical pbrase sbould

be limited entirely, we tbink, to tbose cases in wbicb,

to quote tbe definition of Mr Jonathan Hutcbinson,

tbere bas been a " sbake of tbe cranial contents witbout

any structural lesions of importance." *

We meet, bowever, witb yet otber cases in wbicb, wbile

tbe most prominent early symptoms are essentially tbose

of ^^ concussion "—deep coma and collapse—tbere is every

reason to believe tbat tbe brain substance bas itseK been

lacerated or contused. And witb reference tbereto it is

not surprising tbat tbere sbould be differences of opinion

as to tbe sbare wbicb tbe actual braiu lesion bas in causing

tbe symptoms, or even deatb, in tbe severer cases of

" concussion " injury to tbe brain. Mr Prescott Hewett

says it " still remains to be demonstrated tbat concussion

may prove fatal witbout leaving a trace of injury to tbe

brain-substance." f Se cannot find " a single instance in

wbicb tbe evidence of instantaneous deatb from simple

concussion of tbe braia will stand tbe test of anytbing

approacbing to a rigid scrutiny." " In every case," be

writes, " in wbicb I bave seen deatb occur sbortly after,

* ' Illustrations of Clinical S\u-gery,' vol. i, p. 86.

t ' Holmes' System of Surgery,' second edition, vol. ii, p. 301.
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and in consequence of an injury to the head, I have

invariably found ample evidence of the damage done to

the cranial contents." Intermediate, however, between the

cases rapidly fatal, where it is certainly most exceptional not

to find injury to brain substance, minute ecchymoses, well-

marked contusion or hsemorrhage, and those cases where

there has been only transient coma, there are others in

which the coma has been longer lasting, where the rallying

has been slow, and where the patient may suffer for a

length of time from pain in the head, and may show signs

of impaired mental power.* Are these symptoms due,

Mr Hewett asks, to simple concussion ? May they not

rather be due to " some extravasation of blood, or to

some local injury done to the brain substance?" f Doubt-

less in many cases which recover without any definite

symptoms of motor or sensory paralysis there has been

injury to the brain and the lesion is gradually repaired.

The opportunities of examining these cases post-mortem

are of course few and far between. Prescott Hewett,

however, records two J
" in which symptoms of concussion

of the slightest nature had altogether passed off within a

very short time," and in which ^' well-marked traces of

injury were found after death in the brain." " In one case,

in which after a blow on the head, there had been mere gid-

diness for a few minutes and then complete recovery, some

patches of contusion were found at the base of the brain
;

marked by minute specks of blood closely clustered to-

gether, these patches were, in two or three places, of the

size of a shilling, and extended, about a line in depth, into

the structure of the brain : there were no disseminated

specks of extravasated blood." In the other case, where

the symptoms of concussion soon passed off and the patient

* Since the above was written we have had a case in hospital where there

was every reason to believe from the continued severe pain that the pre-

frontal region of the brain had been contused. The patient had fallen and

struck the back of his head. He recovered after about three weeks' rest in

bed. There were never any one-sided symptoms, nor elevation of tempera-

ture, nor changes in the optic fundus.

t Op. cit., p. 307. X ^P- i't-> P- 303.
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died of some otter disease eigM days after tlie accident,

" thin layers of extravasated blood " were found in tlie

cavity of and adlieriiig to tlie parietal layer of tlie araclinoid,

and " in the centrum ovale, close to tlie riglit side of tlie

corpus callosum, and extending partly into it, was an

extravasation of blood of the size of a nut."

That patients may recover after severe injuries to brain

substance received in so-called simple concussion, is evi-

denced nowhere better than by another case of Mr Hewett's,

where he was able to examine the brain of a man who,

twenty years before, had been under his care for a very

severe injury of the head marked by '^the symptoms of

so-called concussion of the brain, but there was no sign of

fracture of any part of the skull. For several days he

struggled between life and death, in a state of pei^fect uncon-

sciousness, followed by a violent delirium, which ultimately,

however, subsided, and in a few weeks he was so far well

that he was able to leave the hospital." * He resumed

his occupation, and was an able workman, clear in intel-

lect as before, and he did not suffer more from headaches

than other people. The autopsy revealed extensive

excavations in the anterior parts of both hemispheres of

the brain, filled by loose areolar tissue and serum. That

of the right side was about twice as large as the excavation

in the left, and measured about an inch and a half in

diameter, with a depth of about an inch, " and so placed

that the inferior margin lay close to the base of the brain,

whilst the inner one was close to the median fissure."

f

Although then there are "no characteristic signs by
which contusion of the brain can be clearly recogTiised," we

* Op. cit., p. 320.

t Au example of that whieli Dr Farrier, both by clinical and experimental

observation, has so clearly established (' Localisation of Cerebral Disease,'

p. 33), " that sudden and extensive lacerations may be made in the pre-

frontal region, and large portions of the brain-substance may be lost without

causing impairment either of sensation or motion; and, indeed, without very

evident disturbance of any kind, bodily or mental, especially if the lesion be

unilateral."
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are justified, it seems to us, in agreeing witli Hewett tliat tlie

brain substance has probably been bruised wbenever " tlie

symptoms are severe after an injury of tbe bead ;
" but tbe

cases wbicb we bave quoted seem to sbow tbis also tbat

'^concussion symptoms^'—coma and collapse—are not neces-

sarily due to brain lesion, for tbe brain lesion in all re-

mained altbougb tbe '' concussion symptoms '^ passed away.

Tbat tbere may be an entire absence of symptoms due

to sligbt contusion of tbe brain per se in sucb cases of

concussion would seem also to be tbe opinion of Mr
Hutcbinson, from wbom we bave already quoted, and wbose

teacbing is of tbe bigbest value on all questions connected

witb injuries of tbe bead. Plate XYI of bis ' Illustrations

of Clinical Surgery' gives a beautiful delineation of contu-

sion of tbe surface of tbe brain, sucb as is often met
witb in cases wbere tbe patient dies directly from tbe

effects of concussion. At tbe autopsy* " certain prominent

parts of tbe convolutions, more particularly of tbe anterior

lobes close to the extremities of tbe olfactory bulbs, and

of tbe lowest parts of tbe middle lobes, sbow sligbt surface

contusion. At most places a little eccbymosis into tbe pia

mater is all tbat can be proved, but just in front of tbe ends

of tbe olfactory bulbs tbere is more tban tbis, and tbe tips

of tbe bulbs tbemselves and tbe convolutions in front of

tbem bave evidently been somewbat broken by contusion.''

" Lines of fracture in tbe base of tbe skull were found, and

a tbin clot of blood in tbe aracbnoid cavity," and " yet,"

remarks Mr Hutcbinson, '' neitber tbese lesions nor any of

tbose depicted in tbe sketcb were in tbemselves sufficient to

bave caused deatb, nor even probably to produce alarming

symptoms." ..." Taken collectively tbese fractures and

contusions were proof tbat tbe bead bad been very violently

concussed, and it was from tbe effect of sucb concussion

upoii tbe cerebral mass tbat the man died, and not from

any one of the lesions mentioned." ..." Tbis dis-

tinction,'^ be goes on to say, " is I think very important.

It would be easy to put down sucb a case as death from

* Op. cit., p. 83.
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fracture of tlie base of tlie skull or deatli from contusion

of the brain^ for both, these conditions were undoubtedly

present, but tlie symptoms are, I tliink, conclusive tliat

tbey were merely tbe concomitants of tbe fatal injury. I

cannot but believe tbat many cases of concussion wbich

recover are attended by surface lesions at least as extensive

as tbose seen in tbis sketcb. There is nothing in them

per se which would be in the least likely to cause death."

And again he expresses his " conviction that a consid-

erable number of the head cases, fatal within periods of a

few hours or a day or two, die from the general effects of

the shake of the cerebral mass. Lesions are found, it is

true, but they are to be regarded, I must repeat, as indica-

tions of the violence of the shake and not as causes of

death, nor perhaps even as serious complications.''^

"VVliether, then, we incline to the view that the brain

lesions are the chief cause of death in such cases, or to

that which attributes death to shake of the cerebral mass,

independently of the specific lesions themselves, there is we

see no difference of opinion as to lesions being well-nigh

invariably met with in cases of severe fatal concussion, nor

as to the probability of there being definite lesions, surface

contusions, and ecchymosis of the brain substance, in many

cases where there have been symptoms of severe " concus-

sion " even though not proceeding to a fatal issue.

We may fitly divide cases of " concussion " injuries of

the brain' into three classes.

A. Cases of " concussion " where the symptoms of con-

cussion are essentially transient, momentary only or lasting

for a few minutes, and are mainly due to the sudden
" shock " induced by shake of the whole brain mass by a

blow upon the head.

B. Cases where the early symptoms of '^ concussion "

proper are of longer duration, and the later—pain, irrita-

bility,* &c.—are slow to pass away, and where there may

not be, although undoubtedly there very often are, definite

structural lesions of the brain substance at a point remote

* See Mr. Hutchinson's table of the after-symptoms quoted on p. 170.
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it may be from tlie part struck, lesions by contrecoup, wMcli

of themselves may give rise to no symptoms.

G. Cases rapidly fatal with concussion symptoms, or fatal

at a later time after the symptoms of concussion have

materially subsided, where brain lesions are almost invari-

ably found after death, with or without damage to the

membranes and the skull, and the influence of which

lesions in causing death is differently estimated by writers

on surgery.

This is we trust a fair and comprehensive classification of

the various cases of so-called " concussion of the brain,'^

which are not followed by secondary symptoms such as are

due to inflammation and death of the cranial bones, or to

inflammation and suppuration of the brain and its mem-
branes. We have seen that there are strong grounds for

the behef that " concussion " of the brain, even when the
" concussion " has been only slight, is very frequently as-

sociated with structural lesions of the brain itself, lesions

which of themselves may give rise to no separate symptoms,
and that the usual symptoms of concussion, varying greatly

in degree, are more those of cerebral paresis of the heart,

and of the bodily functions generally. Shock or collapse,

differing in degree only from shock following injuries else-

where, is indeed the most prominent evidence of brain

concussion, and common to that shock and to all true shock

however caused is this one symptom most pronounced,

mental enfeeblement or annihilation of consciousness for

the time being.*

What is the organ, however, and how is it situated, the

concussion and violent shake of which give rise to this

* Thus, Mr Spence writes (' Surgery,' second edition, vol. ii, pp. 710, 711),
•' The symptoms seem dependent on some temporary derangement of the brain

substance, or its circulation, giving rise to functional disturbance of the

sensoriiim, which gradually passes off with the subsidence of the shock which

caused, it In the very rare cases where concussion terminates

fatally without reaction occurring, and in which no obvious lesion is found,

it is probable that the shock has affected not only the sensorium, but also

that portion of the nerve centres more essentially concerned in organic life."

Italics not in original.
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train of symptoms ? Tlie cerebral mass^ a large soft solid,

surrounded by envelopes or membranes, fitting closely

to and filling up the crevices and grooves in tbe skull

wbicb is its protection and covering—an organ so built and

placed tliat it must be liable to commotion from any blow

of sujB&cient force upon its osseous case. We need hardly

inquire into tbe physical causes of this liability. Is not

the common experience of surgeons in all countries adequate

of itself to establish, a belief in the truth of the exceeding

liability of the cerebral mass to suffer in the way described

from the effects of a blow, whether that blow be direct or

indirect upon the cranial walls ?

But when we leave the cranium and enter the spinal

canal what happens ? '^ In leaving the skull the dura

mater is intimately attached to the margin of the foramen

magTium ; but within the vertebral canal it forms a loose

sheath around the cord {theca), and is not adherent to the

bones, which have an independent periosteum. Towards

the lower end of the canal, a few fibrous slips proceed from

the outer surface of the dura mater to be fixed to the ver-

tebrse. The space intervening between the wall of the

canal and the dura mater is occupied by loose fat, by
watery areolar tissue, and by a plexus of spinal veins."*

" On the spinal cord the pia mater has a very

different structure from that which it presents on the

encephalon, so that it has even been described by some as a

different membrane under the name neurilemma of the cord.

It is thicker, firmer, less vascular, and more adherent to

the subjacent nervous matter : its great strength is owing

to its containing fibrous tissue, which is arranged in longi-

tudinal shining bundles."f • • • •
'' -^^ the hase of

the brain and in the spinal canal there is a wide interval

between the arachnoid and the pia mater. In the base of

the brain this sub-arachnoid space extends in front over the

pons and the interpeduncular recess as far forwards as the

optic nerves, and behind it forms a considerable interval

* ' Quain's Anatomy,' 7th edition, vol. ii, p. 5G3.

t Ibid., p. 564.
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between tlie cerebellum and the back of the medulla

oblongata. In the spinal canal it surrounds the cord,

forming a space of considerable extent/^* It is in this

subarachnoid space where the chief part of the cerebro-

spinal fluid is lodged. Thus we not only have the cord

surrounded by fluid and areolar tissue, but we also find it

carefully separated from, and slung as it were to, the sides

of the canal in which it lies. The ligamentum denticulatum,

together with the off-shooting nerves, forms the special

contrivance whereby the cord is kept and fixed in its place,

and it consists of a '^ narrow fibrous band which runs along

each side of the spinal cord in the subarachnoid space,

between the anterior and posterior roots of the nerves,

commencing above at the foramen magnum, and reaching

down to the lower pointed end of the cord. By its inner

edge this band is connected with the pia mater of the cord,

while its outer margin is widely denticulated ; and its den-

ticulations, traversing the arachnoid space, with the arach-

noid membrane reflected over them, are attached by their

points to the inner surface of the dura mater, and thus

serve to support the cord along the sides and to maintain

it in the middle of the cavity.^'f And as if the spinal cord

were not thus sufficiently protected by special attachments

and by paddings and buffers, we find it in a bony canal,

whose walls are of great thickness, many times the thick-

ness of the bony wall which surrounds the brain. If there

be any exception to the security which the cord derives

from its mode of attachment, it will be found, we are

inclined to think, in the cauda equina. Examine the spinal

cord lying in situ in the recently opened spinal canal, and

we shall see that, at the lowest part, where the great mass

of nerves is collected to form the cauda equina, say from the

eleventh dorsal vertebra downwards, the contents of the

spinal canal have much less room, that there is less of pad-

ding, less of detachment and separation from the bony wall,

and insomuch perhaps there is a greater liability for the cord

to suffer at this point from the effects of such a blow as

* Ibid., p. 563. t Ibid., p. 5G6.
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that wliicli, were it upon tlie cranium^ would produce " con-

cussion ^' of the brain. Yet even here some compensation

is to be found in the increasing thickness of the spinous pro-

cesses of the vertebrae^ whereby the spinal contents are still

further removed from the surface of the body. Such^ then,

is the wondrous security of the spinal cord. We need not

dwell longer on the physical causes thereof. Let us appeal

to the common experience of surgeons in all countries and

ask. Is it not the fact that injuries to the spinal cord from

simple blows upon the spinal column, from such blows as

would cause " concussion of the brain/^ are amongst the

very rarest to which the human body is liable ? And it

would be lamentable indeed were it not so : for carrying,

as we have before remarked, its whole function as a con-

ductor in each horizontal segment of no matter how micro-

scopic thinness, not only miist the spinal cord be thus

securely protected, but by its very constitution also is it

compelled to tell and warn us—as infallibly it does tell and

warn us—when injury has been inflicted upon it.

Let us, however, seek for cases which may be placed

in divisions analogous to the three divisions of concussion

injuries of the brain.

With Class A, cases of '^concussion where the sym-

ptoms of concussion are essentially transient, momentary

only, or lasting for a few minutes, and are mainly due to the

sudden ' shock ' induced by shake of the whole brain mass

by a blow upon the head,'^ we should place examples of

transient paraplegia after blows upon the spine, where the

concussion of the blow ha\ang been communicated to the

spinal cord, that portion of the cord supposed to be

concussed is rendered temporarily hors de combat, ceases

for the time being to discharge its habitual function,

and then, the effects of the concussion, shock, or shake

having died away, the habitual function is restored, and

there are no subsequent ill effects. If there be such

cases, then without doubt the analogy holds good. It is

a remarkable fact, howevel', that nowhere in medical or

surgical literature have we been able to find the record of
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even one sucli case. The experience of surgeons^ even of

those wlio have had the greatest opportunity of seeing

serious accidents is^ we take it, pretty unanimous that

cases of the kind are excessively rare, and, although

we have made careful inquiry upon the subject, we have

been unable to meet with any case which would stand

the test of rigid scrutiny. ]Jr Wilks, however, writes

('Diseases of the Nervous System,' p. 201), "I have more
than once seen a man receive a severe injury to the back
and be taken up paralysed, but in a few days he has

perfectly recovered the use of his limbs, just as in concus-

sion of the brain with loss of consciousness and rapid

recovery ; there was, in fact, a stunning of the cord.''

We are not dealing, be it remembered, with cases of

general motor and sensory enfeeblement in severe " shocJc"

after falls and like accidents, where it might be said that

the whole cerebro-spinal system had been concussed, and
that some of the symptoms were due thereto. What
we are rather looking for is a case of transient para-

plegia, or annihilation of the function of the spinal cord,

by a blow upon the spine communicated to the spinal

marrow.

The following case is recorded by Abercrombie (op. cit.,

p. 373), who writes :

—

" In summer 1816, I saw a man who
had been employed in blowing a rock near Edinburgh.

Not having retired to a sufficient distance, and standing

with his back to the rock when the explosion took place,

a large piece of stone struck him on the spine about the

lower dorsal and upper lumbar vertebra. He instantly

fell, completely deprived of power in "the lower extremities.

I found him in this state a few hours after the accident,

when he also complained of violent pain, beginning in the

seat of the injury, and extending downwards along the

thighs. On the back there was an extensive swelling,

which made it impossible to ascertain the state of the

vertebrae. He was confined to bed for several weeks

without any power of his lower extremities, and with con-

siderable difficulty in passing his urine, but gradually
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recovered, and in a few weeks more was free from com-

plaints/''

This was regarded by the author as an instance of true

concussion of the cord, but it appears open to very grave

question whether the symptoms were not in this case also

attributable to haemorrhage. We are told that the man
instantly fell, completely deprived of power in the lower

extremities, but we know nothing as to the existence of

collapse, which in all probability existed, and during

which there may have been ample time for an extravasa-

tion of blood sufficient to cause paraplegia. The clinical

history looks much more like a case of intra-spinal hsemor-

rhage which was gradually absorbed ; and there is, more-

over but scanty evidence as yet to show that a complete

disorganisation of the cord, such as on the concussion

theory must have been present to account for the sym-

ptoms, can ever be repaired.

It would be idle, perhaps, to contemplate the abolition

of a phrase ''concussion of the spinal cord," which has

been sanctioned, by such men as Astley Cooper, Aber-

crombie, Mayo, Brodie, and others, but when we use it let

us be quite clear as to what we mean, and let us know
what are and what are not the cases of injury to the

spinal cord to which the term is strictly applicable, and

which bear analogy to those with which we are familiar

under the term " concussion of the brain.''

But, secondly, we have to look for cases analogous to

those of concussion of the brain in which the " early sym-

ptoms of concussion proper are of longer duration, and the

later—pain, irritability, &c.—are slow to pass away ; and

where there may not be, although undoubtedly there very

often are, structural lesions of the brain substance at a point

it may be remote from the part struck, lesions by contrecoup,

which of themselves may give rise to no symptoms "
(p. 26

ante). We are met at once with this difference between

injuries to the brain and injuries to the spinal cord, that

structural lesions of the c'ord, even small in "size, in-

variably give rise, sooner or later, to recog'nisable sym-
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ptoms. We may go further and say that if tliese sym-

ptoms are of long duration^ tliere lias indubitably been

some lesion eitlier to the spinal marrow itself, or that

its function has been impaired by pressure upon it

from without. It is well recognised we think that dis-

location of the vertebr8e_, either with or without fracture,

may occur without giving rise to any perceptible deformity,

the bones having sprung back by the resilience of the

ligaments into their natural positions. The records of the

dead-house leave no doubt on this point ; and over and

over again the spinal cord has been found crushed by dis-

placement of vertebra, when there has been no physical

sign whatever during life of injury to the spinal column.

This has been seen so often that when that marked sym-

ptom, paralysis of motion and sensation, follows a fall, we
are justified in concluding either that the cord has actually

been crushed, or that, if the displacement has not been

sufficient to disorganise the cord, as in those rare cases

where recovery ensues, it has yet been enough to lacerate

some of the blood-vessels which surround the marrow,

and the function thereof has been for the time annihilated

by the pressure of extravasated blood. At any rate it is

essential to exclude these and other kindred explanations

before we admit '^ concussion '^ by itself as the true

explanation of any traumatic lesion of the substance of

the spinal cord. A very interesting case is recorded by
Mr Hutchinson, which bears on this point.

*A sailor was violently dashed by a wave in a storm

against a skylight, striking it, he thought, with his head.

He was insensible for five minutes. He had intense pain

in the back of the neck, and from the first the lower limbs

felt numb and useless. The arms also were partially

paralysed. His mouth was slightly drawn to one side.

When admitted into hospital three months after the accident

he was able to move his legs, but could not stand without

supporting himself with his hands. The bowels were

constipated, but he had power over the bladder. Sensation

* ' Medical Times and Gazette,' vol. i, 1879, p. 348.

3
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was more perfect in tlie left leg than in tlie riglit_, and lie

tliouglit his left arm and leg were stronger than the right.

He could not move his neck so freely as before the acci-

dent. Galvanic currents to the lower limbs began to give

relief at once, and he left the hospital in two months, able

to walk without support and improving daily. In his

remarks upon this case, Mr Hutchinson said he was in-

clined to think that " the paraplegia having been almost

coincident with the injury, dislocation of one of the

vertebrae might have occurred, causing injury to the cord.

He had seen several cases where such dislocation had

occurred, and where the vertebrae had easily returned into

their places ; so that it was only upon very careful post-

mortem examination that the diagnosis could be verified."

Even in such a case* as that recorded by Mr Shaw,

where instant paralysis of both upper and lower extre-

mities was the consequence of a fall on the head and

shoulders, and where, after death in sixty hours, there was

found neither fracture nor dislocation, nor blood effused

in the canal ;
'^ but on making a section of the cord

opposite the third and fourth cervical vertebree, a clot of

blood was found lying in its centre,'^ we may fairly, it

seems to us, agree with the author in thinking that the

lesion in the cord may be satisfactorily accounted for

otherwise than by the. phenomenon of concussion. '^It

does not appear improbable," he writes, " that a sudden,

violent, and extreme bend or twist of the flexible cervical

region of the spine should have been caused by a fall

headlong from a height ; or that, with that excessive

bending of the spine, the cervical enlargement of the cord

should have been bent likewise ; or that in that sharp,

acute, abrupt flexion of the cord, a blood-vessel should

have been ruptured in its interior, and a clot of blood be

deposited."

In the most valuable series of " Cases of Paraplegia,"

published by Sir William Gull in the ' Guy's Hospital

Keports ' for 1856 and 1858* (series iii, vols, ii aiid iv)^ is

* ' Holmes' System of Surgery/ vol. ii, p. 371.
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an example of tlie same kind of injury. It is entitled

(vol. iv^ p. 189) '^Paraplegia supervening two days after a

violent exertion in lifting a heavy weight ; softening of

the cord opposite the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae ; no
injury of the membranes^ ligaments^ or bones of the spine.

Death after six weeks. ^^ A man, aged 2b, of a rather

delicate constitution, felt a sudden pain in his back after

lifting some heavy deals. On the morning' of the second

day he found on waking that his legs were paralysed, and
when admitted into hospital on the fourth day there was
complete paraplegia, his urine was ammoniacal, and a bed-

sore had already begun to form over the sacrum. No trace

of injury was found after death in the ligaments or bones of

the spine, but " opposite the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae

the cord was softened through all the columns into a thick,

greenish, muco-puriform fluid with a tinge of brown," and
under the microscope it was " seen to consist of disin-

tegrated nerve-tissue with a few irregular collections of

granules." " There was no evidence of any plastic exuda-

tion."

In another most remarkable case recorded by the same
author (Case xxix, vol. iv, p. 200) the usual immunity of the

cord from injury in such accidents as the two last cases

exemplify, is shown very strikingly by the damage which
the cord received in an otherwise trivial accident, because

of the existence at the time of meningeal disease. The
patient was a nurse in Guy's who had been under observa-

tion for some years in consequence of anaesthesia, partial

paralysis, and wasting of both arms, symptoms which had
had no known cause for their beginning. One day in

December she " accidentally fell forwards upon the stone

steps of the hospital, from stepping upon her dress whilst

assisting a patient into a cab. Her left temple was cut,

and she was rendered insensible by the fall. On recovering

consciousness a short time afterwards the legs were found
to be quite paralysed, and there was almost entire loss of

sensation." There was the usual train of symptoms,
ammoniacal urine, sloughing, &c., and in a month she
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died. Extensive disease was found in the cord and its

membranes. " In tlie dorsal region tliere were plates of

true bone, formed by ossific degeneration of tbe inner

layers of the tbickened dura mater They merely

enveloped the cord without producing any pressure upon

it." .... ^' In the dorsal region the anterior columns

were ruptured transversely across, apparently at a recent

date, and probably by the fall which brought on the fatal

symptoms." And commenting on the case the distin-

guished author writes :
" The fatal accident was peculiar.

The adhesions of the membranes prevented the movements

of the cord in the sheath, and exposed it to stretching by

any sudden motion of the spine." The form of accident

which in this case was adequate to cause so grave an

injury to a spinal cord already affected with disease, may
doubtless cause the same kind of injury to a perfectly

healthy cord when subjected to sudden, violent, and

extreme, bending of the spinal column as in the case

recorded by Mr Shaw. But we should err in calling such

cases ^'^ concussion of the spinal cord."*

Let it be noted, however, that these patients died ; and

here we shall do well to remind ourselves how exceedingly

dangerous are lesions of the spinal marrow, how prone

they are to run on to inflammation, and by a gradually

extending myelitis to destroy the functions of the cord

in those parts which are necessary to life, and thereby

lead to • a fatal issue. How rare it is to see a man
recover after injury to his spinal cord in cases of fracture

or dislocation of the vertebral column. The length of time

he lives may vary, and does vary according to the site of

the lesion, but how commonly fatal these injuries are, and

how few surgeons have ever seen a case of recovery after

* Here it may be remarked that we do not cease to call a case " con-

cussion of the brain'' because it is associated with cerebral haemorrhage.

At first truly not, but later, when the symptoms of shock have subsided, and

there is paralysis here or there, we change the name, and no longer attribute

the symptoms to concussion, but speak rather of " fracture of the base,"

"fracture of the skull," "cerebral lax;eration," "haemorrhage," as the case

may be.
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sucli undoubted injury to the cord.* The exceptions quoted

are exceptions which prove the rule, and they have been

recorded for this very reason that recovery is so wholly

unusual a result. The man dies, not because the bones

of his back are broken, or because one vertebra has been

separated from another, he dies because of inflammation of

the spinal cord after it has been crushed, lacerated, or con-

tused. "It is the progress of inflammation to the spinal

marrow,'^ says Sir Charles Bell, "and not the pressure or the

extension of it, which makes these cases of subluxation and

breach of continuity of the tube fatal."f ^^Jt is not death

so almost invariably the result, that common experience tells

us that if we see recovery taking place, and the function

of the cord being restored after complete paraplegia, the

case is one most likely of hsemorrhage into the vertebral

canal which has pressed upon the marrow ? And is not

the existence of this heemorrhage, and of haemorrhage only,

in such cases a very present hope to us in time of trouble ?

How unlikely then it is that we should meet with cases of

undoubted lesion of the spinal cord itseK produced by con-

cussion blows upon the spine, and find that they too have

not an equal liability to run to a fatal end. Are not the

probabilities immense that when paraplegia follows a severe

blow upon the spinal column, and the paraplegia gradually

subsides, and the function of the cord is again restored,

such paraplegia has been caused by the pressure of haemor-

rhage outside the spinal marrow rather than by injury to

the spinal marrow itself ?

Examples of paraplegia from blows upon the spine are

to be met with in surgical literature. We have already

referred to Brodie^s casej of paralysis after a severe blow

upon the spine where the man regained the use of his limbs

in the course of three or four weeks, and we have heard

* Vide ' Lancet,' vol. i, 1881, p. 460, a case brought before the Cliuical

Society of London by Berkeley Hill, of fracture of the spine treated with

Sayre's jacket.

t • Institutes of Surgery,' vol. i (1838), p. 152.

t ' Medico-Chir. Transactions,* vol. xx ; vide ante, p. 5.
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tlie conjecture wliicli he makes as to tlie probable causes

of tlie palsy. Even more striking tkan tliat, and con-

firmatory of ttat wMcIl we bold to be tbe true patbo-

logical explanation of Brodie's case, is tbe case recorded

by Mayo.* '' A man received a violent blow on tbe

tbree inferior lumbar vertebree from a log of wood
wbicb fell upon bina. He died in four bours. Bxtra-

vasated blood was found in tbe spinal canal, but tbe

vertebree were entire and tbe cord was bealtby." Wby,
even a blow Hke tbis, violent as it in all probabibty was,

did no damage to tbe important nervous structures lying

securely witbin tbe vertebral canal. Had tbe man
recovered, migbt not tbis case also bave been placed on

record as one of ^'concussion of tbe spinal cord ?
''

How dangerous to life tbese injuries are, even wben tbe

lesion of tbe cord is of limited extent, is admirably sbown

by tbe following case, recorded by Gull in tbe paper

already named (Case xxiii, vol. iv, p. 191, 1858). A
porter, aged 33, strong and bealtby, was carrying a sack

of coals on bis back down some cellar- stairs, wben bis

foot slipped forwards from under bim and be fell, tbe sack

of coals falling upon bim. Tbere was loss of sensation

immediately after tbe accident, followed by byper^stbesia,

paralysis of legs, left arm and spbincters. He died tbirty-

four bours after tbe accident. "Post-mortem examination.

—Tbe spine only was examined. Tbere was no external

trace of tbe injury ; no displacement of tbe vertebrae dis-

coverable by external examination. Tbe membranes of

tbe cord were bealtby. Opposite tbe fourtb and fiftb

cervical vertebree tbe substance of tbe cord was contused.

On section tbere was found eccbymosis of tbe posterior

born of grey matter on tbe left side, and of tbe adjacent

part of tbe lateral and posterior columns. Tbere were

also limited spots of eccbymosis on tbe rigbt side, one in

tbe rigbt posterior column, and one in tbe anterior cornua

of tbe gT'ay substance. . ^. . On examining tbe spinal

canal after tbe removal of tbe cord nothing abnormal was

* ' Outlines of Pathology,' p. 165.
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discoverable in tlie bodies of tbe vertebrae opposite tbe

lesion of tbe cord ; but on dissecting off tbe posterior

ligament it was seen tbat tbe body of tbe fourth, was

separated from tbat of tbe fifths and tbat tbe left articular

process of the fourth bad been cbipped off by tbe violent

pressure of tbe lower one against it,'^ Tbe case is an

exceedingly important one, and more deserving tban are

most cases of tbe title wbicb tbe autbor gives to it of

" Concussion of tbe cord in tbe cervical region from direct

violence.'^ At tbe same time, bowever, it is well to recog-

nise tbat tbere was severe injury to tbe spinal column,

sucb an injury in fact as migbt readily bave been pro-

duced by violent wrencb of tbe flexible cervical spine j

and it is not inconceivable tbat in tbat wrencb tbe spinal

cord was likewise severely bent, and tbat tbus, ratber tban

by " concussion,^' tbe spots of eccbymosis were produced

in tbe cord. Wbile, bowever, we may accept tbis case, even

tbougb witb besitation, as one of concussion lesion of tbe

spinal cord, not seeking to lay undue stress on tbe objection

we bave offered, tbe same title is bardly applicable, we tliink,

to tbe next case wbicb we quote from tbe sarae autbor (Case

xxiv, op. cit., p. 193), '' Concussion of tbe cord by a fall

;

recovery of power after two bours. Subsequent effusion

of blood outside tbe tbeca vertebralis in tbe neck. Para-

plegia of upper and lower extremities. Paralysis of inter-

costals. . . . Deatb in fifty-five bours." A man,
aged 40, fell backwards from a moderate beigbt, a beavy

plank falling at tbe same time upon bim. Brougbt at

once to tbe bospital be was found collapsed but sensible.

Tbere was entire paralysis of tbe left leg, partial of tbe

rigbt, and also partial paralysis of tbe arms, but be was
still able to flex tbe fingers. After two bours be bad so

-far recovered from tbe immediate effects of tbe injury tbat

be could draw up bis legs and grasp tbe band ; tbe circu-

lation was improved ; surface warmer ; no injury of spine

discoverable. Tbe next morning be was absolutely para-

lysed in all bis limbs. Tbere was loss of sensation in tbe

paralysed parts, and tbe ribs scarcely moved in inspiration

.
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'^ Post-mortem examination hy Mr. Bryant.—No external

evidence of injury to tlie spine. On dividing tlie soft

parts there was found a separation between tlie fourtli and

fiftli cervical spinous processes^ and dislocation of the arti-

cular processes. The interspinous and capsular ligaments

were torn through. Extravasation of blood outside the

theca vertebralis on its anterior aspect. The effused blood

compressed the cord_, which was otherwise uninjured.

After careful examination there were not found any signs

of bruising of its tissue. The extravasation apparently

arose from injury to the lower part of the body of the

fourth vertebra^ which had been fractured, and the inter-

vertebral substance torn. The calibre of the canal was

slightly encroached upon by displacement of the fourth

vertebra, but not so as to press on the cord. The extra-

vasation, though most abundant opposite the injury, ex-

tended downwards to some distance. The membranes of

the cord were uninjured,'' In giving a title to this case

the author has assumed, if we mistake not, that the func-

tion of the cord was for the time annihilated by the force

of the blow received in the fall, and that the return of

power after two hours was an evidence of the truth of

this surmise. It must, however, be noted that the return

of power was coincident with the subsidence of the col-

lapse, and it is, moreover, remarkable that the paralysis

which resulted from the supposed concussion of the cord

was only partial. It seems to us almost impossible that a

concussion blow, of such violence as it must have been in

this case, could have been limited in its effects upon the

portion of the cord concussed, and we should find an expla-

nation of the phenomena rather in the irregular distri-

bution of the effused blood, which continuing slowly to

increase, at length induced the total paralysis to which

the man succumbed. Doubtless the fatal result in

these cases was largely due to the injury having been

inflicted on the cervical portion of the spinal column, and

we should perhaps be justified in expecting that were like

injuries inflicted upon lower portions of the cord, the fatal
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result miglit be less rapid^ or even recovery miglit

ensue.

In vol. viii of the ' Transactions o£ the Pathological

Society/ Mr Curling records a case which, was " viewed

as one of concussion of the spinal cord." A boy, aged 8,

had fallen, as far as could be learned, upon his nates

while sliding in the gutter. Five days after the accident

he was admitted paraplegic. " After manifesting a re-

markable tenacity of life " he died in three and a haK
months. The cord was found softened in several places.

In the ' London Medical Eecord ' (vol. iv, p. 83) will be
found the notice of two cases recorded by Dr Lochner, of

Schwalbach {' Aertzliches Intelligenzblatt/ Oct. 19, 1875).

The first case was a man, aged 52, almost an imbecile,

who on May 23rd, when drunk, was struck by a comrade
and fell backwards to the ground, with his back across a

stone. He died in a month, and opposite the eighth and
ninth dorsal vertebrae the whole cord was softened. Dr
Lochner remarks that he '' would still have doubted if the

spinal cord could be severely injured whilst the investing

canal was still intact, had not a similar case occurred in

the practice of his colleague, Dr Bruglocher." A man
fell down some stone steps and was picked up dead.

Yarious lesions from contrecou'p were found in the brain,

and the " spinal cord at the level of the sixth cervical

vertebra was torn across," so that more than half of it

was severed. " It appeared that the neck and head had
been forcibly bent backwards in the fall," a circumstance

of the accident which seems to us to detract from the

merit of this case as an example of '' concussion injury."

As far, however, as the histories warrant, there seems

no reason to withold this explanation from the rare and
fatal cases of Mr Curling and Dr Lochner, And not less

remarkable than tbeirs, is the case recorded by Abercrombie

(op. cit., p. 343) as having occurred in the practice of Dr.

Hunter. " A man, ast. 36, was thrown from the top of a

waggon, a height of about ten feet. He alighted upon a

pile of small stones in such a manner that the shock on
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first coming in contact witli tlie top of tlie pile was received

on liis back between tbe shoulders. He attempted imme-

diately to get up, but fell instantly from complete loss of

power of the lower extremities ; and very soon after he had

involuntary discharge of urine and feeces." After the lapse

of a month he was admitted into the Edinburgh Infir-

mary, and died with tetanic symptoms in about five days.

" Inspection.-—No injury could be detected in any of the

bones of the spine. There was a high degree of vascu-

larity of the pia-mater of the cord, especially at the upper

part of the dorsal region. There was most extensive

ramollissement of the body of the cord, which affected

chiefly the anterior columns. These were most remark-

ably softened throughout the whole course of the cord, in

many cases entirely diffluent, and the softening was

traced quite to the upper part of the cord, and affected

the corpora pyramidalia. The posterior columns were also

softened in many places, though in a much smaller degree,

not diffluent like the anterior, but breaking down under

very slight pressure.^^

This case is often regarded as one of uncomplicated

concussion injury, but does not the nature of the accident

render it highly probable that the original lesion of the

cord, which was the starting-point of the extensive

myelitis, was caused by sudden twist or bend ?

Recorded examples of undouhted cord injury ivhich

progressed' to recovery are exceedingly rare. We say

undouhted cord injury, for it is essential to exclude the

occurrence of lesion of the membranes or the spinal nerves,

structures which, in fracture or dislocation, may be more

easily injured than the cord itself by slight displacement

of the vertebrae, or by limited effusion of blood external

to the marrow.

A case of Mr Hutchinson's provides the only example of

recovery which we can find. " Paraplegia from myelitis

following injury to the back."* A girl, aged 16, the

subject of inherited syphilis, was admitted into hospital on

* 'Medical Times and Gazette,' vol. i, 1879, p. 348.
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Feb. 6tli. A fortniglit before admission she " slipped down
about twenty steps of stairs on her back." She felt no

inconvenience whatever for two days beyond pain in her

back. On the morning of the fourth day she had " pins

and needles " in her legs, and found she could not stand

up or sit in an upright position. About the same time

she had incontinence of urine and faeces. The motions

came away involuntarily for two days, and for about eight

days afterwards the bowels were not relieved, the inconti-

nence of urine continuing. The bowels were then slightly

opened by purgatives. Entire loss of power over the limbs,

the bladder and the bowel, remained until her admission.

There was then complete loss of motion and sensation in

the lower limbs, and incontinence of urine and feeces.

There were some bed-sores about the lower part of the back,

but no irregularity indicative of fracture. There was slight

pain on pressure along the lower part of the spine. On
Eeb. 10th she was " gradually recovering power. Much
hyperaesthesia. Cannot bear the bed-clothes on the feet.

Incontinence of urine and faeces remains." Feb. 1 7th, no

pain along the spine, and bed-sores healing. '' March 8th,

improving slowly in both motion and sensation. Able to

retain urine a short time and the incontinence of fgeces has

ceased. Bed-sores almost healed." March 15th, ^^ still in

bed, but now perfect control over legs. Still hyperaes-

thesia of feet. Incontinence of urine unaltered, but bowels

are regular. Sores healed. No catamenia since accident,

though regular before." " The condition having appeared,"

remarks Mr Hutchinson, " two days after the injury, led

him to believe that there was some inflammation of the grey

matter at the lower part of the spinal cord, set up by the

concussion of the fall. The condition of inherited syphilis,

however, introduced a new element ; but although para-

plegia was not uncommon in acquired syphilis, it was not

common in the inherited form, and the history of the

injury seemed to point to that being the cause of the

disease. The treatment consisted at first in a slight

mercurial course, afterwards in the administration of small
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doses of iodide of potassium, with of course rest in

bed."

We would not lay greater stress tlian does Mr Hutcliinson

himself on the inherited syphilis of this patient, nor on the

fact that recovery took place under the administration of

anti-syphihtic drugs ; but these facts to some extent detract

from the value of the case, and make it less unequivocal

than it would otherwise have been. A converse explana-

tion is at hand, that had it not been for the syphilitic ele-

ment the concussion lesion of the cord would not have run

on to myelitis, and would have been therefore unrevealed.

At the same time the original lesion may have been a small

hgemorrhage upon the cauda equina and the cord, causing

" pins and needles," insufficient of itself to induce imme-

diate paraplegia ; and the inherited vice of syphilis only

paved the way for the supervention of inflammatory action

from an otherwise inadequate cause. The injury at any

rate seems to have been quite at the lower part of the

back, and the question here arises which has been mooted

before, is the lower dorsal and lumbar region of the spinal

cord, surrounded by the nerves of the cauda equina and

filling more closely than elsewhere the vertebral canal,

more liable itself to suffer, independently of external

hgemorrhage, from blows upon this part of the back ?

Eecorded cases are too few to admit of any decided opinion,

but the point is well worthy of consideration and should

be borne in mind in an inquuy into " concussion of the

spinal cord."

In an earlier part of this chapter we have quoted cases

from different authors which, if they can be considered

analogous to any cases of concussion of the brain, should

be placed in this division of concussion of the spinal

cord ; and in quoting each of them we have named the

objections, in no case we hope unreasonable, which have

appeared to us to weigh against regarding them as cases

of simple "concussion lesions of the spinal cord." That

some of them, notably those -by Boyer, are not- easily

explicable we do not for a moment deny, but how meagre
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are the histories given, how many important points are

omitted, and how inferior, may we not add, in all proba-

bility were the methods of post-mortem examination to

those alone deemed adequate in the present day ! Nothing

is easier than to accept such cases without examination

or remark, and to note them down at once as examples

of " concussion of the spinal cord," but we must not rest

satisfied with this mode of collecting evidence, nor would

it, indeed, suffice in an inquiry so important as this

branch of our subject demands. Literature and clinical

experience seem, indeed, to afford us little ground for

thinking that even in this extensive class (Class B, p. 26)

the analogy holds generally good between " concussion of

the brain " and " concussion of the spinal cord."

In connection with this division of our subject the

following case is of more than passing interest. It is

entitled, " A case of concussion-lesion with extensive

secondary degenerations of the spinal cord, followed by
general muscular atrophy," and was brought by Dr
Bastian before the Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society

on June 25th, 1867, in whose ' Transactions,' vol. 1, it is

to be found.
^^Jeremiah C—, aged 26, admitted into the accident ward

of St Mary's Hospital on July 7th, 1866 ; about a week
ago was sleeping on the top of an unfinished hay-rick,

twenty-five feet in height, and whilst asleep rolled off,

falling on his back. He found himself at once unable to

move, and was conveyed to the Barnet Union, where he

remained till, at his own request, he was removed to this

hospital." It is unnecessary to give the exact words in

which his various symptoms are recorded ; let it suffice

that there were imperfect paraplegia, paralysis of the

bladder, partial palsy of the right arm, purely dia-

phragmatic breathing, and large bed-sores. He com-
plained of soreness and stiffness in the neck, and of slight

pain in the neighbourhood of the first and second dorsal

vertebrae, but no fracture or displacement could be detected

there. Tenderness at this part was really very slight,
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for considerable pressure and percussion were scarcely

complained of. So lie lingered, witli but trifling variation

in tlie symptoms, tbough. during tlie last three montlis of

bis life be wasted perceptibly day by day, in spite of a

nourisbing diet witb plenty of stimulants. He died on

December 31st, 1866. Tbe body was emaciated to a most

extreme degree. Tbere was no displacement or irregu-

larity in any part of tbe spinal column, and tbe spinal

cord was in no way compressed. No naked-eye cbanges

wbatever were to be discovered in tbe spinal cord. " Tbe

fact tbat no naked-eye appearances of disease could be

detected in tbe cord at tbe post-mortem examination,

seeing tbat extensive deviations from tbe normal structure

were subsequently found to exist, is a subject of mucb
interest in connection witb tbe numerous instances in

wbicb patbological cbanges bave been looked for in tbis

organ and bave not been recognised. . . . Witb tbe

absence of tbe ordinary naked-eye cbaracters of disease,

witb no deviation from tbe normal consistence, colour, or

symmetry of tbe organ, it is not so mucb a subject of

wonder tbat patbological cbanges, complying witb tbese

conditions, sbould escape detection even after a careful

examination." After a resume of tbe knowledge tben

existing of tbe origin of secondary degeneration of tbe

spinal cord, and after giving an account of bis own metbod

of preparing tbe spinal cord for examination, Dr Bastian

records in minute detail tbe microscopical appearances

seen in tbis case. Here we would more especially direct

attention to tbe grosser, more immediate, and primary

lesions caused by tbe fall of twenty-five feet. " A trans-

verse section of tbe bardened cord, tbrougb tbe upper

part of tbe cervical enlargement (apparently corresponding

witb tbe interval between tbe fiftb and sixtb cervical

nerves), sbowed a large rupture extending obliquely from

before backwards across tbe grey matter of tbe rigbt side.^'

Otber sections revealed "tbe sbeatbs of blood-vessels

filled witb amorpbous granules of blood-pigment, of a

dark olive-yellow colour, wbose presence clearly indicated
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an original rupture of blood-vessels in this situation."

Sections of tlie cord showed other and independent

ruptures, and Dr Bastian writes :
'' It will be seen that

the principal one of the original lesions or ruptures of the

cord was situated in the upper part of the cervical enlarge-

ment, tbougb. there is every reason to believe that one or

two other important lesions must have been situated in

the portion of the cord immediately above this, which was
unfortunately not preserved." Further, we read, '^ from
the fact that in different parts of its circumference, in

different sections, I have seen blood-vessels, or rather the

sheaths of blood-vessels, perfectly loaded with altered

blood-pigment, it seems most probable that several of the

small blood-vessels supplying this portion of the grey

matter had been ruptured by the original concussion,

leading to effusions of blood into their sheaths, and hence
obliteration of the vessels themselves from external pres-

sure. The vascular supply to this portion of nerve-tissue

being cut off or seriously diminished the tissue underwent
a process of softening, which, at the period of the man's
death, showed itself in the stage of repair."

That after such lesions as are here described, and as

were seen or were suspected to exist in other parts of the

cord, there should have been secondary degeneration, is not

to be wondered at when we consider the exceeding deli-

cacy of structure of the spinal cord.* These degenerations,

consisting in the main of atrophied nerve fibres, new con-

nective tissue elements and granulation corpuscles, are

fully investigated by Dr Bastian, and their physiological

and pathological features pointed out, and we must refer to

the paper itself for his exposition thereof. Here, how-
ever, we are more especially concerned with the fact

that lesions—definite and discoverable after death—were
caused by the original fall. The case presents innu-

merable points of interest. " In the first place, because

from a concussion not more severe than might occa-

sionally be experienced in a railway accident, the most

* And its proneness, moreover, to undergo degeneration systematically.
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unmistakeable and even extensive lesions of the spinal cord

were produced at tlie timej and recognised after tlie patient^s

death. . . . MucIl interest also attaches to the dis-

tribution of the areas of secondary degeneration^ on account

of the bearing which this has upon the physiological

anatomy of the spinal cord ; and also to the histological

nature of the changes produced^ since these serve not a

Kttle to elucidate the real nature of cerebral or spinal

ramollissement. And lastly, the gradual supervention of a

general muscular atrophy in conjunction with the wasting

of a portion at least of the great sympathetic system^ lends

an additional interest to the consideration of this important

case." In connection with this last and most interesting

observation it may be added, " that a careful inspection of

the great semilunar ganglia and a comparison of them with

others removed from patients dying of different diseases,"

enabled the author to say that they were " undoubtedly

atrophied^" contained " a larger proportion of thin fluid

fat " than is usually met with^ and that too in a body

remarkable for the almost total absence of fat in it ; and

that the " ganglion-cells seemed to contain rather more

than their usual amount of pigment."

Whether the peculiar circumstances of the fall, whereby

the whole spinal cord was caught at a disadvantage un-

usual in commoner modes of accident^ conduced to the cord

lesions in this particular case, it is possible only to sur-

mise. The case is one of unusual interest and rarity ; and

it is not unworthy of observation that though Dr Bastian

in his opening remarks somewhat invited the publication

of similar cases by speaking of this one as a concussion

lesion, such as might be met with after railway collisions,

there has been as yet no record of any case at all com-

parable with it. It probably remains unique, unless, indeed,

the extraordinary cases of Boyer were of the same nature,

and the lesions were likewise undiscoverable without micro-

scopic aid.

We come lastly to the third class of cases of concussion,

\'iz. (C. vide ante, p. 27) those " rcqndly fatal with con-
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cussion symptoms^ wliere brain-lesions are almost invariably

found after deatb^ witb or without damage to tbe mem-
branes and the skull." Here we trench, upon lesions and

injuries of the greatest gravity, and it becomes almost

impossible to compare cases of brain injury of this class

with cases " rapidly fatal " after injury to the spinal cord.

Examples thereof have been, mentioned in the last section

of this subject, and we there remarked that the time of

death will vary according to the part of the cord which

has been damaged. Unless we ought here to include the

rapidly fatal cases of Boyer, we know of none which can

be placed in this division, of which it may not be said that

death has been caused by irrecoverable shock ; or in

which some very serious structural damage has not been

occasioned to the cord by pressure of the displaced ver-

tebral column ; or in which, as in the cases of Mayo and

Gull (vide ante, pp. 38 and 39), there has not been rup-

ture of some vessel, the bleeding from which has rapidly

annihilated the vital functions of the spinal cord.

We have thus been able to bring together a consider-

able number of cases of so-called concussion injury of the

spinal cord, land amongst them we have seen how few

there are in which there has not been damage likewise to

the spinal column. In many of the cases we have given

reasons for doubting the propriety of regarding the lesion

in the cord as due to " concussion " jper se, and we have

shown in how few is the evidence of the lesion being

due to concussion alone as free from (Question as are the

ordinary concussion lesions of the brain. We have endea-

voured upon anatomical grounds to show that the spinal

cord shares but little of the risk of the brain to suffer

lesion from blows directly inflicted upon its bony covering;

and we have appealed to the unwritten experience of

surgeons as to the rarity of lesions of the spinal cord in

the absence of injury to the form, structure, and integrity

of the spinal column. Although in mai^y of these cases

the physical signs of injury to the column are absent

during life, yet, nevertheless, the lesion in the spinal cord

4
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is SO commonly fatal tliat opportunity for arriving at

an exact knowledge of tlie structural damage is usually

not long delayed. We liave further sought to inquire

into tlie supposed analogy between concussion of tlie brain

and concussion of tlie spinal cord^ and bave found tbat,

even if tbe analogy does in any case bold strictly good^ it

is only in tbe very rarest instances tbat it can unequivocally

be maintained. And tbis fact is very prominent^ tbat tbere

is no evidence to sbow tbat tbe spinal cord can receive

concussion injury witbout tbe manifestation of undoubted

symptoms, or tbat tbe cord itself can meet witb structural

traumatic lesion witbout tbe appearance of tbose symptoms
immediate upon tbe injury.

Tbe evidence tbus collected in a wide range of literature

is singularly important at tbe outset of our inquiry : for if

tbe spinal cord be, as we believe witb all justice and fair-

ness it may be said to be, so free from risk of concussion

injury owing to its unrivalled security in tbe spinal canal, it

seems bigbly improbable tbat it sbould be especially liable

to suffer injury in any single kind of accident sucb as

railway collisions, no matter bow trivial tbey may be,

and even tbougb no damage bas been inflicted on or

near tbe spinal column. Tbe improbability seems great,

but far different migbt be tbe reality ; and we must

tberefore, in tbe next place, direct our attention to tbe

evidence wbicb is to be gained as to tbe bability of tbe

cord and its coverings to suffer injury in tbe collisions

wbicb are frequent forms of accident in tbe present day,

and tbe results of wbicb become so often tbe subjects of

medico-legal inquiry.



CHAPTER II

CONCUSSION OF THE SPINE

Having dealt tlius far with, the general surgical aspect

of concussion lesions of the spinal cord^ it behoves us to

treaty in the next place, of those spinal injuries which are,

or are said to be, induced by the shock, concussion, or jars

of railway accidents. In examining the question of " con-

cussion of the spinal cord,^^ we have hitherto omitted to

refer in any detail to the opinions of more recent surgical

authors, for it appears to us that their views have been

influenced, and in some cases directed, less by any

extended experience of their own, than by the writings

of Mr Erichsen, who published in 1866, ' Six Lectures

on certain obscure Injuries of the Nervous System,

commonly met with as the result of Shocks to the Body
received in Collisions on Railways ;

'* and who, in a

later and better-known work on ' Concussion of the Spine,

Nervous Shock, and otber obscure Injuries of the Nervous

System in their Clinical and Medico-legal aspects, 'f lia-s

laid before the profession, of which he is so distin-

guished a member, the results of his " more recent and

extended experience." In this later work the " six original

lectures have been incorporated, not, however, without

mucb alteration, and eight new Lectures have been added."

* Longmans and Co., 1866.

t Ibid., 1875, 2nd edition, 1882.
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It is from tliese two works, containing Ms earlier and his

later utterances, tliat mucli, we believe, whicli has been

written in recent medical and surgical works upon spinal

concussion injuries, has been drawn ; and we must,

therefore, carefully investigate the doctrines which Mr
Erichsen lays down in his later work on ' Concussion of

the Spine.'

A difficulty meets us, even on the outside of the book,

in the major title which has been chosen for it. There is

something so altogether indefinite in the expression " con-

cussion of the spine "—rthe " spine " being so commonly
used as a comprehensive term for muscles, ligaments, bones,

joints, membranes, spinal fluid, spinal marrow and nerves

going off from it—that when we speak of " concussion of

the spine " we must perforce use an expression scientifi-

cally inaccurate, and either more or less than adequate to

describe a lesion affecting one only of the elements of

which the " spine " is composed. " ' Concussion of the

spine ' often used is objectionable as a title. We do not

speak of concussion of the skull.''* An " expression that

is in itself perfectly definite, and that admits of no ambi-

guity in the mind of a medical man, may present a very

different meaning to one who does not possess the requisite

amount of anatomical or pathological knowledge to be able

correctly to appreciate its true purport. Thus, for instance,

the word ' spine ' is used by an anatomist as signifying

only the column, whereas a non-medical man will usually

employ it as including the cord as well as its enclosing

case."t These are the author's own words ; and it is not

an inapposite question to ask, whether " concussion of the

spine" really means concussion of the vertebral column

only, or does it signify concussion of any one or more, or

all, of the structures which compose or lie within it ?

This is no merely verbal objection to the phrase. When
we reflect how prone are injuries to the back, or to the

" spine, of the back," as it is not uncommonly called, to be-

* ' Holmes' System of Surgery,' vol. ii, p. 370, footnote.

t ' Concussion of the Spine,' p. 321.
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come the subject of medico-legal inquiry^ the importance

is doubly obvious of using names and titles which shall

accurately express the nature of the injury and tbe part

which, has been injured. It is idle to deny that the temp-

tation to exaggeration and imposture gives a tone and

colour to a very large proportion of the cases of injury which,

involve litigation, or which are entitled to pecuniary com-

pensation. '' An extensive experience in railway compen-

sation cases/' writes Mr Erichsen himself (op. cit. p. 28 7)

,

" will probably impress you more with the ingenuity than

witb the honesty of mankind. A history of deception prac-

tised on railway companies by alleged sufferers from acci-

dents upon their lines would form a dark spot on the morality

of the present generation." And to employ for the com-

mon injuries received in railway accidents a title whicb

may now mean this, and now that, and very often may
mean nothing at all, is to run a risk_, it seems to us,

of either playing into the hands of those who are using

dishonest means to enhance their claims, or of seriously

misleading those who, from lack of experience and oppor-

tunity, are ignorant of the symptoms and of the pathology

of diseases of the spinal cord. But there the title is,

and it behoves us to inquire what the author means

by it.

" If tbe brain,"* writes Mr Ericbsen, " is liable to suffer

serious primary lesion and protracted secondary disease from

the infliction of slight and, perhaps at the time, apparently

trivial injuries to the head, the spinal cord is at least equally

'prone to become functionally distui'bed and organically

diseased from injuries sustained hy the vertebral column."

His object, therefore, is to direct " attention to certain in-

juries of the spine that may arise from accidents, that are

often apparently slight, from shocks to the body generally,

as well as from blows inflicted directly upon the back ;

and to describe the train of progressive synfiptoms that lead

upj to the obscure, protracted, and often dangerous diseases

of the spinal cord and its membranes, that sooner or later

* Op. cit., p. 1, et seq. Italics our own.
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are liable to supervene thereon. . . . Tliese injuries

of tlie spine and of the spinal cord occur not unfrequently

in tlie ordinary accidents of civil life—in falls^ blows^ horse

and carriage accidents^ injuries in gymnasiums &c., but in

none Tnore frequently or with greater severity than in those

which are sustained by persons who have been subjected to

the violent shoclc of a raihuay collision."

The author has no ''wish to make a distinction in

injuries of the spine according to their causes, and still

less tOj establish anything like a speciality of ' railway

surgery/ '' but he speaks of injuries of the spine from

railway collision more especially in his lectures, "because

injuries of the nervous system of the kind we are about to

discuss have become of much practical importance from

the great frequency of their occurrence,* consequent on the

extension of railway traffic, and because they are so fre-

quently the cause of litigation." Thef ''more serious

injuries to the nervous system, whether affecting the brain,

spinal cord, or peripheral nerves—whether arising from

wounds, from fracture of the skull, or fracture and dis-

location of the spine—have been so thoroughly studied by
all practical surgeons that little now remains to be said

"

upon them, and with them he has " at present no concern."
" But the primary effects and the secondary results of slight"*

injuries to the nervous system do not appear, as yet, to

have received that amount of study and attention on the

part of' surgeons that their frequency and their importance

alike demand. The neglect with which these cases have

hitherto been treated appears the more extraordinary when
we consider the peculiar interest that their phenomena always

present, and the important position that they have, of late

years, assumed in medico-legal practice." While, then, the

purport of Mr Erichsen's lectures is partly to supply " a

missing chapter in medical jurisprudence," and partly

" with the view and in the hope of clearing up some of the

more obscure points connected with these injuries," one of

his main objects is to shew that shocks to the nervous

* Italics our own. f Op. cit., p. 3.
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system arising from railway accidents do not stand in a

different category from injuries induced by other causes in

civil life, and that " precisely the same effects may result

from other and more ordinary injuries/^ If there be a

difference, it is to be found in the alarming nature of

railway collisions generally. " The* cause is special, and
the results are peculiar ; but though peculiar they are not

so unlike those arising from other accidents as to justify

us in regarding them as being in any essential respect

distinct and different. The peculiarity of these obscure

injuries of the nervous system caused by railway shocks is

sufficiently great, however, to warrant us in grouping

them together, and considering them as a whole in a

separate chapter in the gTcat book of surgery.'^ f^^ But
although,'^ he proceeds, " the intense shock to the system

that results from these accidents naturally and necessarily

gives to them a terrible interest and importance, do not

for a moment suppose that these injuries are peculiar to or

solely occasioned by accidents that occur on railways.

There never was a greater error. . . . It is an error

begot in egotism and nurtured by indolence and self-com-

placency. It is easy for a man to say that such and such

a thing cannot exist, because ' I, in my large experience

at our hospital, never saw it,' whereas, if he would take

the trouble, he would find, by the study of their works,

that surgeons of equally large, or perhaps of far greater,

experience in their generation have seen and described it.

Formerly this opinion might have been excusable ; it is no

longer so. The comparative rarity of these obscure

injuries of the nervous system in ordinary hospital practice

and in private caused them either to be entirely over-

looked, or to be regarded as mere surgical curiosities,"

but now-a-days, occurring as they do '' too frequently in

groups, sometimes of scores at a time, they have been

brought under the observation of every surgeon, and their

symptoms, prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment form an

important part of the professional occupation of practi-

* Op. cifc., p. 5. t Op. cit., p. 6.
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tioners in every part of tlie country." " Surgical litera-

ture of tlie past century " sliows tliat " cases of slight

accidents to the spine or head, followed by serious per-

sistent or fatal results, were not unknown;" and "in the

writings of Sir A. Cooper himself, in those of his prede-

cessors and contemporaries, especially of Boyer, of Sir C.

Bell, and at a later period of OUivier and Abercrombie,"

are to be found " isolated cases " which '^ prove incon-

testably that precisely the same series of phenomena that

of late years have led to the absurd appellation of the

/ railway spine ' had followed accidents, and had been

described by surgeons of the first rank in this country

and in France, a quarter of a century and more before the

first railway was opened, and that they were then generally

recognised as arising from the common accidents of civil

life. The only difference is that accidents have greatly

increased in frequency and intensity since the introduction

of railways, and these injuries have hecome proportionally

more numerous and more severe."* We have purposely

italicised these words, for, as we have followed Mr
Brichsen—and nothing of essential moment has been

omitted from our quotations—it seems to us that the words

"these injuries'' refer in the passage last quoted to a

class of cases differing somewhat from those which were

indicated when he was earlier speaking of " slight

f

injuries to the nervous^ system'' and of %" ' shocks ' to the

nervous^ system arising from railway accidents," all of

which, however, he considers should not " stand in a

different category from accidents occurring from other

causes in civil life," because " precisely the same effects

may result from other and more ordinary injuries."

Let us be clear upon this point, for we shall learn, as

we proceed, how vast and how really important is the

distinction between these sets of cases. That " these

injuries " now comprise " slight accidents to the spine or

head, followed by serious persistent or fatal results," seems

no less than certain when Mr Erichsen goes on- to tell us

* Italics not in original. f Op. cit., p. 3. t P. 5.
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that we may go further back than the writings of these

great men whom he has named, and find scattered here

and there throughout medical Hterature some most inte-

resting cases that bear upon this very point.

And here it is necessary to quote a long passage. " If*

you take up the third volume of the ' Medical Observa-

tions and Inquiries ' you will find that in 1 766, more than

one hundred years ago, a case is related by Dr Maty of ' a

palsy occasioned by a fall attended with uncommon sym-

ptoms,* which is of so interesting a nature, and which bears

so closely upon our subject, that I feel that I need offer no

apology for giving you an abstract of it here, although as

it occurred between sixty and seventy years before the

first railway was opened in this country it might at first

appear to have less relation to railway accidents than it

really has, for in its course and symptoms it is identical

with many of them. This case, which is given at length,

and which I shall abstract from the original, is briefly as

follows :

" Count de Lordat, a French officer of great rank and

much merit, whilst on his way to join his regiment in

April, 1761, had the misfortune to be overturned in his

carriage from a pretty high and steep bank. His head

pitched against the top of the coach ; his neck was

twisted from left to right ; his left shoulder, arm, and

hand were much bruised. As he felt at the time little

inconvenience from his fall he was able to walk to the

next town, which was at a considerable distance. Thence

he pursued his journey, and it was not till the sixth day

that he was let blood on account of the injury to the

shoulder and hand. The Count went through the fatigues

of the campaign, which was a very trying one. Towards

the beginning of the winter (at least six months after the

accident) he began to find an impediment to the utterance

of certain words, and his left arm appeared to be weaker.

He underwent some treatment, but without much advan-

tage ; made a second campaign, at the end of which he

* 0^. cit., p. 10, et seq.
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found tlie difficulty in speaking and in moving Ms left arm

considerably increased. He was now obliged to leave tbe.

army and return to Paris, the palsy of tbe left arm

increasing more and more. Many remedies were em-

ployed without effect. Involuntary convulsive movements

took place all over the body. The left arm withered more

and more, and the Count could hardly utter a few words.

This was in December, 1763, two years and a half after

the accident. . . .
.

In October, 1764, three years

and a half after the fall, Dr Maty saw him. ' A more

melancholy object,' he says, ' I never beheld. The patient,

naturally a handsome, middle-sized, sanguine man, of a

cheerful disposition and an active mind, appeared much

emaciated, stooping, and dejected. He walked with a

cane, but with much difficulty, and in a tottering manner.'

His left arm and hand were wasted and paralysed ; his

right was somewhat benumbed, and he could scarcely lift

it up to his head. His saliva dribbled away ; he could

only utter monosyllables, ' and these came out, after much
struggling, in a violent expiration, and with a low tone

and indistinct articulation.-" Digestion was weak ; urine

natural. His senses and the power of his mind were

unimpaired. He occupied himself much in reading and

writing on abstruse subjects. No local tumour or disease

was discoverable in the neck or anywhere else. From

this time his health gradually declined, and he finally died

on the Sth March, 1765, nearly four years after the

accident.

" On examination after death the pia mater of the brain

was found ' full of blood and lymph;' and towards the falx

there were some marks of suppuration. The medulla

oblongata is stated to have been greatly enlarge^ being

about one third larger than the natural size. The mem-
branes of the cord were greatly thickened, and were tough.

The cervical portion of the cord was hardened, so as to

resist the pressure of the fingers. ' From these appear-

ances,' says Dr Maty, ' we were at no loss to fix the cause

of the general palsy in the alterations of the medulla
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spinalis and the medulla oblongata/ The twisting of the

neck in the fall had caused the membranes of the cord to

be excessively stretched and irritated ; the morbid changes

then extended by degrees to the spinal marrow, which,

being thereby compressed, brought on the paralytic

symptoms/^
" This case," continues Mr. Erichsen, '' is of the utmost

interest and importance, and though it occurred and was
published more than a century back, it presents in so

marked a manner the ordinary features of ' concussion of

the spine ' that it may almost be considered a typical case

of one of those accidents." After naming the several

points which he deems of interest in the case, Mr. Erichsen

concludes :*

—

" You will find, as we proceed in the inves-

tigation of this subject, that the symptoms, their gradual

development, and the after-death appearances presented

by this case, are typical of the whole class of injuries of

the spine grouped together under the one common term
' concussion ' from whatever cause arising." A terrible

case, forsooth, to be pointed out as " typical;" and typical

of what ? " Of the whole classf of injuries of the spine

grouped together under the one common term ' concussion'

from whatever cause arising ;" typical, in fact, of the

cases once so rare that surgeons like Astley Cooper and

others of the largest experience did not '^ appear to have

seen a sufficiently large number to treat specially of them,"

but now, alas !
" proportionally more numerous and more

severe," because '^ accidents , have greatly increased in

frequency and intensity since the introduction of rail-

ways." Reassuring climax after an exordium of almost

hopeless gloom !

Is it possible that such a case as this can be rightly

termed a " slight injury to the nervous system," or a
" shock to the nervous system," when we note how the

accident occurred ? And yet the case is " typical of the

whole class of injuries of the spine grouped together

under the one common term ' concussion ' from whatever

* Op. cit., p. 13. t Italics are our own.
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cause arising." It is typical therefore of some slight

injury to one of the ligamentous structures only of the

vertebral column ; for in defence of the term '' concussion

of the spine/' Mr Brichsen writes in his last edition (op.

cit.^ p. 13) J "In concussion of the spine we have not only,

and not even necessarily, an injury of the cord, but also,

and perhaps solely, an injury of the osseous, fibrous, liga-

mentous, and muscular structures that enter so largely into

the conformation and support of the vertebral column—of

the nerves that pass across it—and of the membranes in-

cluded within it.'' Small wonder when a man gets a

slight sprain of his vertebral column, in the most trifling

collision on a railway that, labouring under the belief he

has received a " concussion of the spine," his anxiety

should be needlessly great and prolonged if he learns that"

the result of the injury in this oft-quoted case of the

Count de Lordat is the typical result of such a " concussion

of the spine " as he has himself received, even though he

does not increase his risks of protracted illness by going

through two campaigns.

The dust of the unh-appy Count must have undergone a
" molecular disturbance " in its tomb when, in the very

opening pages of the book, this painful history was tran-

scribed as " typical of the whole class of injuries " grouped

under the term " concussion of the spine."

Sir Charles Bell alludes to this very case of the Count

de Lordat, which is recalled to his mind, he writes, by one

he had himseK recorded under the heading " Injury of the

Spinal Marrow from a Hurt on the Spine,"* where a

man fell from some steps in hanging a curtain, and struck

the lower part of his spine against the corner of a table.

" The bruise was severe, but he got the better of it by
the usual remedies, and in the usual time. It was some

months after that he began to feel a want of power

over the lower extremities," which the man, however, did

" not attribute to his former accident, the more especially

as so long a time had elapsed before these symptoms

* ' Institutes of Surgery,' vol. i, 1838, pp. 154-5.
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appeared." Bell also refers to anotlier case wliere a man
had " uneasiness* and defect of action in tlie lower extrem-

ities " after falling " forty feet down a sliaft ; " and of all

three cases, lie remarks :
" Upon examination " {i.e. of the

Count de Lordat) " the membranes of the spinal marrow
were found thick and tough, and the marrow itseK had

acquired an extraordinary degree of solidity. The sym-

ptoms of the two slighter cases of palsy .... are,

I imagine, to be explained on the same principle, viz. the

injury to the soft envelope of the spinal marrow, and the

accession of inflammatory thickening. "-j- Assuming that in

these cases the injury was the real cause of the symptoms,

the explanation of Bell is doubtless correct ; but there

must always be a difficulty in tracing to an accident those

symptoms or diseases which have shown themselves only

after many months, and with an intervening period of

perfect health. Traumatic inflammation of the spinal

membranes is, be it remembered, an exceedingly

dangerous affection, and one prone to run a very rapid

course, for, as Bell remarks, " the membranes of the

spinal marrow are the most susceptible of inflammation

and suppuration of the whole frame ; not exceeded by
those of the brain itself, of which they are prolonga-

tions ; "X and when we now-a-days see cases of chronic

meningitis such as these, we are especially careful to

inquire into the history of syphilis, a disease now known,

but at that time not known, to be a very common cause

of this particular form of meningeal inflammation and

thickening. Such a consideration must be borne in mind
in a study of these cases—even in that of the Count de

Lordat—and in the absence of special record or knowledge

on this point, they fail to provide us with unequivocal

examples of spinal meningitis, with its attendant conse-

quences, caused solely by the injuries which each received.

It is, however, well recognised that injury—even when
apparently slight—of the vertebral column may be the real

cause of a slow meningeal thickening or inflammation

* Op. cit., p. 153. t Op. cit., p. 15G. J Op. cit., p. 157.
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wHcli may involve—and reveal its presence by involving

—

tlie nerves coming off from the spiaal cord, or ultimately

even the spinal cord itself. But uncomplicated cases of this

kind are exceedingly rare, as indeed is shown most

strikingly by the absence of so untoward a result in

the numerous cases of injury to the back, and of sprain

of the vertebral column, received in railway collisions.

Mr Erichsen, ra the next place, goes on to deal more

specially with the effects, immediate and remote, of* "those

forms of concussion of the spinal cord which follow a severe

degTee of external violence applied to the vertebral

column," and although admitting that it is by no means

easy to give a clear and comprehensive definition of the

term " concussion of the s]3ine," he proceeds to explain

that it is a phrase '^ generally adopted by surgeons to ra-

dicate a certain state of the spinal cord occasioned by exter-

nal violence ; a state that is independent of, and usually,

but not necessarily, uncomplicated by, any obvious lesion

of the vertebral column, such as its fracture or dislocation,

—a condition that is supposed to depend upon a shake or

jarf received by the cord, in consequence of which its in-

timate organic structure may be more or less deranged, and

by which its functions are certainly greatly disturbed, so that

various symptoms indicative of loss or modification of in-

nervation are immediately or remotely induced." ' Concus-

sion of the spine ' is a term, he says, in which surgeons and

writers on nervous diseases J appear to include various dis-

tinct pathological conditions, having " only this in common,

that they are not dependent upon an obvious external injury

of the spine, such as the laceration or compression of the cord

by the fracture or dislocation of a vertebra." § To cases

* Op. cit., p. 15, et seq. Italics not in original.

f The kind of jar, for example, which the author has previously (p. 6)

named. "Perhaps the one circumstance which more than any other gives a

peculiar character to a railway accident is the thrill or jar, the ebranlemsnt

of French writers, the sharp vibration, in fact, that is transmitted through

everything subjected to it."

X Cooper, Mayo, Bell, Boyer, Aberorombie, OUivicr, e.g.

§ Op. cit., p. 16.
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recorded by these various authors lie briefly refers. Some
of them we have ourselves already examined, and have

expressed our objections to receiving them as cases of

" concussion of the spinal marrow," a term, by the way,

which these writers use in notable preference to " concus-

sion of the spine." " Sir A. Cooper," writes Mr. Erichsen,

" relates two cases of concussion of the spine, one termi-

nating at the end of ten weeks in complete, the other in

incomplete, recovery."* Sir Astley in reality records them
under the heading " Concussion of the Spinal Marrow,"f
and if we turn to them we find that the objections made to

other cases apply with no less force to them. The first

case is that of a man who received a " severe blow from a

piece of wood which fell upon his loins and knocked him
down ;" caused a " severe contusion and much deep-seated

tenderness " at the site of the blow, and was followed by
almost total paraplegia, from which in ten weeks he com-
pletely recovered. The second case is that of a " gentle-

man, who, by a fall from his gig, had received a severe blow
upon his loins, and who had, at first, great difficulty in

discharging both his urine and feeces, but he was relieved

by fomentation and cupping." With all deference to the

opinion of so illustrious an authority. Sir Astley Cooper

would, it seems to us, have more accurately placed his first

case in Section III, " Injuries of the Spine, Extravasation

into the Spinal Canal ;" and in the second case we may
fairly doubt whether there was any true paralysis or lost

function of the cord at all, and whether the '' difficulty,"

by no means an uncommon one, as we shall point out

in the next chapter, after severe bruise and sprain of

the lumbar muscles and ligaments, was not essentially

due to the severe muscular bruising which the parts

received.

Mr Erichsen' s second lecture on the ' Effects of direct

and severe Blows on the Spine ' contains a series of thirteen

cases of injury to the spine which have been met with by
* Op. cit., p. 17.

t ' Dislocations and Fractures of Joints,' 8vo. ed., pp. 52G, et seq.
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himself in Ms own practice. Tliey are most of tliem in-

structive examples of spinal injury occurring in tlie ordi-

nary accidents of every-day hie, from such accidents as a

man may meet witli in riding and driviug^ from felling

trees, or from severe blows upon the spiual column in the

course of laborious work, or from being knocked down in

the street. It is, however, worthy of remark that of the

thirteen cases recorded in this lecture, and of three more
in Lecture III, ' On the Symptoms of severe Concussion of

the Spine from Direct Yiolence,' only one* is a case of

injury met with in a railway collision. A very singular

disproportion, when we recall with what frequency these

railway injuries are said by the author to occur, and when
the object of the work is essentially to deal with and

throw light upon the different kinds of injuries to which

railway collisions give rise. For these very valuable cases

we must refer our readers to the book itself j but there

are three or four of them to which we would more espe-

cially direct attention.

To begin with " Case 2.f Fall on bach. Partial para-

plegia. Gerebro-meningeal symptoms. Incornplete reco-

very.^'—A painter, set. 30, fell with his ladder to the

ground, a height of about thirty feet, and struck his back

upon a gravel walk. His head was uninjured, but on

admission to the hospital, in June, 1865, he was somewhat

collapsed and cold. " There was no evidence of fracture

either of- spine or pelvis, but the back was ecchymosed to

some extent about the centre of the dorsal region." His

symptoms were those of partial paraplegia, both of motion

and sensation, and he had perfect control over his sphinc-

* For Case 14 in Lecture III, ' On the symptoms of severe Concussion of

the Spine from Direct Violence,' where a man received many and tei-rible

injuries in getting out of a train before it had stopped by falling between

the platform and the carriage, and died on the fourth day, having amongst

other lesions a dislocation of the cervical spines between the second and

third vertebrae, is, of course, not an ordinarj- " railway accident " case at all,

and may be excluded from the category of true collision injuries, in which

there is the peculiar " thrill or jar."

t Op. cit., p. 20, et seq.
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ters, the urine being* acid. He somewliat improved in

August^ wlien lie was able to sit up^ and in September,

when lie left the hospital, be was "emaciated, cachectic

-

looking, and could barely manage to walk and drag his

leg, by holding on to the furniture or by pushing a chair

before him." He slowly improved, but when seen ten

months after the accident, * " he described himseK as

being languid, depressed, and as if going out of his mind.

His memory had become very bad—at times all seemed a

blank to him. When he went on an errand he often

could not recollect what it was about ; was always obliged

to write it down. His thoughts were confused ; he often

mixed up one thing with another. He was very nervous

and easily frightened. He dreamt much, and was told

that he talked and cried in his sleep. He said he was
' not the same man that he was,' and thought he never

would be. He could not do ordinary work as before the

accident—only ' odd jobs.' He could not walk more than

a mile, and could not carry a pail of water without great

exertion." He had moreover aching and throbbing in

the back, tenderness in the spine, and on either side of it

;

pain in the back increased by movement ; difficulty in

stooping; unsteady gait ; numbness and '^'^

pins and needles "

in the right leg and foot ; muscee volitantes and coloured

spectra ; distress at loud sounds ; very acute hearing ;

function of bladder natural. At the end of two and a

half years he was little, if any, better.

That a man who fell thirty feet on his back, and either

from intra-spinal hsemorrhage or by undiscovered fracture

or dislocation of the vertebrae, received some serious injury

to the spinal cord, should suffer from this train of symptoms

is not to be wondered at ; nor would further comment be

needed were it not for the passage which has been quoted

in full. We shall do well at once to point out that this

quotation very fitly describes the kind of complaints which

are so frequently heard after the receipt of railway injury,

with or without damage to the back at all. The same class

* Op. cit., p. 22.
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of symptoms, wliicli we ourselves liave heard from a man
who broke Ms jaw, and from another who had a simple

fracture of the fibula, may be noted in others of the cases.

Thus we read of a man (Case 9) who met with a direct

blow on the back by a fall on to a pile of rough stones, and

who felt no ill effects until three months afterwards—a fact

which in itself makes it extremely doubtful whether his

illness was really due to the injury—that* '' the first sym-

ptom he complained of was loss of sleep. He was unable

to sleep more than three hours at a time. He then suffered

from extreme mental depression, became hypochondriacal

and suicidal. He was extremely nervous, so that he could

not with comfort be left alone.^' And in Case 10 also,

called " Direct blow on back by fall downstairs—slow

development of symptoms of meningeal irritation and of

paralysis," the case of a woman aged 45, who had been

injured three and a quarter years before, and whose whole

history, we think, looks much more like that of an hysterical

woman at the menopause than one of real organic disease

as the result of injury, we read as follows :
" Shef com-

plained that her memory was impaired, that she forgot

dates ; she could not recollect where she placed things, and

occasionally she used the wrong word or forgot a particular

word she wished to employ when talking. She was apt

to lose the thread of her sentence so as to have to begin it

again. Her sleep was greatly disturbed by dreams of a

terrifying character. There were constant noises in the

head, slight deafness of the right ear. Any sudden or

loud noise, such as the crying of children or the falling of

fire-irons, distressed her extremely." How often may
these and like complaints be heard after railway injuries

of any and every kind ! Let us not forget that they are

symptoms in no wise the direct result of disease or injury

of the spinal cord, and that they are of no value whatever

in determining the presence or the absence of organic

disease of the important structures lying within the

vertebral column.

* Op. cit., p. 37. t Op- cit., pp. 38, 39.
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Cases 12 and 13, wMcli Mr Ericlisen has previously

remarked are " instances* of death following concussion of

the spine^" deserve our close consideration. Case 12 is

the railway case and the only one in all probability of the

series which became the subject of medico-legal inquiry,

and it is entitled :f
" Slowly developed spinal meningitis,

from direct injury received in a railway collision, terminating,

eventually in death." The accident happened to a post-

office clerk on June 23rd, 1866, when he ^'was violently

struck on the right side and loin against the edge of the

table " in the post-office van. It is unnecessary to give

in full the minute details of this case, suffice it that mixed

up with symptoms which might perhaps be attributed to

spinal meningitis, are many symptoms of emotional and

functional disturbance to which at a later stage we shall

more especially refer. The date is not given, but it would

appear that his claim for compensation was arranged some

time in the second half of 1867, at any rate, about a

year after the accident, and the following paragraph closes

the history :

—

" AfterJ the conclusion of the legal pro-

ceedings connected with the case, I lost sight of the

patient, who retired into the country ; but Dr Waller

Lewis informed me, in 1871, that he had eventually died

from the effects of the accident. • The particulars of the

latter period of his illness and of his death could not be

obtained." Eventual death is our common lot, and we
cannot of course deny that this man died from the effects

of the accident. We do deny, however, that there is

sufficient evidence to support the statement. Every ailment

of his future life, as we ourselves have seen in several

instances, would certainly be attributed to the railway

accident, and to that also his friends would doubtless attri-

bute his death. Our astonishment, however, does not rest

here, for if we go further with the author, and turn to page

305 of his book, we there learn that of the three modes in

which " concussion of the spine may prove fatal " the third

is, " after the lapse of several years by the slow and pro-

* Op. cit., p. 29. t Op. cit., p. 40. % Op. cit., p. 43.
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gressive development of structural changes in tlie cord and

its membranes." And placed in brackets beside tbese

words we find " (Case 12)." Is this the kind of evidence,

in all seriousness we would ask, with which we ought to be

satisfied, before we accept this, or any, case as an undoubted

instance of death resulting from injury received in a rail-

way collision years before, or can we allow that it is a

happy example of one of the modes in which " concussion

of the spine " may prove fatal ? It is the railway case,

and there was no post-mortem examination. It is worthy

of remark, moreover, that there were " legal proceedings "

connected with it, presumptive evidence either that a

totally different view of the case was taken by the

medical advisers of the railway company, or that a

claim was made out of all proportion to the real injuries

received.

Lastly, we have " Case 13. Severe contusion.^ Para-

plegia. Unsuspected laceration of intervertebral ligaments.

Death on ninth day ;
" not, it will be observed, immediately

called " concussion of the spine," although at p. 304 Mr
Erichsen writes :

'' It is certain that concussion of the spinef

may prove fatal ; first, at an early period by the severity

of the direct injury (Case 13)." A man having been

knocked down by a cab, " the horse falling partly upon

him, and striking him on the neck with its knee," was

admitted into hospital with complete paralysis of motion

and sensation in the lower extremities, and in the trunk

as high as the shoulders. " There was no inequality or

irregularity about the spinous processes, or any evidence

of fracture of the spine, but the patient complained of

severe pain at the site of the bruise." Bed-sores formed,

the urine became ammoniacal, and he died ten days after

the accident. " OnJ examination after death the head

and brain were found uninjured and healthy. On ex-

posing the vertebral column, it was found that the sixth

and seventh cervical vertebrse had been separated poste-

riorly. The vertebrae themselves, and their arches, were

* Op. cit., p. 43 t Italics not in original. J Op. cii., p. 44.
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quite soundj but there was a fissure without any displace-

ment, extending through the articulating processes on the

left side. A large quantity of blood was extravasated

into the spinal canal, ^J^^g between the bones and the

dura mater. There was a considerable quantity of reddish

serous fluid in the arachnoid. The pia mater of the cord

had some blood patches upon it on the lower cervical

region. The cord itself was quite healthy. ^^ And then

occurs this comment :
'' The fracture of an articulation

without displacement was an accidental and insignificant

complication, the real injury consisting in the extrava-

sation of blood within the vertebral canal, which, by
compressing the cord, induced the paralysis that ulti-

mately proved fatal." Insignificant ! The significance

of the whole case seems to us to lie in the fact that there

was a separation posteriorly between the vertebrae, which
allowed of greater flexion in the easily-bending cervical

spine, and that without this flexion there would in all

probability have not been the large quantity of blood

extravasated into the spinal canal, which pressed upon
the cord. Significant, too, as teaching us what has indeed

been alluded to before, that these separations, more espe-

cially in the cervical region, are very likely to be undis-

coverable during life ; and that when we meet with

paraplegia occurring after severe injuries to the spine, and
there be no direct evidence of damage thereto, there is

yet strong presumptive evidence, from the lessons of the

dead-house, that the vertebral column has itself been

severely injured, and that from the immediate conse-

quences of such injury the function of the spinal cord has

been annulled and destroyed.

Mr Erichsen then goes on to deal in full with the
" Symptoms of severe concussion of the spine from direct

violence " (Lecture III) ; and we may fully agree with his

remark as to there being * " every possible variety in the

extent, degree, and relative amount of paralysis of motion

and of sensation," which is met with after injuries of the

* Op. cjt., p. 51. Italics our own.
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cervical spine. " Tlie condition," lie further writes, " tliat

is most frequently developed by a direct blow on tlie middle

or lower dorsal, tlie lumbar or lumbo-sacral regions, is tliat

of paraplegia. Tlie symptoms presented by tbe patient

wbo is tlius paralysed below the seat of tbe concussion of

the spine are necessarily tbose wbicli result from sucb. a

disturbance, commotion, or lesion of tbe cord, as will occa-

sion serious modification or complete suspension of its

functions." Wben, however, we come to go tbrougb the

various symptoms of the " primary and more immediate

forms " of injury, arranged under tbe beads : * '' 1.

Diminution or loss of motor power. 2. E-igidity and spasm

of muscles. 3. Diminution or loss of sensation. 4. Per-

version of sensation. 5. Loss of control over tbe sphincters.

6. Modification of the temperature of the limb ;
" we meet

with some difficulty in always comprehending to what

kind of injuries the author refers ; and that more especially

when he uses, the expression " concussion of the spine."

Thus he writes : t
^"^ Pain and perverted sensations of all

kinds are very common in cases of spinal concussion from

direct blows on the back." And again, speaking of exalted

sensation : J
" There is a minor degree of this form of

hyperaesthesia, consisting of the sensation of a cord tied

tightly round the body, which is very common in severe

blows, more especially in wrenches of the spine, and which

seems to be dependent rather on pressure on the nerves by
ligamentous strain than by bony fracture."

A case is then given as " a good illustration of this form

of hypergesthesia :" " Case 16. Injury of the spine in loiver

dorsal region. Recovery with angular curvature." § A man
was seated on the top of a pleasure van, when the driver

attempted to pass under a low archway. " The patient

stooped forwards, the edge of the arch struck the lower

part of his back, and he was thus dragged through the

archway, forcibly doubled up and crushed between it and

the top of the van. . . . When seen, a few minutes

» Op. cit., p. 52. t Op. cit., p. 58.

t Op. cit., p. 57. § Op. cit., i>p. 58, S9.
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after tte accident, .... tlie left leg was paralysed,

and tliere was intense liypersestliesia over tke lower part of

the thorax and back, i.e. below the level of the third costal

cartilage, as well as over the abdomen and upper two thirds

of the thighs Opposite the spines of the

tenth, eleventh, and twelfth dorsal vertebrae there was a

considerable prominence, which terminated abruptly below

in a depression." " On more careful examination,'^ two

days after the accident, '' the limits of the hypersesthesia

were as follows. On the front of the left leg, it ex-

tended to three inches below the knee ; on the right, to

the upper border of the patella ;
posteriorly, it extended

to the middle of the thigh in both limbs ; above it

began at the lower border of the ribs .... He
still complained of the sensation of having a band tied

round the abdomen,'" He was discharged from hospital

convalescent with an angular curvature of the spine, the

ninth dorsal vertebra standing out most prominently.

There can be no doubt that in this remarkable case

there was very grave injury to the spinal column, and in all

probability * " considerable contusion of the spinal cord,''

such contusion being directly induced, in our opinion, by

the severe bend to which the column was subjected. The

case fully confirms what has been said in the last chapter

on the frequent connection between injuries of the cord

and injuries of the vertebral column. In reference to this

case it is right to notice that the term " concussion of the

spine " is not immediately used by the author.

But further, in speaking of paralysis of the sphincters,

Mr Erichsen says that this f
'^ is an extremely uncertain

symptom. It is sometimes met with in comparatively slight

cases, especially when the blow leading to the concussion has

been inflicted low down, in the lumbar and sacral regions.

It is sometimes absent when both the lower limbs are com-

pletely paralysed. If, however, the seat of concussion be

about the middle dorsal vertebree, and if the injury be severe,

it is always present to a greater or less degree." Mark, in

* Op. fit, p. Gl. t Op. fit., p. 63.
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this passage tlie use of tlie word " concussion/^ and tlien let

us observe it in tlie following quotation from tlie next page :

— ^ " Priapism does not occur in concussion as it does after

laceration and irritation of tlie cord.'^ And again :
—" In

spinal concussion tliere is as a rule a fall of temperature. In

laceration or crusli of tlie spinal oord^ consequent on fracture

of vertebra_, tliere is often a rise—tlie more so if tlie cervical

spine is tlie seat of injury.'^ It is, we think, obvious that

there is a distinction involved in these passages which have

been quoted, between cases of undoubted lesion of the spinal

cord and cases of some other kind ; and yet if we go on to

a case where f
'^ it is evident that not only the meninges of

the cord, but the ligamenta subflava were torn through, and

the arches of the vertebrae separated to such an extent that

the softened and disorganised medulla found a ready exit

through the gap thus made at the posterior part of the

spinal column," we find this comment :
'' It is a point of

much practical moment to observe that in this, as in several

other of the cases of so-called ' concussion of the spine,'

there is in addition to the lesion of the cord, some serious

injury inflicted on the ligamentous and bony structures that

enter into the composition of the vertebral column, which,

however, must be considered as an accidental complication,

as it does not occasion, or even seriously aggravate, the

mischief done to the medulla itself." And here again we
cannot but express our wonderment that so serious a lesion

of the spinal column as was present in this and other cases

should be regarded as merely an accidental complication,

neither occasioning nor seriously increasing the mischief

done to the medulla itself. Ignore these injuries to the

vertebral column, and in ignoring them assume that the

spinal cord has therefore been damaged by " concussion " as

the brain may be by " concussion " per se, and the step is

made easier towards the establishment of concussion lesions

of the cord where the vertebral column has received no

injury at. all.

Not less remarkable than this last case—if we go back

* Op. cit,, p. 64. t Op- cifc-. P- V3.
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a few pages—is * " Case 5. Direct blotv on cervical spine.

Paralysis of left arm;" spoken of a few lines before as a

case whick " shows that af concussion of the spine may he

foUoived hy paralysis of oyie limb only." A man, aged 62,

had been struck, some months before Mr Erichsen saw

him, by a branch which fell from a tree on the " left side

of the neck, shoulder, and spine. There was no fracture or

dislocation ; the severity of the blow was expended on the

side of the neck, chest, and shoulder ; the head was not

struck. The whole of the left arm instantly became para-

lysed, both as to sensation and motion, and had been so

ever since.'' The muscles attached to the scapula and

humerus were wasted, and also of the arm and forearm.

"The limb was rigid, the joints could not be flexed without a

very considerable amount of pain. The fingers were partly

flexed, and sensation was entirely lost below the elbow.

Above this part it was normal. He suffered severe pain

along the course of the ulnar and median nerves, which

came on in spasms, and was very intense. There was

tenderness on pressure from the sixth cervical to the fifth

or sixth dorsal vertebrse, and constant pain there."

These were the symptoms, and this is the comment : " The

case appeared to be one of paralysis of the nerves of the

upper extremity, from a direct blow on the spine, about the

region of the brachial plexus on the left side." Surely if

there ever was a case of direct injury to the component

cords of the brachial plexus this must have been one. The

very fact that one limb alone was so extensively paralysed,

both as to motion and sensation, is almost as conclusive

evidence as we could well wish for that injury to the

spinal cord was not the cause of the palsy, and that the

lesion must have been outside the spinal marrow, most

probably of the nerves themselves. That the man had a

blow on his spine as well as upon the brachial plexus is

altogether beside the point, and accurate nomenclature,

we can hardly help thinking, would have distinctly

separated the effects of the blow upon one part from the

* Op. cit., pp. 29, 30. t Italics not in original.
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effects of tlie blow upon anotlier. What^ however, has

the brachial plexus to do with the spine ? Let that

pass, if only we may most strenuously object to such a

case being called " concussion of the spine.'' Used now
to indicate this injury, and now that, here signifying

the cause, there the effect, by a writer so distinguished as

Mr Erichsen, it is httle wonder that a wider application

even has been given to the term, and that, as we shall see

by and by, " concussion of the spine " is used almost

indiscriminately both in and outside the medical profession

to indicate the injuries which are received in colhsions and

which become the subject of medico-legal inquiry, although

the spinal column and its contents have met with no damage

at all. It appears to us nothing less than lamentable that

in laying before the profession and the world the results of

his experience upon this subject, and writing from the high

vantage-ground of an assured position both as a surgeon

and as a teacher of surgery, Mr Erichsen should not have

been more clear, more explicit, and less ambigaous in the

use of the phrases which he has employed.

II

The consideration given thus far to " concussion of the

spinal cord," and to the instances of severe injuries of the

spine recorded by Mr Erichsen, is not more than the sub-

ject itseK deserves, and is a very necessity if we are

to examine, understand, and appraise at its right value the

evidence which Mr Erichsen adduces as to " concussion

of the spine from slight or indirect injury."

As has been abundantly pointed out in the preceding

pages, there is but scanty proof of the liability of the spinal

cord to suffer from concussion pure and simple in the absence

of simultaneous injury to the spinal column, the excep-

tional cases being extremely rare.

And if uncomplicated " concussion " lesions be so excep-

tional, and the spinal cord be, as we believe the -common
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experience of surgeons proves it to be^ tlie most securely

protected of all the organs of the bodj^ it seems most

improbable that it should be prone to incur lesions

due solely to indirect and general concussion. Were
this really so^ it would indeed be most remarkable^

and a fact of the greatest importance as far as the injuries

received in railway collisions are concerned. It is of the

utmost moment, therefore, that we should endeavour clearly

to understand what Mr Erichsen has written upon this

branch of the subject. He goes on in Lecture lY, " On
concussion of the spine from slight or indirect injury/^ to

consider a class of cases where the injury upon the back is

* ^' either very slight in degree, or in which the blow, if more

severe, has fallen upon some other jpart of the body than the

spine, and in which, consequently, its influence upon the cord

has been of a less direct and often of a less instantaneous

character." It is obvious that when such accidents have

happened, the difficulty of prognosis—a point, be it remem-
bered, of vast importance in medico-legal inquiries—must
often be very great, and especially so because in f " conse-

quence of the length of time that often intervenes between

the occurrence of the accident and the production of the

more serious symptoms, it becomes no easy matter to con-

nect the two in the relation of cause and effect.''^ We
must pass over the examples, several of them cases of

railway injury, which Mr Erichsen gives in Lecture IV of

" Concussion of the spine from slight or indirect injury,'^

in Lecture V of " Concussion of the spine from general

shock," and in Lecture YI of " Sprains, twists, or wrenches

of the spine," and proceed to that which is far more
important than the cases themselves, his teaching " On ihe

mode of occurrence of shock," and " On the pathology of

concussion of the spine "J.
After referring to the " disproportion that exists between

the apparently trifling injury that the patient has sustained,

* Op. cit., p. 77. Italics our own.

t Op. cit., p. 78.

X Op. cit., p. 155, Lecture VII, parts 1 and 2.
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and tlie real serious miscliief tliat lias in reality occurred,

and wliicli will eventually lead to tlie gravest consequences/^

Mr Ericlisen goes on to say :—* " Tlie sliake or jar that is

inflicted on ttie spine wlien a person jumping from a lieiglit

of a few feet comes to tlie ground suddenly and heavily

on his heels or in a sitting posture, has been well known
to surgeons as a not uncommon cause of spinal weakness

and debility. It is the same in railway accidents ; the shock

to which the patient is subjected being followed by a

train of slowly-progressive symptoms indicative of concus-

sion and subsequent irritation and inflammation of the cord

and its membranes.'^ This is a statement of the very

deepest gravity _, for it implies that injuries, in no wise

directly affecting the spinal column, may yet give rise to

inflammation of a most serious nature to the cord and its

membranes. The implication is confirmed by the passage

which immediately follows : -j- ^^ It is not only true that

the spinal cord may be indirectly injured in this way, and

that sudden shocks applied to the body are liable to be

followed by the train of evil consequences that we are now
discussing, but I may even go farther, and say that these

symptoms of spinal concussion seldom occur when a serious

injury has been inflicted on one of the limbs, unless the

spine itself has at the same time been severely and directly

struck. A person who by any of the accidents of civil

life meets with an injury by which one of the limbs is

fractured or is dislocated, necessarily sustains a very severe

shock, but it is a very rare thing indeed to find that the

spinal cord or the brain has been injuriously influenced by

this shock that has been impressed on the body.'"

yVe all know that the symptoms of " shock " either pass

away after such injuries, or that the '^ shock '' may end

fatally ; but how comes it that after railway collisions, when
fracture of limbs has occurred, these symptoms of " spinal

concussion " are seldom seen, even though there may have

been severe surgical collapse or " shock " as the result of

the injury, and from which the patient has rallied in the

* Op. cit., p. 155. t Op. cit., p. Ic6.
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usual way ? Mr Erichsen tells us : * '' It would appear as

if the violence of the shock expended itself in the pro-

duction of the fracture or dislocation, and that a jar of the

more delicate nervous structures is thus avoided. I may
give," he says, " a familiar illustration of this from an

injury to a watch by falling on the ground. A watch-

maker once told me that if the glass was broken, the

works were rarely damaged ; if the glass escapes unbroken,

the jar of the fall will usually be found to have stopped

the movement.'^ The phenomenon of the watch is a

matter of common observation, but we doubt the force of

the analogy, unless, indeed, it can be shown that the watch

has a nervous system or that it is a sentient organism like

ourselves. The statement is of itself suflBcient, we think,

to arouse scepticism as to the existence of such a condition

as change in the spinal cord being the result of a blow

altogether distant from it, or of a general shock upon the

whole body : and the doubt is strengthened when we read

that sleep has the same protective effect as fracture ; for

Mr Erichsen writes :
" Those who are asleep at the time

of the accident very commonly escape concussion of the

nervous system. They may, of course, suffer from, direct

and possibly from fatal injury to the head or trunk; but

the shock or jar, that peculiar vibratory thrill of the

nervous system arising from the concussion of the accident,

is frequently not observed in them, whilst their more

wakeful and less fortunate fellow-travellers may have

suffered severely in this respect." f We ourselves know
of no single case in which primary, and later secondary,

changes have been certainly produced in the spinal cord,

and in which there has not at the same time been some

very clear evidence of injury on or close to the vertebral

column ; and we believe that a much simpler and more

reasonable explanation may be offered of this immunity

of the nervous system from any ill effects of concussion

from general shock when a bone is broken than has here

been advanced by Mr Erichsen.

* Op. lit., p. 156. t Op. cit., p. 120.
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We may fully agree with the author that it is impossible

accurately to explain the change which has been produced

in the spinal cord by concussion^ just as it is difficult to

explain how a heavy blow with the hammer deprives the

magnet of its magnetic power. We must be content at

present with the fact that there is a change, if indeed a

fact it be. * " But/' he goes on immediately to say,

"whatever may be the nature of the primary change

that is produced in the spinal cord by a concussion, the

secondary effects are clearly of an inflammatory character,

and are identical with those phenomena that have been

described by Ollivier, Abercrombie and others, as dependent

on chronic meningitis of the cord and suh-acute myelitis."

" There is great variation in the period at which the

more serious, persistent, and positive symptoms of spinal

lesion begin to develop themselves. In some cases they

do so immediately after the occurrence of the injury, in

others not until several weeks, I might perhaps even say

months had elapsed. But during the whole of this

interval, whether it be of short or of long duration, it

will be observed that the sufferer's condition, mentally

and bodily, has undergone a change." On this point

the author "particularly insists." The man never com-

pletely gets over the effects of the accident. There may

have been improvement, there has not been recovery,

-j- " There is a continuous chain of broken or ill-health,

betweeii the time of the occurrence of the accident and

the development of the more serious symptoms. It is

this that enables the surgeon to connect the two in the

relation of cause and effect. This is not peculiar to

railway injuries, but it occurs in all cases of progressive

paralysis after spinal concussion. . . . The friends

remark, and the patient feels that ' he is not the man he

was.' He has lost bodily energy, mental capacity, business

aptitude. He looks ill and worn ; often becomes irritable

and easily fatigued. He still believes that he has sus-

tained no serious or permanent hurt, tries to return to

* Op. cit., p. 157. Italics our own. f Op. clt , p. 158^et se<i..
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his business, finds that he cannot apply himself to it,

takes rest, seeks change of air and scene, undergoes

medical treatment of various kinds, but finds all of no

avail. His symptoms become progressively more and more

confirmed, and at last he resigns himself to the conviction

that he has sustained a more serious bodily injury than

he had at first believed, and one that has, in some way or

other, broken down his nervous power, and has wrought

the change of converting a man of mental energy and of

active business habits into a valetudinarian, a hypochon-

driac, or a hysterical paralytic, utterly unable to attend

to the ordinary duties of life." Truly this is a sad

picture ! And what tends to make the story even more

unhappy is the fact, recorded just before as a remarkable

phenomenon attendant upon this class of cases,* " that at

the time of the occurrence of the injury the sufferer is

usually quite unconscious that any serious accident has

happened to him. He feels that he has been violently

jolted and shaken, he is perhaps somewhat giddy and

confused, but he finds no bones broken, merely some

superficial bruises or cuts on the head or legs, perhaps

even no evidence whatever of external injury. He con-

gratulates himself upon his escape from the imminent peril

to which he has been exposed. He becomes unusually

calm and self-possessed ; assists his less fortunate fellow-

sufferers ; occupies himself perhaps actively in this way for

several hours, and then proceeds on his journey. When
he reaches his home the effects of the injury that he has

sustained begin to manifest themselves. A revulsion of

feeling takes place. He bursts into tears, becomes

unusually talkative, and is excited. He cannot sleep, or,

if he does, he wakes up suddenly with a vague sense of

alarm. The next day he complains of feeling shaken or

bruised all over, as if he had been beaten, or had violently

strained himself by exertion of an unusual kind. This

stiff and strained feeling chiefly affects the muscles of the

neck and loins, sometimes extending to those of the

* Op. cit.,p. 157.
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shoulder and thighs. After a time, which varies much in

different cases, from a day or two to a week or more, he

finds that he is unfit for exertion, and unable to attend

to business. He now lays up, and perhaps for the first

time seeks surgical assistance." No evidence as yet,

be it marked, of any lesion of or injury to the spinal cord,

or the parts immediately about it ; but, nevertheless, this

is * '' a general sketch of the early history of most of these

cases of 'concussion of the spine' from railway accident,"

which are of such frequent occurrence, and whose later

symptoms, when the man has become a valetudinarian, a

hypochondriac, or a hysterical paralytic, are due to chronic

meningitis of the cord and subacute myelitis.

But let us learn, in the next place, what these symptoms

are. They are given in full detail by Mr Erichsen, who
analyses them and arranges them in the order in which

they will present themselves, on making a surgical exami-

nation of a patient afflicted therewith. The main divisions

must be here sufficient. The symptoms consist essentially

in changes, derangements, or confusion of the coiintenance,

the memory, the thoughts, the business aptitude, the fem-

per, the sleep ; in abnormal sensations in the head ; in

derangements of the organs of special sense, that of vision

being more important and more common than those of

hearing, taste, and smell ; in derangements of the sense of

touch ; in the speech ; in the attitude of the patients, •which

is stiff and unbending ; in hypersensitiveness of parts of

the spine ; in the patient's gait ; in modifications of motor

power and sensation ; in coldness and wasting of one or more

of the limhs ; in the state and nutrition of the muscles, in

diminished electric irritability of the muscles ; in the weight

of the body ; in the genito-urinary organs, in the sexual

desire and power, and in the pulse.

f " The order of the progressive development of the

various symptoms . . . is a matter of great interest

in these cases. As a rule, each separate symptom comes

on very gradually and insidiously. It usually extends

* Op. cit., p. 158. t -Op. cit., p. 172, et seq?
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over a lengthened period. In the early stages the chief

complaint is a sensation of lassitude, weariness, and in-

ability for mental and physical exertion. Then come the

pains, tinglings, and numbness of the limbs ; next the

fixed pain and rigidity of the spine ; then the mental con-

fusion and signs of cerebral disturbance, and the affection

of the organs of sense, the loss of motor power^ and the

peculiarity of gait.''' That the period of supervention of

these symptoms should vary, that they should not all be

always, or at the same time, present in every case, is only to

be expected. The patient's early state may fluctuate. He
may fondly hope to regain his health and strength, and more

naturally so if the injury has been one of only " general

nervous shock,''* or of " slight and indirect concussion of

the cord," where " no immediate effects are produced, or

if they are transitory," followed, commonly " after the

first and immediate effects of the accident have passed

off," by a " period of comparative ease, and of remission

of the symptoms, but not of recovery." This fluctuating

condition may go on for sevei-al weeks, possibly for two

or three months, but " there has never been an interval,

however short, of complete restoration to health.'' f " So

long as he is at rest he will feel tolerably well ; but any

attempt at ordinary exertion of body or mind brings back

all the feelings and indications of nervous prostration and

irritation so characteristic of these injuries ; and to these

will gradually be superadded those more serious symptoms

.... which evidently proceed from a chronic disease

of the cord and its membranes. * After a lapse of several

months—from three to six—the patient will find that he

is slowly but steadily becoming worse, and he then, per-

haps for the first time, becomes aware of the serious and

deep-seated injury that his nervous system has sustained." J

" The chain of symptoms," continuous and unbroken,

between the injury sustained and the illness subsequently

developed, links the injury and the illness together in the

relation of cause and effect. The railway accident has

* Op. cit., p. 173. t Op. cit., p. 174. X Op. cit., p. 173.

6
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done its worst, the worst almost that it could do, for it

has produced chronic meningitis of the cord, and subacute

myelitis.

Now let us turn to the " pathology of concussion of

the spine/' We need hardly say it, for we all from our

own experience know full well that the dead-house is the

only place where the pathological changes on which the

symptoms of disease depend can be studied and learned

;

and that it is essentially from the teachings of the post-

mortem room that light has been cast in the present age

of pathological activity and research on many of the dis-

eases about which little had been previously known.

Without pathology, our knowledge of disease must be

vague, and our treatment of it empirical and unsure ; with

it we pass from the realms of conjecture into those of

comparative certainty and fact. If there be one thing

which above all others has advanced our knowledge of

disease, and made our treatment of it better than that of

our forefathers, it has been the examinations of the dead,

and of the morbid structures, which the post-mortem room

has given to us, and which unquestionably make men like

Wilks, Buzzard, Gowers, and Eoss in our own country, and

many others, far more trustworthy guides on diseases of

the nervous system than Ollivier and Abercrombie, for

whose teaching Mr Erichsen seems to have so strange a

preference. " Nee silet mors '^ is the apt and solemn motto

of the' Pathological Society of London. Shall we not be

astounded that " Mors silet '' should face us in the very

front of our inquiry into the pathology of concussion of

the spine ? Clinical facts have not been wanting, sym-

ptoms have been innumerable and grave, patients have

been broken down, and men of mental energy have been

changed into valetudinarians, hypochondriacs, and hysteri-

cal paralytics. What has the post-mortem room to tell

us ? Mors silet.

We pass over those graver lesions of which at the outset

we have spoken in dealing with " concussion of the spinal

cord,'' and of whose pathology already much is'known, for
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it is only too often that death lays early claim to the

victims of such injuries^ and excludes thereby all necessity

of medico-legal inquiry. Let us again follow Mr Erichsen.
*" In those cases in which the shock to the system has been
general and unconnected with any local and direct implica-

tion of the spinal column by external violence, and in

which the symptoms, as just detailed, are less those of

paralysis than of disordered nervous action, the patholog-

ical states on which these symptoms are dependent are of a

more chronic and less directly obvious character." Then
why, may we ask, should such cases be called " concussion

of the spine,^^ and why should the consideration of these

lesser maladies be approached through an avenue of alarming

detail as to the grave and fatal lesions which may immedi-
ately befall the spinal cord in the various accidents to

which mankind is liable ? Surely it would have been

safer and wiser in writing of a class of injuries which hold

so " important a position in medico-legal practice,^'t to

have separated and differentiated those symptoms which

we must have recognised are much more cerebral or psy-

chical, from those which can only find an explanation in

some actual lesion of the spinal cord or of the nerves which

are given off from it ! All, however, are grouped together

under the one common term " concussion of the spine,^^

even though the patients may have only suffered from
" vibratory jar,^^ and there may have been " no evidence

whatever of external injury."

'' We should indeed be taking," the author goes on to

say, " a very limited view of the pathology of concussion of

the spine if we were to refer all the symptoms, primary and
remote, to inflammatory conditions, either of the vertebral

column, the sheaths of the spinal nerves, the meninges of

the cord, or the substance of the medulla itself. Impor-

tant and marked as may be the symptoms that are refer-

able to such lesions as these, there are undoubtedly states,

both local and constitutional, that are primarily dependent

* Op. cit., p. 175, et seq.

t Op. cit., p. 3.
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on molecular cliarLges* in tlie cord itself^ or on spinal

anaemia induced by tlie shock of the accident, acting either

directly on the cord itself or indirectly, and at a later date,

through the medium of the sympathetic, in consequence of

which the blood distribution to the cord becomes disturbed

and diminished/^ We may leave, at any rate for the

present, the pathological condition spoken of as " spinal

anaemia,^^ for this is nothing more nor less than an assump-

tion, or even, as Mr Erichsen says, f" a clinical expression

possibly, more than a well-proved pathological fact."

More important, because certain and demonstrable if

existent after death, are the lesions dependent upon

inflammatory states, f" They doubtless consist mainly of

chronic and subacute inflammation of the spinal membranes,

and in chronic myelitis, with such changes in the structures

of the cord as are the inevitable consequences of a long-

* Nothing is of greater importance in any medico-legal inquiry than to

have a definite meaning for the phrases which we may use. The word
" changes " is so often used in speaking of these injuries to imply some

condition underlying derangement of function, that it is essential to draw a

very hroad distinction indeed between " changes " which are obvious, visible,

and gross, and those " changes " which are rather physiological and matter of

pure conjecture. The act of writing these sentences is doubtless associated

with some " change " in the cerebral cells and in the cells of the cord

connected with the nerves of the arm. The "change" is not, however, a

pathological state, and we do not know—there is, in fact, good ground for

thinking otherwise—that the " changes " associated with purely functional

derangement are of greater import than those which accompany such a

movement as that to which reference has just been made. It is of course

possible, though we know of no facts which prove, that functional derange-

ment may, if long continued, become the means of perpetuating a vice, so to

speak, in the presiding uerve-cells, just as bad habits may with great diffi-

culty be broken or may even become master of the individual addicted to

them. It may ne remarked that were a portion even of the symptoms

usually attributed to "spinal concussion" dependent on active organic

disease, no sufferer could by any chance live through them, nor, indeed,

would life be possible. The very magnitude and number of the symptoms

are themselves powerful arguments—more powerful by the bedside than they

may appear on paper—against the existence of undoubted lesion or patho-

logical " change."

t Op. cit., p. 176.
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continued chi'onic inflammatory condition developed by it/'

And yet " Mors silet/' Let us hear the author's expla-

nation thereof. *" It would at first sight appear a some-

what remarkable circumstance^ that notwithstanding the

frequency of the occurrence of cases of concussion of the spine

in railway and other accidents, there should be so few

instances on record of examinations of the cord after death

in these cases. But this feeling of surprise will be

lessened when we reflect on the general history of these

cases. If in these, as in cases of direct injury of the

spine with fracture or dislocation, the effects were imme-

diate, severe, and often speedily fatal, surgical literature

would abound with the details of the 'post-mortem appear-

ances presented by them, as it does with those of the more

direct injuries just alluded to. But, as in these cases ol

spinal concussion, the symptoms are remarkably slow in

their development and chronic in their progress—as the

patient will live for years in a semi- paralysed state, during

which time the original cause of his sufferings has almost

been forgotten—as he seldom becomes the inmate of a

hospital—for the chronic and incurable nature of his

ailments does not render him so much an object for such

a charity as for some asylum or for private benevolence

—

and as the cause of his death does not become the subject of

investigation before a coroner's court, there is little oppor-

tunity, reason, or excuse for a post-mortem investigation

of that structure, which is probably the one that is least

frequently examined in the deadhouse, viz.the spinal cord, as

it is the one the correct pathological investigation of which

is attended by more dijBBculties than that of any other organ

in the body. Hence it is that, as in most other chronic

nervous diseases that are only remotely fatal—as in cases

of hysteria, neuralgia, and in nine tenths of those of

epilepsy, we have no opportunity of determining in cases

of concussion of the spine very remotelyf fatal, what the

anatomy of the parts concerned would reveal of the real

* Op cifc., p. 176. Italics not in origiual.

t " ilemutely !" Although Mr Eiichsen writes at p. 311, " And thougli, as
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cause o£ the obscure and intricate symptoms presented

during life. So rare are post-mortem examinations of

these cases that no instance has occurred to me in hospital

or in private practice in which I could obtain one ; andj with

one exception, I can find no record in the Transactions of

Societies or in the periodical literature of the day of

any such instance/^ We have, however, heard from Mr
Erichsen himself wherein these pathological states consist,

viz. in " chronic and subacute inflammation of the spinal

membranes, and in chronic myelitis, with such changes

in the structure of the cord as are the inevitable conse-

quences of a long-continued chronic inflammatory condi-

tion developed by it;"* and "Case 12" is actually recorded

as an example of this mode of death. Can any man
believe that if these pathological states have been fre-

quently induced by railway accidents, especially in those

cases so very numerous, as we know they are, where there

has been no blow on the spine itself and the injury has

been only that of general shock or vibratory jar—can any

man, we repeat, believe that amongst the many thousands

who have up to this date been hurt in railway accidents,

there should have been, ivith one or two exceptions only,

no opportunity whatever of examining the spinal cord ?

For, be it observed, the cases of hysteria, neuralgia, and epi-

lepsy, to which Mr Erichsen refers, bear no resemblance,

have no analogy whatever, to these cases where he tells us

there ischx'onic and subacute inflammation of the spinal

membranes and chronic myelitis. How can Mr Erichsen

reconcile this analogy with his own preceding statement

that " the intraspinal imflammations," as he there very

rightly says, '' whether they affect the membranes of the

cord, the cord itself, or both, are well recognised and easily

determinable pathological states, the conditions connected

with which are positive organic lesions that lie at the

Ollivier has observed, such a patient iioay live for fifteen or twenty years in

a broken state of health, the prohahiliti/ is that he unll die in three orfour."

Italics our own.

* Op. cit., p. 176.
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bottom of the functional disturbance ?"* Analogous to

them, and very strictly analogous too, are cases of tabes

dorsalis, of lateral sclerosis, of insular sclerosis, of anterior

poliomyelitis, and the whole host of diseases of the spinal

cord—" chronic and incurable " and " remotely fatal
"—

which the great pathologists of the day have by examina-

tions of the spinal cord for years been making known to us.

How comes it that while these and kindred diseases are

eagerly watched and investigated by our pathologists, the

chronic and incurable diseases produced by railway acci-

dents should remain altogether unobserved, and that no

cases have been placed on record to tell what is the patho-

logical basis of the symptoms ? How is it that these

diseases of the spinal cord are, if we mistake not, rarely

or never seen in the special hospitals devoted to them, and

that at such a hospital as the National Hospital for

Epilepsy and Paralysis, in Queen Square, with its justly

distinguished staff, they should be well-nigh unknown ?

To. our mind it is absolutely inconceivable that had an

organ so important in the animal economy as the spinal

cord—an organ, moreover, singularly liable not to recover

from injuries inflicted upon it, or from diseases attacking itf

—been frequently damaged or affected in the way Mr

* Op. cit., p. 176.

t As has been well pointed oat in an important paper by Dr Long Fox

(' Lancet/ vol. i, 1882, p. 6), " Note on the Curability of Tabes Dorsalis,"

where he records a case in which there was a complete remission of some of

the gravest phenomena of the disease after they had existed for four years,

and yet on death from accidental causes, the usual pathological changes were

found in the spinal cord. Dr Fox writes, " Have we as yet any proof that

sclerosis can be recovered from ? The remission of symptoms, even for

several years, leads to the belief that under treatment directed to the tone of

the vessels, or the nutrition of the cord, other tracts of this organ take on

the duties that we consider the attributes of the posterior root zones. But

during this very remission, if we may judge by pathological anatomy, the

lesion is slowly, though surely, following a progressive course; and, although

there is nothing impossible in the more hopeful view of cure, I would still

repeat that so far published facts are wanting to prove it, whilst, on the

other hand, many cases of temporary improvement of symptoms have shown

eventually post-mortem a steady progress of the lesion.'"'
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Erisclien surmises^ and with thousands of sufferers in

railway collisions to afford us examples during many-

years, there should have been, with two or three solitary

exceptions, no post-onortem investigations to guide us to a

real and unquestionable knowledge of the pathology of the

symptoms to which the injuries have given rise.

But, on the other hand, if there be this great difficulty,

nay, impossibility, of making post-mortem examinations in

these cases, where, let us ask, are those who are living

in semi-paralysed states, not forgetful, depend upon it, of

the cause of their sufferings ; and if from the nature of

their ailments not in our hospitals, objects yet for the

care of an asylum or for private benevolence ? Where
are they, for they must be numbered by scores upon scores ?

And this other question we must also ask before we can

accept Mr Ei'ichsen^s teaching upon the subject, how

many injured persons have there not been who have had

all or most of the symptoms which he has detailed and

described, and whose spinal cords and spinal membranes

have been undergoing these supposed inflammatory

changes, who have recovered, and that, too, with unex-

pected speed, when the termination of any medico-legal

inquiry or litigation has removed—as we shall subse-

quently have to point out—an intolerable burthen from

their minds ?

After dwelling briefly upon the difficulty there may be

in determining during life what parts of the spinal cord

are affected, and upon the important fact that spinal

meningitis and myelitis most frequently coexist, the sym-

ptoms of meningitis predominating in one case, those of

myelitis in another, the " characteristic appearances after

death presenting a predominance corresponding to that

assumed by their effects during life/^* Mr Erichsen goes

on to say :
" I have given but a very brief sketch of the

pathological appearances that are usually met with in-

spinal meningitis and myelitis, as it is not my intention in

these lectures to occupy your attention with an elaborate

* Op. cit., p. 183.
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inquiry into the pathology of these affections, but rather

to consider them in their clinical relations. I wish

now to direct your attention to the symptoms that

are admitted by all writers on diseases of the nervous

system to be connected with and dependent upon the

pathological conditions that I have just detailed to you,

and to direct your attention to a comparison between these

symptoms and those that are described in the various

cases that I have detailed to you as characteristic of ' con-

cussion of the spine ' from slight injuries and general

shocks of the body. The symptoms that I have detailed

at pp. 156 to 175 arrange themselves in three groups:

—

1st. The cerebral symptoms ; 2nd, the spinal symptoms
;

3rd, those referable to the limbs." The symptoms under

these respective headings are then compared with the

symptoms described by Abercrombie and Ollivier, in the

fatal cases which they record of cerebro-spinal meningitis

and. myelitis, and Mr Erichsen concludes :
*" If we take

any one symptom that enters into the composition of these

various groups, we shall find that it is more or less com-
mon to various forms of disease of the nervous system.

But if we compare the groups of symptoms that have just

been detailed, their progressive development and indefinite

continuance, with those which are described by Ollivier

and other writers of acknowledged authority on diseases

of the nervous system, as characteristic of spinal menin-

gitis and myelitis, we shall find that they mostly corres-

pond with one another in every particular—so closely,

indeed, as to leave no doubt that the whole train of nervous

phenomena arising from shakes and jars of or Mows on the

body, and described at pp. 156 to 175 as characteristic of
so-called ' concussion of the spine/ are in reality due to

chronic inflammation of the spinal membraiies and cord.

The variation in different cases being referable partly to

whether meningitis or myelitis predominates, and in a

great measure to the exact situation and extent of the

intra- spinal inflammation, and to the degree to which its

* Op. cit., p. 187. Italics oui- own.
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resulting structural changes may have developed them-
selves in the membranes or cord/^

To the train of nervous phenomena described at pp. 156

to 175 we have already referred, and they may be found
in those parts which we have quoted from the author,

commencing with the seductive analogy of the watch,

and ending with the deep-seated injury that the nervous

system has sustained. It is thus consecutively laid down
for our acceptance, as Mr Erichsen's teaching on this

most important subject, that the symptoms occurring too

frequently " in groups, sometimes of scores at a time,^^*

are due to chronic inflammation of the spinal membranes
and the cord. It will be an indirect object of this work
to show that, with very rarest exception, the spinal cord

is absolutely uninjured in these cases of railway collision,

shock, or jar, and that now, not less than of old, the spinal

cord maintains its supremacy as the most securely pro-

tected of all the organs of the body.

It is necessary that we should now return to the only

case on record with which Mr Erichsen is acquainted,

and the post-mortem account of which we shall take direct

from the ' Transactions of the Pathological Society/ The
clinical history is supplied by the author as having been
obtained from Mr Gore, of Bath.f " The patient was a

middle-aged man, 52 at the time of death, of active busi-

ness habits. He had been in a railway collision, and, with-

out any sign of external injury, fracture, dislocation, wound,
or bruise, began to manifest the usual nervous symptoms.

He very gradually became partially paralysed in the lower

extremities, and died three years and a half after the acci-

dent. Immediately after the collision the patient walked
from the train to the station close at hand. He had
received no external sign of injury, no contusions or

wounds, but he complained of a pain in his back. Being
most unwilling to give in, he made every effort to get

about in his business, and did so for a short time after the

accident though with much distress. Numbness,- and a

* Op. cit., p. 7.

'

t Op. cit., p. 178. -
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want of power in the muscles of the lower limbs gradually

but steadily increasing^ he soon became disabled. His gait

became unsteady, like that of a half-intoxicated person.

There was great sensitiveness to external impressions, so

that a shock against a table or chair caused great distress.

As the patient was not under Mr Gore's care from the

first, and as he only saw the case for the first time about

a year after the accident, and then at intervals up to the

time of death, he has not been able to inform me of the

precise time when the paralytic symptoms appeared ; but he

says that this was certainly within less than a year of the

time of the occurrence of the accident. In the latter part

of his illness some weakness of the upper extremities

became apparent, so that if the patient was off his guard

a cup or a glass would slip from his fingers. He could

barely walk with the aid of two sticks, and at last was

confined to his bed. His voice became thick, and his

articulation imperfect. There was no paralysis of the

sphincter of the bladder until about eighteen months

before his death, when the urine became pale and alka-

line with muco-purulent deposits. In this case the sym-

ptoms were in some respects not so severe as usual, there

was no very Tnarhed tenderness or rigidity of the spine,^ nor

were there any convulsive movements.^' There was no

apparent difficulty in making a post-mortem examination

of this case, and the cord was examined by Dr Lockhart

Clarke, whose report was as follows :

—

j- ^^ Diseases of the brain and spinal cord consequent on

a railway collision.—This, I believe, is the first of these

curious cases in which the condition of the brain and

spinal cord has been ascertained, or at least recorded.

The patient was under the care of Mr Gore, of Bath, who
sent me the spinal cord, together with the following

particulars :

—

' A gentleman, aged 52 at the time of death,

had been the subject of many distressing symptoms, all

* Italics our own.

t ' Transactions of the Pathological Society of London,' 1866, vol. xvii,

p. 21, et seq.
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arising out of the sliock he received in a railway collision

three and a half years before his death. He had no

wounds^ nor fractures^ nor material contusions ; but having

been previously an active, intelligent man, conducting with

success a large business, he began at once to suffer vaguely

with pains down the back and in the head, though not

of a very acute kind. He gradually, though very slowly,

failed in every respect as to mind and body—not, however,

losing his intellect. He became unable to walk with

steadiness or firmness, and before his death, which was

clearly hastened—say three months—by an accidental fall,

he could barely walk with the aid of two sticks, and was

for the last month confined to his bed. One other sym-

ptom of disorder, clearly connected with all the others, was

inability of the bladder, with eventually want of control

over it. The urine also was pale, turbid, and alkaline,

with muco-purulent deposits. Nothing of the kind had

existed before.

.^' At the 'post-mortem examination, in addition to a

generally shrunken, and wasted condition of the spinal

cord, there was in the brain, general, though slight,

opacity of the arachnoid, with sub-arachnoid effusion.

The cortical substance of the brain generally was pallid

and soft ; this was particularly the case on the under

surface of the anterior lobes on both sides. (His speech

had been for a month or six weeks thick and hesitating.)

The kidneys were much disordered, hard, dense, and with

many isolated purulent deposits. The bladder was con-

tracted, and its mucous membrane pulpy and vascular.

" On examining the spinal cord, as it was sent to me by

Mr Grore, I found that the membranes at some parts were

thickened, and adherent at others to the surface of the

white columns. In the cord itself, one of the most striking

changes consisted in a diminution of the antero-postei'ior

diameter, which, in many places, was not more than equal

to half the transverse. This was particularly the case in

the upper portion of the cervical enlargement, where the

cord was consequently much flattened from behind "forward.
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On making sections, I was surprised to find that of all the

ivhite columns, the posterior were exclusively the seat of

disease. These columns were darker, browner, denser, and

more opaque than the antero-lateral -, and when they were

examined, both transversely and longitudinally, in their

preparations under the microscope, this appearance was

found to be due to a multitude of compound granular

corpuscles, and isolated granules, and to an exuberance of

wavy fibrous-tissue disposed in a longitudinal direction.

It was very evident that many of the nerve fibres had been

replaced by this tissue, and that at certain spots or tracts,

which were more transparent than others, especially along

the sides of the posterior median fissures, they had wholly

disappeared. Corpora amylacea also were thickly inter-

spersed through the same columns, particularly near the

central line. The extremities of the posterior horns

contained an abundance of isolated granules like those in

the columns ; and in some sections the transverse commis-

sure was somewhat damaged by disintegration. The
anterior cornua were decidedly smaller than natural, and

altered in shape, but no change in structure was observed.

"The striking resemblance between this case and cases of

locomotor ataxy, as regards the limitation of the lesion of

the white substance of the cord to the posterior columns,

although the nature of the lesion is somewhat different,

excited my curiosity whether the paralysis and difl&culty

of locomotion partook of the nature of ataxy. In a letter

to Mr Gore I inquired whether the patient's gait was
remarkable for its unsteadiness, like that of a man some-

what intoxicated ; or whether the movements were jerking

or spasmodic. In reply I received the following informa-

tion :
—

' The semi-paralytic state which I attempted to

describe was precisely that of unsteadiness, somewhat like

that of partial intoxication ; but, on the other hand, there

was very little, if any, jerking or twitching.' "

It will hardly surprise us to learn that objections have

been raised against receiving this case as an unequivocal

instance of injury to the spinal cord by general concussion,
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shock or jar. The case is given in detail by Mr Shaw in his

article on " Injuries of the Back '' in ' Holmes's System*
of Surgery/ and he there writes :

" The first remark which

the reading of the above case suggests, is concerning the

disproportion that appears between the slight injury

sustained by the patient and the magnitude of the results,

occupying three and a half years in coming to an end.

From progressive paraplegia, and a morbid condition of

the spinal cord, identical with what has been described in

the case, being known to originate independently of injury

of any kind, the question forces itself upon us, was the

shock in the railway accident a cause, or a coincidence ?

This doubt would not have been expressed if Mr Grore had
been in attendance on the gentleman at first ; but, accord-

ing to the narrative, he did not see him till a year after

the accident.

" But granting, for argument's sake, that a shock, anal-

ogous to concussion of the brain, had really been received,

the question may be asked : how would that assist in

accounting for the peculiar morbid change found in the

cord on dissection ? The concussion would be followed by
inflammation. But that inflammation would be general

:

it would extend over the whole surface, and enter into the

deep structures of the cord, including every column equally.

The organic change, however, is not general but partial :

it is confined to the posterior columns. How, then, is that

selection or limitation to be explained ?

''Another objection presents itself. According to modern
views of pathology, the morbid action concerned in pro-

ducing granular degeneration of the tissues is distinct from

inflammation. The process is seen in operation in fatty

degeneration of the muscular substance of the heart, in

the formation of the arcus senilis, in the production of

atheroma in the arteries, &c., and in none of these instances

is the degeneration preceded by inflammation. It may be

argued, th-erefore, that the organic changes in the columns

of the spinal cord, consisting of degeneration of the nerve-

* Vol. ii, p. 377, et seq.
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fibres^ depend on some cause not hitherto ascertained,

different from inflammation ; and that accordingly their

connection with concussion of the cord is merely hypo-

thetical.^^ To these objections Mr Erichsen makes no

reference. That they are weighty and well-nigh over-

whelming we must allow.

In seeking for the cause of such morbid changes as were

present in this case^ we must not be unmindful of the

readiness with which anything that lowers the general tone

and strength may bring to light the existence of patho-

logical states or diseases, by the development of symptoms

which in the previous state of health had been in abeyance.

Examples are seen every day in cases where lesion of the

nervous centres has no part. A sprain or severe blow

may be followed by an acute attack of gouty inflammation ;

the loss of strength which now and then accompanies

parturition or prolonged suckling may reveal an hyper-

metropia which vigorous and lusty power of accommodation

had been able to hide. And that the earliest symptoms

of a progressive degeneration of the spinal cord should

have been unobserved before, and should have been first

made manifest after, a serious shock to the system, is not a

circumstance to excite our great surprise. It is, moreover,

well recognised that the symptoms of tabes may undergo

a singular remission or abeyance, and give rise to the

impression that the disease has been cured.*

On the other hand also, although there was in this case

no "sign of external injury, fracture, dislocation, wound,

or bruise,^^ it is a point worthy of mention that the patient

" complained of a pain in his back,^^ as far as can be

gathered from the imperfect early history, almost imme-

diately after the collision. That this pain in the back may
have indicated a much more serious injury to the vertebral

column than physical signs led those who saw him to

suspect, is another objection, it seems to us, to receiving

this case as an undoubted instance of disease of the spiual

cord due to a general shake or jar, apart from any direct

* See previous note (p. 87) and also note on p. 138.
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injury to the spinal column or its contents. On no one

of these objections, however, would we seek to lay undue

stress, nor shall we deny that the case may have been

precisely as it has been recorded by Mr Erichsen. We
must, bowever, once more point out how extraordinary it

is that this still remains the only case of the kind on record,

and that against it important objections, made in no spirit

of cavil or bias, have been raised.

Grranting, however, to the full the difficulty there may
be in obtaining post-mortem examinations in private houses,

it is yet something more than remarkable that no furtber

evidence exists of the pathological lesions in these cases of

concussion of the spine, on the frequency of whose occur-

rence Mr Erichsen lays so much stress ; and especially

when we consider that the semi-paralysed sufferers must

bave been under medical care up to their last moments,

and that many years have now elapsed since the attention

of the whole profession was drawn to the subject by the

publication of this case. Is it too much to say that had

chronic meningitis and myelitis been, present in but a frac-

tion of the numbers which Mr Erichsen' s writings would

lead us to suppose, *" experiments made by disease " would

bave sbed floods of light on the function of the

spinal cord ? But, we ask, what have railway collisions

done to advance our knowledge of the physiology and

pathology of tbe spinal cord, and of the nerves whicb

are offshoots from it ? The answer is, Nothing. JEx nihilo

nihil jit; nor are we justified in yet believing, from

the evidence which has been adduced, tbat the nervous

phenomena arising from shakes and jars of, or blows upon

the body, and described as characteristic of " concussion of

the spine " arC; in reality, due to chronic inflammation of

the spinal membranes or cord, or that they are even due to

any pathological lesion of the spinal cord at all.

Having thus far devoted our attention to the views of

* A phrase- first used, if we mistake not, by Dr Hugliliugs Jackson, who,

by a careful study of the symptoms or physiological disturbances of its

localised diseases, has done so much to elucidate the functions of tlfe brain.
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Mr Erichsen, let us glance, in conclusion, at the opinions of

other surgical authorities on " concussion of the spine."

Mr Shaw* writes as follows :

—

" The term concussion as

applied to the spinal cord has obviously been derived from

a supposed analogy between the injuries occurring to it

and to its kindred organ the brain

Certain cases of injury of the back are met

with in which paraplegia has directly or shortly afterwards

occurred, and in which, upon examination of the spine

after death, no fracture, displacement, extravasated blood,

or anything capable of compressing the cord, can be dis-

covered. The explanation therefore given is that the

spinal cord has been damaged by concussion."

He then quotes a case from the ' British Medical

Journal " of April 24th, 1869, where a man had fallen

from a van, and lighted on his head and shoulders. There

was instant paralysis of both upper and lower extremities,

and he died in sixty hours. " On examination, neither

fracture nor dislocation was found in any part of the

spine, nor was blood effused in the canal. But, on

making a section of the cord opposite the third and

fourth cervical vertebra3, a clot of blood was found lying

in its centre." "From the remarks appended to the case

by the narrator," he goes on to say, '^ it is obvious that he

had no doubt of its having been a case of concussion, and

it would seem that the same opinion would be held

generally. But it is evident that the lesion in the cord

admitted of being satisfactorily accounted for otherwise :"

by "sudden violent and extreme bend or twist of the

flexible cervical region of the spine," or by sharp and

acute flexion of the cord itself, whereby a blood-vessel

was ruptured in its interior. f After some remarks upon

* ' Holmes' System of Surgery,' vol. ii, p. 371, ef seq.

t More remarkable even than this case in its strange misconception, as it

seems to us, of the cause, is one published in the ' British Medical Journal' of

Novemher 6th, 1880, by Dr W. J. H. Lush, and entitled, " A Case of Infantile

Paralysis." A child of three, in perfect health, was jolted in its perambu-

lator, " the concussion being so great as to throw the occupant of the carriage

7
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the greatly increased interest there now is in spinal

injuries in consequence of the '^ numerous formidable

evils that result from accidents in railway collisions/^ the

writer proceeds :
—"Why the term ^ concussion^ should have

been applied to an injury of the brain, is not difl&cult to

comprehend ; but the same cannot be said in reference to

the spinal cord/' because the physical surroundings of the

two organs are totally different. Between the cranium

and the brain no " dampers " are anywhere interposed,

and the shake or concussion must be general ; while the

spinal cord is surrounded by dampers, and occupies the

centre of a " roomy chamber " at a considerable distance

from its osseous walls. " Even if the spine did vibrate, there

would be no connecting medium capable of conducting

the vibrations to the cord." And then, speaking of the

effects " produced on the nervous system by the injuries

chiefly characteristic of serious railway accidents, it does

not appear,^' he says, " that the term ' concussion of the

spine,' so often used in connection with them, has been

well chosen. It ought to have been of more comprehen-

sive signification,'' for in a violent collision " the whole

body is in a concussion." . .
" When the body is

joltedj jarred, and shaken in the violent manner described,

it is self-evident that the viscera will be stirred

and jolted likewise ; that their internal structure will be

subject to be bruised or lacerated, giving rise to ecchy-

mosisj and that the nerves on their passage may be

stretched, torn, or otherwise injured. Thus, all the great

constituent parts of the nervous system, brain, spinal

cord, and sympathetic system, are included in the common
violentlyforward and immediately to jerJc the body lack again." The child

began to cry directly, saying, " Oh, my back," &e. It passed a restless night,

and the next morning was found to be " completely paraplegic, though there

was little, if any, loss of sensation." After some valuable remarks on the

importance of observing the earliest symptoms of illness in a child, and of

not assuming that it is only cross, the author adds, " In this particular case, in

the absence of any other cause, I think it may with justice be said that the

paralysis was due to concussion of the spinal cord, the result of the sudden

shock." (Italics our own in this quotation.)
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risk of the catastroplie. And the account would be in-

complete, if the influences of mental shock—that of fright,

and of witnessing appalling spectacles—were neglected/^*

He then refers to the progressive paraplegia which has

been " represented as a sequel of what is called ' concus-

sion of the spine/ " recording, as an example, the case

already given where the spinal cord was examined by Dr
Lockhart Clarke, and he thus concludes :

" On the whole,

it may be afiirmed, that what is most wanted for the

better understanding of those cases commonly known
under the title of ' concussion of the spine,' is a greatly

enlarged number of post-mortem examinations. Hitherto

our experience has been derived almost wholly from liti-

gated cases, deformed by contradictory statements and

opinions; and the verdicts of juries have stood in the

place of post-mortem reports/^ f
In his ' Lectures on the Principles of Surgical Dia-

gnosis,^ J Le Gros Clark deals at considerable length, and

obviously after large experience, with the whole subject of

" concussion of the spine,^^ whether met with after railway

collisions or ordinary accidents. Speaking more espe-

cially of that §
'' class of cases the most numerous where

there is no evidence of physical lesion, and in which the

symptoms supervene at an interval, longer or shorter,

after the occurrence of th.e shock,^^ he says, " in some
which are characterised by loss of muscular strength,

shrunk limbs, defective power in co-ordination, feeble

exercise of motive volition, and even paralysis and imbe-

cility, there must be organic change which is often pro-

gressive. . . . But in others the moi'bid condition

is evinced by deteriorated health and defective nerve

energy ; and in these probably the impaired health is due

to the indirect influence exercised on the organs of assi-

milation, and a reactionary impression exerted on the

nerve centres themselves. . . . The peculiarity of

these accidents appears to be that the spine is roughly

* Op. cit., p. 374. t Op. cifc... p, 378

% Cluu-fhill, 1870. § P. 70.
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jarred, sometimes subjected to a succession of minor

concussions or violent oscillations, and that tlie entire

nervous system is simultaneously agitated. There is, con-

sequently, no immediate persistent incapacity, as in ordi-

nary concussion from a blow on the head or spine ; but a

prolonged series of symptoms ensue, directly traceable to

the shock, and often assuming a more aggravated character

as time elapses."

" Simple* concussion of the spine occurs as the con-

sequence, usually, of a fall on the nates or back. I say

concussion, because the analogy in the symptoms which

characterises this condition and so-called concussion of the

brain, justifies the use of the expression." He then

records two cases where there was complete paraplegia

from falls of this kind, passing away in the course of a

few months, and he says, "I cannot dismiss from my mind

the impression, that in these and similar protracted cases,

there is something moi'e than simple concussion needed to

account for the duration of the symptoms
;

probably

extravasation of blood in the theca or canal, which is

slowly absorbed." And he regardsf "haemorrhage as

the probable cause of the protracted symptoms " in a case

of paraplegia coming on a few hours after a man had

been injured in a railway collision. The patient recovered

slowly but perfectly. '*' One spot on the back was

always tender, and continued so still at times."

But of the " special form " of railway concussion he

says :
—" I speak of it as special because there certainly

are distinctive characteristics attending railway concussion

of the spine, which are exceptional, to say the least,

in similar injuries otherwise produced. And this excep-

tional character consists in the curiously diversified

results which are met with ; sequences which seem to

be more allied with general nervous shock, and consequent

deteriorated innervation, than upon special shock or

concussion of the spinal cord. Indeed, it is difficult

to explain many of the sequelae of these injuries without

* Op. cit., p. 145. t Op. cit., p. 148.
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supposing tliat tlie organic nerves^ and therefore functions,

are seriously implicated; that the excretory functions

are imperfectly performed ; that the organic chemistry

is deranged, and that the source of life, the blood, is

poisoned. . . . The sequels are more varied and

protracted than in ordinary concussion ; a circumstance

which is probably explained, in a measure, by the influ-

ence of emotion.''^ . . .
" I* think it not inconsistent

with acknowledged facts, to affirm that protracted

functional disturbance, or even fatal disease, may be

the consequence of a rude shock, simultaneously, to the

nerve-centres of the emotions, of organic and of animal

life. I am therefore disposed to regard these cases of

so-called railway spinal concussion as, generally, instances

of universal nervous shoch, rather than of sjyecial injury to

the spinal cord.f At the same time I admit that in this

class of cases we meet with instances of simple concussion,

but I see no reason for taking them out of the category of

concussion of the spine from other causes.
^^

If we turn to ' Ziemssen^s Cyclopaedia,^ where Prof,

Erb has clearly brought before his readers all the

information which the literature of the subject has been

able to afford, we find the following judicial estimate of

the nature of '' concussion of the spinal cord :^^
J
—"We

include those cases in which energetic traumatic influences

(falls, blows, collision, &c.) have given rise to severe dis-

turbances of the function 'of the cord, without any consider-

able visible anatomical changes in the latter. Slight changes,

small capillary extravasations, &c., probably exist in such

cases, but they do not seem to constitute the proper

essence of the disease ; for the most part the anatomical

change is quite negative, and we do not yet know what

changes, if any, constitute the basis of the concussion

proper. . . . The diagnosis is in many cases so

uncertain, and the want of satisfactory evidence from

autopsies so great, that the history of the disease is still

* Op. cit., p. 151. t Italics our own.

J Vol. xiii, English translation, p. 344, et sx-q.
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surrounded by darkness. ... It is^ therefore^ ratlier rasTi

to entertain a decided opinion regarding tiie proper nature

of concussion of the cord. It seems to be certain tbat the

anatomical report is a negative one. The most common
view^ therefore, is that which supposes only molecular

changes in the finer nerve-elements to have occurred,

giving rise either to an immediate and complete functional

paralysis of the latter, or forming the commencement of

further disturbances of nutrition, which at a later time

may result in degenerative inflammation. . . . Much
remains to be done in this respect^'' {i.e. in the more correct

estimate and clearer definition of cases) ;
" the first thing

consists in collecting accurate reports of cases, avoiding,

more carefully than has hitherto been done, the inter-

mixture of other sorts of lesions."



CHAPTER III

THE COMMON SPINAL INJURIES OF RAILWAY COLLISIONS

It will at once appear obvious how necessary it has

been to deal thus fully in the two preceding chapters with

the clinical and pathological aspects of concussion of the

spinal cord and concussion of the spine, when we point

out that injuries of the back more often become the sub-

ject of medico-legal inquiry than other kinds of injury to

which man is liable. So frequently is this the case that

of 250* consecutive cases of all kinds where there was

medico-legal investigation, we find no fewer than 145f
complained of their backs or of their " spines/'

We will speak in the first place of the more common
injuries of the back received in railway collisions, and

then afterwards consider the individual cases, for they are

very few, where there has been some undoubted injury to

the nerve elements of the spinal column.

We premise that we are dealing with perfectly genuine

cases, where none of the* circumstances, as far as we were

able to learn, threw doubt on the bona fides of the

patients.

Let us look at a very common occurrence. The patient

* A number not chosen for statistical purposes, but simply as a matter of

conyenience, 250 cases filling a note-book.

t The same observation has been made by J. Rigler, ' Ueber die Folgen dei-

Verletzungen auf Eisenbahnen, insbesondere der Verletzungen des Riicken-

marks/ Berlin, 1879. Rigler gives statistics which show that since the

passing of a law in Germany for the compensation of injured persons on

railways the number of injuries or complaints of injuries had enormously

increased, and that, moreover, of thirty-six complaints after injury no fewer

than twenty-eight were of the back.
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has been in a collision ; he was perfectly conscious at the

time that he met with no blow—knows, in fact, exactly

what occurred to him when the accident happened, and

yet he finds that within a few hours, occasionally much
sooner, he is seized with pain in his back. What has

happened to him ? We will examine a case where the

symptoms are simple and unobscured by any other injury.

M. A—, a strong and active man, was riding in a first-

class carriage, when a slight collision took place. He
was, at the moment, leaning forwards reading, and was

not even moved from his seat. He felt a little upset and

shaken, and had some brandy in consequence, but he was

able in a few minutes to set off and walk to his business.

The next day he felt some pain in the lumbo-sacral

region, which on the following day became acute, espe-

cially on movement, and on the third and fourth days

after confined him to the house. He was ordered a bella-

donna plaster, and in a week he began to improve, though

having occasionally sharp pain. There was no local

tenderness.*

It is clear from this history that the injury was a simple

sprain of the muscles and ligaments about the lumbo-

sacral region. It was, in fact, a '' traumatic lumbago.^'

A slight collision, such as this man was in, has the ten-

dency to throw the body suddenly backwards or forwards,

and, although in this case the patient had not been moved,

the momentumf is usually suflficient to throw or jerk the

traveller from his seat. Unconscious effort is probably

made at the instant to hold the back rigid, and we find as

a result of the violence and of the sudden resistance

induced by " setting " of the muscles and ligaments, that

the ligaments are stretched and the muscular attachments

are likewise strained in the dorso-lumbar or lumbo-sacral

regions of the column. The injury is precisely the same

* See also Cases 132, 170, 234, Appendix, and many others.

t In a series of papers " On Cases of Injury from Railway Accidents,"

' Lancet,' vol. i, 1867, p. 389, et seq., Dr Buzzard touclied on the dynamics of

railway collisions. The subject is an important one.
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as that whicL. we meet with in everyday practice^ where a

man complains to you that while lifting a heavy weight

(see Case 234^ Appendix) he suddenly felt a severe and

acute pain, which almost prevented him from moving, in

the lower part of his back. " This sudden pain is pro-

bably caused by cramp or the rupture of some fibres of a

muscle during the act of contraction."* You examine

him and can find no external sign of injury to the back,

but he hesitates to stoop when you ask him, he holds his

back unnaturally stiff, and very likely there is some local

tenderness in the muscular mass on either side of the

lumbar vertebrae. The case recited is one of the most

common and most simple kinds, but we may meet with

the same injury in very dilferent degrees of severity. Let

us take another example :
—

A rather smart collision caught a man, set. 68, sitting

upright in the carriage with his head slightly turned to

one side. He was thrown back, and his head was

knocked against the carriage, the brim of his hat fortu-

nately saving him from a severer blow. He felt shaken

and sick, but did not vomit. Within a couple of hours

of the accident he was seized with pain, and tender-

ness was felt in the lower part of the back, especially

over the two lower dorsal and two upper lumbar vertebrae.

He was taken home and put to bed, where he lay for a

month suffering at first from such severe pain throughout

the whole spine—cervical, dorsal, lumbar, and sacral regions

—that he was barely able to move. There was never any

acceleration of pulse, elevation of temperature, or peri-

pheral pain. At the end of the month he began to im-

prove, and was able to move his arms and his head without

pain, and occasionally to sit up in bed. In a couple of

months he was able to get up, and in three months to

move about so well as to do a little business. He gradu-

ally recovered, and is now, five years after the accident, in

good health, though when travelling he still feels an

* See lecture ou " Backache," by Dr Geo. Jolmsoii, F.R.S., * British

Medical Journal/ vol. i, 1881, p. 222.
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*' u-ncertainty," and unless he carefully supports himself

is liable to have a return of pain in the lower part of the

back.

These cases afford good examples of the same kind

of injury, though at the two ends of the scale. It must

not, however, be thought that it is usual to meet with

cases such as these where there is no other complication.

" Nervous shock " in its varied manifestations is so

common after railway collisions, and the symptoms thereof

play so prominent a part in all cases which become the

subject of medico-legal inquiry, whether they be real or

feigned,* that we are almost sure to meet with the sym-

ptoms of it associated with pains and points of tenderness

along the vertebral spinous processes. From what we

have ourselves seen, and from the arguments which we

have often heard used about individual cases, we cannot

help thinking that it is this combination of the symptoms

of general nervous prostration or shock and pains in the

back, such as these two cases presented, which has laid

the foundation of the views—erroneous views as we hold

them to be—so largely entertained of the nature of these

common injuries of the back received in railway collisions.

A man shows signs of having received a nervous shock,

and of these we shall speak at a later stage, and at the

same time he is alarmed himself, and gives alarm to

others by . the pain and tenderness, often very severe,

which he suffers at some part of the spinal column, or of

the structures lying contiguous to it. In the first case

recorded there can be no doubt that a simple muscular or

ligamentous strain was the sole cause of the pain ; nor

can there be much doubt, if, indeed there can be any,

* Recently (see 'Times,' Saturday, February 19th, 1881) a case was

recorded of an action against a railway company for injuries received by a

man in accidentally putting his leg through a hole whereby he was thrown

down and hurt his leg. The Judge commented strongly on the fact that the

symptoms complained of bore a strange resemblance to those heard of so

frequently after railway collisions. The symptoms, we think, in such cases

ought properly to be termed " litigation symptoms," as we shall subsequently

have to show.
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from the absence of every indication of other injury^ that

there was a like cause of the pain^ extending throughout

the whole spinal column and making every movement of

trunk and limb almost intolerable^ which was so distressing

in the second case. We do not meet with such cases in

ordinary practice, but we see no reason why the whole

trunk may not be so suddenly rocked and swayed from

side to side and backwards and forwards that, with the

free movement allowed to it in every direction by its

many joints, the innumerable muscular and ligamentous

attachments of the spinal column may not be strained and

stretched ; thus causing pain, severe in character, through-

out almost the whole length of the back.* Railway colli-

sions, however, provide the conditions which determine the

possibility of such extensive strain of the vertebral

column. Now one part, now another, is sprained in the

jerks and jolts which accompany most collision accidents,

and the pain, more commonly situated in the lumbar
region alone, may thereupon affect other parts of the

column. And very variable may be this pain both in

range of distribution and in character.

Hitherto we have spoken more especially of pain—pain,

that is, upon movement either of the body or of the limbs,

and have laid no stress upon the occurrence of tenderness at

the same time. Does this tenderness, felt on pressure over

one of the spinous processes, or even over the transverse

processes of the spinalcolumn^ indicate graver injury than

is signified by the pain which is more common and more
extended in its area ? We think not. Precisely the same
tenderness may be met with, as we ourselves have seen, in

cases of simple '^ sprain of the back '' from lifting heavy

weights ; and it would be strange if, after the severe

* It is surgically interesting to note how rare it is to see any disease or

inflammation of the small joints which are to be found between the vertebrae

themselves or between the vertebrae and the ribs. " It may be deemed

singular," Mr Shaw writes in his essay on " Disease of the Spine " (' Holmes's

System,' vol. iv, p. 103), "that, numerous as are the small joints formed by

the opposing surfaces of the oblique processes, in the posterior segment,

disease is scarcely ever witnessed in them."
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wreBching and straining which is likely to be sustained

in a collision, we did not frequently meet with actual local

tenderness as well as pain. In the severer cases the

same condition is in all probability produced as we can

obviously see in and around an ankle or other joint which
has been sprained. There are pain and tenderness, and
swelling with discoloration, and we only do not see the

swelling about the small joints of the vertebral column
and about the muscular and ligamentous attachments,

because the structures sprained are more deeply situated,

and are much smaller in size. A deep-seated discoloration,

however, may be sometimes seen, even where there has been

no blow. Is this tenderness, then, hy itself a more dan-

gerous symptom than the pain on movement ? Let us ask if

tenderness of the back is a prominent symptom in cases of

spinal cord disease which we see in our hospital wards ?

Is it not rather conspicuously absent, and is not a dia-

gnosis made by a totally different train of symptoms ?

No, tenderness by itself, not less than pain by itself, is

not an indicatiou of grave injury to the contents of the

spinal column j it is a symptom which, if of any value at

all, and we shall see as we proceed of how little value as

a symptom tenderness of the back may be, is one rather

to reassui'e, as pointing to the kind of injury with which

we are here attempting to deal. " It is worth inquiring,''^

writes Laycock,* " what we press, when we exert pressure

on the vertebral column. Obviously, first the skin j then the

muscles, bones, and ligaments ; but never the spinal cord

or its membranes, unless the bones or ligaments be

destroyed. An inspection of the vertebral column will

convince the reader at once of this truth. The length of

the cervical spines, and the overlapping of the dorsal, not

to mention the strong ligaments and massy muscles cover-

ing the transverse processes, render the spinal cord as

secure from pressure from without as is the brain. Is

spinal tenderness of any value as a diagnostic sign ? . The
answer is, that disease of the vertebrae, and even of the

* ' Nervous Diseases of Women,' p. 330.
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cord itself, may go on to an extraordinary extent, "witli

very little or no tenderness of the vertebral column, and

with but slight functional derangement of the organs in

connection with the spinal cord/^

Nor must we forget, in considering this class of injuries,

that this widely distributed " lumbago "—if the term may
be allowed to indicate the aching and the pain on move-

ment throughout every part of the spinal column—may
give rise to a form of pseudo-paralysis which, if unrecog-

nised, may cause unwarranted alarm to ourselves and to

our patients. The pain in all movements may be so great,

as shown in the second case, and seen in many others

which have come under our notice,* whether the move-

ments be of the limbs, of the body, or of the head, that

the patient is really afraid to move at all. This well-

grounded fear of moving-f may soon assume the importance

of an absolute inability to move. Ask any man who has

had a severe lumbago, whether from a sprain, from rheu-

matism, or from cold, if he has not at the same time felt

a strange sense of difficulty in moving his legs. Brisk

walking becomes impossible ; the effort needed to put one

leg before the other must be unnaturally great ; fatigue

comes on early, and the patient complains to you that his

legs feel weak and as if he could hardly move them. Free

micturition may likewise be interfered with, from lack of the

natural support and help which the lumbar muscles provide

when this act is being performed. Constipation also arises

from the same cause. Thus it becomes nothing more nor

less than natural for the friends to say that the patient is

" paralysed,'^ and paralysed from severe injury to the

* See Cases 34, 88, 117, 124, Appendix, and many others.

f A case came under our observation not long ago in which the fear of

moving was strangely manifested. A man who had received such injuries as

we have described, and was confined to bed in consequence, needed three

persons to help him out of bed every time he wanted to pass water in the

day. To himself it appeared wholly unaccountable and extraordiuni-y that

whenever he woke in the night he could jump naturally out of bed without

any help for the same purpose. It need hardly be said that the case was

perfectly genuine.
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spine. If we do not avoid this fallacy, and do not cor-

rectly interpret this state of things, we shall add greatly

to the dread, which after railway collisions may be very

real, that " paralysis " is going to supervene.

In his very instructive and interesting book on ' Bone

Setting,^* a book which will well repay the perusal of

surgeons, Wharton Hood has the following passage on the

pseudo-paralysis which sometimes complicates the sprain of

a joint :
—'^ A patient will unintentionally deceive his sur-

geon by saying that the affected joint ' feels weak,^ an

expression that seems naturally to suggest the use of

some form of mechanical support. . . . The meaning

of ' weakness ' in such cases is that the joint cannot be

moved without pain, and people only use the word for

want of knowing how to describe accurately the existing

condition. Any one who has ever suffered from lumbago

will understand this. A person so suffering feels ' weak-

ness ' in the sense that the power to rise from the recum-

bent posture is apparently gone. It is not really gone,

but there is an instinctive dread of calling the affected

muscles into action, and this dread conveys to the mind an

impression of inability to move which can only be overcome

by a most determined effort of the will.''^ And precisely

the same condition may be caused by the sprains of the

whole vertebral column which we have considered.

In the absence of other signs of injury do not therefore

let us give undue weight to this pain and tenderness at

one or more points of the spinal column. When we meet

with cases of real damage to the spinal cord or its mem-

branes, we shall see of how small value this pain and ten-

derness become as signs of the disease. They may help

to localise the point at which mischief is going on, but

they do not indicate the mischief itself, nor are they in

any sense pathognomonic symptoms of spinal cord disease.

" I fear it must be admitted,'' Hood says,t " that the

great importance of the spinal cord, and the gravity of

its diseases, have rather tended to make professional

* ' Bone-setting ' (Macmillan, 1871), p. 29. t Op- cit., p. 14.4.
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men overlook the osseous and ligamentous case by wliicb.

it is enclosed, and which is liable to all the maladies that

befall bones and ligaments elsewhere/^ Of this we feel

quite sure that were these conditions of vertebral column

injury more frequently recognised and more correctly

estimated we should hear less of the " railway spine
'^

with its attendant evils, and we should see fewer errors in

diagnosis as to the existence of disease of the spinal mem-
branes or of the spinal cord. In no wise do we seek to

lessen the real importance of these vertebral sprains.

They may be exceedingly distressing to the patient ; the

pains may last for a very long time ; there may even be

occasional reminders of pain for months or years under

suitable conditions ; but it is right that we should attach

no more import to them than they deserve, and that their

existence should not entail a needless dread of serious

injury to the structures within the spinal canal.

Had these pains which have been described been of the

grave importance with which many so often regard them,

a very different tale, indeed, would have to be told here of

the injuries to the back to which collisions give rise. Met
with so often, and with an almost unvarying persistency

in so many of the cases which the surgeon has to treat

after collisions, it is imperative to know what these pains

are, and what they signify.*

Passing, then, from the pain and tenderness which are

the more immediate signs of the injury which the back so

frequently receives in collisions, it behoves us to speak of

the other symptoms or complaints which occasionally

accompany them, and which may be regarded as evidence

of damage to structures other than the bony, the liga-

mentous, and the muscular, which are to be found in the

vertebral column. We have spoken of the pseudo-para-

lysis which is due to an instinctive dread of inducing pain,

whether by movement of head and neck, of the whole trunk,

* Some evidence of their real gravity may be gathered from the appended

table of cases, which will tell more than can be here written upon the

subject.
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or any of tlie limbs ; but occasionally we bear otber com-

plaintSj of sucb sensations as tingling and numbness, or of

" pins and needles/' in some parts of tbe extremities.

If a man receives an injury, wbicb bas doubtless been

severe, to bis spinal column, and obviously to bis spinal

column alone, we sbould rigbtly regard any sucb complaints

as wortby of our serious attention and anxiety, and more

especially so if tbey lasted for any lengtb of time.

Injuries in severe collisions, bowever, are rarely limited

to a single blow upon one part of tbe spine. It is more

common for tbe patient to bave been bruised and sprained

in many and various parts of tbe body, and tbere tbus arises

anotber source of fallacy in tbe correct estimation* of tbe

injuries received, and one wbicb must be carefully excluded

before we assume tbat tbe sensations complained of are

tbe peripberal manifestations of some central damage. Tbe

proportion of cases in wbicb tbese complaints are made

is very small.

E. H. D— , aofed 35, received in a severe collision '' a

blow,^' as be expressed it, " down bis wbole back,'' and

also on tbe back of bis bead from a falling carpet-bag.

He did not consider bimself mucb burt, altbough from

tbe account of bis appearance tbere must bave been a

considerable degree of sbook. He proceeded on bis

journey, but tbree quarters of an bour after tbe accident

be felt compelled to stop and go to bed at a neigbbouring

inn. He tben began to suifer from severe pain in tbe

bead, and from pain down tbe wbole of tbe spine, but

more especially about tbe sacrum and tbe lower cervical

region. Tbere were no marks of bruising. He also

complained of "'numbness and tingling" in bis limbs,

witb some difficulty in moving tbem. He suffered for

tbree days from extreme nervous prostration ; dreaded tbe

least noise ; spoke only in a wbisper, and lay in a darkened

room. Tbere was, bowever, no disturbance of pulse or

temperature, and be bad been able to sleep witbout

narcotic for a few bours on tbe nigbt after tbe accident.

* As in Cases 29, 68, 92, 109, 190, Appendix.
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On the following days his limbs felt more natural^ and

the tingling and sensation of numbness had very much
lessened. In five days these sensations had completely

disappeared^ but he still suffered from much pain about

the vertebral column^ and movements of the neck and

trunk were painful to him. He was excessively nervous^

and much dreaded any examination of his back. The

pulse and temperature were throughout normal. He
continued steadily to improve, and in three weeks was

able to be moved. In three months he was going out

daily, walking slowly about three miles a day, but com-

plaining much—especially under examination—of pain in

and about his vertebral column, the movements of which

were evidently stiff and painful. He was still very nervous

and felt generally weak, but there was no impairment of

motion or of sensation in his limbs. He returned to

work in about seven months. Five years after the acci-

dent he was at work and in good health, though often

complaining of his back, and that " especially when lifting

heavy weights.^^

It is obvious both from the history at the time and

from the long-continued pain afterwards, that there was

here precisely the same kind of injury, as far as the

spinal column was affected, as in the two previous cases,

but with the important addition of some abnormal sensations

in the limbs, coming on synchronously with the pains,

and disappearing after, a few days. These sensations

were general, and were not confined to any one limb or

part of a limb ; and although there is no evidence to tell

us with certainty whereon the sensations depend, there

are good grounds for believing them to be due to some

effect produced by strain or blow upon the nervous cords

proceeding from the spinal column to the limbs.*

In severe collisions, where there is a risk of the body

being suddenly bent and strained in many different

directions, it is highly probable from the cases cited, that

every part of the spinal column is liable to muscular and

* See also Cases 1, 44, 84, 89, 136, 188, Appendix.
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ligamentous strain, and it is not inconceivable that the

nervous cords which permeate the column at both sides

should be involved in the same injury.

In this case, however, a very unusual kind of blow was

received, a blow, as the man expressed it, " down the

whole back ;
" and as we before observed, in recording Dr

Bastian^s very remarkable case of concussion lesion, the

cord may under such circumstances be caught at a disad-

vantage, which its position and physical surroundings

usually enable it to avoid.

In his classical work on ' Rest and Pain,^ John Hilton

refers to these peculiar sensations of " pins and needles.^^

*^What has happened,^^ he asks, when they occur, for

example, after a man has fallen with his back upon the

ground? "It is possible (p. 49, ed. 2) that the spinal

marrow, obeying the law of gravitation, may, as the body

falls, precipitate itself in the same direction, fall back

towards the arches of the vertebra, and be itself concussed

in that way. Or the little filaments of the sensitive and

motor nerves, which are delicately attached to the spinal

marrow, may, for a moment, be put in a state of extreme

tension, because, as they pass through the intervertebral

foramina, they are fixed there by the dura mater ; and if

the spinal marrow be dragged from them, the intermediate

parts must necessarily be put upon the stretch, producing

at the time the ' pins and needles sensation,' and also

explaining the symptoms felt on the following day.''

At the same time we must be careful to remember that

abnormal sensations in the periphery may undoubtedly be

caused by some blow—altogether unsuspected—over the

course of the nerves themselves. We have seen several

cases of this kind where the point of definite injury has been

found by careful examination, but where the sensations

had been referred, with much alarm—in ignorance of the

receipt of any blow upon the limb—to some damage to

the contents of the spinal canal.

The abnormal sensations in such injuries are usually

transient, not lasting longer than in the case just quoted.
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but they must not on that account be regarded as o£ no

importance, whatever be their origin. They point out

the advisability of absolute rest for some time after the

accident, and the great risk that is involved in attempting

to "walk off ^' the effects of the injury. "It is impos-

sible/^* says Hilton, " that these symptoms could be the

result of anything but some structural disturbance ; and

they are, to my mind, the evidence of decided injury to

the nerves or marrow, although what that injury may be

is not ascertainable. . . . The deterioration of func-

tion which follows such accidents [i.e. railway collisions)

must be the effect of some kind of structural disturbance,

for it occurs immediately after the blow. It is a shock

to the spinal marrow. At least, that is the most reason-

able light in which to consider it, especially with reference

to the proper treatment.

" The object here should be to give the marrow rest

from occupation by not allowing the patient to take

walking exercise at all ; or if at all, the exercise should

be short of fatigue ; certainly he should not be advised

to endeavour to ' walk off ' his condition. . . . The

confirmation of the accuracy and applicability of these

views is, I think, made apparent when it is added that

all these morbid effects of concussion of the spinal marrow

are to be prevented, relieved, or cured by due and long-

continued rest.^t

* Op. cifc., p. 50.

t Abnormal sensations, described as "tingling" or "pins and needles," are,

altbougli purely subjective, much more trustworthy terms, we think, than

" numbness," which the laity use with a signification wholly different from

that in common use amongst ourselves. Dread o£ moving the limbs with-

out causing pain, bodily weakness and stiffness from confinement to bed,

or- the sensations produced by general bruising of the limbs, may each

and all be described as "numbness," even when we find, and the patient

admits, that there is no real anaesthesia nor true loss of muscular or sensory

power. Only the other day we saw a man who described his leg as feeling

" numb," the injury received having been a slight blow on the side of the

knee. The use of this term is one which should be carefully inquired into

and observed, for we may be altogether led astray if we fail to recognise the

real sense which the patient intends to convey by it.
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Happily tbe cases in whicli these sensations arise are

very uncommon^ and tlie symptoms themselves are

usually transient^ and we are therefore unable to say

whether in any case they may be the precursors o£ less

dubious evidence of central nerve lesion. They are

usually found only after accidents of some severity, where

there is a liability to receive considerable nervous shock

with extensive bruising and straining of the whole body.

Whatever be the condition on which these transient

abnormal sensations depend, it seems to us very doubtful

indeed whether they are due to any structural lesion,

such as might be discovered if visual examination

were obtainable during their continuance. They leave,

as far as we know, no trace behind ; and although

the ^precaution of ahsolute rest is, imperative, there is no

evidence as yet to show that they are of more serious

import than is the sensation of tingling in the ulnar

distribution after a blow upon the elbow. It is not with-

out significance, we think, in considering the cause of

these sensations, and the possibility of their being due to

some irritation of the nerves as they proceed from the

spinal cord, or as they pass through the foramina of the

vertebral column, to point out that, although we have been

carefully on the look out for some such manifestation of

central nerve disturbance, we have never seen a case in

which Herpes Zoster has been met with after these injuries

to the back. Some central nerve irritation is usually

regarded as a cause of this cutaneous inflammation

in the course of individual nerves, for it is often

preceded by acute pain or some less obvious sign of nerve

irritation or disturbance. That nothing of this kind

should have been met with in these cases of severe general

straining of the vertebral column seems to us not un-

worthy of remark, as affording negative evidence of the

immunity of the nervous cords themselves from serious

injury or disturbance, unless, indeed, the supposition be a

wholly erroneous one that herpes has any central origin
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at all.* The existence of these abnormal sensations, how-
ever, does not militate against the broad conclusion that

the spinal cord itself is very securely protected from injury

in its osseous canal, and that we shall find very different

symptoms where there has been undoubted lesion of the

marrow. There are, of course, degrees, from the most

trifling to the most serious, of lesions, no matter of what

organ or structure, and it may perhaps be that these

abnormal sensations are the symptoms of a disturbance

which, in cases of more obvious local injury, amounts

to actual damage—discoverable and giving rise to un-

doubted symptoms—of the spinal cord or of the nerves

proceeding from it. We have said "obvious local injury,^^

because we know of no case in which actual lesion of cord

or nerve trunks has not been accompanied by local injury

to the vertebral column, or in which the mode of accident

has not been such as to afford presumptive evidence that

the vertebral column itself has suffered damage. True,

the difficulty is often very great of determining with

certainty whether any blow has been received, for in the

graver accidents, with their attendant crash and confusion,

the fact that the patient has been dazed by the sudden

shock disables him from giving any concise account of

what happened to him at the time. Indications, however, are

not usually wanting—by marks of bruising, by swelling,

or persistent pain—that a severe blow has been received,

and in the long run' we shall find some guide to the

degree of its severity by a knowledge of the nature of the

accident in which the injury was sustained.

Before proceeding to give examples of undoubted nerve

lesion received in collisions, let us again direct attention to

this fact, which the record of a large number of injuries

* A case is recorded by Dr Wilks ('Diseases of the Nervous System,'

p. 243) of fractured spine and permanent paraplegia, where the patient " has

often attacks of herpetic eruptions around the buttocks and backs of the

thighs;" and Dr Buzzard has recorded cases where the "lightning pains" of

tabes have been associated with recurring attacks of herpes (' Brain,' vol. i,

p. 168, et seq.)
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indisputably proves^ that cases where there has been un-

questionable lesion either of central or more peripheral parts

of the nervous system are few and far between. Nothing

stands out more clearly than this in the whole range of our

inquiry as to the nature of the injuries to the back^ which

in the present day become the subject of medico-legal

inquiry, that these lesions are met with only in a few

isolated cases. It is essential that this fact should be

duly recognised if we are to form a right estimate of the

much wider class of cases where the injury and symptoms

are rather those of general nervous shock, variable in

degree, protracted in time, where it may be held by some

that there has been concussion of the spinal cord or a

" concussion of the spine,^'' even though there has been no

evidence of blow upon, or of damage to, the structure of any

one organ or part of the body.

S. V—, set. 48, the mother of several children, gave

the following account of the injuries she received in a

severe collision which happened at night, and in which a

great many persons were hurt. She had no distinct

remembrance of what happened to her, but after she had

been carried home and put to bed, marks of severe

bruising were found between the eyes, at the back of the

head, on the chest, and more extensively about the lumbar

and sacral regions of the vertebral column. Beyond the

bruising there were no physical signs of injury to the

spine. She was in bed for three months, during which

time she suffered chiefly from pain in her back, so bad at

first that she could not move in bed. She also had what

she described as a ''numbing pain down the left leg.''^

At the end of three months she was so much better as to

be able to get out, and shortly after to be moved to the

seaside. Ten months after the accident her chief com-

plaints were of pain in the back, especially on movement,

and of a partial loss both of motion and sensation in the

left leg. She was then using the leg as much as she

could, though obliged to go about with crutches. There

was very slight wasting of the limb, all the movements of
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wHicli^ it may be said^ were sluggish and defective in

power. There was diminution of ordinary sensation,

slight only, but yet undoubted. There was no dragging

of the limb in walking, the leg being rather held stiffly, and

conveying the impression of injury having been received

about the hip. There could, indeed, be no doubt that, in

addition to the paresis, there was injury to the muscular

and ligamentous structures about the hip and pelvis,

injury which led to much of the stiffness about the thigh,

and which might have been remedied by freer movement
than the patient could give to it. There was never

any paralysis of bladder or bowel. (See also Case 179,

Appendix.)

It must, we think, be regarded as very highly probable

that the impairment of motion and sensation in this case

was due to some injury to the nerve trunks, but it is

impossible to say with certainty whether that injury was

after the nerves had formed the plexuses outside the

vertebral column or when they remained as individual

cords in the cauda equina. If the paresis was due to

traumatic lesion of the nerve trunks within the spinal

canal, it is almost inconceivable that the effects could have

been confined to the nerves of one limb only, and on this

ground it seems more reasonable to conclude that the

injury to the nerve trunks was outside the vertebral

column. The length of time, moreover, that elapsed

before the recovery of. the patient, seems further to con-

firm this opinion, whether the essential lesion was of the

nerves themselves, or, as is equally probable from the

character of the blow, was hsemorrhage lying around and

pressing upon them.

From the time when this patient was seen she steadily

improved. Thirteen months after the accident she was

able to abandon her crutches, though the report of her

then was that '' sensation is still very feeble in the

injured leg, but there is still progress made.-*^ Two
years later, or three years after the accident, this last

report was sent :

—

" The case you saw two years ago has
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resulted in a complete care, and she is now able to walk about

almost as well as ever/^ The patient was continuously under

the observation and care of a most able practitioner, who

took great interest in her case, and to whom we are

indebted for this valuable knowledge about her.

It is not easy in a case such as this to separate the

symptoms which are due to interrupted or damaged nerve

function from those which depend on muscular, ligamen-

tous^ and osseous bruise and strain. These last may be

very severe, and may give rise to great mechanical impair-

ment of motor power, producing the pseudo-palsy to

which reference has been earlier made ; and only a very

careful examination of the limb and of all the attendant

symptoms will enable us to decide that there has or has

not been injury to nerve structures. It is not surprising

that, in cases like this, the view should often be taken

that there has been '' concussion of the spine with para-

lysis of one leg.''^ How inappropriate is the term " con-

cussion of the spine " to apply to them it is needless

further to point out, and it would be better, we think, to

call them what they are, cases of " severe bruising and

strain of the muscles, ligaments and articulations, and

possibly of the nerves of the pelvis and thigh.-'^*

We have spoken of the great importance of endeavouring

to find out, as far as may be, the character of the blow

which has been received in collision accidents, or the

precise mode in which injury has been inflicted upon the

back. The result of our own inquiries and experience

leaves no doubt in our mind that when there is undoubted

lesion of nerve centres or of nerve trunks, that lesion has

been caused by localised injury at the part where the

disease at first exists, and that general nervous shock is

wholly inadequate to bring about so grave a result. The

cases already given exemplify this, but not so markedly

* Vide a case recorded by Dr Buzzard (' Lancet,' vol. ii, 1879, p. 872) of

" Paralysis with wasting of one lower extremity," due to a perineuritis of the

nerves, hut whether in the cavity of the pelvis or in the Cauda equina it was

impossible to say.
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or witli such terrible force as tlie following, happily the

only case of its kind which has fallen under our own
observation during many years :

—

T. L—, get. 29, a thin, delicate man, was in a very bad

collision in which three persons were killed, and in which

a large number were injured. He could give no clear

account of the accident, saying he was dazed and could

not stand. He was confined to bed for about a fortnight,

suffering much from pain in his back and legs. He then

improved a little, and was able to go to a hydropathic

establishment in the country where he stayed for two

months. His back continued to trouble him very much
(this is in his own words), but otherwise he improved.

Towards the close of this two months the weakness which

he had all along felt in his legs became a much more

definite loss of power, and in a week or ten days he was

quite unable to walk. Ten months after the accident

there was no mistake as to his condition. Loss of power

to move, and almost entire loss of sensation in, his legs,

paralysis of bowel, paralysis of bladder with alkaline

urine, bed sores, and reflex spasm of the lower limbs, were

the undoubted symptoms of softening of the spinal cord.

His pulse was frequent, and his temperature above normal.

He complained of pain in the lower part of the back, but

there was no marked tenderness. He lingered for some

months without improvement and then died.

It is a misfortune* that no post-mortem examination

was allowed in this case, for it would have been in every

way desirable to have learned exactly the nature of the

injury, if any, which the vertebral column sustained, and

how it came to pass that the cord became affected. The

precise train of events can therefore be a matter of con-

jecture only. Two months elapsed between the receipt

of the injury and the onset of definite symptoms of in-

flammation and softening of the spinal cord itself, and

there is unfortunately no more accurate record of what

his condition really was during this period.

The mode in which he was injured, however, seems to
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render it not improbable that there were symptoms which

should have made a fortnight^s stay in bed altogether

inadequate, and so early a move to the country most

unwise. For the accident really happened in this way,

as was learned from another person who was with him at

the time. The patient was thrown on his face on the

floor of the carriage, and a very " heavy man then fell on

the top of him, right in the middle of his back.^^ There

was here no doubtful history of a blow, of obscure injury

to a remote part, or of a general shake to the whole body,

but a clear account of an accident so happening that,

without any visible signs of damage to the spine, there

may well have been some separation of vertebree, or

some undue bending of the column which, damaging

at the same time the membranes of the cord, or causing

slight intra-spinal heemorrhage, was the real starting

point of the mischief which supervened. This case

exemplifies, better perhaps than any of which we know,

the importance of learning and paying due regard to the

precise history of the accident and of the injury, so

that we may escape from the region of cloud-land where

we hear no more than that a man has been in a collision,

and had concussion of the spine and became paralysed.

Looking to the manner in which the back was in this

case injured, it seems highly probable that the spinal

column received a very severe wrench or sprain, and that

in the sudden bend to which it was subjected by the

falling of a heavy weight upon it, some separation may have

occurred between two of the vertebree. The important

question is thereby suggested : How far does such an

injury render the spinal meninges liable to inflammation,

even though the spinal cord may itself have received no

damage ? We would suggest the following as a very

probable sequence of events in the case recorded :—

A

small localised injury to the membranes, or haemorrhage, at

the site of the injury to the vertebral column, followed by

a meningitis which was at first too limited in extent to

give rise to any definite symptoms, but which preceded.
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and, having implicated tlie cordj was tlie cause of, tlie

myelitis wliich. liad a fatal issue. If this be the ex-

planation the meningitis must have at first been exceed-

ingly limited, because traumatic meningitis does not

usually follow an unobserved course. More commonly it

is acute, spreads rapidly, gives rise to very definite

symptoms, and has a fatal result. Still further doubt,

however, surrounds the case, for at the time when the

symptoms of spinal softening were becoming marked
the man had orchitis. It is true that gonorrhoea was
altogether denied, and that the orchitis may have been

caused by the frequent drawing off his water by the

catheter ; but it cannot be forgotten that myelitis of the

cord has been proved to be the result of thrombosis of

the pelvic and vesical veins, a direct consequence of the

same urethral inflammation which had produced orchitis.

It seems, therefore, within the range of possibility that

the myelitis and the fatal result were not due to the

injury at all.

We have not in our possession the notes of any case of

acute traumatic meningitis following railway injury, nor

have we seen a single case in which we could satisfy

ourselves of the presence of " subacute '^ or chronic

meningitis as the basis of the symptoms which are so fre-

quently seen after the shock of railway collision, those

symptoms of general nervous shock to which in a coming
chapter we shall refer in detail. Over and over again we
have heard ^^ subacute meningitis" put forward as the

cause of the localised pains in the back which are so common
after sprains of the vertebral column, and this more espe-

cially when the pains have been associated with general

bodily weakness due to long confinement in bed or in the

house, and with the nervousness and emotional disturbance

which are inseparable from severe shock to the system.

The history and course of the cases, however, coupled with

an entire absence of the real symptoms to which menin-

gitis gives rise, have convinced us that no such serious

mischief could exist. For meningitis of the spinal mem-
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branes is a serious miscliiefj and it is hard to believe that

if subacute meningitis of traumatic origin be so common
as some would seem to believe it to be after collisions^ we

should not much more frequently meet with cases of

meningitis running an acute course^ or with cases where

there is likewise degeneration and softening of the spinal

cord. The burden of proof as to the existence of chronic

and subacute meningitis in these very common cases of

injury to the back lies^ it seems to us, with those who
would refer the usual symptoms to this pathological con-

dition. The existence of this lesion should be established,

it is only fair to ask, upon positive grounds, even though the

difficulty of proving the negative may not in this instance

be so great as is usually and proverbially supposed.

Far too commonly it is supposed that a local pain over

one or more vertebrae—such pain as we meet with in

cases of simple sprain^—is an evidence of spinal meningitis.

We shall do well, however, to note the following passage

from Dr Gowers,* pointing out where we must look for

distinctive evidence that the meninges are thickened and

inflamed :
—" The only symptoms,^' he says, " which are

usually due to this condition (meningitis) are those which

result from the involvement of the nerve roots in their

passage through the diseased membranes. The roots are

irritated by the adjacent inflammation. The meninges

often become thickened, and the change is then called

'pachy-meningitis.'' In this thickening the nerve roots

are often greatly damaged by pressure. The irritation

affects first the sensory roots, causing ' excentric ' pains

and hypergesthesia, to which are often added areas of

aneesthesia here and there, due to the greater damage of

some nerve roots. The affection of the motor roots causes

symptoms similar to those of disease of the anterior cornua,

but very irregular in distribution. The peripheral motor

nerve fibres, cut off from their motor cells, degenerate,

and the muscular fibres waste and present electrical re-

* ' Diagnosis of Diseases of the Spinal Cord/ London, 1880, Churchill,

p. 67.
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actions whicli vary according to tlie rapidity of the morbid

process. Sometimes the nutrition of the skin suffers.

There is often^ in addition, pain in the back, from the

lumbar to the cervical region, sometimes severe between

the sboulders. ... It must be remembered tbat

inflammation often affects the substance of tbe cord as

well as the meninges, or the cord may be pressed upon by
the thickened membranes, and so mixed symptoms may
result.''^

And here we must again observe liow frequently

syphilis* lies at the root, as it were, of any actual disease

of the membranes of the spinal cord. There was a case

under our observation in hospital not long ago where

injury was said to have given rise to various symptoms

—

slight wasting of the legs, partial loss of motor and

sensory power in unequal degree and extent in the two

limbs, due to scattered meningitis ; but in reality the

injury was wholly inadequate to produce such a result,

and there was a very distinct history of syphilis, and the

symptoms had more than once been lessened and almost

removed by the administration of anti-syphilitic remedies.

And although from a medico-legal point of view the

presence of a syphilitic taint does not debar the sufferer

from compensation for injuries received, such taint must

of necessity be acknowledged if we are to form a correct

estimate of the probabilities there may be of recovery in

* See an important paper by Dr Buzzard on " Cases of Syphilitic Para-

plegia," ' Lancet,' vol. i, 1879, p. 469. After detailing a case of paraplegia,

with strangely variegated symptoms, cured by anti-syphilitic remedies, he

writes :
" With the clear history of syphilis before us, we can well imagine

that the meningitis was gummatous, and that it probably involved especially

the internal surface of the dura mater (pachymeningitis), but extended also

to the contiguous soft membranes. . . . Note, also, that there was no

tenderness on percussing the vertebral spines. The absence of this symptom

is too often regarded as being almost inconsistent with the existence of serious

lesion of the cord or its coverings. Nothing can well be less founded in fact.

If we put aside cases in which the vertebral column itself is diseased, we shall

find that the existence of very marked spinal tenderness points strongly in

the direction of a functional nervous affection of comparatively little import-

ance, and does not indicate a serious organic lesion of the spinal cord."
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any particular case. Grounds for hope of amelioration in

tlie symptoms there truly are when meningitis of the

cord is due to syphilis ; but it cannot be too strongly

insisted that a traumatic meningitis is a wholly different

thing, and that the tendency of this to pass away under
treatment is infinitely less. We make this remark more
especially, because we have often heard it given in

evidence in courts of law that an obscure injury has

originated a state of chronic meningeal inflammation or

thickening, and that the prognosis is one of recovery in a

few monthsj usually from six to eighteen ; whereas we
should say that such a prognosis is altogether inconsistent

with clinical experience, and that the chances of recovery

are very distant indeed. True, the prognosis of recovery

is usually verified, often far sooner than in the time

allowed. The result is happy, but it is destructive of the

diagnosis which was made.

Of the exceeding rarity of spinal meningitis as an
immediate result of localised injury to the vertebral

column we are well assured. Much more, then, must the

same remark apply to the results of the injuries which we
have considered in the early part of this chapter ; and
we know of no one case either in our own experience, or

in the experience of others, in which meningeal inflamma-

tion has been indisputably caused by injury to some part

of the body remote from the vertebral column.

The cases which we have thus been able to record of

unquestionable nerve lesion are happily very few and far

between, and they stand out as individual, isolated

exceptions from those far more common injuries where

there has been no structural damage to nerve-centres.

They are, each of them, examples of the possible results

of injury to the back without apparent mechanical lesion
;

but while instructive in themselves, theii' very rarity should

preserve them fi'om becoming sources of perpetual alarm

to those who have been in collisions. Let this also be

noted of them that the symptoms of definite structural

lesion supervened within a comparatively short time of the
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accidents, tlius helping to establish no uncertain bond

between the cause and the effect. Oases like those we have

given are happily free—and it is perhaps the only bright

spot about them—from the glamour of unreality and im-

posture ; and in not one of them did litigation add to the

suifering, already ample, of the patients themselves.

It is a very remarkable fact, we think, that the

injuries of the spinal column which we have endeavoured

to describe, should so seldom be followed by distinctive

evidence of spinal caries. The influence of injury in

originating caries of the bodies of the vertebra is well

recognised, and although it is not easy in many cases to

connect the disease with the injury supposed to have given

rise to it, there can be little doubt that angular curvature

in children has frequently had origin in strain or wrench

of the spinal column, whereby the intervertebral sub-

stances have been squeezed and bruised, or the bodies

themselves have received more direct injury. It is

singular how the prevailing views about " concussion of

the spine " seem to dominate over and exclude every other

explanation of the common spinal injuries of collisions, and

that we rarely or never meet with cases where the per-

sistent pain and tenderness, which we have said are due

to vertebral sprain, are attributed to the existence of

spinal caries induced by the accident. And yet it would

appear that spinal wrenches are quite as likely to set up

spinal caries as to set up mischief in the membranes of

the spinal cord. The immediate injury is inflicted on the

vertebral column, and only in the very extremest degrees

of sprain and wrench, where there is reason to think that

some vertebral dislocation or separation may have occurred,

do we meet with the objective signs—and that, too, at a

comparatively early date, according to the extent of the

injury—of actual lesion of the contents of the spinal canal.

Common enough though these sprains and wrenches are,

we have as yet met with no case where spinal caries and

ultimate curvature have been produced by injury to the

back in a collision.
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A very remarkable case came not long ago under our

observation whichj apart from the interest derived from
itself^ shows what difficult questions may sometimes call

for consideration and decision in cases of medico-legal

inquiry. A strong and healthy girl, set. 20, was hurt in

a slight collision, more frightened perhaps than hurt^ and
had at once the usual pain in the back. Examination

revealed, within a very few days of the accident, a pro-

jection in the middle line of the lower dorsal vertebrae, a

projection very like angular curvature, obvious when she

was sitting up, but much less marked when lying down.

The friends had no knowledge whatever of the girl having

been ill in childhood, nor were they, or she herself,

aware of any abnormality in the back. They naturally

attributed the condition to the accident, and prudence

demanded treatment accordingly. The opinion was, how-

ever, expressed that the projection could not have been

caused by the accident, because the general symptoms of

such an injury—if injury at all—must of necessity have been

far more grave. It was thought to be congenital. Months
passed away without alteration in the state of the back,

and the parents came at length to the conclusion that

they had been mistaken, and the original opinion was con-

firmed—to their great comfort—by the foremost British

surgeon of the day.

In all the cases which we have thus far considered one

symptom has been almost invariably present

—

pain in the

hack. It becomes of importance, therefore, to inquire

into the real value of pain in the back as a symptom of

grave spinal disease.

It is a daily observation in surgical practice that local

pain at the site of disease is not one of the most pro-

nounced symptoms of spinal caries, and that it is of infi-

nitely less value as a diagnostic aid than pains at the

periphery, instinctive dread of leaving the recumbent

posture, or an absence of natural flexibility in the spinal

column when the patient moves. Pain " Ih a fallacious

monitor in regard to disease of the spine. It fails to
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warn when danger is imminent^ and it alarms needlessly/'*

The same remark applies with no less force to pain as an

evidence of serious disease in the spinal cord. " Pain^"

writes Dr Gowers,t "referred to the spine, is occasionally

present in organic disease of the cord, but is more fre-

quent in disease originating in the meninges or bones.

But the frequency with which spinal pain is present in

abdominal, especially gastric, disease, and in neuralgic

affections, lessens the diagnostic value when it exists

alone.X It is probably no exaggeration to say that of

one hundred patients who complain of spinal pain, in

ninty-nine there is no spinal disease.^' " In all spinal

affections,'^ Dr Wilks says, " we look to the back, to

discover if there be any disease in the vertebi'al column,

and we generally percuss it. Now, as regards any value

to be derived from this method, I think we must set it

down as very small. We, of course, examine the spine, for

by so doing we may discover a projection or a growth

;

but as for informing us of the condition of the medulla

within it, percussion seldom does that. Of course, should

disease exist between any of the vertebrae, any violent jar

on the back would be likely to. produce discomfort ; but,

as a rule, in slowly progressing disease of the cord, as in

the majority of cases of paraplegia which we meet with,

there would be no pain produced. At the same time a

sensitiveness of the spine is very common, but this gene-

rally implies a simple functional hypersesthesia, so that I

verily believe that were you to test the value of this

method of diagnosis by the rule of averages, you would
find pain mostly absent in organic diseases of the cord,

and present in those persons who suffered merely from

nervous excitability." §

We could quote no abler or more experienced authori-

* • Holmes's System of Surgery,' vol. iv, p. 106 ; Shaw's ' Essay on Diseases

of the Spine.'

t Op. cit., p. 41.

X Italics our owu.

§ Op. cit., p. 199.

9
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ties upon the subject. It must, however, be specially

noted that the statement is not that there is no spinal

pain in cases of vertebral disease or of organic disease

of the cord, but rather that the great frequency of

spinal pain in numerous affections where there is

certainly no structural disease in the vertebrae or cord,

renders it by itself a sign of but small value of the

presence of structural disease. But yet we have seen

that in the very common and ordinary cases of injury of

the back, which in the present day become the subject of

medico-legal inquiry, pain in the spine is a prominent

symptom, exciting the alarm of the patient, and leading

too often to an erroneous diagnosis of the nature of the

injury. What difference is there between the two kinds

of cases ? In the one class, where there is progressive

organic disease, be it of vertebrae, meninges or cord,

spinal pain is usually the least prominent diagnostic sym-

ptom, so little prominent, indeed, that in presence of other

and more obvious signs it is regarded as of only secondary

moment, a * " subordinate symptom •/' while in the other

class of vastly more numerous cases, spinal pain is the

prominent symptom—perhaps the only one present at all

—

indicative of some injury about the vertebral column.

Take a case of fracture of the dorsal spine with complete

paraplegia. Is pain in the back the important guide to a

diagnosis of the injury ? By no means. We seek for

those symptoms which physiologically reveal the injury

and point out the damage which has been done, symptoms

which in other cases are absent, and leave the spinal pain

to tell its own unaided tale. And when it exists alone, or

whether it be associated with some spinal tenderness also,

we feel sure that in these cases, met with after railway

collision, it will be found that, with the rarest exception,

it is indicative of nothing more serious than muscular or

ligamentous strain.

The pain is almost characteristic of the injury. Of a

constant wearing nature, both in and near the vertebral

* ' Holmes's System/ op. cit., ]). 107.
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column, and in the region of the muscles on either side,

the pain is liable to be rendered acute bj movement, so

that the patient may dread to move at all ; or if he be

able to move about, it is likely to seize him suddenly and

sharply, to make him cry out for the moment, and to be

followed by renewed aching of the back. The spinal

pains are, indeed, very like the pains which may affect any

contused or sprained joint ; and we have precisely the

same indication for treatment, that after a time, when all

inflammatory mischief—if, indeed, there has been any

inflammation—has subsided, movement, although perhaps

giving rise to sharp pain at first, is really the best thing

to get rid of or to lessen the suffering. We have seen

this happen too often in the treatment of these spinal

pains not to make us feel confident that when adequate

rest has been given to recover from the immediate effects

of the shock, and to avoid what risk there may be from

too early movement of the bruised and strained parts,

movement—and not fixation of the whole back in poro-

plastic jackets—is essentially the best treatment for

relieving the spinal pain. True, the effort necessary to

move for the first time may have to be very great, and

the pain on first getting out of bed or attempting to walk

may be so acute as to drive the patient back to bed

again, yet if this initial pain will be endured, and a little

perseverance and determination be exerted, it is certain

that the pain will be daily lessened, and that greater

freedom of movement will be at the same time gained.

In a sprained joint we well know how stiffness and pain

go frequently pari jpassu together, and the same associated

phenomena in these injuries of the back form an addi-

tional aid to the diagnosis that these spinal pains are not

of more serious import than those due to muscular and

ligamentous strain elsewhere. They share this feature

likewise in common with them, that they have a tendency

to last obstinately for a long time ; to recur after intervals

of comparative or entire ease ; to be induced by changes

in the weather, or by any extra exertion ; and so, by their
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very nature, they unduly alarm tlie sufferei', and encourage

him in the belief that his injuries have been greater than

they really are, and that the prospect of his recovery

without permanent damage or disablement is very remote

indeed. It behoves us not to share in his alarm, but to

use our every influence to induce the patient to take those

steps which alone can ensure his recovery—to leave his

bed, to have change of air, if need be, to improve his

general health, and to allow of greater opportunities of

movemeut than were he to stay at home. Let us be

careful, however, before all things, that we do not over-

look any symptom which is a real indication of injury of

the spinal membranes or of disease of the spinal cord.

Unhappily we are too often frustrated in our desires to

induce the patient to adopt those means which alone are

needful to bring about relief from pain, by his inability

to make the necessary effort to resume his work until he

has received compensation for his injuries. And thus it

comes to pass that at the end of many months the patient

is no better than he was soon after the accident—it may

even be that his back is more stiff and painful than

laefore—and an additional proof seems to be afforded of

the gravity of his injury, and of the improbability of his

recovery. The contents of his spinal canal are supposed

to be involved, and a hopeless prognosis is, perchance,

proclaimed. But it will invariably be found that when

settlement of his claim allows the requisite effort to be

made, the spinal pain very soon subsides under constant

movement, and is not an insuperable bar to his habitual

work.

There is yet another kind of pain very often met with

in these cases of injury which seems rather to be a

mental offspring of the muscular and ligamentous pains

affecting the vertebral column. We refer to the hyper-

sesthesia of the back, the development of which may

occasionally be observed.

A young man was slightly shaken in a collision of no

great severity, and in a few days he had the pains about
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the vertebral column such as have been described. He
gradually recovered from the effects of the shake^ but the

aching in the back continued, and the spine was therefore

more especially examined, not much attention having been

paid to it hitherto. The examination revealed a point of

tenderness on pressure over one of the dorsal vertebr83, at

the point in fact where the sprain had probably been most

severe. Within a day or two his back became so sensitive

that he complained of, and shrank from, the very lightest

touch of the finger on almost every part of it, whether

over the spinal column or over the muscles at the side.

He was so sensitive to touch that he endeavoured to avoid

being touched at all, seemed even afraid to have his back

looked at, and moved himself away with so much contortion

as in itself to afford evidence of the absence of any serious

mischief about the vertebral column or its contents. The

hyperaesthesia was doubtless perfectly genuine ; but in

addition to the mode of onset, observe the inconsistencies

of the hypersesthesia itself. So great was it, that had it

been real and not imaginary, it must have been unbearable

for the man either to have rested against his couch or

even to have borne the contact of his clothes. His hyper-

aesthetic back should have been protected under a glass

shade, secure even from the pointed insults of a fly.

This, then, is the hypersesthesia so often found super-

added to the pain which is a real consequence of the

vertebral sprain ; and yet too frequently the inconsistencies

thereof are ignored, and the hyper-sensitiveness is regarded

as another, and more telling, symptom of some inflam-

matory condition of the membranes of the spinal cord.

It has little in common, however, with the hypergesthesia

or the " excentric " pains which are a result of irritation

of the sensory nerve-roots, whether by thickening of mem-
branes or otherwise ; and it is unlike the zone, or girdle,

of hypersesthesia which may feel to the patient like a cord,

or some other abnormal sensation at the periphery. The

hypersesthesia is too widespread over one area., and is at

the same time too limited to the area which is the chief
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seat of attention. It is_, moreover^ unlikely that real

irritation of the sensory nerve roots should give rise to

hyperaesthesia upon the back alone. It is rather the

natural outcome of that alarm which^ both in hospital

patients and in those more especially who have been in

railway collisions, seems to be inseparable from injuries to

the spine or back ; and although undoubtedly a real con-

dition to the patient himself^ it is yet unreal and the

product of his disordered imagination alone. (See also

Case 108, Appendix, and numerous others).

We need hardly dwell upon the pain and local tender-

ness of which there is no sign when the attention of the

patient is otherwise engaged and directed from the affected

part. These may be of the same nature as the hyper-

a3sthesia, though much more often they have no real

existence, and are heard from those persons only who are

purposely exaggerating the effects of the injuries they

received. Let it be remembered that a far more important

sign than variableness of the pain under examination, is

the very fact that the attention of the patient can be so

easily diverted from the affected part. Call to mind a

case of severe inflammation of a knee-joint and the

examination thereof, and ask whether it is so easy

—

whether it is not well-nigh impossible—to divert the

patient^s attention from his knee when being examined,

and whether he does not guard it with all the more
conscious care because he is being asked questions wholly

unconnected with the painful limb. The very readiness

with which the attention can be removed from the tender

back is the symptom of greater import than the spinal

tenderness or pain.

In every medico-legal inquiry we have to deal largely

with the prognosis and to consider the patient^s future,

and the direct consequences of his injury, whether remote

or near. What risk is there, after the receipt of some

obscure injury of the back such as we have been consider-

ing, that at a distant time there shall supervene, as a

consequence of the injury, the symptoms of degeneration
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of the spinal cord ? No more vital question can be asked

in dealing witli the history of railway injuries. We have

very carefully gone into it, and we have endeavoured to

meet with cases where there has been degeneration of the

spinal cord as a remote consequence of spinal injury.

Our inquiries have either been singularly unsuccessful

—

and they have been made by direct oral, and written com-

munication with many professional brethren in all parts of

the country—or we must admit that secondary and remote

degeneration of the spinal cord, in cases where there has

been no distinctive evidence of injury, is very rare indeed.

We say distinctive evidence, for we hold that we cannot

include amongst injuries to the spinal cord those '' mole-

cular disturbances " which must affect every tissue or organ

in the body when subjected to any severe general shake or

jar. Molecular disturbance is not necessarily molecular

disintegration or pathological change, and there is no

evidence to show that molecular disturbance is in itself a

grave condition, or likely to have evil results, unless there

should have been at the time some well-marked pathological

lesion such as might fost-TnorteTn be discovered by the

eye. Were " molecular disturbance " to be followed by
pathological change as a direct result thereof, the con-

sequences of unnumbered slight injuries would be serious

indeed.

Have the victim's of railway collisions, subjected as

they must have been to " molecular disturbance '''' from

the very nature of the accidents, have they—numbered

by thousands since railway accidents began—afforded a

larger proportion of those degenerative diseases of the

spinal cord which have for years engaged the searching

attention of our pathologists, than those members of the

community who have not suffered the same influences ?

There is no evidence whatever that they have.

Take tabes dorsalis, for example, one of the commonest

of degenerative diseases of the spinal cord. What in-

fluence has injury in originating this disease ? We have

ourselves met with no case where tabes has followed
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an obscure injury to the back received in a collision,

but we have recently heard of a case in which it was

sought to be shown that the disease had been caused by

a spinal injury met with seven years before. In this

case the symptoms were said to be those of undoubted

tabes, occurring in a man about forty years of age.

Seven years before, he had been in a railway collision and

had received a strain of the lumbar region which caused

him pain for some time, but which had not prevented him

from following his usual occupation. Seven years after

the accident his general health began to fail him, he

sought medical advice, and the nature of his malady was

discovered. After so long an interval, and in the absence

of any connecting link between the injury and the

symptoms, it is hard to believe that the disease can have

originated in the way supposed, and especially so when
it is remembered that tabes is a disease affecting definite

tracts of the spinal cord. If these had been really injured

—

and there seems no reason why they and they alone should

have been picked out in the general " molecular distur-

bance ''—there would surely have been distinctive evidence

thereof before the lapse of seven years. The case must

be taken for what it is worth. It shows well, we think,

the difficulty there may be in arriving at a true knowledge

of the cause of a well-recognised disease, and how very

easy it is to create evidence of the remote traumatic

origin of a disease like tabes. This case is doubtless

spoken of in the neighbourhood where the patient lives as

one of paralysis caused by a railway accident several years

ago, and from which he had never recovered.*

The same lessons seem to us to be taught by the very

able essay of Dr L. H. Petit, " De Tataxie locomotrice

* In a somewliat indignant small-type letter in the ' Lancet,' vol. i, 1881,

p. 401, on " Compensation for Eailway Injuries," Dr Porter Smith, of Shepton-

Mallet, refers to a case of advancing locomotor ataxy as the result of railway

accident. We, mention it here with the object of expressing a hope that Dr

Porter Smith will see good to publish the case in its clinical and pathological

entirety, free from any reference to pecuniary dispute between the patient and

the railway company.
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dans ses rapports avec le traumatisme/^* which is the

most exhaustive inquiry yet made into the traumatic origin

of tabes dorsalis. It is impossible, we think, to read any

of the cases which have been brought together by M. Petit

without feeling that the evidence is somewhat unsatisfac-

tory, and is deficient as conclusive proof that the disease

did in any case recited have undoubted origin in the

previous injury sustained. The paper is worthy of refer-

ence, though here of course only with much brevity. It

is divided into several sections, but the only one which

relates to our present inquiry is that on " Traumatismes

anterieurs a I'ataxie ;
" for the remaining sections, " Trau-

matismes survenant dans le cours de I'ataxie

;

" " De
rinfluence des affections intercurrentes sur la marche de

I'ataxie ;
'' and " Influence de I'ataxie sur la marche des

lesions traumatiques," although of great interest, do not

specially concern us. The author refers to the opinions

of several authors, Horn, Steinthal, and Topinard, as to the

apparent origin of tabes in injury, and writes :
" En

1866, parut le livre remarquable d^Erichsen sur les maladies

du systeme nerveux consecutives aux accidents de chemin

de fer. L'auteur etudie specialement la commotion de la

moelle causee par des chutes sur le dos, sur les pieds, la

tete, et la meningo-myelite qui en est la consequence.

Nous y trouvous des examples de myelite chronique avec

phenomenes ataxiquQS, mais pas d'ataxie pure, determinee

par la sclerose des cordons posterieurs de la moelle. Du
reste, le mot d'ataxie n'est pas mentionne dans le cours

de I'ouvrage." M. Petit collects a series of cases in which

there is a history of precedent injury, but which are not,

in our judgment, adequate to establish the proposition

that true tabes has even rarely a traumatic origin. It is

impossible to go minutely through the evidence which M.
Petit brings forward. It must suffice to quote two cases

which may be regarded as typical of the whole series, in

that none are more precise in their history, or more conclu-

* ' Revue Mensuelle de Medecine et de Cbirurgie/ tome iii, 1879, p. 209,

et seq.
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sive as to the real connection of tlie tabes with the injury

which undoubtedly preceded the recognised onset of the

symptoms. His first case is as follows :

—

" Obs. I (W.

Horn^ in Steinthal^ Journal de Hufeland^ 'Beitrage zur

Geschichte und Pathologie des Tabes Dorsalis/ p. 24).

Homme de trente-sept ans. Chute de cheval ; reste

plusieurs heures sans connaissance. Pas de symptomes

morbides a la suite. Mais, Thiver suivant, acces de

douleurs et de crampes dans les membres inferieurs ; puis

engourdissement dans les jambes ; demarche incertaine,

chancelante ; dysurie avec incontinence. Horn diagnos-

tiqua un tahes dorsalis traumatique. Saignee et strychnine

sans resultat.''''

And to take another case where the injury is supposed

to have been inflicted on a part remote from the back :

—

" Obs. YI. Leyden^ ' Die graue Degenerationen der hinteren

mickenmarlistrdnge.' Berlin^ 1863^ p. 260, obs. 5.

Mecanicien de quarante-cinq ans. Ni syphilis, ni rheu-

matisme ; sueurs habituelles des pieds. Avant Noel, 1859,

il lui tombe sur le pied gauche une barre de far qui blesse

trois orteils. II plonge son pied dans I'eau froide, puis

applique dessus de Peau glacee. Suppression de la sueur de

ce cote, et de I'autre un mois apres. C^est de ce moment
que date sa maladie. En fevrier, 1860, douleurs lancinantes

dans le pied et la jambe gauches, principalement dans le

moUet et.les adducteurs. Peu apres, memos douleurs du

cote droit, mais toujours plus faibles, quelquefois assez

violentes pour provoquer de I'insomnie. L^ataxie suit la

marche,'^

We do not for one moment deny or seek to extenuate

the possibility of true tabes dorsalis being directly caused

by injury—by a meningitis {e.g.) or a myelitis accidentally

attacking tlie exact site where the lesion of tahes lies*

* Dr Gowers, however, has pointed out that a wide-spread myelitis may-

clear up and leave a degeneration of the cord in the posterior columns alone.

He writes : "-Degeneration apparently occurs, and spreads, in the posterior

columns with great readiness ; and it is common for an acute change, -which

extends more widely through the thickness of the cord, to clear from all

except the posterior columns, and persist in those. This occurs in both local
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—
"but it is impossible to concede to cases such as those we

have quotedj that they have in any sense established the fact.

We cannot doubt that the publication of M. Petit's valuable

paper will be the means of directing special attention to

the subject^ and of leading us to examine, with closer

scrutiny than heretofore, the evidence which may be

forthcoming in future cases as to the origin of the disease.

The inquiry is fraught with difficulty from this very fact,

that being so insidious in its origin, and being shown
perhaps for years by symptoms which to the patient

appear of no more alarming import than a few occasional

" rheumatic " pains, it is Well nigh impossible to say when
the disease may have had its real beginning, and whether

it may not have existed long before the receipt of the

injury broke down the patient's health, and so allowed the

symptoms of tabes to become more obvious and more
rapidly developed.

As an aggravating cause there is every reason to believe

that injury—not necessarily to the back—may tend to

develop and bring to light the more striking symptoms of

this disease, just as an exhausting illness may render the

patient less able to cope with his malady, and so may
indirectly reveal, and appear to him to' be the cause of, the

tabes whose existence had not hitherto been known.

Injuries to the back without apparent mechanical lesion

may forsooth be tine starting point of the disease—we do

not for a moment say they are not—but the evidence, we
believe, has yet to be adduced which shall establish it as

a conclusive fact. The evidence, indeed, which he brings

forward is regarded by Dr Petit himself as hardly suffi-

cient to warraiat any precise conclusions, and he is hopeful

rather of directing attention to the subject, and of

primary myelitis, or damage by the pressure of an adneural disease." (Gowers,

" Syphilitic Neuroses," ' British Medical Journal/ vol i, 18V9, p. 304). It is

obvious that if this be true, and if it be equally true that meningo-myelitis is

a common result of "concussion of the spine " from the vibratory thrill or jar,

tabes dorsalis ought to be a very frequent consequence of collision injury.

That it is not is another fact against the meningo-myelitis theory. May this,

however, explain Mr Gore's case ?
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pointing out tlie lines upon wliicli future inquiry may
profitably run. Well-recorded and carefully observed facts

are yet needed to establish the point, but in the meantime

it behoves us, in the face of the existing uncertainty, to

examine with all the more care and precision every case of

injury to the back without apparent mechanical lesion, that

in a medico-legal point of view there may be no injustice

done to the injured person, should there by any sign or

symptom whatsoever be distinctive proof that some injury

has been inflicted on the contents of the spinal canal.

It is impossible to deal adequately with injuries of the

back in their medico-legal aspects if we omit to devote

some portion of this chapter to those cases of neurotic

disturbances, which are often supposed to be due to a

traumatic disorganisation of the great nerve centres, and

which, associated as they very often are with those pains

and points of tenderness in the vertebral column which we
have previously and especially pointed out, are very liable

indeed to have their symptoms referred to the important

contents of the spinal canal. Here step in to perplex

the clinical inquirer those numerous cases of functional,

emotional, or hysterical disturbance which are so often met

with after injuries where there has been—as in railway

collisions there must naturally be—a great deal of alarm and

mental shock. Medical literature contains to our knowledge

no description of a class of cases such as those which have

been engendered by the collision accidents of modern times,

and whose symptoms, owing to the prevalent views about
" concussion of the spine,^^ are very frequently regarded

as due to injury of the spinal membranes or the spinal

cord. We refer more especially to those cases of severe

general nervous shock where there has been no history of

injury to any one organ of the body, no evidence of blow

having been inflicted upon any single part, and yet,

nevertheless, a condition of very serious illness supei'-

venes. The symptoms to which we shall more especially

refer in the chapters on general nervous shock, consist

more essentially in an extreme degree of prostration,
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in which, every function of the body and mind seems

to be for a time enfeebled. They may come on very

soon after the accident, or may be delayed for many
hours j they are not uncommon in those who have received

no bodily injury at all, and, as we shall have to point out,

they are the continued expression of severe nervous

exhaustion. Picture a case of this kind, and add to it

sprain of the muscles and ligaments* of the vertebral

column, with the resultant pain on movement, obstinate in

its duration, and the tenderness—sometimes acute—on

touch, and it is neither more nor less than natural—though

a natural mistake—that the whole condition should be

attributed to some alteration or morbid change of the
" spine " which has been " concussed.'^

The jar or vibration of the collision must doubtless

have shaken the spinal cord, as it has shaken the

brain and every other organ also ; but there is scant

reason, it seems to us, for finding an explanation of the

symptoms in degenerative changes of the important

and vital structures lying within the spinal canal.

Alarming though cases of this kind may be—and early

death will show how truly grave they are in exceptional

instances—their tendency is to get perfectly well after a

longer or a shorter time. And inconsistent though it

may at first sight appear that anything apart from the

injury and the bodily condition itself should influence con-

valescence, it is none the less a fact, which daily experience

* " Sprains of the ligaments of the vertebrae, rupture of the complicated

aponeuroses and muscles of the back, are common and enduring lesions, too

obvious in their symptoms to need detailed description. They are, without

exception, the most frequent cause of the phenomena assumed to be those

following concussion of the spinal cord. They give rise to much local pain,

to a rigidity of the spine, a difficulty in rising from the seat, a stiffness in

walking, and contribute readily to any disposition on the patient's part to

make much of his injury. The attitude, or the cautious and constrained

movements of the body, may be made to suggest inferences which cannot be

too guardedly accepted." (Dr R. M. Hodges on " So-called Concussion of the

Spinal Cord," ' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,' April 21st, 1881,

vol. civ, p. 363.)
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confirms^ that tlie period of recovery very frequently

begins at the moment when all mental anxiety and

worry are at an end as to the legal aspects of the case.

The settlement of the patient^s claim for compensation

has a potent influence in bringing about convalescence, not

necessarily because there has been imposture or a lack of

perfect genuineness in the facts and features of the case,

but because, as a very symjAom of the malady itself, there

must have been an inability to bear the strain which a

medico-legal inquiry demands. The strain removed, the

anxiety lessened, there is nothing to stand in the way of

a hopeful effort being made to return to a more natural

and healthful mode of life, and each returning day of

improved mental tone forges another link in the chain of

progress towards recovery. We do not deal now, be it

remembered, with those cases which are not strictly

genuine, and where there is grave reason for suspecting

the bona fides of the patient. Examples of this kind are

unhappily too common, where the temptation to keep

np the invalid state is great in expectation of larger

pecuniary advantage to be thereby derived ; but we must

be careful that the absence of objective signs of nerve

lesion does not lead us into the error of throwing doubt

on the integrity and trustworthiness of those who are

really suffering from the symptoms of general nervous

shock. There is a vast difference, however, between the

false and the true, and the impostor is usually not long in

revealing himself by his actions, his symptoms, and his

words.



CHAPTER IV

SHOCK TO THE NEEVOUS SYSTEM

Having endeavoured thus far to give account of tlie

real facts^ as they seem to us, in connection with injuries

of the back, concussion of the spinal cord, and concussion

of the spine as seen after railway collisions, our next duty

is to turn to the cases vastly more numerous, and we
think even more important, to which under the name
'' general nervous shock '^ we have in our previous

chapters referred. We use " shock to the nervous

system '' as a term applicable rather to the whole clinical

circumstances of the case than to any one symptom which

may be presented by the injured person. It is a phrase

which in its very lack of precision appears suitable to

describe the class of cases which we must now consider
;

for we shall see that the course, history, and general

symptoms indicate some functional disturbance of the whole

nervous balance or tone rather than structural damage
to any organ of the body.

We are all familiar with the term " shock " as

synonymous with the '' collapse " which is a concomitant

of all profound and sudden injuries, whether inflicted

upon the head or upon some other part of the body. And
this collapse or shock we are wont to regard as the imme-
diate expression of lessened or annihilated function of the

great nerve centres which preside over the vascular

system, paresis of the heart and of the peripheral parts

of the circulation being the essential factor in inducing

the pallor and coldness which affect the whole surface of

the body, and the mental enfeeblement which is due to

impaired flow of blood within the brain.
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It is not our purpose here to enter into any lengthened

description of the nature of true shock or collapse.

No ruatter how the injury may have been inflicted,

provided only it has been sudden and severe, whether by
railway accident or by the more ordinary casualties of

every-day life which bring patients to our hospitals,

shock or collapse in greater or lesser degree is invariably

recognised as one of the features of the patient^s general

condition immediately after the injury has been received.

The collapse may be lasting and profound, or it may be

slight and speedily pass away, but in every case it is an

immediate consequence of the injury, which, by its very

suddenness and severity, has induced the paresis which

primarily affects the great central organ of the circulation.

Nor shall we occupy time by describing the history and

symptoms of cases of shock or collapse with which all are

doubtless familiar in hospital practice. There is, in fact,

no condition which is more obvious, more striking, or

more appalling than that of the seeming lifelessness which

is an indication that some severe impression has been

made by injury upon the nervous system. We have

learned to look for it as an almost invariable concomitant

in some degree of all the more serious accidents which

are admitted into our hospitals ; and one inquiry which

the surgeon always makes about the cases of injury or

accident admitted under his care is this :—Is there much
shock ?

We have used the term " lifelessness '' to describe this

condition of collapse, and, indeed, it seems a highly

appropriate one to give to the state of shock from injury

in its more serious degrees. There is a lowering of the

vitality of every organ and function of the body, from

mental activity and capacity to the least important func-

tion in the animal economy. And that which lies at the

very foundation of most of the symptoms of shock or

collapse is- temporary paresis of the heart and of the

whole circulatory system. The slow, feeble, or almost

annihilated pulse, the pallor of the lips and coldness of
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the extremities, tlie mental hebetude, the anaesthesia of

the surface, the relaxation of the sphincters, the lessened

secretion of the urine, the impaired muscular action, each

and all are dependent in varying degrees on the paresis

of the heart and vascular system, and on the impression

upon the whole nervous system of which that is the first

and most immediate result. " I do not hesitate to say,^'

writes Mr Furneaux Jordan, in his valuable Hastings Essay

on ' Shock,' " that in every case of shock there is at first,

and for a longer or shorter time, diminished frequency

of the heart's action/'* And again :
" The degree of

enfeeblement of the action of the heart will serve as a fair

index of the reduction of vitality generally."f
It is impossible to enter here into the pathology of

shock. Much has yet to be done in elucidation of

the subject, and especially by experiments on animals.

The most recent, complete in itself, and very able

account of shock in all its bearings is from the pen

of Mr C. W. Mansell-Moullin in 'The International

Encyclopaedia of Surgery ' (vol. i, p. 369 Macmillan,

1882). He sums up the results of experimental physio-

logy by saying that, " In short, shock is an example of

reflex paralysis in the strictest and narrowest sense of the

term—a reflex inhibition, probably in the majority of

cases general, affecting all the functions of the nei'vous

system, and not limited to the heart and vessels only."

M. Duret, however, regards the phenomena of concussion

as due to changes in the tension of the cerebro-spinal

fluid rather than to any effect upon the cerebro-spinal

mass itself.

Collapse, as we well know, may be so profound that it

stands out pre-eminently as the chief source of danger to

the patient, a greater danger, it may be, than the bodily

injury which he has sustained. A fatal issue may rapidly

ensue, but happily death is the exceptional rather than the

usual result of uncomplicated shock or collapse. The

heart under appropriate treatment and care regains its

* 'Surgical Euquiries,' 2nd edit,, p. 12. f Ibid., p. 22.

10
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normal power, and the functions are once more naturally

performed. The collapse may be early succeeded by a

period of "reaction/' in which the temperature and pulse are

slightly raised ; but whether there be reaction or no,

the symptoms of collapse pass away, and except as an

indication for treatment, in our hospital practice, as a

rule, they give us little more concern. Patient and

surgeon are far more interested, after the subsidence of

the initial collapse and its incidental risks, in the success-

ful issue of the operation it may be, or in the usefulness

restored to the limb or organ which has been damaged.

If these results be satisfactory, the patient leaves the

hospital gratified at the recovery which he has made, and

thankful perhaps that his injuries were not more severe.

What has become of the collapse which on his admission

into hospital was a startling feature in his case ? Has

the shock no after-symptoms, or has it, as we thought it

had, completely passed away ? Important questions

these; but as a matter of fact we know little of the after-

history of our hospital patients, and from their cases we

can draw but little help in elucidation of the general

nervous shock which we meet with after railway colli-

sions, and whose after-symptoms may perhaps be far

more prominent than those which immediately followed

the injury. Our hospital patients as we believe recover,

and rarely or never do we hear of the symptoms, nor do

we meet with the class of cases, to which we wish to

dii-ect attention now.

Surgeons are pretty well agreed, we think, that the

collapse in cases of accident brought into hospital is

usually very profound after the injuries—crush of limbs,

for example—which railway servants meet with at their

work, and which so frequently call for operative inter-

ference and aid. Compare two cases of like injury, the

one received by accident on a railway and the other

by being knocked down and run over in the street, and

the probabilities are great that the manifestations of

shock will in the former case be more extreme than in
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the latter. And the difference lies in this, that in the

one case there is an element of great fear and alarm,

which has perhaps been altogether absent from what may
be called the less formidable and less terrible mode of

accident. How largely fright may of itself conduce to

the condition recognised as shock is well shown by a case

communicated to us by a surgeon of large experience,

who, summoned to a railway station to see and conduct to

the hospital a railway servant who had had his foot, as

was supposed, run over on the line, found him in a state

of collapse, and in greatest alarm as to the injury to his

limb. Upon examination it was discovered that the only

damage was the dexterous removal of the heel of his boot

by the wheel of a passing engine. And medical litera-

ture abounds with cases where the gravest disturbances

of function, and even death or the annihilation of function,

have been produced by fright and by fright alone.

It is this same element of fear which in railway collisions

has so large a share—in many cases the only share—in

inducing immediate collapse, and in giving rise to those

after-symptoms which may be almost as serious as, and
are certainly far more troublesome than, those which we
meet with shortly after the accident has occurred. The
reasons for this are not far to seek. The incidents indeed

of almost every railway collision are quite sufficient—even
if no bodily injury be inflicted—to produce a very serious

effect upon the mind, and to be the means of bringing

about a state of collapse from fright, and from fright

only. The suddenness of the accident, which comes
without warning, or with a warning which only reveals

the utter helplessness of the traveller, the loud' noise, the

hopeless confusion, the cries of those who are injured

;

these in themselves, and more especially if they occur at

night or in the dai-k, are surely adequate to produce a

profound impression upon the nervous system ; and, even

if they cause no marked shock or collapse at the time, to

induce a series of nervous disturbances at no distant date.

"The principal feature in railway iujnries,^^ says Mr
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Furneaux Jordan, " is the combination of the psychical

and corporeal elements in the causation of shock, in

snch a manner that tlie former or psychical element is

always present in its most intense and violent form. The
incidents of a railway accident contribute to form a com-

bination of the most terrible circumstances wbich it is

possible for the mind to conceive. The vastness of tbe

destructive forces, the magnitude of tbe results, the im-

minent danger to tbe lives of numbers of human beings,

and the hopelessness of escape from the danger^ give rise

to emotions which, in themselves are quite sufficient to

produce shock, or even death itself Ali that the

most powerful impression on tbe nervous system can effect,

is effected in a railway accident, and tliis quite irrespectively

of tbe extent or importance of tbe bodily injury."*

In these purely psychical causes lies, we believe, tke

explanation of the very remarkable fact that after railway

collisions the symptoms of general nervous shock are so

common, and so often severe, in tbose who have received

no bodily injury, or who have presented little sign of

collapse at th.e time of the accident. Tlie collapse from

severe bodily injury is coincident with the injury itself, or

with the immediate results of it, but when the sliock is

produced by purely mental causes the manifestations

tbereof may be delayed. Warded off in the first place

by the excitement of tlie scene, the shock is gathering,

in the very delay itself, new force from the fact that the

sources of alarm are continuous, and for the time all

prevalent in the patient's mind. " In certain tempera-

ments, wrought into a state of extreme excitement, a

comparatively severe injury may not be attended with

that degree of shock which, under other circumstances,

would be seen. In those cases, however, shock is usually

deferred, and not altogether averted ; and it may be all

the more severe, seeing that reactionary mental exhaustion,

itself a kind of shock, is superadded to the effects of

bodily injury."t
* Op. cit., 2ud edit., p. 37. t Furneaux Jordan, op. cit., p. 27.
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" We often see that the stimulus of Pear prevents

fainting for just so long as it operates, and tliat directly

it is withdrawn^ the system yields to a reaction. Persons

perform deeds of heroism in the immediate presence of

danger, who do the right thing after the danger is over

—

swoon away/'*

Due weight must therefore be given to alarm as a

cause of the symptoms of nervous shock so frequently seen

after railway collisions. We are inclined to think that

sufficient importance has not hitherto been attached to it,

and that many errors in diagnosis have been made because

fright has not been considered of itself sufficient—as

undoubtedly it is sufficient—to bring about the train of

symptoms which we shall seek to describe. On the one

hand, we may hear the symptoms regarded as evidence of

serious and irremediable pathological change in the chief

centres of the nervous system ; and on the other hand, no
clear history of pronounced shock or collapse at the time

of the injury being forthcoming, the symptoms are deemed
unreal and the hona, fides of the patient is called in

question. The mistakes are at opposite ends, and we
know not which is the worse for the patient, who,
really suffering and ill, lies in the condition in which we
find him because his whole nervous system has received

a shock, not, it may be, from severe bodily injury which
shows itself in unmistakable signs, but from the impalpable

element of alarm, which must be measured by the events

of the accident itself, and by the temperament of the

individual who has been affected thereby.

The indications of collapse at the time of accident are

very variable. The profoundest grades are occasionally

seen after accidents of the greatest severity, where there

has been in all probability destruction of life and limb.

In these circumstances it is no marvel that examples of

most alarming collapse should be met with, associated

with definite structural injury, sach an injury as would in

fact be commonly marked by collapse, however and

* Hack Tuke, ' Influence of the Mind upon the Body,' p. 2iL>.
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wherever it miglit have been received. It is a seemingly

anomalous and most noteworthy fact that the collapse

which in these railway accidents accompanies serious

bodily injury, such as severe laceration of limb or fracture

of bones—always excepting the collapse from severe

concussion of the brain—is not followed, or is indeed very

rarely followed, by the train of after-symptoms indicative of

general nervous shock. This is a fact of the greatest interest

and importance, and one which will help to throw light

upon those symptoms of general nervous shock which are so

often seen after the slighter degrees of initial collapse.

More numerous than the cases of profound collapse are

those where the accident has been less sevei'e in its effects

upon life and limb, and where the earliest signs of shock

have been comparatively slight. " I was thrown forwards

and backwards in the carriage ; I felt myself shaken but

did not think I had been much hurt ; I got out of the

carriage and was able to help some of the other passengers,

and I came on home by the next train •.^'—such is perhaps

the simple story of the man who finds himself in a few

hours, it may be only after two or three days, compelled

to take to his bed because he feels so unnerved, and

shaken, and ilL You make inquiry as to the more

immediate effects of the accident upon him, and you

perhaps learn that he felt shaken and was obliged to

have some brandy, that he felt sick and faint for a few

moments, or that he even vomited. He thought little of

it, however, and gave help to those who needed it. A
few hours elapse and he finds he cannot sleep ; he has

aches and pains in various parts of the body, most likely

in the back ; he feels as if he had been beaten all over

;

he is thirsty, feverish, and ill ; and gathering fresh alarm

from the very fact that he thought he had happily escaped

all injury, he sends for his doctor, who sees that the

symptoms of nervous disturbance and prostration have

already begun. With varied modifications in detail, this

is the history so often heard of the effects which an acci-

dent has had upon numbers of patients. It is clear, we
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tbink, from what happened at the time and from the

early symptoms of reaction afterwards, that there was

undoubted shock immediately after, or within a short time

of, the accident. Slight it was in all its early manifesta-

tions, so slight perhaps as to call for little or no relief,

disregarded as little more than a feeling of faintness or of

being dazed, but enough to show that the alarm of the

accident produced an instantaneous or early result, and to

be the starting-point of that disturbance of the nervous

system which may assume an aggravated form, and con-

tinue for a very long time. It will be part of our duty

to explain how it is that the after-results of slightest

initial shock from railway accident should be so often more

lasting and serious than are the later nervous symptoms

of those in whom the early collapse with extensive bodily

injury has been more profound.

Lastly, at the other end of the scale we find the cases

where there is no history whatever of injury or of the

symptoms of collapse, no faintness, nausea, or vomiting,

no early reaction from an initial stage of depression, but

where the after-history very closely simulates that of the

more numerous cases which fall under our care. These

we shall consider by-and-by; for few are commoner than

cases of spurious nervous shock.

Let us now illustrate by examples the kinds of sym-

ptoms with which we have to deal, and begin with a case

of some severity, where there was undoubted collapse from

the bodily injury received and from the very distressing

surroundings of the accident ; collapse both from bodily

and mental causes. S. W—, set. 46, a tall, somewhat

powerful man, was in a very severe and destructive

collision. He received bruises over both arms and legs,

and also a blow upon the face which abraded the skin

over, and fractured the bones of, his nose. He was not

stunned. He lay for several days after the accident in a

state of great nervous depression, with feeble and rapid

pulse, and inability to eat or sleep. He suffered at the

same time much distress from the fact that a friend

..**•'
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sitting beside Mm in the carriage had been killed ; and

this seemed to prey constantly upon bis mind. The
bodily injuries progressed rapidly towards recovery, and
in seventeen days after the accident he was able to be

moved home. Nine weeks after the accident he had

fairly well recovered from his injuries, and made no

complaint of bodily sufferings. The ordinary functions

of the body were natural, but his mental condition showed
extreme emotional disturbance. He complained that he

had suffered continuously from depression of spirits, as if

some great trouble were inpending. He feels very upset

at our visit and begins to cry. He says he used to cry

whenever he spoke to any one, but that now he has

rather more control. He has been out of doors for a few

yards, but was stopped by a sudden sensation as if his

breathing were very short. His voice is very weak and

indistinct, and occasionally he says it is almost inaudible.

There is no disease of the larynx or adjoining parts.

He sleeps very badly, waking frequently, and being

constantly troubled by distressing dreams. His pulse is

weak, 104. He occupies himself by a little reading and

by occasionally going out, but he feels so shaken and

weak that he is unable to do anything more. In many
respects^ however, he is improving. The weight he lost

is being regained. He can walk rather further, is not so

prone to cry, and his voice is stronger. Examination

discovered no structural disease, but he was evidently in

a most depressed and feeble state. Words, in fact, fail

adequately to pourtray the distressing picture which this

otherwise strong and healthy man presented. He
remained in much the same condition for several months,

though with undoubted tendency toward improvement.

Fifteen months after the accident, several months, that is,

after his claim had been settled, we learned that he was

better, though yet very far from right, and he was con-

sidered wholly unfit for work. His history, given four

years after the accident by his medical attendant, is as

follows :-
—'' In my opinion he will never be anything like
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the same man again. His appearance is much altered.

He looks much older, haggard, and has become very-

bald. His voice is very weak, almost gone at times.

For some time he went about in search of health, but

improved very slowly, if at all. Lately he has obtained

two posts, the work at which is of a very light nature,

I just jotted down the following symptoms as he

mentioned them, and I feel sure he would not wilfully

exaggerate them. Very depressed ' spirits, sometimes

palpitation, loss of sleep, bad dreams, very easily tired,

can't walk more than two miles, then gets very tired

and quite loses his voice. Did nothing for two years

after the accident. Has lost all his energy. Sometimes
has a great dread of impending evil. He can travel by
railway without feeling nervous, but can't drive without

feeling frightened all the time. I may add that his heart

sounds are rather feeble, but not otherwise abnormal.

Pulse 72. No special spinal symptoms ; no paralysis ; no

bladder symptoms ; always gets much upset if dining

in company or if many people are talking near him. I

knew him well before the accident and he was a very

energetic and very honourable man."

It must be pretty obvious, we think, from his. history,

that this man's prolonged illness has been due in only

small measure . to the bodily injuries which he received.

From these injuries, indeed, he had soon recovered, as

soon, in fact, as if they had been inflicted in any other

accident and in any other way. The cause of his illness

and of his altered condition, even after the lapse of several

years, was the mental shock, call it fright or what we may,

which the whole circumstances of the accident wrought

upon him. Wherein the changed condition of this man
lies it is impossible to say, though there is no reason to

believe that it is due to any pathological change, such as

the unaided eye might see upon the post-mortem table.

Certainly he is not the subject of a meningo-myelitis of

the brain and spinal cord. Whether there were any

peculiarities of temperament which predisposed him to
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nervous sliock we cannot say^ but it must be observed tbat

the accident happened to tbis man at a time of life when
tbe effects of sbock are likely to be prolonged and severe.

Happily tbey are still subsiding^ and from a later account

we learn tbat since be began regular work be bas con-

tinued more markedly to improve.

It is impossible to refer at lengtb to tbe different effects

of sbock upon young, upon middle aged, and old. Tbe
subject is dealt witb fully by Mr Furneaux Jordan, and

to bis Essay we must refer our readers. Our own
experience of tbe effect of severe mental sbock in

railway collisions is in barmony witb bis (op. cit., p. 35),

wbere be says tbat, " tbe person witb old joint disease,

worn to mental and bodily torpor, and tbe young cbild,

wbose force is developmental ratber tban nervous or

muscular, bear operations and injuries better tban a man
in tbe prime of life, wbose every organ and function are

subservient to tbe exercise of nerve force. In sucb a

man tbe nerve force is most predominant ; if sucb a man
receives an injury tbe nerve force is reduced to a condition

of tbe greatest torpor. Sbock is essentially a depression

or metamorpbosis of nerve force. Wbere nerve force is

predominant sbock also becomes predominant.'^ Certain

it is tbat at tbe two extremes of life we bave never seen sucb

serious after-results of nervous sbock from railway collision

as in tbose wbo are in tbeir prime. It must, bowever,

be remembered tbat persons in tbe prime of life form tbe

great majority of tbe travelling public, and tbat tbey

furnisb more examples of sbock to tbe nervous system tban

do the young or old.

Evidences of the immediate effects of fright alone are,

of course, not often obtainable. In the following case,

however, it was recorded in the official report of the

accident that " a man, name unknown, was so frightened

and trembled so bad that he had to be detained all

night.'^ B. J—, set. 44, a thick-set, somewhat robust-

looking man, was in a carriage which ran off the line

when the train had just left a station, and which, after
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jolting along oif the rails for a few yards, was turned

over on its side. He says he was far more shaken,

"terribly shaken -"^ was his phrase, by the previous jolting

than by the overthrowing of the carriage ; and when he

had got out, his condition was that mentioned in the

official report. On the following day he travelled home
alone, presenting on arrival so dazed an appearance that

his doctor was immediately sent for. When we saw him

ten days afterwards he was suffering from muscular pains,

increased by movement, in various parts of the body, and

due, no doubt, either to bruising or straining when the

carriage had been jolted and overturned. He can hardly

get any sleep, having before his mind a constant fear

of the railway accident, and he becomes occasionally

" light-headed " at night. He is lying in bed with his

eyes closed and the blinds down, complaining that he dreads

the light. He gets very low-spirited, and frets about his

business, the thought of which pains bis head. He is

much alarmed at the pains which he suffers, says he is

afraid to move on account of them, and that he fears he

has received internal injury. The bowels are confined.

His temperature is 99° F., and his pulse is 102. Not-

withstanding his expressions of fear, he was able to sit

up in bed without sign of suffering, and m talking he

moved his hea^ naturally from side to side. He very

soon also seemed quite content to have the blind drawn

up, and gradually opened his eyes. There was no evidence

of his having received any bodily injury other than

muscular bruising aud strain, and his condition was

regarded by all who saw him essentially as one of general

nervous shock likely to pass away after a time. We saw

him again in two months. He had then a somewhat woi*n

and anxious expression, but said he was better, his

" nervousness '^ being not so great as it was. He com-

plains of being easily upset and startled, and that, when

thus startled and upset, there comes on a sharp pain in

the head. The muscular pains are better, that which

still troubles him most being a pain in the muscles of the
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left side of the neck. He sleeps better^ tliough he occa-

sionally has disturbed nights. He could walk two or

three miles perhaps, but would be very fatigued. His

pulse is 100. He had evidently much improved, and it

was advised that after further change he should begin

his work. Several weeks more elapsed, and we then found

him neither looking nor feeling as well as before. He
was very nervous about himself, feeling unable to do his

work, depressed and melancholy, and losing heart from

the thought that he would never get well. He had

been attending to his business for two or three hours

a day, and the anxieties of it were very distressing to

him. He was, moreover, very anxious to arrange his

pecuniary claim for compensation as both he and his

doctors felt that that was now beginning to prey upon

his mind. In bodily health he seemed well. Eighteen

months after his claim was settled, we again had the

opportunity of seeing him. He was then in perfect bodily

health, able to follow his occupation as usual, and to

endure as much physical exertion without fatigue as before

the accident. He could not, however, remain so long at

his desk without feeling worried, and from his wife we
learned that he was more irritable than he used to be.

In these respects, nevertheless, he was admittedly im-

proving, and he himself felt confident that before long

he would be absolutely well.

A case of lesser severity is the following :—M. F—

,

set. 44, a man, to use his own expression, of " excitable

temperament," was in a sharp collision which the whistling

of the engine had warned him was going to happen. He
had thus been able to prepare himself for the crash. He
was conscious of having a blow on the back of the neck.

He did not, however, think that he had been hurt, and

was able at once to help the other passengers. This

work over, he walked a mile to catch a train at another

station, finished his journey, and completed the business

which had called him away from home. On the following

day he felt " queer " and sent for his doctor, who found
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him agitated and depressed, unable to occupy himself, and

complaining that he felt shaken. His pulse was, however,

natural and his temperature normal. He subsequently

suffered from sleeplessness, and he had pains in various

parts of the spinal column, where it was supposed he had

been sprained or bruised. There was never any evident

disturbance of the organic functions, but for some months

he suffered from sleeplessness, from much depression of

mind, from inability to occupy himself, and from a constant

sense of weariness in the small of the back. After change

of air he found himself better, and then complaining that

want of work was distressing to him, he attempted to

resume his business, but found that it made him worse,

more nervous and depressed, and more sleepless at night.

Further change of air, however, did him good, and in

nine months he arranged his claim. In twelve months

he was again at his ordinary work, having *^ entirely

recovered " from his illness. He continued at his business

for some years after and then retired.

These examples give as good an idea perhaps as can be

given of the history and class of symptoms which cases of

general nervous shock usually present. They are examples

free, as we believe, from the taint of conscious exaggera-

tion or imposture, but it must be abundantly obvious how
largely the reality of many of the symptoms, lacking all

vestige of objective sign, depends upon the veracity and

good faith of the patients themselves. On this very

account it is that there are no cases so difficult to describe,

or of which it becomes so well-nigh impossible to convey

an adequate impression to those who may have never seen

them. It will be well, therefore, to bring together the

various symptoms which are commonly met with, or of

which we hear the patients complain, in genuine cases of

protracted nervous shock, whether that shock has been

due to bodily injury, excluding concussion of the brain,

or where the bodily injury has been but trifling and the

mental shock severe. We shall speak of the symptoms in

the order of their frequency as gathered from a careful
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survey of a large number of cases, making sucli remarks
upon eacli as its value or importance demands.

Sleeplessness.—It is unnecessary to dwell on tke pkysio-

logical value of sleep, whetlier we look upon it as nature's

happiest means of giving rest, or as an indication tliat

no bodily or mental disturbance is tbere to prevent

it. Inability to sleep becomes a sign of considerable

import in estimating tlie amount of injury and of upset

wbick tke nervous system bas sustained. It shows tbat

sometbing bas bappened to break tb.e most regular

babit of life, and to interfere witb. tbe balance between
bealtby and disordered function of tbe wbole nervous

system. Depend upon it tbat tbe man wbo can sleep

naturally and well after a railway collision bas not met
with, any very serious sliock to bis nervous system ; and
tbat, on tbe otber band, returning bealtby sleep, wben it

has been long absent or disturbed, is a very sure sign

that the nervous system is regaining its equilibrium and
tone. It must not be forgotten, however, that want of

sleep may as surely be a consequence of other causes than

the original nervous shock, and tbat it may form a promi-

nent complaint in those cases where convalescence is being

prevented or retarded by circumstances of which we have

at a future page to speak. Thus its value is to some
extent lessened as a diagnostic symptom of general nervous

shock from railway collision, unless it be at periods not

remote from the time of accident ; and it is lessened

in value, moreover, from this fact also, tbat we have

frequently no means of knowing whether sleeplessness be
undoubtedly present, for the reality of its existence may
depend solely upon the statement of the patient himself.

Disturbances of the circulation.—We have said that

natural sleep is an unfailing sign of the absence of serious

bodily or mental disturbance, and tbat sleeplessness per

contra is an indication of something having occurred to

break the most constant habit of life, something whereby
the bealtby balance and tone of the nervous system have

been, or are being, disturbed. Disorders of the circulation.
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whether of the heart itself,* or of more peripheral parts of

the circulatory system, play a not less important part in

the nervous derangement, and are very commonly to be
met with in cases of general nervous shock. It has been

pointed out already that the shock originally showed itself

by some degree of cardiac paresis, by smallness, feeble-

ness, or slowness of the heart beat. It is a natural con-

sequence, therefore, that in the more serious cases of

nervous shock, especially where great mental alarm tends

to perpetuate the nervous disturbance, derangements of

the circulation should be frequent and long-continued.

The patients complain of palpitation, and palpitation from
altogether trifling causes. The cardiac innervation may
be so disturbed as to induce great frequency of the pulse,

which may vary from 100 to 150 ; but far more commonly
we shall find that the palpitation is occasional, and that it

is only from exciting causes that the pulse beat is increased.

It is important to remember this in the examination of

patients, for if we count the pulse only at the beginning

and omit to count it at the end of examination, we may be

led to believe that the cardiac disturbance is more serious

that in reality it is ; and by the opposite error we may
fail to discover any cardiac disturbance at all. A per-

fectly steady pulse throughout the whole examination tells

its own tale. Nay, the rate, and character, and excitability

of the pulse form an almost metx'ical indication of the

amount of disturbance of the nervous balance, strength,

and tone, and the pulse is often the only sign we have to

guide us to a right estimate of the patient^s condition. It

is important, however, that we should learn as far as

possible the character of the patient's circulation before

the accident, and the existence of any constitutional states

or diseases, of which gout is perhaps the most common,
which may give rise to functional cardiac disorder.

But while the state of the pulse may form the test of what
we may call the grosser circulatory disturbances, there

are yet other symptoms which are by no means uncommon.
* See Ciises 182, 186, Appeudix, and many others.
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The whole vaso-motor system may be deranged ; and

when we hear the patient complain of alternate sensations

of heat and cold, or of flushing of the face and head ;* or

when we find that at one time his hands and feet are

unnaturally warm, and at another unnaturally cold^ we
have evidences it seems of disturbance in those peripheral

parts of the circulatory system, which are not necessarily

or immediately under the same nervous influence or control

as the heart itself. The functional strength, if we may so

put it, of the vaso-motor system has been weakened ; it

has lost its tone or healthy balance, and the loss is shown

by the symptoms which have been named. We shall again

have to refer to these disorders in another place, for they

have some share, we think, in giving rise to the abnormal

sensations of which we often hear, and whose very

obscurity tends to cast doubt upon the hona fides of the

man who feels them, and who can only describe them as

they seem to him. With returning health and strength

these various symptoms disappear, but we shall have to

point out again how they are liable to be maintained

by those influences and circumstances which tend to

retard convalescence.

Seadache.—Intimately connected with the foregoing

symptoms is the complaint of headache, rarely amounting

to actual pain, unless indeed there has been concussion of

the brain. " Pain " is, however, so relative a term that

it is difficult to estimate it at its true value, depending so

largely as it does upon the idiosyncrasy of the individual.

More common than actual pain in the head is the sensa-

tion of weight or oppression, coming on without evident

cause, or induced by attempts at mental occupation, by

agitation, or want of quietude. These sensations are

doubtless dependent in a great degree on the irregu-

larities of circulation which have been named in the last

paragraph ; and the exciting causes of palpitation, or of

alternate sensations of heat and cold, may at the same

time indirectly give rise to pain and morbid sensations in

* See Cases 24, 96, 156, Appendix.
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the head. Hence, also, have origin the sensations of

giddiness and swimming in the head when the patient

suddenly rises from the recumbent posture, sensations not

uncommonly experienced by those who are first beginning

to move about after serious and weakening illness. These

various abnormal sensations are, moreover, largely due to

the sleeplessness which is so common, and which invari-

ably shows itself in impaired brain power so long as

the brain is deprived of natural rest. Occupation of the

mind very early induces brain fatigue, and this fatigue is

revealed to the patient by pain or oppression of the head.

And as long as the general prostration leads to lessened

bodily activity, derangements of digestion, constipation, and
the like, tend in a still further degree to make headache a

not uncommon complaint from those who are suffering

from general nervous shock. Bring about sleep and
natural rest, improve the cardiac tone by restoration of

the general health and strength, and it will be found that

the headaches and the brain fatigue soon pass away.

Nervousness.—Again we have a phrase and symptom most
indefinite in character, and one about which we have often

to be content with the statements of the patients themselves.

Complaints of being easily startled, of a sense of depres-

sion and melancholy, of trembling under excitement, of a

desire to be alone and to avoid all noise, of hopelessness

as to future prospects and the possibility of recovery, of

agitation in the presence of others, of globus hystericus

;

of these we often hear : and beside them we may place in

the same category sighing and panting, screaming at

night, irritability of temper, stuttering and stammering,

feebleness of voice, and the other hundred and one com-

plaints and symptoms which we may take as evidence of

nervous prostration and loss of tone, of the patient having

been reduced to a more or less emotional or hysterical

state, wherein loss of control is a prominent feature,

whether it be as cause or effect, of the strange condition

in which the patient seems.

Excessive sweating is happily a symptom somewhat less

11
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vague than those of which we have just spoken. It is

allied to the disturbances of the peripheral circulation and,

like them, points in all probability to some neurosis or loss

of healthy tone of the vasomotor system. It is an

evidence of impaired nerve function, and is a symptom,

when it occurs without obvious exciting cause, of weak-

ness and prostration of the patient who suffers therefrom.

It is not a disease of the sudoriparous glands, but is a

result of disordered and weakened function of the nerves

which control their action. In a suggestive paper,

" Remarks on the Mechanism of the Secretion of Sweat,"*

Dr Handheld Jones, after an examination of the con-

ditions in which sweating occurs :—in exercise where

there is an " excessive expenditure of nerve force '^ and

when the increased blood-flow will extend to the sweat

glands and excite them to increased action ; in the sleep

of debilitated persons when there is " non-developement of

nerve force ;" in great heat where the tendency is to

" abolish nerve force •/' in general debility, or in rickets

where general debility is strikingly apparent ; in impend-

ing syncope, and the prostration caused by tartar emetic
;

and sometimes in influenzal catarrh—conditions wherein

"nerve force is for the time greatly depressed, while

sweating is profuse,"—comes to the conclusion '' that in

the great majority of ordinary instances of sweating the

process is essentially one of vasomotor nerve paresis."

And there can be little doubt, we think, that in the cases

of general nervous shock after railway collisions excessive

sweating, whether general or local, points to weakening

or paresis of the vasomotor system, whereby the sudori-

parous glands are liable to morbid activity of function

from lack of due nerve-control.

Here, also, in all probability, we should rightly include

those vasomotor disturbances which, limited to special

regions or tracts, may also give rise to very obvious

symptoms. Of these polyuria is the most pronounced ; but

we have seen several cases where profuse diarrhoea has

* ' Journal of Auatom^v uud Physiology,' vol. xv, p. 238.
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occurred almost immediately after a railway collision, and
menon'hagia is a by no means infrequent consequence.

All these must be regarded as kindred signs of vasomotor

disturbance, and tbey open up this important question,

how far they may depend upon some primary disturbance

or paresis of the vasomotor centre—if there be but one

—

in the upper part of the spinal cord, or of the vasomotor
centres—if there be many—in different parts of the

cerebro-spinal system. Why this vasomotor centre, or

why the nucleus of the pneumogastric, should be especially

liable to derangement, it is impossible to say ; but it must
be borne in mind how closely the varied functions con-

trolled by these centres are allied to the emotions, and
the morbid exhibition thereof. One of the most remark-

able cases which we have ever met with is that of a woman
who was greatly alarmed at a railway station by an acci-

dent which she thought was going to happen to her child,

and who was herself knocked down on the platform. She
had some years before suffered from polyuria, and this

again came on shortly after the accident. The polyuria

continued for some weeks, with one exception of twenty-

four hours during which it was replaced by an enormous
flow of milk from the breasts, the vasomotor disturbance

seeming to move from one part to another. She was not

at the time suckling.

Asthenopia and size of the iniiiil.—Leaving altogether

out of account those cases, happily in our experience ex-

ceedingly few in number, where there has been actual

damage to the ball of the eye, we find that a by no means
uncommon complaint is of some defect of vision. " I can

read for a short time, and then the lines all seem to run

together,^' the patient tells you ; and he thus describes a

symptom, like those which have gone before, of prostrate

nerve force. The asthenopia is due in nearly all cases

—

whether there has previously been ametropia or no—to

loss of accommodative power, as a result of the general

weakness and depression which render any sustained effort

difficult or impossible. It is merely another sign of easily
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induced fatigue ; and in those persons wlio liave neither

error of refi^action nor presbyopia^ the asthenopia will

disappear—as the general muscular fatigue and the brain

fatigue will disappear—with returning health and strength.

In all probability it will not entirely pass away in those

who have some anomaly of refraction^ brought to light for

the first time by the prostration of the nervous shock.

The asthenopia is precisely the same as that which is a not

uncommon symptom of hypermetropiaj and which may be

felt for the first time after an exhausting illness or during

the weakness induced by prolonged lactation. In lusty

health the accommodative power was adequate to overcome

the refractive error and to prevent any fatigue of vision

;

reduce the strength^ and asthenopia is revealed as a direct

consequence of weakened power of accommodation. It is

very doubtful whether this power will ever be perfectly

restored to its original strength in those who have

abnormal refraction, or in whom presbyopia is either

imminent or advanced. Thus we find it occasionally

happen that persons who have suffered from the shock

of a railway collision need in future years to wear glasses

in order to correct the refractive error of which they had

not been conscious before. It is in these cases of induced

asthenopia that musc« volitantes are so commonly seen^ and

so often alarm the patient. They are of no pathological

significance whatever. "They are dependent on microscopi-

cally small bodies, which in every one float in the vitreous

humour ; "* and we may add that there are singularly few

persons to whom they are not at times apparent.

The eye presents one sign, which occasionally may be

the only objective indication of loss of nervous tone—we

refer to the size of the pupil. " Speaking generally, it

may, I think, be asserted/^ says Mr Hutchinson, "that

there is a relationship between the size of the pupils and

the state of the patient's nerve tone, due allowance being

made for. age, and the other circumstances just mentioned

(sex, age, refractive errors). If the tone be low the

* ' Accomniodation and Refraction of the Eye,' Douders, p. 394.
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pupils are large The dilatation of the pupil

which goes witli a feeble state of circulation is due to

defective tone of tlie retina and nerve centres, rendering

necessary a large supply of light. It may also be due in

part to impaired tone in the circular fibres of the iris.

No condition of defective tone is more certainly revealed

by large pupils than that which results from sexual irre-

gularities in early life."*

Our observation of the state of the pupil in cases of

general nervous shock after railway collision fully coin-

cides with the teaching of Mr Hutchinson, whatever the

physiological explanation may be.

Loss of memory.—It is strange how common is the

complaint of " loss of memory," and yet the phrase is an

exceedingly inappropriate one to convey an accurate

description of that which the patients usually mean thereby.

The '' loss of memory," of which we have here to speak,

is not an inability to recall the events and incidents of

past life, but rather an incapacity for sustained thought,

and for continued application to the work which may be

taken in hand. It is a lack of the power of volitional

attention, and is a symptom . of easily induced fatigue.

It is not a symptom of serious import, nor is it an

evidence, as we have heard suggested, of some mysterious

mischief in the brain. It is another phase merely of

the general weakness, and of the inability to apply himself

to any settled occupation, which a patient very naturally

feels under the sense of weakness and depression incidental

to the nervous state in which he is. True loss of memory
is very rare, and there is hardly any complaint which we
shall find so full of inconsistencies as this one, or where it

is more desirable to recognise the real import of the term.

Amongst the earlier manifestations of functional distur-

bance from shock must be mentioned suppression or

other derangements of the catamenia.f And of not less

* 'Brain/ vol. i, p. 5, "Notes on the Symptom-significance of different

States of the Pupil."

t See Cases 130, 165, 177, Appendix.
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importance because it may be serious^ if undiscovered, in

its after-consequenceSj is retention of urine as a direct

result of stock. We have seen more tban one case in

wbicb retention of urine with hyper-distension of bladder

has led to most troublesome atony of bladder and incon-

tinence, a symptom which has thereupon been erroneously

attributed to " concussion of the spine/^ and some mischief

in the spinal cord.

It is a remarkable circumstance that railway collision

should so rarely produce abortion or premature labour. The

same observation has been made by others. Although

many cases have come under our notice of pregnant women
suffering from "nervous shock/' in not one has there been

miscarriage or any apparent derangement in natural labour.

Surely this is strong evidence that the concussion is not so

great as it is often imagined to be, for violent disturbance

of the uterine contents is one of the well-recognised causes

of induced labour.*

We have thus gathered together a number of sym-

ptoms, and a larger number of the complaints, which we
meet with in cases of prolonged nervous shock. They

comprise the prominent features of the illness which may
supervene, or continue, after the collapse and its more

immediate results have completely passed away. To the

immediate results themselves we shall make no further

reference, for the stage of collapse and the stage of

reaction differ only in degree, and chiefly in the degree of

emotional disturbance, from the collapse and reaction

which are met with after other injuries received in other

ways.

In a subsequent chapter we shall deal with some of the

graver consequences of profound emotional shock, with

the convulsive seizures, and with the various neuro-

mimeses, whose development forms so interesting and

important a feature in the history of nervous shock from

collision injury.

We have spoken of the symptoms detailed as the sym-

* See Cases 118, 138, 157, 230, iu Appendix, and many others.
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ptoms of protracted nervous shock, whether due to

injury or to purely mental causes, and we have excluded

from our inquiry the symptoms which arise from con-

cussion of the brain. These have been so admirably

tabulated by Mr Hutchinson,* than whom no man
has had larger opportunities of seeing and observing

concussion injuries of the head, that we shall do well to

quote his table in full^ and more especially because the

physiological explanation which he therein offers of the

symptoms will suffice to show that the symptoms of general

nervous shock are very closely allied to those which we

meet with in cases where there has been unquestionable

collapse from concussion of the brain. (See end of the

chapter, pp. 170, 171.)

"We would especially direct attention to the physio-

logical explanation which Mr Hutchinson gives of the

various phenomena seen in the earlier stages of concussion

collapse, for there can be little doubt that the same

causes produce a great number of the symptoms which

are met with in the cases with which we have here more

especially to do, and which rather fall into the fourth stage

of Mr Hutchinson's table.

The fourth stage, then, he defines as one of gradual

convalescence, lasting for an " indefinite period/^ in which

some of the ".symptoms may often remain for years as the

sequels of severe concussions." (Italics our own.) " The

symptoms are essentially due to imperfect recovery of the

vasomotor system and easy production of local turgescence

of vessels.''^ It is essentially in this, the fourth, stage, or

stage of gradual convalescence, that the symptoms of

general and protracted nervous shock as the result of

coQibined bodily and psychical causes are to be found after

railway collisions. While, however, the great majority of

cases may happily be placed in the stage of convalescence,

there are occasional instances of persons who never reach

it having succumbed at an early date to the severity of

the shock. No case of this kind has fallen under our

* ' Illustrations of Clinical Surgery,' vol. i, p. 8G.
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own observation, but the history of nervous shock cannot

be complete if we exclude the following examples of death

from general shock, which have been communicated to us

by a distinguished surgeon of vast experience in railway

injuries, the only cases we may say which he has met with

in a period, of more than thirty years.

The first case is that of a man forty years of age, of

exceedingly delicate physique, who was in a collision at

night. The accident was a slight one, and he was the

only passenger injured. He was said, in the official report,

to be " violently shaken,^^ but he was able to go on home.

The next day he was delirious, and on the third day he

was still talking somewhat incoherently. He complained

of being much shaken and of feeling seriously injured,

but there was no evidence discoverable of bodily hurt.

He improved for a time, and his condition was not thought

to be serious. He never seemed, however, to make any

marked progress, and four weeks after the accident he

became more prostrate, and greater anxiety was felt about

him. From this time he gradually got weaker and weaker,

and died on the thirty-seventh day. No organic disease

whatever was found on post-mortem examination in any

of the viscera. The lungs were greatly congested, and

the cavities of the heart were distended with blood, as if

death had occurred from failure of respiration and circu-

lation.

The accident was regarded as the unquestionable cause

of the death. Though moderate in character, it no doubt

exercised a very unusual influence in depressing vital

powers—never very strong naturally—and finally inducing

such an amount of nervous exhaustion as to terminate

fatally, even though there were no evidences before, or

after, death of physical injury to any one part.

The other case was that of an apparently strong and

healthy girl, nineteen years of age, in good position in

life, who was in a most serious collision. She received

no bodily injury, but on the night of the accident she

woke screaming that the engine was rushing into the room.
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Her illness followed much the same course, and she died

in about five weeks, no structural disease whatever being

found after death. The brain and spinal cord were

examined in both instances.

Cases such as these are not peculiar to railway accidents,

and similar examples of death from mental shock without

any organic change discoverable are recorded in works

on nervous diseases.* They have prompted a question,

which has not yet been answered—whether death may not

be the result of some effect produced upon the blood

itself, whereby the natural processes of nutrition are

arrested, and life comes to an end.

" It is not improbable,'^ writes Mr. Jordan,f " that

further knowledge will discover some specific cause of

death in many of these cases ; but it is also equally

probable that many cases will remain which can only be

regarded as cases in which shock is not instantaneously

fatal, but only gradually though uninterruptedly passes

to a fatal ;:ermination.'"

* See Wilks, op. cit., p. 397. t Op. cit., p. 41.
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CHAPTER Y

SHOCK TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEM {continued)

In tlie previous chapter we have endeavoured to bring

together the symptoms and signs of nervous shock ; but

when their aggregate has been told, and their physiological

import explained, a faint and but imperfect outline is

drawn of the deplorable state which patients of both

sexes, men not less frequently than women, may present

when suffering from this condition. " Men not less fre-

quently than women

;

" for even if in every-day life

women more commonly than men show signs of being

emotional, excitable, and hysterical, it is nevertheless true

that, as a direct outcome of the nervous shock of a railway

collision, men become no less emotional and hysterical

than they. We are much inclined to agree with Mr
Jordan* that " the frequency of hysteria (if such a term

may be used) in men is not fully recognised ; " but if the

manifestations thereof, as we may admit, are absent or

but rarely seen in ordinary men, a condition closely allied

to the '^ hysteria '^ of women is very common, or is com-

monly developed, in men, after the great psychical shock of

a railway accident. We know no clinical picture more
distressing than that of a strong and healthy man reduced

by apparently inadequate causes to a state in which all

control of the emotions is well-nigh gone ; who cannot

sleep because he has before his mind an ever-present sense

of the accident ; who starts at the least noise ; who lies

in bed almost afraid to move ; whose heart palpitates

whenever he is spoken to ; and who cannot hear or say a

* Op, cit., p. 27.
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word about his present condition and his future prospects

without bursting into tears.

We have said that the class of symptoms which we
have been considering ought to be placed—and we believe

with every right and justice they should be placed—in the

fourth stage of Mr Hutchinson^s table, or in that of con-

valescence ; for however sad may be the circumstances of

individual cases, it is a fact that in the large majority the

tendency to recover is very strong. The third stage at

an end, the fourth or stage of convalescence is entered

upon ; and the symptoms, serious perhaps at first,

gradually assume a type of lesser severity, and in the

course of a few weeks or months they pass almost imper-

ceptibly into a state of health, and the patient is able once

more to resume his business and to engage in the ordinary

pursuits of life. Exceptions there doubtless are, as in

the first case which was related (see p. 151) ; but fortu-

nately it is rare to meet with examples of such marked
and long-lasting damage to the stability of the nervous

system.

But although the tendency towards convalescence and
complete recovery sets in, in a great number of cases, at a

very early date, there are others in which convalescence

is unduly delayed : unduly, because the symptoms and their

duration seem out of all proportion to the original injury

or shockj There are yet other instances where conva-

lescence may have advanced almost to recovery, where
the patient has manifestly improved day by day and has

been almost well enough to resume his work, and yet

in whom the symptoms recur in all their severity, and
the period of convalescence may be very much pro-

longed. It behoves us very carefully to inquire into the

reasons which conduce to this protraction of the illness,

and which conduce also in great measure to delay in

convalescence, when all the circumstances, the amount of

injury, and the evidences of initial shock, pointed in the

direction of very early recovery.

We have spoken very little hitherto of tlie bodily
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injuries received, and liave assumed throughout that the

causes originally at work to bring about the shock and its

after consequences were essentially psychical. The fact,

however, must never be lost sight of, that there are few

cases of nervous shock after railway collision in which

some bodily injury has not likewise been sustained. The

mode of accident, as scores of cases abundantly testify,

has an unquestionable tendency to cause injury of the

vertebral column, an injury which in the great majority

of cases is a simple sprain of the spinal muscles and

spinal ligaments, with the inevitable consequence of

severe vertebral pain. Sprains are, moreover, not

unlikely to have been received in other parts of the body,

even when the patient was perfectly conscious at the time

that he had no blow, and not a mark is subsequently

to be seen. Hence it comes to pass that from the

inherent nature of the bodily injuries themselves, pain in

various parts of the body—in the trunk and in the arms

and legs—is very liable to come on some time after the

accident, to be severe in character, deep-seated in

position and, from the absence of all bruising, seemingly

most obscure. Psychical elements again arise to aggra-

vate the patient^s condition. His mental balance has

already been upset by the shock of the collision, and it is

disturbed still further by the onset, the character, and the

obscurity of the pains which supervene. And it is

obvious that this result is most likely to happen in those

cases where the appearance of the pains has been delayed,

as is not uncommon, for two or three days. They

renew the alarm of the sufferer, whose attention is

thereby more closely directed to them, and their import

becomes gravely aggravated in his mind. These pains,

moreover, are prone to increase in severity during the

first few days and to last for a long time, and their very

duration tends to maintain the exaggerated estimate

which has been formed of them by the patient himself.

Nor does familiarity with them lessen his alarm, for the

original psychical disturbance has laid the sure foundation
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for an altogether erroneous estimate of the sensations which
he feels. And thus we find that before very long the mind
of the patient, unhinged by the shock, and directed to the

pains and other abnormal sensations of his body, tends as

it were to run riot with the symptoms which he feels.

Dwelling constantly on his bodily sensations, he is on the

look-out for any new sensation that may arise, and is

alive to and makes discovery of sensations which to the

healthy have no existence at all. Is it possible, we would
ask, that a large number of the abnormal sensations of

which patients so frequently complain while the mental

balance and tone are thus perturbed, can be due in any
measure to a conscious perception of the perennial sensa-

tions of organic life ? The '' hysterical " condition

—

we use the word for want of a better and without a

shadow of reproach—the hysterical condition is essentially

one in which there is loss of control and enfeeblement of

the power of the will, and amidst the various ways in

which these may show themselves, there is loss of the

habitual power to suppress and keep in due subjection the

sensations which are doubtless associated with the various

functions of the organic life of the individual. In the

process of evolution towards a higher state of intellectual

activity and endowment man, we take it, has become
more and more unconscious of the sensations which of

necessity accompany the functional activity of the various

organs and structures of his body. That the stomach, for

example, the liver, the heart, the ovary, the oesophagus, are,

as are the organs of special sense, represented somewhere
and somehow, though in less degree, in the sensorium, is

highly probable on a priori grounds, and is, moreover,

established by the experiments of morbid physiological

activity, by the abnormal sensations, e.g. which, as the

aura, may affect these and other parts at the commence-
ment of an epileptic discharge. Dr Maudsley even takes
" it for granted that each internal organ of the body has,

independently of its indirect action upon the nervous

system through changes in the composition of the blood.
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a specific action upon the brain through its inter-

communicating nerve-fibres, the conscious result whereof

is a certain modification of the mood or tone of mind.

We are not directly conscious of this physiological action

as a definite sensation, but none the less its effects are

attested by states of feeling that we are often perplexed

to account for/^*

And if in perfect health of body and stability of mind
these varied sensations play little part in the sentient life

of the individual, it is because the intellectual development

of man has enabled him to control them and to allow them
neither lot nor share in the sentient consciousness of active

life. In the lower animal, whose brain is hardly dif-

ferentiated from the other parts of its nervous system, or

which has no brain at all, the organic sensations doubtless

have a more important part in the economy, and probably

in the enjoyment of life ; but as we step higher and higher

in the scale of development, with increasing size and

complexity of brain, the organic sensations have a pro-

portionately smaller representation in the centres of intel-

lectual activity. Let some sudden profound psychical

disturbance arise, such as may well be induced by the

shock of a railway collision, the intellectual control at

once is lessened and the organic sensations declare their

being, and force themselves into the conscious life of the

individual. " If the nervous system," writes Sully, " has

been slowly built up, during the course of human history,

into its present complex form, it follows that those nervous

structures and connections which have to do with the higher

intellectual processes, or which represent the larger and
more general relations of our experience, have been most
recently evolved. Consequently, they would be the least

deeply organised, and so the least stable ; that is to say,

the most liable to be thrown hors de combat.

" This is what happens temporarily in the case of the

sane, when the mind is held fast by an illusion. And, in

states of insanity, we see the process of nervous dissolution

* ' Pathology of Mind/ p. 30.
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beginning with these same nervous structures, and so

taking the reverse order of the process of evolution. And
thus, we may say that throughout the mental life of the

most sane of us, these higher and more delicately balanced

structures are constantly in danger of being reduced to

that state of inefficiency, which in its full manifestation is

mental disease/^*

And thus it is, it seenas to us, that when by the profound

shock of a railway collision the '^ higher intellectual pro-

cesses^' are thrown hors de combat, these organic sensa-

tions which, as the same writer says, " constitute for the

most part in waking life an undiscriminated mass of

obscure feeling, of which we are only conscious as the

mental tone of the hour,'' and which form " ' as the vital

sense ' an obscure background for our clear discriminative

consciousness, and only come forward into this region

when very exceptional in character,"f step out of their

natural obscurity, and become the foci of the uncontrolled

and misdirected attention of the mind.
" In diseased states of the nervous system variations of

sensibility become much more striking. The patient who
has hypersesthesia fears to touch a perfectly smooth sur-

face, or he takes a knock at the door to be a clap of

thunder. The hypochondriac may, through an increase

of organic sensibility, translate organic sensations as the

effect of some living creature gnawing at his vitals."J
"When the hypochondriac complains unceasingly of

the distressing anomalous sensations in his interior, it is a

question whether he has not cultivated such a hypersesthesia

of his organic sensibilities by constant attention to them
as to be rendered sensitive to the functions of his

organs or even to the passage of food through the

intestines."§
Be this, however, as it may, and be the explanation

what it may, as a matter of fact we see the results

of fixed attention, expectation, and idea in their most

* • Illusions,' p. 122. J Sully, op. cit., p. 65.

t Op. cit., pp. 148, 145. § JMaudsley, op. cit., p, 369.

12
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exaggerated forms in tliese cases of general nervous

siiock.*

Hence arise in great measure tlie sensations of creeping

and crawling^ of tingling and burning, of oppression and

weights, of numbness and deadness, and of approacliing

palsy ; tlie hyperesthesia and the anesthesia ; the gnaw-

ing and never-ceasing pains ; the startings, tremblings,

and spasms ; the pantings and sighings ; the fear of

moving ; the melancholy of the present and the hopeless-

ness of the future, which are such prominent symptoms

of the emotional state.

That these psychical disturbances have some physical

substratum seems highly probable. We have seen that

continued disorders of the circulation are the most obvious

after-signs of shock, due to the paresis of the heart and

circulation. " Imperfect recovery of the vaso-motor

system, and easy production of local turgescence of

vessels,^' Mr Hutchinson tells us, is the physiological

explanation of the symptoms which characterise the period

of conyalescence in his table (vide ante, p. 170) ; and there

are therefore, in all probability, local disturbances of the

vaso-motor mechanism in parts far distant from the central

organ of the circulation itself.

Is it not, therefore, on the other hand, likely that many

of the abnormal sensations of which we hear, and which

form the- burthen of the patient^s complaints, have a real,

not an altogether imaginary, basis in transient flushing,

* See a remarkable case recorded by Mr Wrench, of Baslow, in the

'Lancet' of January, 1880, p. 71. "A gentleman, away from home, sud-

denly while dressing found his mouth and nose full of blood, and, at the

same time, became aware that his false teeth, which he seldom removed at

night, were missing. He fancied that he felt them in the pharynx, and sent

anxiously for surgical aid. Examination failed to detect any foreign body,

still the patient persisted in saying he had swallowed them, and complained

of intense pain as if the region near the hyoid bone was touched with a

probang, asserting that the teeth were there. Finding that the patient

could swallow fluids, Mr. Wrench instituted a search for the teeth, and, for-

tunately, they were found on the top of a chest of drawers. All symptoms

immediately vanished, and the patient dressed and ate an excellent lunch."
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or in transient angemia, of the affected part ? Some such

cause as this must lie, it seems to us, at the root of many
of the sensations which afflict peripheral regions of the

cutaneous surface, and possibly of those also which are

felt in the central or in more vital parts. In his remarks

on the mental state of patients who aiford examples of

nervous mimicry, Paget writes, that "the distribution of

blood is, in many of the mimic cases, greatly affected.

Heat and cold of the same part rapidly succeeding one

another, flushing and pallor, turgidity and collapse, all

these are frequent, striking, and capricious in the

nervous mimicries j but, after months and years of their

occurrence, not one organic change may be discerned.

You may find in our hospital reports the case of a gentle-

man who consulted me because, for several years, when-

ever he walked far or fast, his feet became cold, white, and

numb—' dead,^ as they are called ; and then, when he

rested, they flushed red and hot, and were turgid with

blood, distending even the veins of the leg. Yet, after

years of such disturbance, all the structures of his feet

were as healthy as any of yours are. And I urge you,-'-'

he says, " to study carefully such cases. They are rare,

but you are likely to meet with them, and when you

watch them think of what may happen if such changes as

you see in the skin, now looking bloodless and now over-

filled with blood, can, on as little provocation, happen in

the brain or spinal marrow, in the heart or in an ovary.

What startling and yet what harmless disturbances they

might produce ! what mimicries of grave disease P^*

And as the mental state may be affected and deluded by

the abnormal sensations, so in an even greater degree may
the abnormal sensations be affected by the mind. The
results of attention concentrated on a part are seen in their

most aggravated forms. " Attention,^^ as Paget truly says,

in writing of nervous mimicry, " makes all pain sharper
;

without it there would be little or none ; and attention

long exercised becomes keener, more direct and definite ;

* ' Clinical Lectures/ 2nd edit., p. 184.
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and so the perception of pain becomes more intense/'*

And as of pain so of other abnormal sensations it may be

said that prolonged attention makes them more acute and

more oppressive, and that they become more dominant in

the mindj and less under the control of the already weak-

ened will. '' Reflection, and especially the anxious reflec-

tion, upon any of the bodily sensations, increases them to

a morbid extent, and may originate a host of imaginary

disorders."t
Small wonder that the patient, alive to every new

sensation which may arise, should tend to exaggerate its

import, to describe it in terms which to the healthy man
seem well-nigh absurd, and thafc exaggeration should be a

pronounced feature of the morbid state which we recognise

as "hysteria," no matter which be the sex affected for

the time. J And out of this very exaggeration itself

arises another cause of prolongation of the illness. The

exaggerated estimate of the symptoms themselves leads

to an erroneous estimate of the present i]icapacity, and

to an increasing belief in the impossibility of future

recovery and usefulness. It is only natural that differ-

ences of opinion should hence arise between those

who have to receive compensation for the injuries and

for the prospective consequences thereof and those who

have to provide the compensation, and who take a wholly

unsentimental and, we are afraid, sometimes an inadequate

view of the value of the patient's health and life. The

case drifts on, months perhaps are wasted in an altercation

which ends either in the patient having materially to

modify the views he held as to the compensation he ought

to receive ; or, worse than this, he is drawn unwittingly

into litigation, and now an unhappy plaintiff he is subjected

* Op. cit., p. 186.

t Tuke, ' Influence of the Mind upon the Body,' p, 135.

J
" The misfortune is that the disorder which strengthens the tendency

(i.e. ' to exaggerate much and even to simulate symptoms, apart from any

question of intentional deceit ') weakens the M'ill, and so leaves less power to

control what is more difhcult of control."—Maudsley, op. cit., p. 325.
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to the delays and anxieties and worries which a lawsuit

involves. What surer means than this for aggravating

the symptoms of which the patient complains ? There is

no greater service which his medical attendant can do him
than by using his influence to restrain him from a course

which must be fraught with unspeakable mental anxiety,

and which must retard, if not altogether for the time

prevent, any possible restoration of the nervous balance

and tone. Speaking of the troubles whicb beset her

father's life and her own early years, Fanny Kemble writes

in her ' Record of a Grirlhood ' that " that dreary Chancery

suit seemed to envelope us in an atmosphere of palpitating

suspense or stagnant uncertainty, and to enter as an

insensible element into every hope, fear, expectation,

resolution even, or action of our lives."* And no less

surely does litigation keep the sufferers from nervous

shock in an atmosphere of palpitating suspense or stagnant

uncertainty, entering into their every hope, expectation, and

fear. Is recovery possible under such an influence ; is

there not, indeed, every likelihood that we shall find their

symptoms getting worse and worse, or at best undergoing

no change, symptoms whicb we have endeavoured to

describe, and which are now more fittingly termed "litiga-

tioii symptoms,^' than those of general nervous shock ?

And herein also lies the explanation of the great majority

of thiose cases where improvement has advanced to such a

stage that return to work seems on all hands desirable,

and yet nevertheless when work is suggested or attempted

improvement stops ; and even in some instances the

patient seems from that very moment to fall back and to

become worse than he was before. For, as a matter of

fact, it is very rare to find the patients return to work so

long as the question of compensation, and the possible

disputes attending it, remain unsettled. Now and then

we may meet with a patient, over whose plans and resolves

the time and matter of compensation have little influence,

who returns to his business with every benefit to himself

* ' Kecord of a Girlhood,' vol. i, p. 143.
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at the moment when he has sufficiently recovered to do so.

Such instances, however, are the exceptions to the rule,

and occur probably in those only whose mental balance

has never been very seriously upset, in whom the sym-
ptoms of general nervous shock have not been severe, or

who have the good judgment and adequate determination

not to allow these matters to weigh upon their minds.

The experience of hosts of cases establishes this fact, that

patients will not, or cannot, make the necessary effort to

resume work so long as the settlement of the pecuniary

claim has been uneffected. And thus, in addition to the

worries and anxieties of litigation and dispute, there

arises another very potent cause for continuance of the

symptoms, and for inducing a state of " chronic in-

validism," which is far more dependent upon the cir-

cumstances of the moment than upon the original nervous

shock received.

This powerful cause is the want of occupation. Can
anything be worse for a man, is there anything more
likely to lead to irritability and fretfulness, to sleepless-

ness and loss of appetite, to nervousness and anxiety

about himself, to hopelessness as to the future, to a lack

of power to concentrate his attention upon anything

which he may have in hand, is there anything more fitted

to disturb the mens sana and the corpus sanuni than want

of healthy occupation ? And when this goes on, as we
too frequently see it, for months and months, each month

more wearisome and more wasted than the one before, is

it to be wondered at that the picture which these patients

present is often lamentable indeed ? Still more wretched

is it likely to become if, in addition to the want of occu-

pation, the patient has remained altogether indoors, and

has been deprived of the good which healthy bodily

exercise might have done him.

Make all the allowance that we honestly may for the

special circumstances of alarm attendant upon a railway

collision—and we would not for a moment seek to lessen

their real influence—and compare the state of one whom
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for the nonce we will call a railway patient waiting for

compensation with the state, as nearly similar as may be,

of a hospital patient who has had no compensation to

look forward to, and who has been compelled to resume

his work as soon as he was able, and we shall see how
different is their lot, and how infinitely happier and less

wretched is the one man than the other. The hospital

patient has long ago been well, while the railway patient

has been waiting, for months it may be, until compensation

has been paid him, verily believing that he could not

return to work and to a natural and more healthful mode
of life.

We have remarked before that in cases of serious

injury to limb, such as fracture, whether simple or

compound, even if there be extreme collapse at the time

of the accident, it is most unusual to meet with the

protracted after-symptoms which have been described

as due to general nervous shock. This is a fact about

which there can be no doubt,* and it is one of very

considerable interest also in that it throws light upon the

nature of the symptoms which the more ordinary cases

present. This seeming anomaly depends almost entirely,

we believe, upon psychical causes. The very definiteness

of the injury presents a point of focus for the patient's

mind, and one, moreover, especially suitable because

the injury tends—and as far as he knows usually tends

—

towards recovery and restored usefulness. The collapse

subsides, and the patient finds himself with an injury not

more obscure, it may be, than that of a broken leg. He
knows that he has been doomed for a time to his bed,

and that when confinement thereto is no longer necessary

he will begin to move about again and to get well. The
injury is definite and precise, its symptoms are obvious

from the moment it was received, it lacks the seeming

obscurity that is a feature of those symptoms which only

supervene after several hours or days, there is probably less

pain as time goes on, and all the circumstances combine

* See Cases 31, 32, 38, 150, 199, 203, Appendix.
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to induce a repose of mind whicli is absent from the

commoner cases whicli have been considered. And there

is also the necessity of complete bodily repose from the

moment that the patient can be placed in bed. The
enforced rest is good both for body and mind. Confine-

ment to bed at an end, the patient is only too thankful

that he is able to move about again, and gradually begin

to walk. Returning strength goes hand in hand with

returning possibility of exercise, and there is less excuse

for staying in doors because of the fear that the after-

consequences of some wholly obscure injury may turn out

very serious. There is, moreover, less likelihood of

dispute arising as to compensation, and the money calcu-

lation becomes all the easier and the readier because the

nature and extent of the injury can be definitely appraised.

Thus the absence of the symptoms of continued nervous

shock in cases where the amount of true collapse may
have been originally severe, tends to support the view

that those symptoms are due to mental causes rather than

to the bodily injury or to any vibratory jar sustained.

And how largely the continuance of the symptoms is

due to these mental influences is shown, perhaps even

more strikingly, by the often speedy recovery which ensues

when the exciting causes of the symptoms are removed.

It is all very well to say—and it is an easy enough

diagnosis to make—that so-and-so, who recovered as

soon as his claim was settled, was " shamming,^^ and that

his symptoms were altogether untrue or wilfully exag-

gerated ; but this will hardly sufiice, nor can we accept it,

to explain the symptoms which have caused so much
anxiety and trouble and have been so little amenable to

treatment.* The man recovers quickly because the goal,

* "The gradual influence of favorable surroundings—to wit, a suitable

moral atmosphere, distracting occupations, diverting amusements, a steady

reasonableness of life—will exert an unconscioiis beneficial influence upon the

uninfected mental organisation, until the large part of it whicli lies outside

the morbid area gains strength enough to have a controlling hold of the morbid

action and to bring it by degrees into subordination to the laws of health}'

function.."—Maudsley, op. cit, p. 203.
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whose prospect unsettled him, has at length been reached,

and because it no longer stands in the way of his making the

requisite and successful effort to resume his work. " How
long I have been ill, how little I improve, how small

seem the chances of my recovery,'^ have been the upper-

most sentiments in his mind, and they speedily give way

to this one which is wholly different and far more hopeful,

'^ How soon shall I be well!" And, again, the fact of

recovery shows that the symptoms could not have been

dependent on structural organic change.

Yet another cause is there of prolongation of the illness

and delay in convalescence. Bromide of potassium has

much to answer for in the protraction of the symptoms

of general nervous shock. A remedy of most unques-

tionable value in the treatment of epilepsy, it is extra-

ordinary with what little discrimination this drug is used

in the treatment of almost any and every kind of nervous

disorder. Not once, but scores of times, has it come to

our knowledge that patients in the pitiable condition

which we have attempted to describe, have been taking

bromide of potassium in considerable doses morning,

noon, and night for many weeks, administered under the

fond belief that the poor creatures needed some sedative

to wipe away their tears. But when the longed-for goal

has at length been reached they leave their bottles of

bromide behind them, and the remedial value of this

powerful depressant is forthwith revealed. It is not by

a lavish use of the bromides that success in the treat-

ment of neurasthenia, to which many of the cases of

railway shock are so nearly allied, is being obtained, even

in the most extreme cases, by Weir Mitchell, Playfair,

and many others.

It remains for us to consider to what extent recovery

is possible in these cases of nervous shock, and how far

the patient regains the mental and bodily vigour which

he had before the accident. Happily the record of cases

which we have been able to collect is conclusive upon

this point that recovery is usually very complete, and the
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patient is able to resume his occupation and to carry on

his business as well as he did before. There are, of

course, exceptions to the rule—what rule has none ?

—

which show that some alteration has taken place in the

bodily physique and very possibly in the mental vigour

also. Thus we may hear that the man is less able to

bear prolonged fatigue, either bodily or mental, that he is

more susceptible to the influence of alcohol, more irritable

and easily excited, that he lacks that complete self-

control which he may formerly have had in his business

relations with his fellow men, that he is nervous when

travelling, that he is afraid to ride or drive, and has been

compelled to give up his hunting and shooting, that he

is a more nervous man than he was before, that he is

more subject to headaches, and in the severer cases that

his hair has turned grey, and he looks prematurely aged.

Some years have been added to his life, and he is never

quite what he was before.

The completeness of recovery depends largely, of course,

upon the severityof the original mental shock, and to a great

extent also upon the temperament of the individual. If he

is of a " nervous temperament "—whatever that may mean

—he is a bad subject to suffer from the shock of a railway

collision, and if there be added a gouty constitution, then

h'3 chances of extreme suffering therefrom are greater

still. The evil effects of railway collisions confirm the

experience and teaching of Sir James Paget who, speak-

ing of the various combinations of constitutions that

should be well studied in cases of nervous mimicry, says

:

" The most troublesome is the combination of the ner-

vous with the gouty constitution. For in one in whom
gout is not complete there are never wanting strange

sensations—of tinglings, burnings, pains, pressures.

His nervous system defines them or gives them form.^^*

Young men make better recoveries than old, healthy men
than those with pre-existent disease, and women recover

* Op. cit., p. 195.
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not less well tlian men, thougli the Hysterical disturbance

may be more prolonged.

And here very appropriately arises this most important

question. How far does the course of the protracted illness,

apart from the nature of the original injury and shock,

conduce to imperfect recovery hereafter ? Remember
that the symptoms have been largely those of emotional

disturbance, that loss of control and feebleness of will

have been at the foundation of many of them, and there

can be little doubt, we think, that an unconscious or wilful

yielding to every sensation that may arise, the abandon-

ment of the conscious self to the thraldom of the morbid

state, the enjoyment, so to speak, of the luxury, not of woe
exactly, but of gloomy hopes and feelings and fears, pave

the way for the impossibility of regaining, even under the

best of circumstances, that complete mental stability and

continuous self-control which are the happy appanage of

perfect bodily and mental health. A vicious habit is

being impressed upon his nervous system, from which the

sufferer will find it difficult in the future to rid himself.

If he allows the various influences conducive to the morbid

state to have the mastery over him for weeks and months,

because he thinks it better to '' wait and see how things

turn out,^' unable, or making no determined effort, to

resume his natural occupation and mode of living until

some wholly impossible compensation has been received,

depend upon it he will suffer in the future. Or worse

than this, if he keeps up the morbid state by wilful means,

his moral and his physical nature are subjected to a long

spread-out shock from which they will find it hard to

rally. As he sows so also shall he reap.

" It is, of course, quite impossible for any one to avoid

the circumstances which call forth emotional feeling, but it

is no less certain that the development of our passions and

their reaction on the bodily functions, may be very much
heightened or subdued by force of habit. A man cannot

alter his natural temperament, and the best resolution

never to be angry, grieved, or anxious, would certainly
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failj nor would it be desirable that it should be otherwise

;

but there is such a thing as ' giving way ' to tempers and

^nursing' griefs, and fears; and in proportion as this is

done, so will they become organized in our constitution, their

force increased, and recurrence facilitated, until a degree

of emotional disturbance is at length excited by the merest

trifles which is only worthy of some great occasion/^*

An interesting point in connection with these cases of

nervous shock, and of the functional nervous diseases to be

more specially considered in the next chapter—a point,

however, which rather lies outside the range of our present

inquiry, and has better place in a treatise on diseases of

the spinal cord—is the possibility of the symptoms being

due to some persistent alteration in the blood-supply of

the spinal marrow. In a previous chapter we have

remarked that a transient flushing of different parts and

organs may perchance be the physical basis of many of

the sensations which ai-e so frequent and strange in these

cases of emotional distui'bance j but is there something

more than this ? is there, as Dr Hammond, amongst others,

seems to think, any continuous anemia or hyperaemia of

the cord lying at the root of the many anomalous symptoms

of functional nervous disease ?

It is a practical objection to the acceptance of any such

theory that neither hypersemia nor anaemia of the cord

have ever been seen, and that we never find the one or

the other as a pathological condition independent of some

other and more obvious lesion. It must also be borne

in mind that if one part be aneemic some other part is

probably hypergemic ; and difiiculty must arise in precisely

determining whether the symptoms be due to lack of blood

here or to excess of blood there.

When we learn from Dr Hammond himself that '' the

principal affection with which cerebral anasmia is liable to

be confounded, is cerebral congestion " {' Diseases of the

Nervous System,^ p. 76) ; and that spinal antemia is to be

diagnosticated from spinal congestion by this fact, amongst

* Dr E. Liveing, ' On Megrim and Sick Headache,' p. 461.
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others, that in spinal anaemia there is pain in the cord,

increased by pressure or percussion on the spinous pro-

cesses of the vertebrEe,* we shall not, we think, be deemed

hypercritical if we say that after spinal anaemia and spinal

bypersemia or congestion the word Query sbould be writ

very large.

t " In current descriptions of the symptoms of these

conditions, I cannot help thinking/^ says Dr Gowers, " that

a vigorous scientific imagination has contributed much
more than observation has supplied." And again, in

Ziemssen's ' Cyclopaedia,^ J we read:—''The anatomical

evidence bearing upon hypersemia in the spinal canal is

as uncertain and ambiguous as possible ;" and the same

remark may very well apply to the opposite condition of

anaemia. In summing up the evidence brought forward

as to the existence of anemia or hyperaemia of the cord,

or of spinal irritation as a consequence thereof, Erb

writes :—§ " The conclusion could only be that we know
nothing definitely at present. The most probable seems

to us to be a purely functional disturbance of certain

nervous elements of the cord, in company with which,

hyperaemia and angemia of the cord may probably appear

when the vaso-motor paths are reached by the disturb-

ance ; but this whole question seems to us awaits a

solution." For our own part, while we have no evidence

to offer as to the dependence of these motor and sensory

disturbances upon derangement of the spinal cord itself,

wherein anemia or hyperaemia have an important share,

we are much more disposed to believe that the primary

seat of functional disturbance lies in the brain itself,

and that, as in the hypnotic state induced by a profound

mental impression, there is a temporary arrest in the

function of that part of the sensorium which presides

over and controls the movements and sensations of the

periphery.
[I

" Just as spasms or convulsions are more

* Ibid., p. 417. t Op. cit., p. 66.

t Vol. xiii, p. 202. § Ibid., p. 365.

II

" The theory which ascribes the complete abeyance of the will and of
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likely to happen when the will is suspended acd the cord

acts independently, so when the controlling power is re-

moved from the brain, its automatic action is intensified,

and ideas exert much more power over the organic func-

tions when directed towards them. There is a constant

antagonism between voluntary and involuntary actions, and

when anything occurs to neutralise the former, the latter

rules the hour."*

The frequently sudden disappearance of the symptoms

can only, it seems to us, find an explanation in the fact

that the seat of disturbance is in the centres of conscious

volition rather than in the unconscious and insentient

strands of nervous fibres and cells which together make
up the spinal cord.

The fundus oculi has been called the " window of the

brain," and it is well known that the routine use of the

ophthalmoscope affords valuable aid in the diagnosis of

coarse cerebral disease. Does it also help us in the

diagnosis of diseases of the spinal cord ? Clinical facts

are yet too few to warrant a certain answer to the question.

Optic atrophy—not necessarily preceded by neuritis

—

occurs not unfrequently at some period or other—some-

times early, sometimes late—in the course of tabes dorsalis,

and cases have been recorded in which it has also been

seen in other progressive diseases of the spinal cord.

With reference, however, to the diseases which have been

considered in this work, we can only state that we have

never been able to discover any lesion or pathological

change in the fundus of the eye, except in those cases

(see Cases 229 and 233, e.g. Appendix), so few that we

sensation in liysteria to a cessation of the activity of the higher functions of

the cerebral hemispheres is quite in accordance with the facts observed in this

disease ; if v?e also believe that during the absence of this governing power

of the brain the spinal system is allowed to run riot, we can understand the

meaning of the convulsions, strange movements, and emotional excesses so

frequently witnessed in this malady."—Dr Wilks, "On Hysteria and Arrest

of Cerebral Action," ' Guy's Hosp. Rep.,' vol. xxii, p. 35.

* Tuke, ' Influence of the Mind upon the Body,' p. 99.
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make no special reference to them, where there has been

actual injury to, or very near, the eyeball itself.

True it is that, as before remarked, we often hear

patients complaining of their eyesight ; but the failure,

when real, is due either to the general prostration which

may affect for the time every organ and function of the

body, and which renders any sustained effort difficult, or

much more frequently to the illness having been the means
of bringing to light some anomaly of refraction hitherto

unknown to, or disregarded by, the patient. We have

heard the supposed changes in the fundus spoken of as

congestion of the retina, whatever that may mean ; but,

as far as our own observation goes, too little account

has been taken of the thousand and one varieties of

shade and colour which the normal fundus may present

in conditions of perfect health. There is, perhaps, no

more untrustworthy sign, when seen alone, of patho-

logical change in the fundus oculi than its colour ; and,

as has been often pointed out, more especially by
Liebreich, an intimate familiarity with the varied aspects

of the healthy fundus can alone fit a man to speak as to

the existence of those departures therefrom which con-

stitute real pathological change.

" The subject of the changes in the optic discs in spinal

injuries," Dr Gowers writes,* "has received a large

amount of attention in consequence of the prominence

whixjh ' railway cases ' have given to this class of accident.

In its scientific relations the subject has not escaped the

sinister influence which litigation exercises on the investi-

gation of facts, and there is no doubt that the pathological

nature of many of the appearances described in these cases

has been the result of an affection of the mind of the

observer, rather than of the eye observed. Still it seems
well established that in some cases of spinal injury ocular

changes supervene, and the observations of Clifford

Allbutt especially show that they occur with greater fre-

quency the higher up the injury is. The changes are

* 'Medical Ophthalmoscopy,' 2nd edition, p. 1G9.
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those of simple congestion, congestion with oedema, and

slight neuritis, uniform redness of the disc, and conceal-

ment of the outlines so that the position of the disc may
ultimately be recognised only by the convergence of the

vessels. In one case a ' daffodil colour ' was described.

Sight is a little, but not much, affected, and the condition,

which is of slow onset and course (coming ou some weeks

after the injury), usually passes away.''^*

Some interesting cases have recently been publishedf by

Mr Bruce-Clarke {' St Bartholomew's Hospital Reports,^

vol. xvi, 1880, p. 171) which show that changes in the

optic fundus may be met with in cases of unquestionable

injury to the spinal cord ; but it is a remarkable fact that,

on the view that diseases of the spinal cord and spinal

membranes are so common as the result of railway acci-

dent, medical literature should contain so few cases of

pathological changes in the optic fundus as a consequence

of the same. And in Dr Gowers^ able and exhaustive

work on ' Medical Ophthalmoscopy,' one page only is

devoted to ophthalmoscopic appearances in injuries to the

spine.

Mr Bruce- Clarke records four cases of injury to the

spinal cord in the lower cervical and upper dorsal region.

In one case the injuries were very slight and no changes

were observed, but in the other three there was

undoubted hyperaemia with oedema of the optic disc. Of

these three cases one was fatal, there having been a
'' fracture of the fourth, fifth, and sixth cervical vertebra,

with complete division of the spinal cord ;" and in the two

which recovered the optic changes were essentially

transient. There was nothing abnormal in the pupils or

in the sight, nor anything external to point to the presence

of pathological changes. It is, therefore, possible that

* For the ultimate issue of a railway case of eye disease the reader may

refer to ' Brain,' vol. ii, p. 388.

t See also a paper by Dr Dreschfelcl, of Manchester, on "Two Cases of

Acute Myelitis, associated with Optic Neuritis," ' Lancet, vol. i, 1882, p. 8,

et seq.
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the same transient changes may have existed in numbers
of instances and^ because not looked for, been unknown.

The author has recorded these cases, therefore, with the

hope of eliciting from other observers, '' whether such

changes are the general rule in cases of spinal concussion

at or about the lower cervical and upper dorsal regions,

since further examination can alone make it clear whether

such pathological changes are the general rule, or merely

a rare and exceptional coincidence/^ If the rule, it is

obvious that the optic changes will become an important

diagnostic sign.*

* It may by some be thought remarkable that we make no detailed refer-

ence to Mr Wharton Jones's well-known, and in the domain of physiology

most able, work on ' Failure of Sight from Railway and other Injuries of the

Spine and Head." But if any one will turn to that work itself, and will then

refer to the review of it which appeared in vol. xlv of the 'British and

Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,' he will see that there are grave objec-

tions to the acceptance of the data upon which the author founds his conclu-

sions. " Railway collisions," says the reviewer, " have been tolerably numerous

during the last fifteen or twenty years, and those who suffer most are

notoriously the occupants of the third-class carriages. Yet how many cases

of amaurosis, caused by railway injury, appear in the out-patient rooms of

our ophthalmic hospitals ?
"

13



CHAPTER VI

FUNCTIONAL OE NEUEOMIMETIC DISORDERS

We have thus been led by an almost natural step to a

consideration^ in the next place, of a class of cases, few

comparatively in number, but in themselves most impor-

tant, in that the symptoms very closely simulate those of

real disease dependent on organic lesions. We refer

especially to that class of cases to which Sir James Paget

has so appositely applied the term neuromimesis^ because

the symptoms thereof are so prone to mimic those which are

due to undoubted pathological change. ^' It is a remark-

able circumstance,^^ says Dr Wilks, " that there is no

disease of the nervous system, as far as I am aware, which

may prove fatal, and even show a well-marked lesion

or degenerative change after death, but may have its

counterpart in a functional and curable disorder.^'*

As has been so well laid down by Paget and others,

there can be no doubt that underlying the tendency

to nervoTis mimicry there is some predisposing idiosyncracy

or peculiarity of the nervous system of the individual.

There is something about him which indicates, even to

inexperienced observers, that he has a " nervous tempera-

ment ;
" or even if the signs of this temperament or dis-

position be hidden from those who meet him in ordinary

life, they may be brought to light by illness or disease,

and may be fully recognised by those who are called upon

to treat him. No thoughtful or observant practitioner of

medicine can fail to notice how very variable are the

effects of illness upon the nervous system, and how often

those who appear to show no " nervousness " while in

* Wilks, op. cit., p. 256.
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perfect health may yet, during periods of illness, reveal

that they have a " nervous temperament ^' which affects

the course of their illness, and which must not be lost

sight of if the best is to be done for the patients at the

time.

It is wholly impossible, it seems to us, to define what is

meant by the expression "nervous temperament." We
all have probably some idea of what it means, and can call

to mind examples of this peculiarity, which, under suitable

conditions, may become an important clinical factor in the

induction of the mimicries of disease. "In all well-marked

instances '^ of mimicry, writes Paget, " there is some pro-

minence and apparent excess of nervous action, leading

to the general expression of the patient's being nervous

or of nervous constitution. Neuromimesis cannot be found

in all persons alike, or in any person at all times. It may be

regarded as a localised manifestation of a certain constitu-

tion j localised, that is, in the same meaning as we have

when we speak of the local manifestation of gout or of

syphilis, or of any other morbid constitution which we
regard as something general or diffused, though distinct

witness of it may be in only one or more parts. And the

nervous constitution, like others, is inherited in different

degrees of completeness or intensity ; and may, like others,

become less or more complete or intense according to the

conditions in which it has to live. As to what is verily

the peculiarity of the nervous constitution, I believe we
have nothing fit to be called knowledge. It is even hard

to giYe fit names to what we may suppose it to be. We
may speak of the nervous centres as being too alert, or too

highly charged with nerve-force ; too swift in mutual influ-

ence; or too delicately adjusted, or defectively balanced.

But expressions such as these, or others that I see used,

may be misguiding. It is better for us to study the

nervous constitution in clinical facts.''*

" Instability of functions," writes Maudsley, " is a

character of the so-called nervous temperament ; there is

* Op. cit, p. 180.
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a tendency of ideas and movements to escape from the bonds

of their functional relations^ and to act independently—to

break away from coordinate and subordinate consensus of

function^ and to become, so to speak, cZi'sordinate

It was for this reason that I formerly described the tem-

perament as the neurosis spasmodica.'^^ ^' When persons

have what is called a sensitive or susceptible nervous

temperament, it is not merely that they are more powerfully

affected in mind and body by external impressions, but

that the physiological sympathy of their bodily organs is

more acute and direct, whereby these answer more easily

and more actively to one another's sufferings

Too close and direct a relation of dependence between the

parts and the supreme authority is probably an ill thing

in the bodily, as in the political, organism/-'

f

" Facts relating to inheritance," says Paget, '' deserve

great weight in the diagnosis of any doubtful case of

nervous mimicry. In looking for indications of this

inheritance you may not find that, in the same family,

there are or have been many cases of similar mimicry of

disease ; but it is a fact of not less weight if, in the same

family, various other forms of nervous disorders, especially

of such as are, for convenience, called functional disorders,

have been observed. Thus, among- the relatives of those

with neuromimesis it is common to find cases of mental

insanity, extreme ' nervousness,' and eccentricity, stutter-

ing, convulsive and emotional hysteria, various neuralgias,

extremes of mental character, whether good or bad, and

sometimes (but I think less frequently) epilepsy and

paraplegia. These, evidences of family relations may help

in diagnosis, just as, in the diagnosis of a doubtful tuber-

cular disease, it is important if, among the members of the

patient's family, there have been many more than an

ordinary number of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis." J

And again he writes, in a passage to which we would

especially direct attention, ''\ believe that a large majority

of the worst cases of nervous mimicry occur in members

* Op. cit., p. 58= t Ibid,, p. 214, 1 Op. cit., p. 192.
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o£ families in wMcli mental insanity has been frequent.

And the fact is important^ not only for diagnosis, but for

pathology. It may serve to strengthen the view that

nervous mimicry is a mental disorder ; but I believe it

may be more rightly read as an indication that, whatever

mental insanity may be as a disorder of some portion of

the brain, the like is nervous mimicry as a disorder of

other nervous centres."*

We have said that it is by a step almost natural we
have been led from the cases of general nervous shock to

a consideration of the cases of nervous mimicry, in which

functional disorders of different parts of the nervous

system are very liable to arise. And the step is natural

for this very reason, that the " nervous shock '' has been,

in many instances, the means of giving birth to that very

condition of the nervous system which predisposes to the

manifestation, and underlies the origin, of these functional

nervous disorders. The cases, moreover, which we shall

be able to quote, bear out to the full the important clinical

fact which ^ii" James Paget—out of the wealth of his

experience—has so clearly laid down, that in the worst

cases we shall find some evidence, either of mental dis-

order in the previous history of the patient himself, or

that he comes of a stock in which mental or emotional

disturbances and peculiarities, not necessarily amounting

to insanity, have been recognised as prominent in the

family record. In some cases, it is true, it has been

impossible to obtain any evidence of the kind, but in the

absence of discoverable predisposing tendency there is

adequate cause for the origin thereof in the profound

nerve exhaustion, prostration, disturbance, or whatever

we may like to call it, which the original shock of the

accident and its varied consequences have had upon the

nervous system. We need not seek further than this for

* Ibid., p. 193.

In his classical work on hysteria, Briquet records that in only 10 out of

396 women subject to hysterical disorders could he discover no evidence of

predisposition.—Briquet, ' De I'Hysterie,' p. 396.
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a cause of the functioBal disorders—the paralyses, the

spasms, and the convulsions—which are " mimicries of

grave disease."

This view seems to be supported by the fact that some

time frequently elapses before mimicry begins, time

having been needful for preparation, so to say, of the

nervous system for the exhibition of these disorders. But

in the more serious cases, we would again repeat, there is

this most powerful element also ; the previous history of

the patient predisposes him to serious neurotic derange-

ment. There is no miracle in this. The higher cerebral

faculties are, in such persons, less stable than in those

whose history can point to an undeviating record of mental

and bodily health. The higher intellectual processes are

more easily put hors de combat, and in their temporary

abeyance or annihilation lies the possibility of disorder

affecting the lower centres of the cerebral or spinal mass.

" Complete abeyance of the supreme functions of the

nervous system is one of the most characteristic features

of hysteria ; so much so that where no one has yet

succeeded in giving a definition of the disease, this inaction

of the cerebral hemispheres leaving the spinal system to

have its full play gives as good and correct an idea of its

nature as any other definition. It is clear that the

possessor of a very powerful will or authoritative dis-

position could not be hysterical except under the influence

of a tremendous shock to the system, whilst on the other

hand hysteria would be constantly found amongst the

nervous and feeble minded/'* And thus it comes to

pass that purely functional disorders run in the lines of

normal physiological activity ; and as the experiments

made by real disease upon the bi-ain and spinal cord give

an answer to the student of disease in disturbances which

flow in defined channels of morbid physiological activity,

so the symptoms which are the manifestations of functional

disorder run in almost precisely the same channels, and

* ' Guy's Hosp. Eeports/ vol. xxii, p. 31. Dr Wilks " On Hysteria and

Arrest of Cerebral Action.

'
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closely imitate thereby the manifestations—the symptoms,

that is—of real disease. Writing, in 1866, in his first book

on ' Railway and other Injuries of the Nervous System/*

Mr Erich sen said :
" Hysteria is the disease for which I have

more frequently seen concussion of the spine, followed by

meningo-myelitis, mistaken, and it certainly has always

appeared extraordinary to me that so great an error of

diagnosis could so easily be made/^ Writing now, in 1882,

we would here venture to point out how very often these

functional disorders are mistaken for real structural

disease. They are, moreover, very common after railway

collisions, when the nervous system has been brought into

that state which is the fit soil for their development and

growth. Nor is it the least extraordinary that mistakes

in diagnosis are often made, when we remember how
closely the symptoms may copy those of real organic

disease.

Before proceeding to support these statements by the

record of individual cases, it is right that some attempt

shoiild be made to tell what we mean by functional dis-

orders, and what are the morbid changes of the nerve

centres which underlie them. That there are changes it

is almost certain ; what those changes are we do not

know. One thing, however, may be said with some

degree of confidence, that they differ very materially from

the gross pathological changes in structure which we are

accustomed to see upon the post-mortem table, or which,

if invisible to the naked eye, are yet discoverable by high

powers of the microscope. The course of the symptoms

themselves, and their rapid and often very sudden disap-

pearance, form well nigh conclusive evidence that they

cannot be due to coarse pathological lesion. The change

—

if change there be—is in all probability analogous to those

changes which are associated with each motor and sensory

operation of the brain. Every volitional motor act has

doubtless some change underlying it in the cerebral cortex

continuous and coterminous with the act itself ; and in the

* P. 126.
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cortical cells there is doubtless some change which like-

wise underlies the thoughts of which the act is the visible

expression. It is the natural change of normal and

healthy function ; and it is an inherent property of the

cells themselves that under the stimulus of active func-

tion they should undergo such change. Nor does it do

violence to physiological facts and theories to assume that

under certain conditions the natural changes should

become abnormal and unnatural ; should, in fact, be morbid

and disorderly without necessarily presenting grave

structural lesion. " The conditions of nerve-tissue giving

rise to functional disorder are essentially two, viz. hyper-

excitability and paresis. The first may be defined as an

undue readiness in the tissue-elements to assume the

active state on very slight provocation, perhaps, even,

without any, except what may be afforded by the circu-

lating blood. The second is an apparently opposite

state, the nerve-tissue being less excitable than normally.

Feebleness and deficienby of vital action is a necessary

part of paresis, but not of hyper-excitability, though it is

present in the great majority of instances."*

* Handfield Jones, ' British Medical Journal/ vol. i, 1874, p. 370. "On
Hyper- excitability and Paresis."

Dr Handfield Jones has many times pointed out that the very opposite

conditions of hyper-excitability and paresis may be produced by the same

causes. Thus, after recording two cases of cerebral exhaustion from pi'eg-

nancy and lactation, and contrasting with them a case of cerebral excitability

from the same cause, he writes :
—" The exhaustion, induced by parturition

and lactation, operated differently in the two cases. In one it simply impaired

the production of nerve-force in the intellectual and perceptive centres ; in

the other it impaired especially the resisting or controlling power normally

inherent in each cell, so that they were unduly excitable. In many instances

these two effects are produced together. The loss of excitability iu a nerve

or nerve-centrCj and the excess of excitability, are both alike aberrations from

the normal mode of acting ; in fact, signs of deterioration. I do not think

this is always sufficiently recognised ; the latter condition, when appearing as

hyperaesthesia or hyperalgesia of some region in cases of brain or cord lesion,

is apt to be regarded as an exaltation of functional power, whereas it is as

truly a defect as that which declares itself by anaesthesia or paralysis, and

results directly from the lesion, just as the latter does."—' Medical Times and

Gazette,' vol. ii, 1878, p. 376.
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The whole sensorium may be affected. It may pass into

a state of slumber which is sbown by mental hebetude^ by
lessened volitional power, by anaesthesia and analgesia,

and, on the other hand, also by excessive activity of the

automatic centres from lost or torpid cerebral control.

Thus the abnormal activity of these uncontrolled centres

is a symptom of the same value as that of lost volitional

activity, or paralysis, due to annibilated power of the will.

Diminished activity and increased activity alike point to

an abnormal condition of the higher intellectual processes

in the sensorium. The abnormal condition is allied in all

probability to that of slumber—or at any rate this affords

an explanation of the facts—and it is, moreover, akin to it

in the readiness with which the symptoms may pass away
when the requisite stimulus has aroused the brain from its

torpid state. The needful stimulus may be some profound

mental or bodily impression; it may be exerted only by
the more tedious influence of re-education of the move-
ments of the affected part ; but in either case the activity

of the sensorium is once more alert, and the cerebral control

can be exercised in its normal and healthy way. Not less

mysterious than slumber of the sensorium, whether it be
of tbe whole or of a part], is the fact tbat familiarity with.

the morbid process seems to give tbe individual patient

the voluntary power of putting the affected region of the

sensorium into tbe state of torpor, or of voluntarily

abandoning himself to the easily induced influence of the
abnormal condition. As a wrong act once committed is

more easily committed a second time, so repetition and
perpetuation of the morbid vice of the sensorium make
the symptoms thereof daily easier and less unnatural

than they were before. The man who has once been
mesmerised, whose sensorium has by the passes of the

mesmerist been placed in the hypnotic state, can be
more readily hypnotised again. Thus, in course of

time, the " medium " of the mesmerist or of the so-called

spiritualist can be reduced by the most trumpery and
frivolous influences to the hypnotic or cataleptic state, and
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has then become tlie most wretched and pitiable of mortal

men. " After an individual has been mesmerised repeatedly,

certain movements (passes) are no longer necessary to the

excitement of the sensorial volition ; it has become a habit,

and is produced by any insignificant associated circum-

stance. These phenomena may at last be thus produced

at pleasure, as by an internal effort, by arresting the res-

piration and so arresting the circulation through the brain,

&c. It is thus disinterested observers have been imposed

upon; and thus hysterical girls can bring on convulsions,

and any person ideas, sensations, and mental emotions,

with more or less facility. Savage and superstitious nations

have ever been the dupes of men and women who have

discovered this power of the will over the sensorial fibres,

and the brain generally There can he no

doubt that this power of exciting real 'phenomena by an act

of the will on the central ganglia of motion and sensation

has frequently aided impostures of every Mnd."^ The
" dancing dervishes," and the " howlers " of bygone times,

who lashed themselves into states of religious fury which

ended in epileptic seizures, fit manifestations of " posses-

sion " not assuredly from on high, had gained by repetition

of their practices the power of easy production of the

frenzies which were the special attributes of their order,

and which became the signs of divine enthusiasm to those

who saw them writhe or who heard them scream. Begin-

ning voluntarily, or under the influence of some wholly

trivial excitement, each seizure was a sign of complete

self-abandonment and loss of cerebral control, a result, it

is true, of morbid action, but in no wise dependent upon

pathological lesion or change. Other religions than our

own may afford the best known examples of these condi-

tions, but in this country, and in this very day, there are

like manifestations of morbid activity under the influence

of religious zeal.

It has been said in the last chapter that the man who
voluntarily abandons himself to the morbid state submits

* Laycock, op. cit., p. 111. Italics our own.
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botli his moral and physical nature to a long spread-out

shock from which he will find it hard to rally, and the

same remark may be here reiterated with even greater

force in connection with the functional nervous disorders

which are results of the morbid nervous state. For there

can be no doubt whatever that many of the neuromimetic

conditions are more or less under the voluntary control of

the patient ; and, as may be especially seen in cases of con-

vulsion, the mimetic seizures

—

in themselves typical in

character—may be brought on by the will of the patient

himself. And this can be done with greater ease as time

goes on. Herein lies the explanation of those happily-

timed convulsions which occur when it is most important

that you should see them, and should be impressed by

their severe reality. The seizure itself

—

qtta seizure—is

typical of its kind, and its phenomena lie outside the

conscious control of the individual. But within his

control has been the commencement of the seizure at the

precise moment when it began. Thus, in speaking of the

ease with which the hypnotic state may be induced in

those who have been often hypnotised, Heidenhain writes :

" Many of the gentlemen upon whom the above experiments

have been made, need only to sit down, close their eyes,

and think intently—other thoughts being excluded—that

the hypnosis is coming on, in order to, as it were, volun-

tarily submit themselves to the charm."* And, as of the

hypnotic state, so of other neuromimeses also, the patients

may voluntarily submit themselves to their exhibition, and
the manifestations thereof become in them selves not less real.

The existence of a certain amount of control is shown more-

over by the disappearance of the mimicries, when all cause

for their representation is removed. The matter of com-
pensation, as we have seen, exerts in many cases a very

favourable influence on the symptoms of general nervous

shock. It does so in these cases also, and examples are

not few in which the typical neuromimeses came to an end
shortly after settlement of claim had secured for the

* ' Animal Magnetiein/ p. 86.
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patients complete repose of mind, and had freed them
from the necessity of any longer allowing themselves to

be victims of the mimetic phenomena.

In speaking of the "objections made with regard to

hypnotic experiments,'* Heidenhain seeks to show that the

repetition of them does not appear to be fraught with

danger or evil, but he ; mentions cases where attacks

of convulsions constantly accompanied every hypnotic

experiment, and one who suffered after every experiment

from a certain degree of nervous irritability which lasted

twenty-four hours,* He advises that the experiments

should not in such cases be repeated, but we cannot

doubt that the risk of permanent damage to the stability

of the nervous system and tone must -be very considerable

in all persons who repeatedly submit themselves, whether

voluntarily or involuntarily, to the hypnotic state, even

though that be not.accompanied by 'convulsions or be not

followed by " nerirous irritability/' The hypnotic state

is not a natural, it is a morbid, state ; and to repeat a vice

is to perpetuate it and make it an abiding part of the

organisation of the individual. Not less does risk of per-

manent damage to the stability of the nervous system lie

in continuance of these functionah mimetic disorders.

The longer they exist the more prone are they to give

rise to lasting functional disturbance, and to the pheno-

mena which may be the result. And even in cases where

the neuromimeses pass away under returning cerebral

control, the risk is not small that from some exciting cause

the conditions may be very readily reproduced. It is not

unlikely, for example, that a woman who had once had

functional paraplegia after a railway collision, would suffer

in a similar way should she chance to be in another

accident. Some cases which have come under our notice

have presented the same, or very like phenomena, after

two different accidents, and we can call others to mind in

which there is warrant for predicting the nature of the

morbid phenomena which the patients would present if it

* Op. cit., p. 102, et seq.
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should ever be their misfortune to suffer from the effects

of railway collision or severe mental shock again. The
lesson to be learned from this is very obvious, that the

sooner any cause for the representation of the phenomena

is removed the better, and that the patients should as

far as possible be freed from the hurtful sympathy of

friends. There is small chance of improvement or cure

so long as the patient need not make the necessary effort

to get well, and so long as his friends, ignorant of the

real nature of his malady, foster by misdirected sympathy

and kindness those very symptoms whose continuance

and repetition are fraught with danger to his nervous

system.

Two points demand brief consideration. The first is of

somewhat speculative interest in connection with the

central changes which may possibly underlie the mimicries

of disease. Dr Buzzard has recorded a case of hysterical

hemianassthesia of the left side where there was defective

electrical excitability of the right cerebral hemisphere,*

* The case is that of a girl of thirteen who had suffered a severe moral

shock from the death of her father. There was at first contracture of the left

arm, and when this had disappeared—after she had been a few days in the

hospital—there was discovered " profound anaesthesia of the left arm, and, to

a less degree, of the left half of the face and the left lower extremity."

Dr Buzzard found that the interrupted current from thirty cells of a Smee's

battery, which when applied to the left temple caused the girl to reel, and

manifestly produced a " very powerful shock which she described as excessive

giddiness," a minute or two elapsing before she recovered her equilibrium,

was hardly felt when applied to the opposite side. (' Lancet,' vol. ii, 1879,

p. 685.) " The day after the applications there was some return of sensibility

in the left arm. The current being applied as before to the temples, no dif-

ference in the result on the two sides could be now observed."

Dr Buzzard remarks, " I cannot help thinking that the observation which

I have described lends support to the opinion that the condition is a bondfide

one. It will at once be recognised that, supposing the hemiansestliesia in

this case to be assumed, the patient would naturally have asserted that the

application on the so-described anaesthetic temple produced less shock than

that upon the side in which the skin retained its natural sensibility. As I

have described, the reverse obtained most unmistakably. We have it, then,

that in this case the right cerebral hemisphere, which, if the ansesthesia of the

left half of the body were real, would be the hemisphere in fault, appeared to
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and the question arises wliether there may riot be a like

condition in other functional disorders.

We have as yet barely passed the threshold of the sur-

gical treatment of those brain lesions which^ thanks to the

labours of those who have experimented upon animals, we
can now pretty accurately localise in the brain, but we stand

also, it may be, on the threshold of another and most

important method of treatment of a class of cases of a

wholly different kind. In the fourth volume of ' Brain '

(p. 65), Dr Althaus asks whether in the treatment of

localised brain lesions it may not be expedient to utilise

the '' catalytic effects of the constant voltaic current in

certain destructive as well as irritative lesions, directed

locally to those portions of the brain where we suspect

the seat of the mischief, in accordance with the teachings

of pathology and with Ferrier^s physiological topography

of the cerebral cortex ;" and he relates cases where he had

galvanised the medulla, the occipital lobe, and the tem-

poro-sphenoidal convolutions, for the relief respectively of

diabetes insipidus, melancholia, and auditory delusions.

The subject so far is one of speculative interest, as yet

in its earliest infancy. It has yet to be shown, we think,

that good has resulted directly from the treatment, and

that it is possible, moreover, to galvanise local areas of

the cerebral mass to the exclusion of parts which lie

beneath or around.

Secondly, and not less importa.nt to the patients them-

selves, is this question : Does the functional change which

underlies the neuromimeses ever pass into organic disease ?

We can find no evidence to show that it does. *^It is, I

think, a fact of singular interest,^'' says Paget, " that, in

even the most turbulent of these nervous systems, the

disturbance very rarely takes the form in which morbid

be considerably less excitable by the interrupted voltaic current than the

left." " If supported by further observation," he adds, the fact is " likely to

lend important aid towards the solution of one of the most difficult questions

in neuro-pathology." Every precaution had been taken in this case to keep

the child in ignorance of the application.
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nervous influence produces, not niimic, but real organic

changes. Of tlie things imitated, hardly one is ever

realised/^* Mr Hutchinson, in one of his lectures at the

Royal College of Surgeons a few years ago, threw out the

suggestion, if we remember rightly, that xanthelasma

palpebrarum might perchance be a result of the repeated

functional disturbance which is shown by blackness under

the eyes in those who suffer habitually from " sick head-

aches,^^ and in whom this organic change is most commonly
found. It is a suggestion only, but even if it offer a

correct explanation of the origin of xanthelasma, there is

as yet not a particle of evidence to show that there is any
like result of continued functional disturbance in the

cerebro-spinal system, even though it last for years.

The following cases afford good examples of the func-

tional disorder which may be met with, and they will

point many lessons for future guidance :

Case of functional jparaplegia.—V. S—, a widow, set.

38, the strong and healthy mother of seven children, was
in a collision. There was no history of her having been
much hurt at the time, but within a few hours she began
to have a pain, or a sensation, which she described as
*' opening and shutting,^^ in the small of her back. The
next morning she continued her journey of nearly 200

miles, and finding that in a few days the pain in her

back was a good deal worse she went to a hospital.

She was an in-patient in the hospital for six weeks, during

the first three of which she was in bed, suffering from
pain and stiffness in the small of the back and from

general weakness. For three weeks she was up and
moving about the wards, and she then made a journey of

330 miles in order to take one of her children to school.

This business over she then travelled 200 miles more,

home, in fact, to the place where the accident had originally

happened. This was exactly two months after the accident,

and as soon as she got home she at once took to her bed.

Buffering from great pain in the back, from much hyper-

* Op. cit., p. 183.
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Eesthesia in the dorsal and lumbar regions, and from

general prostration. She remained almost entirely in bed

until about fifteen weeks after the collision, when it was

accidentally* discovered that she had lost all motion and

sensation in the legs. She had complete control over

both bowel and bladder, and there was neither wasting of

the legs nor bed-sores. The paralysis of motion and

sensation seemed absolute. The woman was at the same

time exceedingly " hysterical,'^ complained fearfully of

pain in the back and of innumerable queer sensations in

different parts of the body. The opinion was given that

this paraplegia was not dependent upon organic disease
;

that it was real, not feigned ; and that although there was

every prospect of her recovery, it was quite impossible to

say how long she might suffer from the paralysis, or how
soon she might be well. She was attended throughout

this illness by a trustworthy nurse, and there was never

any suspicion that the woman was wilfully maintaining

her condition. No material change was found in her

condition up to ,
six months after the accident when her

claim—naturally a considerable one in the circumstances

—was settled. Within a fortnight she left the house

where she had been staying, and in three months she was

walking about without assistance in perfect health, a

second husband having already secured her hand and her

fortune. .
Further account of her cannot be obtained. It

is open, of course, to any one to remark that this was a

case of malingering. We do not accept this view. It is

of greater interest to consider what were the circumstances

conducive to the paraplegia, and what were those which

brought about her recovery. There can be no doubt that

the woman received a sprain of her vertebral column and

* " Accidentally," because this is just what so frequently happens in hys-

terical affections. "It is necessary to bear in mind," Charcot says, "that

bemiansesthesia is a symptom which requires to be sought for, as M. Laseque

very judiciously remarks. There are, in fact, many patients who are quite

surprised when its existence is revealed to them."—Charcot, " Diseasesof the

Nervous System," ' New Syd. Soc.,' 1877, p. 250,
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that she had some " shock/^ but of greater moment in

the history of the case is the fact that the long and

fatiguing journeys which she took within a short time of

the accident must have been largely instrumental not

only in preventing complete recovery from the early

prostration, but even in increasing the general weakness

from which she suffered. After the first journey she was

compelled to go to a hospital, and after the second and

longer journey she was so much exhausted that she had

at once to take to her bed.

In his brilliant lectures delivered last year before the

Royal College of Physicians, Dr Moxon pointed out how
precarious was the blood-supply to the lower part of the

spinal cord. After carefully describing the anatomical

distribution of blood-vessels in the cord, he says :
'' The

tip of the cord has its blood-supply only from above, and

deficiently even there, whilst the upper parts of the cord

have a better sustained supply both from above and from

below ; and this becomes especially the case upon the cauda

equina itself, for here the arteries are exceedingly minute

and uncertain in size on the several nerves. Hence we
see that the tip of the spinal cord corresponding to the

lower limbs and sphincters is much more weakly organised

as to its circulation than are the upper parts of the cord."*

And he illustrates this anatomical fact by saying that " if

we take the so-called urinary paraplegia, or functional

paraplegia of any kind, including what is called hysterical

paraplegia, we find these affections never troubling the

upper limbs, but always the lower. And I think the point

I have raised will suggest lines of investigation that may
throw great light on this obscure class of nervous diseases.

I believe that it is by impediment to the exceedingly and

peculiai'ly difficult blood-supply of the caudal end of the

spinal cord that all these various conditions lead to para-

lytic weakness of the lower limbs, and they are to be met

by conditions improving the circulation if possible.'^ The

* Croonian Lectures, "Influence of the Circulation on the Nervous Sys-

tem," ' Lancet,' vol. i, 1881, p. 530, et seq.

14
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suggestion is pregnant witTi interest^ and herein it seems

may also be tlie explanation of that real weakness which

is often complained of in the legs in cases of general

nervous shock. In the patient whose case we have

recorded, each event after the accident must have tended

to reduce the strength of the circulation, and so directly to

affect the nutrition of the lower part of the spinal cord.

We do not, however, feel satisfied that this can be the

explanation of every case of functional paraplegia, and we
are inclined to think that it must be looked for in psychical

rather than in physical causes. It is a noteworthy fact

that in a large majority of the cases of functional para-

plegia there is little or no paralysis of the bowel and

bladder, and it seems strange that if paralysis of the legs

be due to malnutrition of the spinal cord, the bowel and

bladder should not also be affected. Functional paraplegia

is characterised, moreover, by being absolute. The patient

seems wholly unable to move the legs or to feel in the

very least degree, seems to lack all power of bringing the

influence of the will to bear upon the lower extremities.

" In true paralysis the spinal system is affected, whilst the

will is good, hence the patient is seen to make the

greatest effort to move a leg or arm, although the result

may be ineffectual. In disease of the brain proper, or

during its functional abeyance in hysteria, it is the will itself

which fails. '^* And although we feel hesitation in offering

any explanation of these cases after the suggestions of so

competent an observer as Dr Moxon, we cannot help

thinking that in many of them the determining cause of

the paraplegia lies rather in the sensorium than in the

spinal cord. " They are rather functional diseases of that

part of the brain which has to do with the movement or

sensations of the limbs, than functional diseases of the

cord.'^t It is because the seat of the paralysis is not in the

cord that the bowel and bladder are so rarely affected.

Desired action of these organs is told to the brain by

* Wilks, 'Diseases of the Nervous System,' p. 114.

f Gowers, ' Diseases of the Spinal Cord,' p. 65.
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repeated conscious impressions which are absent from

movements of the legs, movements, moreover, which need

not necessarily be made. There is probably enough volition

also to prevent the unpleasantness or discomfort which are

inseparable from paralysis of bowel and bladder.

The mode of recovery too seems to show that the

morbid focus must be placed in the brain. A sudden

impression compelling the automatic use of the legs may in

a moment arouse the torpid sensorium, or, as we have seen

in the cases of strong and healthy girls—hospital patients,

with no sign of feeble circulation—a process of re-educa-

tion, beginning at the very beginning, as it were, may be

needful to restore the lost movements of the limbs by re-

awakening the brain to a full sense of its responsibilities

in the circle of the will. Oases like these may look like

fraud, but we feel sure that in many of them we must

agree with Paget that the " fault is rather in weakness of

the will than in its perverse strength/^ * The patient says,

" as all such patients do, 'I cannot ',' it looks like ^ I will

not,' but it is ^ I cannot will.'' '^f

The case of functional paraplegia which we have re-

corded was a very typical one of its kind, but we shall do

well to draw our remaining examples from patients of the

sterner and usually less hysterical sex.

Gase ojfunctional moior j)araiAegia, Extreme emotional

disturbance.—T. B—, set. 41, a man of gouty family,

naturally very excitable, and able, as he said, to hear a pin

drop in the next' room, was in a very severe collision in

which the carriage he was in was smashed to pieces. He
crawled out of the debris as best he could and went on

his journey, but in about half an hour he began to have

retching, pains in the abdomen, and shivering. He
therefore returned home. There were slight bruises

about the limbs, and one on the forehead ; and the next

day, when in bed, he complained of pain in the right side

of the abdomen and the lower part of the back, but at

neither of these places was there mark or tenderness.

* Op. cit., p. 189. See also Case 97, Appendix. f Hjid., p. 188.
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For the next few days he seemed very ill, had severe

pain in the head, occasional retching, and at night he

wandered. For three days his temperature was raised.

He was in a highly nervous state, and spoke frequently of

a dread of lock-jaw and paralysis. Three weeks after

the accident he still complained of severe pain about the

sacral region, but there was no tenderness. He com-

plained also of " numbness '^ in his legs, a word used by

him to express not impaired sensation, but a difficulty

which he felt in moving them. There was no hyper- or

an-£esthesia, but his walking, in which he helped himself

by holding on to the furniture, was done with apparent

fear and effort. He could stand with his eyes shut quite

well, and there was no spasm of the muscles of the legs.

His temperature and pulse were normal and the bodily

functions were naturally performed. His general con-

dition improved, he was able to eat and sleep better, and

even to get out of doors in a chair. He still suffered, how-

ever, from extraordinary emotional disturbance, was very

irascible, and frequently cried. He continued to dwell

on the fear of paralysis, and steadily lost the power of

moving his legs. He made for himself an ingenious

contrivance whereby he was able to move about by the

support of his arms, but his legs were hardly used at all

in progression. Eight months after the accident he was

quite unable to walk, and failed entirely to make any

requested movements of the legs or feet during examina-

tion. The attempt to move his legs produced great

mental agitation. There was no paralysis of bowel or

bladder, and sensation of the legs was but very slightly, if

at all, impaired. There was no material wasting. The

cremasteric reflex* was normal. There was no reflex

spasm, and no sign of bed-sore.

Nine months after the accident he had an attack of

aphonia, brought on suddenly by hearing of the death of a

friend. The aphonia lasted for three weeks and then dis-

* This case was seen before the value of patellar and other reflexes was

known—and the cremasteric alone was tested.
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appeared as suddenly as it began, when startled by one of

his children rushing into the room. He also suifered from
frequent nausea and retching, the least excitement, such

as the visit of a friend, almost certainly making him sick.

It is indeed very difficult to express in words how extreme
was the emotional or hysterical disturbance in this patient.

He had always been a man of highly nervous temperament,
likely, so it was said, to suffer severely from the shock of a

railway accident.

We failed to satisfy ourselves that the paralysis was
dependent on organic lesion, and eleven months after the

accident we reported to the railway company that the
'' cause of the paralysis seems to lie rather in the directing

power of the will than in lesion discoverable of the brain

or spinal cord.^^ We further expressed the opinion that

the case was perfectly genuine, that it was wholly im-

possible to say how long he might be ill and, moreover,

that litigation would be exceedingly detrimental to him.

To the man himself we advised his making every effort

to use his legs, and to re-educate the movements of them
by daily practice. Litigation was avoided and the claim,

naturally and rightly a very large one, was amicably

settled thirteen months after the accident. By the kind-

ness of his medical attendant we had frequent reports

of this man after his claim was settled. For long he did

nothing and remained in a nervous hysterical state, and it

was not until four years after the accident, when he made
a complete change in his living and occupation, that he

began to get well. We saw him seven years after the

accident—in the course of the present year. His own
story will speak better of his condition, past and present,

than any other words. He considers that he was ill for

between four and five years. He used the appliances for

walking for about two years, and then began to use sticks.

Two years and a half ago he took a public-house in the

country, and began to lead an out-door active life. When
he first began this, he could not get up from his chair

without help, having always to be helped up, or to pull
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himself up by getting hold of something in front of Mm.
Suddenly one day he got up without knowing it, and his

son said to him, '' Why, father, look what youVe done V
" Good God V he replied, " I have got up myself." From
that day forth he was able to get up without difl&culty.

He still has great fear about his spine, and only a few

weeks ago when a friend struck him in the back in joke, he

was terribly alarmed, and for two days could hardly walk.

He can walk nine miles without fatigue and ride all day,

he has gained weight, and is altogether stronger and

better than he was before, regarding his recovery as due

to change of life and scene. In appearance he is the

picture of health, and as far as his legs are concerned

—

and they were very carefully examined—there is not a

sign or symptom of anj^thing whatever amiss with tbem.*

Case of supposed spinal injury. Functional spasmodic

twitchings of arm, 8fc.—S. B—, set. 33, was in a railway

collision at night when a large number of persons were

more or less shaken and hurt. He himself was not injured,

as far as he knew, at any one place, and no marks

of external injury were at any time discoverable. He
complained, however, of being shaken, and looked pale

and ill. He took to his bed, and in a few days com-

plained very much of his back, and was in a continued

state of alarm about his " spine." Beyond appearing

shaken and nervous about himself, he had no sign of

structural injury to any one part of the body. He
remained in this negative condition for some weeks, and

then began to move about the house, and once or twice

he went out of doors. About this time there came on a

peculiar twitching in the left arm, which is thus recorded

in the notes :
—" To- day on our arrival he was lying

dressed on his bed. We asked him to go into the next

room, and he got up without apparent difficulty and did

so. He .sat down in an easy chair, when his left arm and

* See a remarkable case recorded by Dr Webber (' Boston Medical and

Surgical Journal,' vol. x, p. 44, 1872), " llecovery after four years' paralysis

following railroad injury."
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hand at once began to jerk witli sharp clonic spasms or

twitchings, not unlike the movements of chorea. The
movement kept on when his arm was held, and he said he

could not control or arrest it. It was noticeable, however,

that it ceased entirely when he began to undress, partially

ceased when he engaged in conversation, and altogether

stopped when his attention was specially directed to some

other part of his body. Coincident with this movement
of the arm was a continuous jerking of the head. There

was no wasting nor any sign of loss of power in the limbs.'"

He complained greatly of his back, and evinced tender-

ness on touch at the mid-dorsal and upper sacral regions.

The temperature was normal, and all the bodily functions

were naturally performed. He continued in much the

same condition for nearly a year, a severe injury to the
'' spine " being made the basis of a demand for large

pecuniary compensation. There was, however, neither

history nor sign of lesion in any central structure, and the

whole condition was regarded as one of functional dis-

turbance which might be very much controlled if the

patient would only choose to exercise his will. This view

of the nature of the case received strong support from his

previous history. He had been in a railway collision

twelve years before. He then received no bodily injury,

but he was very nervous about himself, and four months

afterwards began to suffer from spasmodic wry-neck,

which lasted for four months, and which recurred again

for a short time after an interval of two years.

There was no reason in this case to attribute any want

of bona fides to the man in the presentation of his sym-

ptoms, although the largeness of his claim and the sequel

of his case would rather tend to throw doubt upon its

entire genuineness. When compensation was settled he

very speedily lost all the spasms and returned to work,

and it was even said by one who had taken a friendly

interest in his case that he had " recovered with indecent

haste. '^ But his recovery was due, we think, rather to

the fact that settlement of his claim enabled him to make
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the requisite effort to do somethings and that healthy

occupation provided the means of diverting his attention

from himself and his ailments, so that the spasms were

unconsciously forgotten and forthwith disappeared. Five

years after the accident the report ran that lie was " in

good health, tliougli he had been shaky and nervous " for

some considerable time after his claim was settled.

Both, these cases present us with examples of undoubted

predisposition to neurotic disturbance. It is wholly im-

possible to say why the functional disorders should have

assumed the forms they did, but it is interesting to note

that in both there was a genuine dread of spinal injmy,

and that in the second case the wry-neck after the former

accident, and tbe chorea-like movements of the arm and

head after an interval of no less than twelve years, were

disturbances of the same kind. The cases, moreover, show

of how much importance it is towards a correct diagnosis

to know something of the previous history of the patients,

and of tbeir special UahilUies to disease.

Slioch to nervous system. Hysterical seizures.—R. C—

,

set. 39, an officer in the army, was in rather a severe

collision at night. He was awake at tke time and was

thrown backwards and forwards in the carriage. He had

no knowledge of being hurt, and helped the stoker who

was much injured. He then finished his journey, the

" excitement,''^ as be supposed, " keeping him up.^^ The

next morning he felt very ill and vomited, and he soon

began to suffer from pain across the loins, queer sensations

all over the body, nausea, giddiness, and want of sleep.

On the third day he took a long journey of several hundred

miles to be with some friends; and on the twelfth day

after the accident he suddenly fell and struck his nose

against the corner of a table. He soon became conscious

and screamed violently. His own description was that

the " fit came on about three in tbe afternoon, I fell down

and screamed, and then began to cry and sob violently.

During it I was unconscious, although I knew that people

were around me, and that I must use all my efforts to
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restrain myself and to keep quiet. When all was over, I

did not know what had happened. ^^ He called this fit an
" hysterical attack,^^ and the doctor who saw him imme-
diately afterwards, and who found him more or less uncon-

scious, thought that this was its nature. Six weeks after

the accident he complained of pain in the back, loss of

memojy, inability to apply himself, occasional giddiness,

nausea, and want of sleep. He looked anxious and worn,

and his doctor, who had known him for some time, said

that he was undoubtedly much changed in manner and

appearance. He had lost flesh, but all the bodily functions

were natural. He described the fit in the words which

have been given, and said that he had had two or three

since, though not so violent as the first. Shortly after

having left the house, we were summoned to see him. We
learned that an attack or " fit " had begun with screaming,

and we found him lying on the sofa with his eyes closed,

his face very pale, and his pulse small. He took no notice

of our entry into the room, but occasionally sighed. Asked
how he was, he opened his eyes and looked wildly about.

He was then very sick. After vomiting he roused himself,

asked how long we had been there, and said he was
better. Before we left he was apparently asleep. Within
the next two months he had three or four attacks of the

same kind, though of gradually lessening severity. His

claim was settled six months after the accident. Twelve
months afterwards he still suffered in a " slight degree "

from the effects of the injury, but it did not prevent him
from attending to his duties. No later record than this

can be obtained, that six years after the accident he was
still on " active duty." A feature which cannot be omitted

from the history is that this patient wrote repeated, and
what might almost be called "hysterical," letters about

his condition and future prospects, and that he made an
enormous claim, thrice the amount which he ultimately

received, without resort to litigation (see also Cases 1, 20,

59, 149, 230, Appendix).

Nothing is known of this patient^s previous history.
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other tlian that he had always enjoyed good health ; and

the question arises, what was the origin of these hysterical

seizures ? It seems to us that in all probability they

began with syncope, which was a direct result of weakened

power of the heart from the nervous shock, and that they

assumed the form they did from the very fact that the

accident had produced a profound impression on the

patient^s mind. He was reduced to a condition in which

he was ready to be alarmed, and when, after the fainting,

he became partially conscious upon the floor, he screamed

hysterically in very natural and increased fear. And each

subsequent fit began in the same way, by a sensation of

syncope—not perhaps amounting to actual fainting—which

by the alarm it caused him at once determined the scream-

ing and sobbing which were characteristic signs of each

attack. With returning strength and cardiac tone the

seizures lessened in frequency and severity, until at length

they died away. Had the patient been a woman the fits

might have lasted for a much longer time, and been

frequently induced by altogether trifling causes, causes

wholly different perhaps from those which originated the

first attack.

We shall proceed in the next place to the consideration

of cases of exceeding rarity and interest for which it is

most difficult to find any appropriate name. They may,

however,' very rightly be placed in that class which we have

called functional disorder of the nervous system. The

psychical disturbances are more profound than in any of

the cases yet recorded, and in the account of them it will be

well to bear in mind what has been previously said as to

iniuries of the back. The psychical disturbances are

indeed so great that when they are accompanied by some

slight injury to the vertebral column, they seem almost

to shut out the possibility of injury to the spine or its

contents being the real cause of the symptoms. And in

the consideration of injuries to the spine or its varied struc-

tures and contents without apparent mechanical lesion,

cases of this kind are of especial value, in that they are
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merely extreme examples of those far commoner cases,

where there is a lesser degree of mental disturbance and
prostration, and in so much a greater risk that the injury

to the back may be looked upon as the chief element in

the case, and the treatment applied thereto become a source

of much evil to the patient.

In the two cases which are now to follow there was a

history of previous psychical disturbance in the patients

themselves, and of mental instability or insanity in their

families. It is very clear that both were predisposed

to suffer from neurotic disorders should any adequate cause

for them arise.

Case of hypnotic catalepsy, &c.—B. A. B.—, get. 36,

a strong and active man, was in a railway collision at

night, in which a large number of persons were more or

less injured, though the accident was not severe. He
complained shortly afterwards of having been shaken, and
also that his back had received a wrench, owing, he

thought, to his sitting sideways when the collision

occurred. He had one or two slight bruises on one arm
and a sprain of one wrist. For the first few weeks after

the accident there were no symptoms of constitutional

disturbance or of serious injury, but the man said that he

could not hold himself upright, or walk any distance in

consequence of the injury to his back, and the doctors

who saw him thought that he was to some extent exag-

gerating the effects of his injuries. About five weeks
after the accident he suddenly changed; he constantly

repeated that he was going mad, and that he was sure he

was going to be paralysed. He began at the same time

to take violent exercise, walking several miles a day at

great speed. This was followed by a condition of exhaus-

tion, in which he was " wandering and hysterical," and
which was described by a medical man who saw him as

" hysterical mania." This lasted for several days. There
succeeded to this a state which can only be described in

the words recorded at the time. " He is lying in bed on

his right side with his knees drawn up. There is not the
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slightest movement when he is spoken to, or when he is

touched through the bedclothes. There is a continuous

quivering of the upper eyelids. Asked to put out his

tongue there is no response, though when the lips were

pulled apart he seemed to make some effort to open the

jaws and protrude the tip. By raising the lids the pupils

are seen to be equal in size, and they react normally to

light. The aspect of his face is that of complete repose

and disregard, but he is obviously not entirely uncon-

scious. Pulse 56. His arms and hands remain in any

position in which they are placed. The arms and legs

are very much wasted, and the whole body seems

emaciated. The legs are at once drawn up spasmodically

on tickling the soles, and pinching the calves evidently

causes pain, for he groaned and much contorted his face.

On touching any part of the chest or abdomen rather

firmly with the fingers, the whole body, face, and arms

are spasmodically worked, the legs being frequently

abducted and adducted. The abdominal muscles are

almost as hard as a board.^^ He is said to have occa-

sionally an ^^ hysterical fit,^' consisting of spasms all over

the body, beginning with an expression of fright, and

lasting about fifteen minutes. An experienced nurse

attending him says they are not like epileptic fits. He
takes plenty of nourishment, milk and beef tea, but little

or no alcohol. He passes water only once within twenty-

four hours, sometimes groaning beforehand as if in sign

to the nurse. The bowels are never moved without

enema. He lies for hours absolutely motionless, and

three weeks ago he never moved a finger for a whole

day, nor passed water once. A serious feature in the

case is the great wasting, food although taken in abun-

dance seeming to have small influence in maintaining the

bodily nutrition, and he looks as if he might sink and

die. This condition lasted for about six weeks, and then

under the' influence apparently of larger doses of alcohol

—

the increasing exhaustion and wasting having seemed

imperatively to call for it—he began to emerge from the
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state in wMcli he was, to moye in bed, to open his eyes,

to take more solid food, and even to speak a little very

feebly. He was soon able to get up and go about, made
flesh again rapidly, and took some exercise. He was,

however, very nervous and apprehensive, and felt sure he

should never get well. Seven months after the accident

he still complained of his back, and held himself in a

stooping posture. Questions were answered very slowly,

and any required act, such as that of putting out the

tongue, seemed to demand an unnatural effort. From
this time he continued to improve, and in eight months

he was so far well that it was thought right and prudent

to allow him to arrange his compensation.

It bears upon the case that the claim was by no means

large, and there was no reason at any time to believe that

the matter of compensation was unduly affecting the

patient's mind. Of far greater importance is the fact

that there was a strong family history of insanity. His

father and one uncle were " queer,'' a brother had actu-

ally been in an asylum, and his sister is very hysterical.

His own account of the condition in which he lay so long

is " that he knew all that was going on around him, that

he remembered when the doctors came, and knew always

when there were more of them than usual, but that he

could not speak, and supposed that his brain would not

direct him to do so." The sequel of the case is satis-

factory, the following report of him being obtained two

years after his claim was settled, or thirty-three months
after the accident :

—

"^ His recovery was gradual, but with-

out any relapses. He married six months after his claim

was settled, and has one son about two months old. He
has had no illnesses, is at present strong and stout, and

is emigrating some time this month."

It is impossible to conceive that the symptoms in a

case like this could have been in any way dependent

upon injury to the spine, and this much may be said of it

that, when this strange condition supervened, all thought

of injury to the spine as a cause thereof passed from the
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minds of those who were attending him. The man^

indeed^ had himself shown by the violent bodily exercise

which ushered in the mental disturbance that there really

was no sign of paralysis or even weakness in the legs,

and that the pain in the back was very slight indeed.

The condition was essentially one of profound mental dis-

turbance orignated by shock, immediate fright, and the

fear of impending evil, in a man with a strong family taint

of insanity. The higher cerebral faculties seemed for the

time to be in that state of slumber of which we have

already spoken, and the general state was very like that

which has been described by Heidenhain* and others as

occurring in the so-called mesmeric or hypnotic state, and

associated with cataleptic phenomena.

Almost exactly parallel with this case is that of a strong

and healthy man, set 30, who was in a collision, and who

presented the usual signs of having received a sprain of

his back and some general shock to his nervous system.

He lay for long in much the same hypnotic state as the

last patient, alternating with fits of violence and passion.

When he awoke from this, he became the subject of a

delusion that he was being poisoned, and was accordingly,

about ten months after the accident, removed to an asylum.

He remained there about six weeks j and while an inmate

he adopted a peculiar gait, which lasted up to the time

when his claim was settled two years after the accident,

and which formed the ground of a very serious view that

he had received a permanent damage to his spinal cord.

His mode of walking was thus described when he came

out of the asylum :
" He puts the weight of his body on

two sticks placed in advance of him, and draws each leg

* Writing of the disturbances of the motor apparatus which have been

observed during hypnosis he says :
" More or less extensive cataleptic rigor

becomes established; the limbs thus affected remain in any imaginable

position they are placed in. The will has, it is true, not wholly lost influence

over them, but it is exerted with very great difficulty. If, however, with a

great effort, the parts be set in activity, there often results, instead of simple,

convulsive movements which spread to other parts of the body."—Op. cit.,

p. 77.
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alternatelj forward with, the foot much everted. When
about to advance one leg he twists the other inwards on

the toes, so that the latter point forwards instead of

outwards. He keeps the knees quite stiff. In this way-

he shuffles along with great rapidity. As he stood with

his back against the wall, he was asked to lift up his knee,

but he professed utter inability to do so/' Yery careful

examination was made at this time as to the nutrition and

state of the legs, and a report shortly afterwards by a very

able physician runs thus :
'' The reflex irritability and

faradic excitability of the muscles of the lower extremities

are normal ; there is an entire absence of affection of the

bladder or rectum, or of any trophic change, such as mus-

cular atrophy and bed-sores. There is also an entire

absence of muscular tension, rigidity, contraction, or defor-

mity, in the lower limbs. Examination did not enable me
to determine whether any affection existed on the sensory

side, as the patient absolutely refused to answer any ques-

tions. On the whole, my opinion of the case is that it is

an example of many recorded instances in which a slight

and unimportant injury develops various emotional and
hysterical symptoms." At a final visit made to him
before his claim was settled he complained more than ever

of pain in his back, and called out loudly when touched

upon his clothes. While sitting in his chair he could

move his legs in any direction required of him, though

much persuasion was necessary to get him to move them
at all. He suddenly vomited during our visit, without

any precedent sign of nausea or retching. Asked to walk

across the room he essayed to do so after much urging,

and walked in the manner already described. There was no

tremor of the legs during progression, and nothing like

ankle-clonus or the gait which is seen when there is

secondary degeneration of the cord. Subsequently, on being

asked to go into the next room he began to do so, but

almost immediately fell down flat on the floor, whence he was
lifted and carried away. A very large claim for compen-
sation was preferred, and was arranged two years after the
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accident^ not, however, wifhout a resort to litigation.

He shortly afterwards left the house in which he had been

living, and for some time it was not known where he was.

Forty-two months, however, after the accident he was

fortunately seen by one of the medical men who had

visited him during his long illness, and he found him in

perfect bodily health and vigour and the father of another

child. It should be stated, as having an important bear-

ing on the case, that the man^s previous history was

bad. He was always very irascible, and some years

previous to the accident he had been laid up with sun-

stroke. There was also some doubtful history of insanity

in his family.

It will not be thought that this case has been mentioned

unnecessarily when we point out that pain in the back

was throughout a prominent symptom, and that it was

considered by some to be a case of severe injury to the

spine. From the first moment, indeed, treatment was

specially directed to his vertebral column, and a most

careless examination of the urine, which was found to be

feebly alkaline after it had been standing for some time,

seemed to lend support to the diagnosis that there had

been injury to the spinal cord.

It need cause no surprise that there were wide differ-

ences of opinion as to the nature of this case. " Sham-

ming,^^ on the one hand, to sclerosis of the lateral columns,

preceded and originated by a meningitis, on the other,

formed the two extremes. The truth lay between them,

and that opinion turned out correct which held that it was

essentially a case of functional disturbance, and that as

there was no special reason or symptom to place any

lesion in the spinal cord, the man would in all probability

get perfectly well. The previous history of the patient

showed that he was liable to serious psychical disturbance,

but it is only right to add that the motive in this case for

maintaining the neurotic state was exceedingly strong.

We believe that control might have been exercised by this

man far more easily than by the patient whose history
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came before (vide ante, p. 219). The diagnosis of

" shamming " was not ours^ but from various circumstances

of the case, to which we need not h.ere refer, we hold that

he approached much nearer wilful representation of the

symptoms. That there never was any lesion of the

spinal cord the issue of the case has abundantly proved,

and we cannot help thinking that such a diagnosis would

never have been raised were the influences of the mind
upon the body more fully recognised, and were it not un-

fortunately regarded as almost a matter of course that the

injuries received in, and the symptoms seen after, railway

collision must be due to " concussion of the spine," and

be followed by the chronic meningitis, and the myelitis,

and the " inflammatory irritation of the membranes,^^ of

which we hear so much but which no man has yet seen.

15



CHAPTER YII

MALINGEEING

Is the condition before us real or feigned ? is a question

whicli most of us have sometimes to ask ourselves in the

routine of daily practice. A right answer is obviously

fraught with moment to both doctor and patient^ and yet

the difficulty of giving a right answer may be very great.

The simulations of disease are so many and various, aber-

rations from typical symptoms of disease are so unaccount-

able and strange, the idiosyncrasies of individuals, and

the motives whereby they may be influenced, are so

obscure, that the diagnosis of a feigned disorder may
become well-nigh impossible. That a study of feigned

diseases, however, is not without interest and importance,

let the special treatises devoted to them in many languages,

and let the chapters thereon in any of the standard works

on medical jurispudence bear witness. We do not here

intend to deal with that kind of malingering about which

much has been written, nor in briefly directing attention

to the study of feigned diseases, to draw our observations

and conclusions from sources which are as open to others

as to ourselves. We desire rather to offer some remarks

on the special kind of malingering which is to be met

with after injuries, or after no injuries, received in railway

accidents ; for although it has not been our purpose in

this work to treat especially of the darker side of human

nature, it is nevertheless a fact that there is no class of

cases which in the present day so frequently suggests these

questions to the practitioner of medicine :—Is the condition

before him real or feigned ? is the story told him false or

true ?
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It is requisite,, however, in the first place^ to say some-

thing about malingering" in general^ and of those conditions

more especially which, without due care^ we might regard

as fictitious when they are really genuine. Turning to a

recent and able work on ' Medical Jurisprudence/ by

Prof. Ogston, we find the following classification of feigned

diseases :
*—" (1) Feigned diseases, strictly so called, or

those which are altogether fictitious. (2) Factitious

diseases, or those which are wholly produced by the

patient, or at least with his connivance j and to these have

been added by some writers, (3) Exaggerated diseases, or

those which, existing in some degree or form, are pretended

by the party to exist in a greater degree or different form
;

and (4) Aggravated diseases, or those which, originating

in the first instance without the person^s concui*rence, are

intentionally increased by artificial means." It will serve

no practical purpose to adopt this classification as our

guide, admirable though it be ; for we shall find clinically

that cases often fall into one category quite as well as into

another. It helps, however, to some extent as a pioneer

and to clear the ground.

A large number of the cases of real malingering of

which we read in books are drawn from certain sections

of the community. The soldier—proverbial when " old "

—the sailor, and the prisoner in jail have provided many
of the most striking and remarkable of published cases.

In such there are obvious reasons for assuming disease

when they have it not : the soldier or sailor to avoid

foreign service, or the dangers of battle ; the prisoner to

escape the daily toil which is his penalty and his portion.

It is a common characteristic of most feigned diseases

that they have in them some trace of reality, some founda-

tion, so to say, of the symptoms complained of, or of the

physical condition shown. The prisoner who declares that

stiffness of his knee prevents his working on the treadmill,

or stiffness of arm and back the turning of the crank, has

* Lect. XXllI, 'Lectures on Medical Jurisprudeuce,' 8vo, 1878, p. 334.
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revived perhaps the memory of an old bruise or pain

which he now says gives him trouble. That is our own
experience and others have said the same. The duty of

the surgeon, nay, the very essence of his calling, is to be

able to recognise and estimate the value of the state before

him, or of the story which he has been told.* Depend
upon ifc, if a man has not known disease at the bedside,

if from want of familiarity with disease he cannot rightly

weigh and balance its different symptoms and signs, he

will be almost certainly deceived when a case of fictitious

disease comes before him. An apt though simple

illustration of the risk of deception may be taken from

the attitude and position of joints in real and assumed

disease. He must be more expert than are most malin-

gerers who can make his knee-joint, for instance, show

the ordinary symptoms of veritable disease of synovial

membrane, cartilage, or bone. Let us put aside the

physical signs—heat, swelling, and the like, which may
be absent—and glance only at the position of the

limb. " Permit me," writes Mr. Hilton in his lectures

on ' Rest and Pain,'t " to refer to this constantly flexed

state of an inflamed joint : Take, for example, that of the

hip : I venture to say that no gentleman here ever saw

an inflamed hip-joint with the leg extended. ... In

the case of the knee-joint, when inflamed it is always

flexed. Curiously enough, the malingerer,, wishing to

deceive and to impose, almost always endeavours to indicate

his long-continued and extreme suffering by fully extend-

ing the leg. But this extended position displays the

imposition."

We may meet, moreover, with patients who, while not

pretending to be afflicted with actual joint disease, never-

theless affirm to you that joints have become stiff, and that

* " It is the doctor's daily labour to unravel the meaning of pain,

whether it has a real seat or whether it is subjective. No rules for diagnosis

can be laid down ; every case must stand on its merits."—Wilks, op. cit.,

p. 374.

t 2nd edit., p. 156.
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they cannot move theii' limbs. Eeference need not be made
to tlie well-known and recognised causes of stiffness and

anchylosis of joints, suffice it that the entire absence of

them, whether it be in the history of the case, of the

injury inflicted, or the course of the disease, will reveal a

flaw in the evidence sufiicient to raise suspicion. Sus-

picion grows into tolerable certainty if we be careful to

observe the conduct of the person under examination. A
man came to the out-patient room of St. Mary's Hospital

complaining that he could not work because of stiffness

in the right elbow and inability to straighten his arm.

He said he had fallen on his elbow a month before, but it

was clear from his statements on questioning that the

injury had not been at all severe. Comparison of the two

elbow-joints showed an entire absence of physical signs,

and there was no wasting of the limb. Noticing, in

examination, that attempts to flex or extend his arm
were forcibly resisted, he was told to look in the opposite

direction, questions were asked him unconnected with his

arm, and there was at once no difficulty in bringing it

to natural and full extension. A turn of his head and

eyes towards the affected limb was immediately followed

by active flexion to the original degree. Complete flexion

also could be produced under like circumstances. Exami-

nation of both arms simultaneously seemed to confuse

him, for he called out with pain when pressure was made
on the sound limb. Such inconsistencies as were met

with here ought, at any rate, to place us on our guard,

and we should hardly have thought it necessary to point

them out, did not we sometimes meet with the like methods

of imposture, and had we not known of cases where the

deception had been successful. A man based a large

demand for compensation from a railway company on

stiffness of his elbow and inability to move his arm, the

result of a collision. A verdict incommensurate with his

expectations having been recorded, he threw up his arms

and exclaimed, " My God ! Tm a ruined man.'' With
greater decorum both of language and gesture, he might
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have waited until tlie rising of the Court before he moved
his rigid limb.

Take another view of the impostor^s art. We may find

him adopting devices to produce conditions which^ in

themselves alarming, are yet seen to be without significance

when every feature of the case is examined. A prisoner

took to his bed complaining of great pain and swelling of

the abdomen. Although the belly was enormously dis-

tended and tympanitic^ there was no other sign of illness

about him
J
and there was an entire absence of any one

condition on which tympanitis usually depends. After a

few days^ observation^ and having carefully weighed all

the facts of the case, the surgeon came to the conclusion

that the man purposely induced the distension by swallow-

ing air. Loudly enough for the prisoner to hear him, he

accordingly whispered to the warder, " When I come
to-morrow I shall bring an instrument to tap him." On
the moi'row the tympanitis had disappeared.*

A further illustration may be drawn from cases—^by no

means uncommon—where patients assure you that they

are losing blood in large quantities from the bowel.

Now the causes of heemorrhage from the bowel are well

known, though we must admit that, from their very number
and variety, an exact diagnosis may be exceedingly diflBcult.

The malingerer, however, forgets that profuse heemorrhage

—and it is of profuse hsemorrhage of which he invariably

complains—gives rise to well-defined symptoms due to loss

of blood. Who ever saw a patient losing blood, either in

alarming quantities or in small amounts spread over a long

time, with a florid lip, a tranquil pulse, a cool skin ? Should

not the presence of every indication of health warn us that we
have to deal with something altogether unusual ? Should

* The same method of imposture is recorded hy Gavin (' Feigned and

Factitious Diseases,' p. 298), who writes :
" This affection, tympanitis, has

been so successfully feigned as to deceive a board of French medical officers

;

but this iudividual possessed the extraordinary power of greatly distending his

abdomen by swallowing air. He, however, obtained an unqualified exemption

from military service by presenting himself in this state, with clothes made

for the occasion."
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we be doing rightly if we paid little or no attention to the

general condition of the patient^ and endeavoured to estimate

his case by simply hearing the story he told us, without

examining the blood which he showed ? Thus it was that

an erroneous diagnosis was made of a case where pints of

blood, not the man's own, were presented as having been

passed per rectu'm ; thus also in another case where a man
showed from the same supposed source prodigious quantities

of "blood and corruption. '"' Both were cases of imposition

—

subsequently known and proved—after railway accidents
;

and yet in both the fraud was successful, because there

was neglect of the precautions we have named. Given

such conditions as these absolutely alone, without cause

discoverable, or without result, can we not say of them
at once, " Impossible, untrue ?

'' Slight tingeing of

hardened faeces with blood after the bowels have been

constipated from a few days' confinement in bed, gives the

cue perhaps to the man who is ready to utilise and magnify

anything abnormal which he can find ; and careful exam-

ination in the early days of such complaints would do much
to arrest the development of outrageous fraud.

In the same category it is not amiss to refer to dilata-

tion of pupil induced by the use of atropine. " The access

to atropine or belladonna,'' writes Mr Hutchinson, " on

the part of the public is now so easy that we cannot be

surprised that we encounter mydriasis as the result of

an accidental and perhaps unknown use of this agent, or

of its use with intention to deceive. It is the first ques-

tion which will occur to a surgeon on seeing a dilated

pupil, ' Has atropine been used ? ' and he must be on his

guard in cases of hasty denial. Many patients deny at

first that they have used drops, in whom cross-examination

will establish the fact. Either it had been forgotten, or

the drops had been put in by a chemist or surgeon, and

not thought to be of importance. Not unfrequently,

however, the ophthalmic surgeon has to encounter cases

of intentional deception. These occur usually in young

women of emotional tendencies. Not a week ago a highly
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cultivated young lady consulted me for 'pemphigus/

Slie had blebs all over the left half of her body. But

these blebs were, some of them, not round but oblong, in

a style which no skin disease ever assumes, and very

obviously the result of the application of a brush. She

was liable also, I was told, to attacks of dilatation of the

pupils and loss of ability to read. These attacks usually

lasted a week. This case is only an example of what has

frequently come under my notice. Although it is possible

to use atropine in such a weak solution that the ciliary

muscle is not affected, yet in most of these cases a more

complete effect is obtained, and the loss of power to read

is produced in addition to mydriasis. If the latter be

present alone, and if it persist for long, the suspicion of

deception may be put aside."*

We shall not attempt to enter in any detail into the

feio-nings of paralysis and kindred nerve diseases. The

same principles must guide us, and we shall find them

very seldom fail. The artifice may be clever, and well

devised ; it may be long sustained and free fi^om variation ;

but it is rare, most rare, most difficult for the malingerer

to simulate with accuracy a real disease. He exaggerates
;

that which he could not do he does ; he will not do that

which he could do if his state were real ; and you find

that his symptoms are such as you have never seen or

known resulting from any affection of the brain, the

spinal cord, or the nervous system generally. Subjective

symptoms largely predominate, and we shall observe

that such objective symptoms as he has are mostly

those over which he can exercise his will. He cannot

make his eyelid droop ; his tongue does not always deviate,

nor is the angle of his mouth always drawn ; he knows

not how to paralyse his bladder; there are no bed-

sores ; he does not waste ; his palsied limb resists exam-

ination j his fits occur at convenient moments when he

cannot harm himself, or when he can be under the obser-

* " On the Symptom-significance of different states of tlie Pupil," ' Brain,

vol. i, p. 462.
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vation of those wlio know not their impoi't or their signs
;

in his coma he is not unconscious, and added to all he has

the aspect of health, nor is any vital function deranged

(see Case 181, Appendix).*

Thus much for some of the grosser and more obvious

simulations of disease. It behoves us in the next place

to consider the opportunities which old injuries, previous

disease or change, may give the malingei'er for the practice

of imposture. Hydi-oceles, varicoceles, hernige, fatty

tumours, sloughing gummata, sebaceous cysts, and dis-

tended bursae are some of the conditions which we ourselves

have seen people attempt to palm off as having been

caused by the shock of a railway collision. Surely such

patients must fondly imagine that in very deed we " walk

the hospitals " in order to gain a practical knowledge of

disease !

It is singular, when we come to look at it, how ignorant

some persons seem to be of the existence of deformities or

states of body which must have been endured for long.

No better example could be given than that of a shoe-

maker, 70 years of age, who came to St. Mary's Hospital

complaining of pain over the right side of the thorax.

When he had been stripped it was found that he had

lateral curvature of the spine to an extreme degree. He
said that this condition was quite of recent date, and that

he had only noticed it since he felt the pain. Judged

by itself alone his ^tory was enough to cause alarm, but

it was clear, both from the ossification of his costal carti-

lages, and from the fact that not a single cubit had been

taken from his stature, that this spinal curvature was old,

in all probability nearly as old as the man himself. Had
it been an acute change at this time of life, and had the

* " In peripheral paralysis of thefacial the expression of the face is very

striking, for, owing to the loss of muscular tension on one side, it falls, whilst

the opposite side is drawn up. This distortion is much increased in smiling or

talking, or whenever the influence of the will is exerted on the muscles

"

(Wilks, op. cit., p. 439), But in laughing or talking the impostor moves, he

cannot help moving, the paralysed side, and the asymmetry becomes less

instead of more obvious. We have a case in mind.
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pain which brought him to the hospital been due to the

curvature, or been a symptom of some serious malady

which lay behind it, a simple liniment and a tonic would

not have restored him in a short time to his usual state of

health. True, in this case there was no desire to impose

;

but how readily, under other circumstances, might such

a deformity have been used as the foundation of a fraud !

We should not refer to the absence of perfect symmetry

between the two halves of the body had we not so often

seen some trifling difference in the facial lines, or some

excess in size of one limb over the other, and of one

half of the spinal muscles over the other half regarded,

when taken by themselves, as evidence of very grave

disease.

The following case is an admirable example of want of

accurate symmetry :—W. G—, a labourer aged 42, came

to the out-patient room of St. Mary^s Hospital on June 12,

1878, saying that on waking yesterday afternoon from his

usual twenty minutes nap after dinner he found his right

arm and hand " numb,^' his fingers and thumb flexed, and

his wrist dropped. We need not dwell on this paralysis

of the extensor muscles further than to say that it was only

partial, and that it was accompanied by some tenderness

above the elbow on the inner side of the arm, and by a small

angesthetic area over the ball of the thumb. As is usualunder

such conditions recovery was slow, and six weeks after he

was first seen, although he was then able to work, he had not

regained full use of his wrist and hand. Interesting though

this part of the case may be, the special point to which we

would refer is the fact that the left side of the man's face

was almost entirely wanting in facial lines, while their

presence on the right side gave him the appearance of

having left facial paralysis. To the palsy of the arm there

thus appeared to be added paralysis of one side of the face,

and the combination might have suggested grave disease,

had not a careful inquiry into every circumstance of the case

led to the diagnosis that this asymmetry was peculiar to

the individual. And this opinion was subsequently con-
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firmed by tlie patient himself. But how easily, under

the besetting temptations of railway injury, might a

hastily expressed conclusion as to the pathological origin

of such a state have given an unscrupulous patient the

opportunities of using his natural peculiarity for purposes

of deception and fraud. We meet with such conditions

every day, and it is of supreme importance that we should

duly recognise and rightly estimate them, not only that

we may allay the anxiety of the patient who honestly

believes his old complaint is new, but also that we may
nip the means of deception in their very bud, and not

ourselves unwittingly become the impostor's friend.

We must, however, be careful above all things that

we do not unjustly attribute to any one the design of

deliberate and wilful deception, for, bordering on the very

confines of assumed disease, we meet with many of those

examples of functional, hysterical, emotional, or neuro-

mimetic disorders, wherein the sufferers are not more likely

to deceive others than to deceive themselves. That the

manifestations of hysteria are not of necessity feigned or

due to expectant attention is shown by the fact that they may
be found even in young children who have what may be called

the requisite hysterical neurosis. Some remarkable cases

of " Hysterical analgesia in children '' have been recently

recorded by Dr Barlow,* which show conclusively that a sym-

ptom of hysteria, which in the adult may lead to the sus-

picion of imposture, may be seen in children so young that

the very idea of feigning is out of the question. The one

common characteristic of all these cases, as has been already

pointed out, lies in a strange perversion and abeyance of

volitional power or will, whereby each action, word, and

thought, seem to run riot, as it were, for want of due

control. Largely unreal and independent of structural

change, the symptoms admit of easy exaggeration and

representation whenever the uncontrolled whim of the

moment shall allow ; but having grown, step by step, out

of slighter conditions which there was neither the wish

* ' British Medical Journal,' vol ii, 1881, p. 892.
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nor the determination to subdue, they seem in their very-

nature to exclude deliberate imposture. Practically, too,

we know that the kind of treatment these functional

disorders require is very different from that which sufl&ces

to cure ailments altogether feigned. Be the condition,

however, what it may, we must remember that to the

patients themselves it is very real : the pain, the stiffness,

the palsy, are to them as great as they are described, or

as full of evil consequences as it is imagined and believed
;

and though we may regard these symptoms as of little

moment in themselves, we must not look upon them as

altogether feigned. Here is a good example. A strong

and healthy looking girl, aged 16, was admitted into St.

Mary's Hospital on September 13th. She gave an

obscure history of injury to the left knee, but more

precise and definite was her stOry that for two years she

had sufi^ered from pain in the left hip, and that quite

recently she had been six weeks in bed in a country

hospital, with a long splint applied for disease of the left

hip-joint. While in bed her heel had become drawn up

and her foot extended, and she was now hardly able to

walk, her left leg being always advanced in front of her,

the foot fully extended, and the toes only touching the

ground. Exaunnation revealed an entire absence of

physical signs, a thing in itself remarkable in hip-joint

disease of two years^ duration. There was great hyper-

sensitiveness all about the pelvis, thigh, and leg of the

affected side, and to a hardly less degree on the corres-

ponding parts of the sound limb. She said she was quite

unable to flex her foot, but at the same time she offered

active resistance to this movement being made for her.

Under chloroform—which, by the way, the malingerer will

never take—on September 17 her foot at once assumed a

natural position, and it was thus fixed firmly on a splint.

Two days, however, had not gone by before her leg had

been worked out of the splint and her foot was again in

the same position as before. She now begged to be

allowed to get up ; occupation was found for her in the
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Wfird and encouragement was given her that she would get

well. Manipulation of the ankle was resorted to_, and was
usually accompanied by convulsive crying. It was notice-

able in these manipulations that the foot could be brought

to a state of flexion only when her crying distracted her

attention, and that when she left off crying she used every

effort to extend it as before. She believed_, however, that

the manipulation did her good. She improved day by day,

began to walk slowly about the ward, went into the garden,

and when she left the hospital, on September 30, her gait

was natural and free from lameness or suffering. Cases

such as this are not uncommon in both sexes after the

injury and distressing shock of railway accidents. They
may degenerate into wilful deception, for the means and
opportunity are ever at hand. But without the most
careful scrutiny and inquiry it would be an error to look upon
such conditions as generally fictitious or purposely feigned.

Of the cases which have already been given in illustra-

tion of the various points and principles which it behoves

us to bear in mind, we have designedly drawn the greater

number from, ordinary hospital work ; and they are of

value in showing that no special practice is required to

teach us many important lessons which bear upon the

subject, and that these can be learned from cases which
are around and beside us every day.

Turning, in the next place, to the more special topic of

malingering after railway accidents, we have to acknow-
ledge, as we had to acknowledge before in speaking of the

after-history of nervous shock, that ordinary hospital

patients provide little opportunity for gaining familiarity

with the kind of malingering with which we have now to

deal.* We find, however, that that one element is now
obvious, which is so often wanting or obscure in many of

the fictitious symptoms with which we may have to do.

We refer to the motive which is the stimulus for, and the

* Tliey did not, but the Employer's Liability Act is providing the oppor-

tunity and temptation, as we have seen in several cases in hospital practice

duriu'T the last lichtten months.
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prime agent in, tlie assumption of illness and disease. The
motive lies in the fact that the law of the land entitles a

man to compensation for damage to Ms person and loss in

his business consequent on the negligence of the public

company which had engaged to carry him. Has his injury

been great ; has he lost a limb, or been otherwise maimed

;

or has his life been then, or in the future, imperilled ; it is

almost needless to remark that, while no money can

adequately compensate him, the amount to be paid him
must of necessity be large. When, however, the injury

is trivial and passing, when there is neither structural

damage nor prospect of lasting enfeeblement of body or

mind, it is evident that the amount of money sufficient to

compensate him ought to be very small. And herein, in

the endeavour to gain large compensation for small injuries,

the maling-erer j&nds reason and excuse for practising

deception in order to magnify his claim. The motive is

one requiring great moral courage to resist. Many a man
whose character has known hitherto no stain, has yielded

to the temptation, and has thereby lowered himself in

general esteem. Too often have railway accidents had a

baneful influence on the lives of men, whose greatest

calamity it has been, not that they have received physical

injuries which have maimed their bodies, but that their

moral natures have been seared and tainted by abandon-

ment to this temptation, the escape from which they would

not see.- It is not the language of sentiment but of sober

fact, when we say that whole households are sometimes

made miserable by the devices to which it is needful to

resort in order to obtain the desired end. Hopes conceived

of future gain, thoughts centred on the one aim in view,

and but a sorry consolation when the day of reckoning has

come. So powerful indeed is the motive that we find

persons taking for long to their beds, abstaining from food,

shutting themselves up, neglecting their business, and

making themselves weak in body and wretched in mind.

It is very curious how like one another are the means

adopted in different cases. Few things are more extra-
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ordinary in the history of imposture after railway accidents

than the knowledge possessed by persons in the humbler

walks of life of the kinds of injury which are popularly

deemed inevitable in a collision. Provincial journals often

publish in considerable detail the cases and symptoms of

those who have^ either by litigation or otherwise, received

compensation for injuries, and therein may be gained,

perhaps, both method and suggestion for adopting a

similar course to that which has been successful before.

We saw a patient not long ago who was making a large

claim for trifling injuries. He was a small publican well

up in years, and he had some of the usual symptoms of

enlarged prostate. When this was pointed out to him

by those who saw him as the real cause of his trouble, he

replied, ^' No, it is my spinal cord to which all my sym-

ptoms are due.^^ Are these things learned in books, or

whence does the knowledge come ? " Drag your leg,

you fool, don't you see the doctor coming !
" called out

by a workman to a fellow who had been in a railway

accident, and whom a doctor was on the way across the

yard to see, was but the audible expression of many a

like lesson which may with greater ease and subtlety be

learned or told in the tranquil solitude of a sick room.

And yet it is unusual, we think, to meet with cases where

it would be possible to say with certainty that no injury

has been received at all. The pain of some trifling bruise

or strain is exaggerated and unduly prolonged, and thence

are developed other conditions and complaints in whose very

obscurity lie the ready means of untruthfulness and decep-

tion. The wide-spread, yet erroneous, impression both

throughout the profession and the laity that the effects of a

railway collision are most likely to be remote, does much to

foster a sense of uncertainty and alarm, and to give the

malingerer scope for the course which he intends to pursue.

Hence it happens that it is after the most trivial accidents, or

in cases where no definite injury has been sustained upon

which to base a claim, we hear most often of the obscure,

subjective, and intangible symptoms and complaints which
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are supposed to indicate some serious damage to the

nervous system, and to forbid all prospect of future

recovery. And we ask if this is not a very strange

anomaly, something altogether extraordinary, that it is only

the slightest injuries which are followed by these purely

subjective symptoms, whose very obscurity gives rise to

alarm ? Is not some light, however, thrown upon them
by the facts of accumulated experience, that these symptoms
vanish and the complaints are no more heard when the

motive for their existence is at an end ? Have we not

strong grounds for doubting their genuineness and reality ?

Are we right in ignoring the absence of early symptoms

and signs of injury or shock, and in assuming that a con-

dition is alarming, or a prognosis grave, simply from

assurances of the patients themselves ? And yet this is

what we see far too often in dealing with cases of alleged

injury after railway accidents. Little regard is paid to the

early condition and to the actual state of the patient, and

iindue attention is given to ceaseless complaints of hidden

symptoms, whose real existence we should be all the more

cautious in acknowledging, being as they are without

objective signs, and traceable to no injury met with in the

beginning. Time runs on, the complaints become louder

and more continuous; and forensic eloquence, it may be,

is left to tell a harrowing tale of the frightful collision,

and of a nervous system shattered and beyond repair.

We trust that we are not ourselves lapsing into the

" region of nisi jprius.'^ These are facts, however, and we
would that they were more widely known. That cases of

severe and unquestionable injury should usually go on to

recovery, or to such restoration as the nature of the injury

will allow ; and on the other hand, that cases of slight

injury, hastening in ordinary circumstances to recovery

without complication or sequelge, should after railway col-

lision be followed by innumerable and protracted subjec-

tive symptoms on which not a finger can be laid, are facts

to arrest attention and to call for explanation. And, the

simplest explanation is the best. In the one set of cases
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there is an obvious basis of compensation for the definite

injuries received ; while in the other there is little or no

such basis^ and there arise exaggeration, and unreality, and

subjective symptoms to make the specious foundation of

a claim. But enough perhaps, directly and indirectly, as

to the motive for malingering. It is notorious, and it

has an all-powerful influence over the course and symptoms

of railway injuries.

Let us now learn from definite examples something of

the ways of malingerers. A travelling agent, aged 58,

received, in a very trifling collision, a blow over the right

iliac crest. He complained at the time, so he said, to a

fellow-passenger of being hurt, and of feeling rather faint.

There was never any mark of bruise, and his medical

attendant—a hospital surgeon well able to judge—thought

his injury altogether trivial. The patient, however, abstained

from his work ; nor did he resume it until eleven months

had passed away. During this time he complained of pain

about the right hip which compelled him to use a stick

and made him walk lame ; of pain in the head; of inability

to sleep ; of poor appetite and nausea ; of constipation

;

of such general weakness as to prevent him from walking

a mile, and that only now and then ; of impaired vision so

that he could only read the largest type ; of loss of

memory ; and of incapacity to apply his mind to anything,

so that neither physically nor mentally did he feel himself

fit for any occupation. He frequently stayed in bed for

the whole day, and rarely got up before twelve ; for days

together he never went out of doors, and he took the very

smallest quantity of food. Thus he gradually acquired a

worn and anxious aspect, and looked pale, thin, and ill.

No known means of examination were able to discover

any -sign whatevesr of injury or disease ; and although he

twice undertook journeys of some two hundred miles to

be seen by a well-known oculist, could we ever with the

ophthalmoscope find a trace of disease in his eyes, or of

any cause for his loss of vision. No remedies adopted

seemed to have the slightest effect upon him. Liniments

16
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did not sootlie his pain ; soporifics did not make him sleep^

and tonics improved neither his appetite nor his strength.

On only one occasion did he give a clue to the absence of

perfect genuineness and reality in his case. To a surgeon

who had several times examined him by request of

the railway company^ the patient one day remarked, as he

left the house, '^YouVe got a cob-web on your hat, per-

haps youM like to brush it off." He was known to be at

this time, and he had been formerly, in pecuniary diffi-

culties. He made a very large claim. This was ulti-

mately settled, and he forthwith went into the country

for change of air. He returned home in a fortnight look-

ing, and saying that he was in every respect, perfectly

well. He resumed his work at once and has continued it

up to the present tinae, now many years since the accident.

Could recovery in this case have taken place in so short

a time had the symptoms and complaints not been pur-

posely induced, maintained, or fabricated ? Is it not as

well-nigh certain as can be that had not the prospect of

compensation held out the temptation to this man to make
the very worst of his injury, with the hope of pecuniary

profit to himself, he would have been laid up for not

more than two or three days ? And yet he was an

invalid for eleven months ; a wretched picture, indeed,

of induced malaise, but a malingerer nevertheless,

purposely maintaining his condition in order to increase

his claim.

We will now compare two cases out of the same

accident, those of a father and son. The father, a man
in a small way of business, aged 68, was seen in bed at

an hotel in a provincial town the morning after a bad

collision. He was unable to give any account of the

accident, having been stunned by a blow which had closed

both his eyes. He also had a broken rib, and was much
bruised elsewhere. He had had about two hours^ sleep

in the night, had rallied, and felt better. A week later

he was still mending, and although he was pulled down
by rather severe epistaxis, he was able in twenty-four days
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to be moved home. There he continued to go on well.

In six months his claim was arranged without trouble for

a reasonable sum, and when we saw him again three

months afterwards he looked and said he was perfectly

well.

The son, a strong and powerful man, aged 24, a

messenger by occupation, was not stunned and was

able to help his father to the hotel. When seen on the

following day he said he had had a good night, but that

he felt rather shaken. He had a slight bruise on the

right knee, and a simple fracture of the third metacarpal

bone of the left hand. A week later, to our astonishment,

we found him still in bed, but neither in aspect, tempe-

rature, nor pulse was there anything abnormal, and he

had been able to eat and enjoy from the very morning

after the accident three meat meals a day. He was

ordered up, and he would have been sent home immediately

had not the illness of his father obliged him to stay.

When he got home he at once, and by the aid of a

litigious lawyer, took steps to make an exorbitant claim

against the railway company. Two months after his

return we learned that he had not yet resumed his work.

The reasons assigned for this were that he had giddiness

and pain in the head, that his memory was bad, and his

sleep disturbed by dreams of the accident, that he was

very weak and incapable of work, and that he could

not trust himself to apply himself to anything. His knee

and hand were still in bandages, the arm being carried

in a sling. We failed to discover any sign whatever of

ill-health about him. Thus he continued to complain and

to live in idleness until ten months had flown, when a jury

awarded him a sum in reasonable compensation, or about

one fourth of that which he had demanded. He was then

to every appearance and test in perfect health, and seldom

we imagine has so strong and robust a man sworn to so

wretched a state of body and mind.

The next is a good illustration of the weeping impostor.

A man, aged 42, strong and healthy, was in two slight
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collisions. In the first there was no evidence or history

of his having received any blow or injury. He stated,

however, that the day after the accident he felt weak,

ached all over, and had pains in the loins and legs as if

he had a cold. No amendment took place, nor had he

indeed been free from suffering up to the time when we
saw him eight months afterwards. He then complained

of weakness and fatigue, of bad sleep and loss of memory,

and of such great nervousness that the whistle of an

engine or the sound o£ a train threw him into a state of

excitement. His manner was whining, and he made
several attempts to cry. His medical attendant had

never found any evidence of illness beyond the statements

made to him by the man himself. Neither in his general

aspect, nor in the action of any one of his organs could

any sign of ill-health be discovered. He abstained from

work for fifteen months, and at once resumed it on the

settlement of his claim, then grown in size through length

of alleged suffering and loss. Two years went by, and

he was fortunate enough to be in a second collision in

which he received a trifling bruise on one leg. He at

once abstained from work, placed himself under medical

care, made precisely the same complaints as before, and

presented as little evidence of ill-health. Again there

were months of idleness, and again the settlement of claim

and immediate recovery and return to work.

Further examples of this particular kind of malingering

are, we think, hardly necessary, although we might give

many which, with insignificant variations, have followed

the same course. They are often styled cases of " shock

to the nervous system." Their chief characteristic is the

obscurity, the intangibility, and entire subjectivity of all

the symptoms and complaints which disappear at a parti-

cular moment. They are not rarely accompanied by some

manifest disturbance of health which is induced, we feel

sure, by the mode of life to which the individual restricts

himself. Can want of proper occupation and exercise act

otherwise than harmfully even to a healthy man ? Sleep
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becomes unsound_, the bowels are sluggisb, appetite fails^

the glow of healthy energy aud vitality is lost^ and there

is no longer the picture of perfect health. Be the bodily

derangement thereby great or be it infinitesimally small^

health and vigour are restoredj and work is resumed, as

soon as it is no longer incumbent on the man to appear ill

and to remain idle, and when the requisite effort to return to

a natural mode of life is once more allowed. The man has

nursed himself into a state of illness and has thereby

generated a condition of " spurious nervous shook/^ and

if he only has the prudence to complain of his back,

his case becomes a grave one of ^' concussion of the

spine.''^

We meet with yet other cases presenting combinations

of obscure subjective symptoms and of precise objective

signs which throw mutual light upon each other, or which

perchance may tend to make a diagnosis still more difficult.

A traveller by occupation, aged 63, out of employ, took to

his bed and called in a doctor three days after a most trifling

bump against the stop-blocks in a station. He made the

usual complaints of pain, of shock to his nervous system,

dimness of vision, loss of memory and the like, but there was

never any sign whatever of ill-health or functional derange-

ment beyond what might be fairly attributed to some

atheroma of the aorta. The extravagance of his language

and his exaggerated estimate of all his complaints were

in themselves enough to raise suspicion as to their reality.

Objectively he complained of loss of power in the right

arm with stiffness of the right elbow, and of a putty-like

sensation of the left leg below the knee and stiffness of

that joint. In all ordinary movements, such as undressing

or helping himself out of bed, he used the right arm quite

as much as the left. It presented no difference from its

fellow, though when speaking to him about it he always

held it against his side. He resisted with great force

when you attempted to bend it, and he called out loudly,

as if from pain, when you touched the arm, however lightly,

about the elbow-joint. His left leg showed no physical
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signs of injury or disease about tlie knee. Held usually

rigid and stiff, he resisted any attempts at passive flexion.

Flexion to the slightest degree, he said, caused him great

agony, although his face showed no sign of suffering. On
another occasion he complained of excessive hypersesthesia

of the left knee, however gently you touched it with the

finger, although he pulled up and put down his trousers

over it with perfect composure. He complained of great

agony in his bladder, although he only passed water at

natural intervals and in proper quantity, and he could hold

it for six, eight, or even twelve hours. He stayed in bed

about ten weeks, and took, as he admitted, hardly any food.

Towards the close of the twelve months, during which this

state of things went on, he had become somewhat weak

and thin. He quite early had made an exorbitant claim,

and as this was naturally resisted, litigation was in the

end the means of decision. While waiting for his action

to come on the man was to be seen walking about near

the court with the lame stiff leg, and the flexed arm held

rigid to his side. His action over, he there and then

resumed a natural gait, all trace of lameness having passed

away. Were the subjective symptoms less unreal than

those which so quickly vanished ?

Now let us give another case which offers, perhaps,

greater difficulties in diagnosis. Omitting details of the

usual subjective ailments, the objective symptoms were

frequent vomiting, and such great infirmity of limb that

walking was only slow and laboured. The surgeon who
saw the man on behalf of the railway company and who

gave the history of this case felt sure from all he saw that

the symptoms were far from genuine, and among them

that the vomiting itself was a deliberate volitional act. It

was, to say the least, a suspicious feature in the case that

the patient had been seen, when he thought he was out

of sight, to start off at a natural pace swinging the stick

on which but a moment before he had been compelled to

lean. Knowing all this, the surgeon felt it his duty to tell

the private medical attendant what he thought about the
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case, and he resolved to do so when on tbe next occasion

they were to meet at the doctor's house to see the patient.

Having told him his opinion^ the doctor pointed out the

utter impossibility, in his belief, of so grave a symptom
being voluntary, and took him into his own yard to show
how the man had vomited since he came to his house not

long before. The surgeon's opinion, nevertheless, re-

mained unchanged, and the result of the case justified

and comfirmed it. Infirm of body and mind, incapable

of work, vomiting up to the day of his action for

damages, the man immediately recovered when litigation

was over. To those who have never seen such cases

it may appear almost incredible that a symptom like this

can be volitional and unreal.* Take, however, into con-

sideration every circumstance and feature of the case

;

learn what has been the original injury ; recognise how
singular it is that a symptom, alarming in itself, should

be by itself independent, and without ill result; remember
how powerful is the motive for deception ; inquire what

steps the patient is taking to gain the desired end, and

we have the means, if we will only use them, of arriving

at a right diagnosis.

We cannot omit a reference to the frequent assumption

of injury to the " spine.""

We saw not long ago a highly respectable frequenter

of the turf who had taken to his bed after a very trifling

collision. He was unable to give any account of the

accident, having heen hnoched insensible and teen carried

in an unconscious state to the waiting room of a station,

distant a quarter of a mile. He had, however, been able

to make a long journey home two days after the accident,

that is to say, when the races were over ; and he at once

took to his bed, and called in a venerable member of the

profession to attend him. We saw him on the eighth

day. When asked what he complained of, he answered

with ready assurance, " Shock to the nervous system,

* Some remarkable instances of factitious vomiting are recorded by Gavin,

op. cit., p. 256, et seq.
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and injury to my spine/^ He could give no otlier

account than this of his complaints, except that he was

wholly unable to get out of bed. Examination, which

failed to discover the slightest trace of injury or consti-

tutional disturbance, accidently revealed that this gentle-

man had a chancre : and this discovery afforded the excuse

for promptly ordering him to rise from hiis bed and walk

about the room. His doctor had regarded it as a case

of very serious spinal injury. The claim was forthwith

settled for a small sum, upon presentation of our report

to the company. This same man subsequently appeared

as a witness on behalf of a friend, who had brought an

action for damages for a like alleged injury in the same

accident. He was a very valuable witness, for he swore

that he and another man had carried their friend, then

perfectly unconscious, from the scene of the accident to the

waiting room at the station. The friend, an even more

outrageous impostor, had had a slight bruise on one hip.

He also finished his mission at the races, came home, and

at once took to his bed complaining of his spine. " The

pain in his back,^' we wrote in our report some weeks

after the accident, " is so bad that a longer stay than lialf

an hour out of bed is, he says, almost more than he can

bear. His pulse is perfectly tranquil, his temperature

normal, his aspect not that of ill-health or urgent suffering,

and the appetite and bodily functions are as good as can

be expected in any one who has so long been without

appetite and in-doors. It is our conviction that he is

grossly exaggerating his symptoms and complaints. There

is no evidence whatever of injury to his nerve-centres

—

either cerebral or spinal ; nor is there any ground for

believing that there is any real tenderness of his spine,

for wherever we touched him, whether on the spine itself,

on the muscles near it, or on the ribs far away from it,

there was the same unreal hypersensitiveness and mani-

festation, of suffering. That he has some pain here and

there is quite probable j but there is no disease such as

to call for his stay in bed or in the house for another
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day,'' It need hardly be said tliat litigation ended

this case^ whicli was a highly profitable one for the

lawyers.

Then, again, we have a class of cases wherein the patient

may simulate the mimicries of disease. There are no cases

in which it is more imperative to know something of the

patient's history, of his previous health, his position in life,

his condition immediately or soon after the accident, the

nature and extent of the accident itself, and the whole

aspect of the case from beginning to end. T. J—, aged 43,

was in a slight accident in which he had a small bruise on

one cheek and also at the back of the head. He was seen

shortly after the accident, but there was no sign either of

injury, beyond the bruises named, or of constitutional

disturbance. In about ten days he was 'Haken worse,''

but in no very definite way. He gave notice of a claim,

and then began to complain indefinitely of pain in the

back, of pain in the legs, and oppression in the bead.

There was still, however, no evidence of illness or constitu-

tional disturbance. He continued to get worse and two
months after the accident took to bed. He had not been

in bed many days when he had a " bilious attack " with

constipation and vomiting. This pulled him down and he

made no furtber attempt to get up. A month elapsed,

and he then was seized, so he said, with a convulsive

attack in which his legs were drawn up, and he was very

violent. From that time forward he professed to be

troubled with " contractions of tbe limbs and severe pain

in the legs, aggravated by attempting to sit up." He
also complained of queer sensations all over, numbness in

his tongue, for example, creepings in his legs, tenderness

of the palms of the hands. Pulse and temperature alike

remained perfectly normal. Five months after the acci-

dent he was still in bed complaining of great pain in his

back, of pain and tenderness in the legs, and of inability

to stand if he got out of bed. He held his hands out

somewhat in the position of tetany, but the conti'action

immediately disappeared when he ceased to direct atten-
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tion to it. Althougli wlien lie first got out of bed he

allowed his legs to slip away and himself to fall^ he only

had to be engaged in conversation to show that his legs

were amply strong enough to support his whole body.

There were no objective signs whatever of paralysis^ nor

was any illness to be discovered about him except such as

might fairly be accounted for by his having been in bed for

three months. Thus his muscles were somewhat flabby,

his face was pale, and his tongue was furred. Tempera-

ture and pulse, however, were normal j his pupils were of

healthy size ; his mind was perfectly clear. So his state

continued until the close of a year, when his claim was

settled by compromise on the verge of litigation. We
say " on the verge of litigation,'' for it was held that this

man had received a very severe injury to his nervous

system, that prospect of recovery was very small, and that

it was wholly impossible for him to appear and give

evidence as plaintiff at the action. His evidence was

indeed taken by commission, the man being quite unfit

to leave his bed. He had made a very large claim—not

the first in his life, for he had received compensation for

alleged injuries some years before. We have heard the

history ; the absence of serious injury at first ; the pro-

gressive development of graver symptoms and complaints

as time went on ; the claim ; the examination by com-

mission ; the settlement on no meagre basis—for had he

not been' ill a year ?—was he not too ill now to give evidence

in court ?—what prospect was there of his ever again being

well ? A very early prospect, as from the ivhole history

of the case we had thought it our duty to advise the

company. Mark the sequel. In ten days this man was

out of doors, in a fortnight he went away for change of

air, and in two months he resumed his usual work. He
has continued at work since that time in the enjoyment of

good health.

We have nothing to do here with the pathology of

morals, nor need we essay to gauge the different degrees

of moral obliquity in undoubted feigning and assumption
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of disease, and in wilful exaggeration of real conditions

as a means to compass some aim in view. Were we to

include all cases of simple exaggeration under tlie same

head as cases of fictitious and feigned disease, tlie material

would from very bulk become unmanageable. If, as we
liave said, tlie motive be so strong and so prevailing, it is

natural and only human tbat we should meet with ex-

aggeration in a very large proportion of the persons injured

in railway accidents. But, on the other hand, it behoves

us to remember that exaggeration may not be, nay very

often is not, altogether wilful or assumed. Exaggeration

is the very essence of many of those emotional or hys-

terical disorders which are so common in both sexes after

the shock of collisions. Here it may be an idiosyncrasy

of the individual ; there it may be the outcome of mental

disturbance from the fright and alarm amid which the

injury was received. It is only by a consideration of

every feature and aspect of the case—clinical, pathological,

social, and moral—that we shall rightly estimate the kind

of exaggeration or malingering with which we have

to do.

Do we yet need further help to lead us to a right

answer to the question so often forced upon us : the whole

bearing of the individual patient must be carefully ob-

served. It is a fact which calls for no special skill to

recognise that the malingerer reveals himself as oft in

word and manner as in deed. His very speech bewrays

him. He is extravagant in language and utterance ; his

every complaint is told in words which are needed to

convey significance of evil ; he displays a bitter animus

against those who have injured him, who have rendered him
unfit in the future for work or happiness, and who have

doomed him to a life of wretchedness and poverty and

disease. There is no gleam of hope in his condition, no

prospect of enjoyment of life again. All this from day to

day, from month to month, without change or variation,

until the acme of his settled claim.
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" Before the curing of a strong disease.

Even in the instant of repair and health.

The fit is strongest : evils that take leave

On their departure most of all show evil."

{K. John, Act iii. Scene iv, 112.)

Or yet again we meet anotlier type, more odious, but not

less easily perceived.

" There is no vice so simple hut assumes

Some mark of virtue on his outward parts."

{Merchant of Venice, Act iii. Scene ii, 81.)

With glib facility of tongue he talks of the frauds

which are so notorious upon railway companies, but his

own character is, and always has been, above suspicion.

His complaints are many and grievous, but yet he would

not make them worse than they are, bad enough though

they be to keep him from his work which his doctors

urge him to resume. Occupation is impossible ; he can-

not even leave the house ; and his religious sense is

shocked that for so long he has not been to church. He
can bear no noise. He cannot read, and his only diver-

sion is to hear his Bible read to him by his children or

his wife. He is pleased to see you, for he knows how
deep and true an interest you take in his wretched state

;

and he is ever ready to fall in with—but not adopt—the

suggestions you may make for his comfort and the im-

provement of his health. Once more, as you leave him,

he assures you, with Pharisaic unction, that he is not as

other men, and that he would be the last to try and make
money out of the affliction with which he has been visited.

His speech again bewrays him, and exposes the pious

fraud.

* " The philosophical observer who has given close atten-

tion to the extremer forms of Protestantism in their

relation to character, such as are known as Evangelicalism,

must have noticed how often they go along with an extra-

ordinary insincerity or actual duplicity of character, I

* Maudsley, op. cit., p. 119.
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mean not to insinuate tliat tlie tendency of an evangelical

faitli is to engender duplicity of character ; tlie reason of

tlie connection probably is tbat persons of tbat cbaracter

are attracted naturally to a form of creed wbichj making
large use of tbe sort of emotion tliat springs from self-

feeling, yields tbem tbe gratification of a suitable emotional

outlet, and by tlie habitual employment of a conventional

religious pbraseology, keeps out of sigbt, or at any rate

veils tbickly, tbe gross variance between bigli profession

and low practice wbicb. tbe use of a common language

could not well fail to bring clearly bome. Tbey use con-

ventional language without ever sincerely analysing its

meaning, because tbey find in it fit expression for certain

narrow feelings that have been associated with it, and are

more comforted by the phraseology than if they really

understood it ; it has become a shibboleth to them, the

sign of special grace, like that blessed word Mesopotamia,

the sound of which yielded so much comfort to the old

woman of the village. They are not the conscious

hypocrites which they seem ; they are inconsistent without

really feeling their inconsistency ; the two diverse deve-

lopments of their nature do not interwork, and they go

on with an incoherence of character which they never

realise."

Thomas Hood knew something, we think, of this

character, or he could not have written the following verse

in his brilliant " Ode to Eae Wilson, Esquire."

" Beliuld yon servitor of God and Mammon,
Who, binding up his Bible with his Ledger,

Blends Gospel texts with trading gammon,

A black-leg saint, a spiritual hedger,

Who backs his rigid Sabbath, so to speak.

Against the wicked remnant of the week,

A saving bet against his sinful bias

—

' Rogue that I am,' he whispers to himself,

' I lie—I chcat^do anything for pelf,

But who on earth can say I am r^ot pious /'

"



CHAPTER YIII

CONCLUDING EEMAEKS

It remains for us finally to speak of tlie collateral cir-

cumstances which tend to place in a class by themselves

the cases we have considered, and which are almost

inseparable from all injuries which become the subject of

medico-legal investigation. It must, indeed, be very

obvious that railway injuries present many important fea-

tures which are wholly absent from the ordinary accidents

and diseases met with in every-day practice. First and

foremost is the fact that compensation in money is paid

for the injuries and the consequent loss sustained; and

secondly, that the injuries and the loss may become the

subject of a medico-legal inquiry which may materially

modify the clinical aspects of individual cases, and which

unquestionably entails at the same time certain duties and

precautions upon the medical man.

At first sight, perhaps, it is not very clear why pecu-

niary compensation should be an element of importance in

the course and history of the spinal and other injuries

received in railway collisions. Let us picture, if we can,

the change which would come over our hospital patients

were a pecuniary value to be placed upon every injury

they sustained. How great is the probability that many

of them would see only the worse side of their ailments,

would lay undue stress upon the pains they suffered, and

would exaggerate the term of prospective disablement

from work, were these to be essential factors in calculating

the money-worth of the injury received. Instead of an

earnest desire to regain health and strength and to return

to work, hesitation and lack of desire towards these ends

would be almost surely met with were the patients' suf-
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ferings, tlieir present and future disablement, to count in

tlie sum total of the pecuniary value of their injuries. Were
elements like these to enter into the history of our hospital

patients the features of many a case would be completely

changed, and the whole clinical history of disease would

wear a very different aspect fi'om that which we usually

see. Illness or injury has prostrated a man, and when
the time has arrived for him to profit by advancing con-

valescence, some effort must of necessity be made by him
to resume his former life. The habit of work, and the

daily routine of his life, have been broken by his illness,

and voluntary effort, stronger or weaker as the case may
be, is needed for him to regain his former activity of body
and mind. As a bar and hindrance to this natural effort

—wholly unconscious in many instances—compensation

for his injuries exerts an influence on the course of his

progress towards recovery. We say wholly unconscious,

for the knowledge that compensation is a certainty for

the injuries received, tends, almost from the first moment
of illness, to colour the course and aspect of the case,

with each succeeding day to become part and parcel of

the injury in the patient^s mind, and unwittingly to affect

his feelings towards, and his impressions of, the sufferings

he must undergo. He is less likely to take a hopeful

view of the future, is more prone to believe that he will

be long prevented from following his ordinary employ-

ment, and very small effort will be made towards resum-

ing his work when convalescence points to the fitness of

his doing so. It is well that this element enters in no

wise into the history of our hospital cases ; our difficulties

in the treatment of disease would be manifold indeed. Our
hospital cases, however, are fortunately free from this incu-

bus, and we shall do wisely, therefore, in dealing with the

cases involving medico-legal inquiry which may fall under

our notice, to revert to our hospital experiences, and to recall

the usual history of our hospital patients, both as to suffering

and bodily disablement, and the prospects of recovery.

Even in perfectly genuine cases—and it is these to
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which alone we now refer—compensation acts as a potent

element in retarding convalescence, as evidenced in number-

less instances by the speed with which recovery sets in

as soon as the settlement of pecuniary claim has been

accomplished. " He got well as soon as his case was

settled/' is heard so often after the close of medico-legal

inquiry, that we might almost be driven to the conclusion

that injuries were not in reality, or but very rarely,

received in collisions, did not experience abundantly prove

that even when there is very serious disturbance of health

the removal of this source of mental embarrassment and

worry has a very healing influence indeed.

Do not let us be misunderstood, nor let it be thought

that we are endeavouring to lay down a doctrine so absurd

as that settlement of claim can of itself be a curative agent,

in the sense that it can hasten the setting of a fracture,

remove the pain which is an inseparable concomitant of

sprain of the vertebral muscles and ligaments, or restore

the nervous tone which has been upset by the shock of a

collision. The natural forces here, as elsewhere, tend to

restoration of health ; and recovery is, happily, as perfect

after the injuries so commonly received in collisions as

after any other kind of injury which the surgeon may be

called upon to treat. There is this diilerence, however,

that when the immediate effects of injury are passing

away, and every sign points out that convalescence has

set in, ' compensation holds out an inducement to the

patient not to make the requisite effort to resume his

work and ordinary avocations which are in themselves, as

we so often see, the best means of crowning the period of

convalescence and of restoration to health. Depend upon

it, had the ordinary injuries of hospital and every-day

practice to contend with this element, convalescence

would be very much retarded and prolonged, and with no

less certainty may we say that were this element absent

from the contemplation of the injuries we have considered,

these in their turn would be recovered from with much
greater promptitude than they at present are.
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It is only human nature that compensation should have

this influence in delaying recovery, even amongst those

who have been genuinely injured, and who are honestly

desirous to get well and to receive no more compensation

than is their just due. A man who would scorn the

imputation of using his injuries for the purpose of

pecuniary gain, or who might equally scorn the suggestion

that he would be a good deal better if he would arrange

his claim, may yet be—and very frequently is—the un-

conscious victim of this element which exercises its influ-

ence in almost every case to a greater or a lesser degree.

As far as symptoms guide us, no boundary line can be

drawn between the conscious resolution to make no effort

to put forth natural strength until money shall have been

paid, and the unconscious yielding to the influence which

prospective compensation exerts. The line very often

can be shown only by the nature of the demands which

the patient is making, or by the manner in which he is

pressing and supporting his claim. These are matters

with which we, as medical men, have nothing to do.

Our business is to look at the clinical features of the

case alone; and when we see the early manifestations of

injury have passed away, and that, notwithstanding the

expressions of the patient, there is yet distinctive evidence

of improvement and of returning vigour, and that at the

same time there is no obvious desire, by deed rather than

by word, to resume the ordinary pursuits of life—that the

case is, in fact, not pursuing the course which we should

have expected from our knowledge of other injuries of a

like kind—then we may feel sure that the matter of com-

pensation is in some degree present in the patient's mind,

and that settlement of his claim is the one thing needed

to bring about complete and early restoration to health.

Doubtless there are exceptions, and we shall meet with

cases where recovery is slow without the clogging influence

of pecuniary compensation, and also cases where recovery is

natural, and in a natural time, even though compensation

may largely engage the attention of those who are seeking

17
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it both during convalescence and after restoration to perfect

health. The borderland of conscious and unconscious

yielding to this influence of compensation is ill-defined

;

but it is no part of our duty to express an opinion as to

whether the patient is on one side of the boundary or the

other. All we have to do is to recognise in our estimate

of the future, and to apply this clinical fact, infallibly estab-

lished by numerous cases, that when we meet with evi-

dences of delayed recovery, of an arrest in the natural

processes of convalescence, and an absence of any real

determined effort to throw off the invalid state, then,

truly, settlement of the claim is the one thing which the

case requires, and which will do more for it than all the

remedial measures which art and science can command.
If we do not bear this fact in mind we shall go wrong in

our estimate of the prospects of recovery, and we shall

fail to hold the balance evenly between those who have

to give and those who have to receive compensation for

the injuries sustained. Let us illustrate what we have

been saying by an actual example ; we might choose many
cases of a like kind.

W. A—, a stout elderly man, was in a rather severe

collision. He was able to continue his journey after the

accident, but in two or three days he began to have pains

in the back and to feel himself shaken, weak, and ill.

He then returned home, a journey of four hours, and

went to bed. There were no signs of injury other than

those of slight sprain of the muscles of the back, with

general nervousness and loss of tone. He steadily im-

proved, and in two months it was thought that he was

sufficiently well to arrange and settle his claim. He
then, however, began to complain more ; and four

months after the accident he looked worse than hitherto,

appeared ill and anxious, expressed himself unable to leave

the house, and wholly unfit; even to think of resuming his

business. This went on for several months, and, instead

of any improvement taking place, he began to look more

aged and worn, and not having been out of doors for long.
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lost appetite and weighty became prone to cry, and alto-

gether presented an aspect so unhappy that an opinion

was given that he was permanently injured from " con-

cussion of the spine/^ and would never be fit to do any-

thing again. There were, however, no symptoms of

serious illness or disease, and settlement of his claim was

confidently anticipated as the one thing essential to restore

him to health. Nine months passed without a shadow

of improvement, and his claim was at length arranged.

In a very short time he was perfectly well, looked in good

health, and " ten years younger " than before his claim

had been settled. Nor was this improvement transitory.

He continued in perfect health, and five years after the

accident was following his occupation with his usual vigour

and in his normal state of health.

A case, it may be suggested, devoid of all colour, and

wanting any tangible symptom at all, if we exclude the

pain in the back which was pretty sure to conjure up
" concussion of the spine." But it is just these colourless

cases which are often the most difficult of diagnosis,

especially to those who have never seen anything like

them before. " I cannot make out why this patient does

not get well. He seemed to mend at first, and I thought

he was going to get over it soon, but now he appears to

have no energy at all. My medicines don't do him any

good. I urge him to make an effort to get about

and try a little business, but he says he cannot ; or if he

does that he breaks down again almost before he has

begun." In words such as these have we often heard the

plaint of the doctor. They would perhaps be heard not

quite so often were this clinical fact in the history of these

injuries more fully recognised, that settlement of claim

is frequently the most important agent to bring about

recovery.

We need not seek too closely to inquire into the

rationale of the change which may be thus induced.

There is a release from the mental worry and annoyance

inseparable from any long dispute, and a feeling that now
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at last, when tlie whole trouble is over, a fresh start is

possible, and that the springs of energy being loosened

from the bondage that enthralled them, some persistent

effort may once more be made to move about and resume

work. And there may be—we will not say there is—

a

satisfaction akin to joy in placing a good round cheque to

your balance at the bank, which, in this age of progress and

poverty, exerts a stimulus which no pharmacopoeial prepara-

tion can supply. The attitude of the patient^ s own thoughts

is wholly altered. Before compensation was effected he

held out a goal to himself and said, and thought :

—

'' When
my claim is settled I will try and resume work ; but I

will wait and see how I am.^^ When his claim has been

arranged he argues thus :
—" Now I must begin my work

again, and do the best I can." The effort, at all events,

can at length be made, and with each succeeding hour of

activity and occupation there grows up a healthier tone,

and the role of the invalid is laid aside.

It is not, however, in cases like these alone where settle-

ment and repose of mind conduce to speedy recovery.

The same result may be seen elsewhere, and it is a well-

known fact, communicated to us especially by two surgeons

of large experience, that the health of prisoners in gaol is

unquestionably the better after they have received sentence,

even though the sentence may have been far more severe

than had been expected.

While, however, we cannot ignore the influence of this

restorative agent, we must be more than ever careful that

our knowledge of its efficacy be not improperly applied.

An accurate history of the injury and of the accident in

which it was received ; a careful observation of the patient's

condition immediately after the accident, and of his pro-

gress in the days and weeks which followed ; an impartial

comparison of his case with others of a like kind which we
have met with elsewhere—these things will guide us to a

right estimate of the facts when recovery seems to be

unduly slow, and when examination reveals no signs of

disease to account for the delay. And although it does
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not fall within our province to deal in any way with the

matter of compensation, it is yet necessary for us some-

times to know what steps the patient is taking to obtain

compensation, and how far this question may presumably

be engaging his mind.

While, then, compensation has this influence upon the

recovery of patients about whose bona fides there may be

no suspicion, we have to remember that it may act in

others as a strong temptation to wrong. Hence arise

some of those difficulties which surround the clinical

inquirer, and which entail obvious duties and precautions

on the medical man. It is our duty to hold the balance

as evenly as may be between the two sides which are more

especially concerned in every medico-legal inquiry ; and it

behoves us, above all things, to be careful that no affec-

tion of coincident oi'igin, nor any precedent deformity or

disease shall, through ignorance or carelessness on our

part, be allowed to form an item in the claim which the

patient may think fit to make for the injuries he has

sustained.

Nor can we tell how readily a patient may adopt a sug-

gestion which has been unwittingly put into his mind, or

how soon an unguarded word or opinion may give a tone

to the symptoms which of themselves they do not possess.

Let us therefore avoid as far as possible all leading ques-

tions, for in the use of them we may give rise to sym-

ptoms which had no previous existence. In one of the

grossest cases of fraud which has fallen under our notice,

a grave opinion was formed of the case because a leading

question prompted an answer which was wholly untrue.

The man complained of giddiness ; and as vertigo was known
to be often the result of diplopia, the patient was hastily

asked if he saw double. " Yes,^^ was the reply, and

led on by further leading questions, a very serious train of

alleged symptoms was revealed. Not one of them was true.

The well-known and wonderful impostor who, some

years ago, went the round of the hospitals, and who with

varying degrees of success simulated many nervous disor-
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ders, lacked in his marvellous exhibition of tetanus the

usual rigidity of the abdominal muscles, A remark was

made at the bedside, when he was in one of the worst of

his seizures, that it was strange the tetanic spasm, so

extreme elsewhere, should not also affect the muscles of

the abdomen. The next day they were as hard as a

board.

Not less important, also, is it to avoid the unnecessary

use of leading methods of examination. " Unnecessary

use,^^ because the cases are singularly few and far between

which demand the whole armamenta of the specialist, who
with dynamometer, ^sthesiometer, audiometer, lenses and

battery, finds out some trifling departure from the normal

which may be made the unfair groundwork of a claim.* Of

what earthly use are observations by the dynamometer,

unless you know that the patient is telling you the truth ?

You discover, forsooth, that he squeezes with a force of 50

lbs. with his right hand and of 10 lbs. with his left, and

you forthwith create the scientific and incontrovertible

basis of a lie. We speak plainly and with due delibera-

tion upon this point, for nothing has struck us as more

extraordinary in our experience of railway injuries than

that, in the examination of them, all common sense, the

best and surest diagnostic guide, should be so often aban-

doned, and reliance should be rather placed on methods of

examination which are of scientific value only when every

suspicion of exaggeration or imposture can be put away.

And amongst leading methods of examination there is

none more fallacious or untrustworthy than that which we
so frequently hear called the " electric test.''^

Electricity, whether as a therapeutic or diagnostic

means, has not yet achieved that status that it can be

regarded as a scientific " test " in practical medicine. We

* "Were a pathologist," -urites Dr Moxon ("Croonian Lectures,"

' Lancet,' yol. i, 1881, p. 568), " with a great microscope to spy through all

our brains as we sit here in states of satisfaction, he would certainly see a

great deal in the way of tortuous capillary and dots of yellow pigment—

a

great deal that under the microscope would look very alarming."
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have no desire to depreciate its real utility, but we are

within the truth when we say that its remedial value is a

good deal less, and its range as a diagnostic means is far

more limited, than is very often supposed. That j^ositive

aid in diagnosis may occasionally be given by it is not

of course to be denied. The reaction of degeneration, or

the different reaction of various muscles in the same region,

may be, for example, important points in diagnosis. Dr
Buzzard has recorded cases of the kind. In a passage,

which may well serve to indicate some of the difficulties

involved in the application of electricity, he writes :

—

" We
never see in hysteria the various muscles of one limb

showing differing degrees of abnormality in their response

to faradaism, from a condition of total absence of reac-

tion in some, to nearly a natural state in others. More-

over, in hysteria, according to my observation, applications

of electrical stimulus (and especially of the voltaic current)

on one or two occasions usually suffice to restore the natural

excitability of the muscles (equally in all) which has simply

declined through disuse. A difficulty can only arise

where the observer has but one opportunity of testing the

electrical condition, and it is then quite possible to occur.

It must be remembered that, as a distinct lowering of

faradaic excitability almost invariably signifies organic

change in a nerve-trunk or centre, a diagnosis of hysteria

can never safely be arrived at whilst that condition per-

sists. On the other hand, I need scarcely remind you that

the preservation of a completely normal faradaic excita-

bility in the muscles of a limb does not show that that limb is

not paralysed In cases of paralysis, it is

only when the integrity of the grey matter of the anterior

horn is disturbed, or when there is some lesion of the anterior

root or trunk of the nerve, that you find decided loss of

electric excitability. You frequently meet with complete

paraplegia and yet all the muscles will respond normally

to electric currents.'^* It is worthy of note, however,

* * Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the Nervous System,' by T. Buzzard,

M D. London : J. and A. Churchill, 1882. P. 100.
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that in these cases of railway injury electricity is regarded

as a conclusive '^test/' because the patient has shown no

resjponse to it whatever—neither movement nor sensation of

pain—even when its application has been, from the standard

of common experience, most severe.

There are fallacies in its application which it is essential

to avoid. It is a fact that when patients have been long

confined to bed, and from one cause or another—be it

from genuine fear of moving, from a supposed inability

to move, or from a resolve not to move—have kept

their legs at rest, there is considerable diminution or loss

of cutaneous sensibility. The " electric test '' is applied,

and it is discovered that there is no muscular response to

the current and no sensation of pain. On this negative

evidence an alarming diagnosis is at once established ; for

this " electric test " is assumed to be conclusive upon the

usual point at issue—the existence or absence of real or-

ganic disease. Coupled, however, with this condition of

cutaneous insensibility—and it would be a grave one were

it not so—the reflexes are normal, there is no trophic

disturbance in any part of the limbs, there is little or no

impairment of muscular nutrition, and upon careful and

proper examination the electric reaction of the muscles is

found to be natural.

On careful and proper examination by a competent

observer : for while the skin becomes insensitive to

ordinary tactile impressions, it is at the same time a very

bad conductor of the electric current, which may therefore,

in careless examination, never reach the muscles at all.

This fact has been well pointed out by Dr Buzzard, who,

after describing a case of hysterical paralysis, writes :

—

" In this case, as I have seen in many belonging to the

class of hysteria,* the epidermis, which had arrived at

extraordinary thickness, apparently from disuse of the

limbs, offered great resistance to the passage of elec-

* The very cases, that is, that are so often seen after railway collisions,

functional disorders of motion and sensation, and occasionally real im-

posture.
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trie currents. In these circumstances a more ttan usual

amount of care in thorough soaking and rubbing of the

skin, as well as in selecting the motor point, is necessary

in order to avoid fallacies/^*

" As well as in selecting the motor point "—we rewrite

Dr Buzzard's words. Too often has the " electric test
''

been applied—in all honesty we are perfectly ready to

admit—by those who have never heard of '^ motor points,^'

and who seem to have thought that the right diagnostic

method of electricity consisted in the application of the

poles to any haphazard points upon the patient's limbs or

body. And this is expert scientific evidence in courts of

law ! Here let it once for all be said that the application

of electricity in disease is one of the most difficult things

in the whole range of clinical investigation ; that there are

very few men indeed who have had the requisite experience

or opportunities for its employment ; and that without

these opportunities and experience, which alone can teach

the needful care and skill, no man has a right to come

forward and proclaim an " electric test ^' of the existence

of disease. There is no '' electric test
; " none, at any

rate, has yet been found, which is not rather a test of the

credulity of him who trusts it.

We have heard it said by counsel, sore-pressed in the

heat of litigation, that medical men have no right to

question the statements made to them by patients, and

that their duty is to hear and implicitly believe the stories

which are told. But we would point out that such a

doctrine strikes at the very foundation of the clinical

investigation of disease. B,arely does a case come before

us in hospital or in private practice in which it is not

necessary to subject the patient to questions as to the

character of his complaints, and, if need be, to cross-

examine him as to those facts and features in his history

which may not be perfectly clear. We say it with all

respect, but counsel might, we think, learn much of the

* Op. cit., p. 118, Lecture v, " On the Differential Diagnosis between

certain hysterical conditions and Myelitis."
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art of cross-examination from medical men. Nay, we
will go so far as to say that it forms so common a part

of every inquiry into tlie clinical history of injury and

disease, that cross-examination is a more perfect method

of investigation in the medical than in the legal pro-

fession. Cross-examination with us is invariably used,

we hope, in a scientific spirit—solely for the eliciting

of truth. May it not be said with all fairness, will they

not themselves acknowledge, that with our friends of the

long robe, the art and skill and method of inquiry and

cross-examination consist sometimes in an endeavour to

make awkward facts fit together that, in the stress of

advocacy, the real truth may be distorted or concealed ?

And what has truth to fear from inquiry or cross-exami-

nation ? No true story of injury or suifering, no true

symptom of disease need dread the cross-examination of

a medical man ; every fact, each symptom, will only stand

out more manifestly true.

"A rotten case abides no handling."

King Henry IV, Pt. ii. Act. iv, Sc. i, 161.

Medical men have a right, and they must exercise it,

to subject all cases of injury to the most careful inquiry

and investigation ; and they would do very wrong to

abrogate that function of legitimate investigation which

lies in questions and cross-examinations. It is the habitual

method of their inquiry, and no complaints of counsel should

compel them to abandon it in those cases which may un-

fortunately chance to be involved in litigation.

It will fall to our lot sometimes to give evidence in

courts of law when litigation has become necessary to

settle the money dispute which has arisen as to the value

of the injuries received.

The day has not yet arrived—it may perhaps be well

for our profession when it has arrived—when the evidence

of medical men shall be recorded in some other manner

than before a jury in open court.

In common with many others we read with deep regret
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the remarks wliicli a learned physician addressed not

long ago to an assemblage o£ students on the question

of giving evidence as scientific witnesses in courts of law.

Instead of telling them that medical evidence was so hope-

lessly partial in railway cases that he himself had declined

for many years to take any part in such proceedings,

Dr Russell Reynolds would have done better, we think,

had he told his hearers how they might best avoid the

snares and dangers which unquestionably beset the medical

witness in cases involving litigation. Doubtless, if a man
feels that the cast of his mind prevents him from being

an impartial observer of facts, or an impartial witness

and exponent of their reality and meaning, he will do

wisely, both for his own sake and that of his profession,

to avoid all cases where litigation is involved ; but to

avoid them because others err is a weak way to improve

our morals or to advance the truth.*

There must have been few who heard Dr Reynolds who
will not very surely be called upon at some time or other

to appear as medical witnesses. It is so well-known,

he argued, in legal circles who amongst the physicians

and surgeons of the day will give evidence on this

side or that, that the phrase "
' So-and-so is a very

rising witness ' has been used and not unfrequently.

" What does this mean,^^ he asked, " but that members of

our profession, whose one object should be truth and

justice, ' take sides " ?'' We answer that it does not of

necessity mean anything of the kind. Differences of

opinion there must ever be in matters so difficult as the

investigation and interpretation of disease ; but it is wholly

possible—there are instances of it every day—to be

* "Specialism in Medicine," 'Lancet/ vol. ii, 1881, p. 657. "There are

some members of our profession," Dr Reynolds says, "who have become

specialists in this direction, who seem to thinlc that everything that a man
tells them of his subjective symptoms are matters of fact and of great

importance ; and, on the other hand, there are those who regard every

plaintiff as either a knave or a fool, and most probably a combination of the

two, but who never believe that any man is injured in a railway accident

unless he has broken his neck, or has a compound fracture of his thigh."
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impartial, and to give perfectly impartial evidence in the

witness box.

There is no reason Tvhy a medical witness should not

endeavour to do the work required of him as honestly, as

carefully, and as well as any other work he may undertake ;

and good qualities, we may feel sure, in a "rising wit-

ness ''—patience, impartiality, good temper, a sense of

justice, and a single purpose to give utterance to the

truth—are not held in light esteem in the Courts of

Justice, although elsewhere they may not save him from

reproach.

The warfare of contending counsel, it is true, may throw

into strong relief the slightest differences or shades of

opinion which may be entertained amongst us. We need

not, however, be disconcerted by the hackneyed taunt that

'' doctors differ,^^ if only we have done our duty by our

profession and by ourselves. There is no place whei^e the

attitude of a medical man towards a case will be so surely

revealed as in a court of law, where he has to give public

utterance to his opinions, and where his every word and

manner are being closely scrutinised and observed. Not
one whit less than judge or counsel does he there hold in

his hands the honour and dignity of his profession, and it

should be his earnest thought that both should remain un-

sullied while he has them in his charge.

Better than any words of our own, and with which we
may well conclude, are the following remarks of Chief

Justice Clinton upon the evidence of medical witnesses in

courts of law :

—

^ " As to the delivery of testimony by you

as experts, I have very little to say that might not just as

properly be said to a witness who is called to testify only

as to the facts of the case. The difference rests in this ; the

expert, as such, is asked only for his opinion upon the facts.

He may be asked his opinion upon a hypothetical state of

facts, and required to give reasons for the opinion he

expresses. The cross-examiner is allowed great latitude,

and I am sorry to say not unfrequently abuses it. But if

* 'Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal,' Juu. 1, 1880.
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tlie witness will only remember tlie worth and dignity of

his profession, and that he is there simply to speak truth,

as a servitor of justice, no arts or sneers of counsel can

disturb him. Calm and self-possessed he will answer

every question, direct or cross, fully, and in the plainest

and most lucid language in which the meaning of the

answer can be conveyed to the jury. To such an

answer he will add nothing, unless it be a necessary ex-

planation. He will not air his learning before the court,

nor have any the least contention with counsel. The court

will, if need be, protect him from the abuse of lawyers.

Such a witness will return from the stand as calmly as he

went upon it, approved by his own conscience, and re-

spected by the courts the jury, and the hsiV,"
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The following table contains, inclusive of those recorded

in the text, 234 cases. They are not selected. It would

have been as easy to put together two or three hundred

cases of recovery, and omit those where recovery had not

been complete, but we thought it better and fairer to take

the cases as they came. For this purpose we have chosen

the first 250 cases seen, and have excluded therefrom

those cases where injury had been sustained in some other

way than in collision. There remain 234, and we stop at

this number, not because the 235th case tells a different

tale, but because 234 are surely sufficient. Precisely the

same lessons are taught by the second series of 250 cases,

or by the third, which we have seen ; although it is right

to say that in these later series there has been a much
smaller proportion of cases presenting unquestionable lesion

of the central nervous system.

In describing the nature of the accident and estimating

its severity we have been guided by the official reports,

the number of persons injured, the damage to rolling

stock, &c., &c. The terms used are arbitrary, but they

will convey, we think, a not inaccurate impression of the

various casualties. The date of settlement has been

recorded as giving in most cases a rough idea of the length

of the illness, or at any rate of the time after the accident

when the patient had sufiiciently recovered to arrange his

claim without injustice to himself. It will moreover be

seen that in many instances delay in settlement, and con-

sequent protraction of illness, have been due to the

largeness of the claim made which led thereby to long

dispute,
\
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We have endeavoured to learn something of the after-

history of the patients at a period not less, in many cases

much longer, than two years after the accidents. The
reports of their then conditions have been obtained in the

vast majority of cases from medical men, in a few instances

from the patients themselves, and some cases we have

ourselves been able to examine. The labour of this inquiry

has not been small, and had it not been for the kindly help

of many professional brethren, the inquiry must have been

futile or impossible. We wish the table could have been

more complete and better than it is, but the migratory

habits of persons in the poorer walks of life have prevented

the success of repeated inquiry and search.
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No. Nature
of Sex. Age. of General outline of case.

case. accident.

1 M. 21 Carriages
ran down
embank-
ment

Small wound at back of head. Momentarily stunned.

"Felt regularly numbed all down the back and
legs," and for a few days had " tingling " sensa-

tion in one fool. Pain and tenderness at 4th dorsal

vertebra. Later had *' hysterical fits
"

2 M. 54 Sharp col-

lision

Dazed and sick. Bruised about legs. Soon suffered

from great nervous agitation, shown by chorea-
like movements of trunk, face, and Hmbs, with in-

distinct articulation ; this passed away, and five

months after the accident only occurred when
excited. Complained of numbness in the left arm,
which was colder than the right. Had suffered

previously from sciatica and rheumatism, and now
has aortic regurgitation

3 F.,

sin-

gle

48 Same as 1 One rib broken, and bruise of thigh and forehead,
and general shake. Subsequently very nervous,
and had much pain and hypersesthesia at the parts
bruised, and also in the small of the back

4 M. 32 Same Much cut and bruised about face and head and the
calf of one leg. Had concussion of the brain and
considerable collapse. Recovered naturally, but at
end of SIX months complained much of hyperses-

thesia of the scalp ; he appeared, however, to be in

good health

6 F., 35 Very slight Had a blow on the head and a strain between the
mar- collision shoulders and in the lumbo-sacral region. Was
ried confined to bed about a week with headache and

sleeplessness, then gradually improved; but four
months after accident complained of considerable
"nervous" symptoms and di-ead of paralysis']

with sensation of weakness in left arm. No objec-

tive signs

6 M. 63 — See page 258

7 M. 24 Yery
slightest

collision

Showed no signs of injury, and amused himself by
snow-balling while the train was being got ready
again. Subsequently complained of his back, and
began to walk almost doubled lip. There was
no sign whatever of constitutional disturbance or
disease
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Date
of

settlement.

Smontlis

6 montliE

6 moDthfe

6 montlis

When last

lieard of aftei

accident.

6I years

14 montlis

7 years

10 months —

6 months
i

I

Condition wlien last heard of.

Was at work again five

months after accident,

though suffering from
pain in the back when
lifting heavy weights.

Good health ever since.

Married and has a
family

Soon after settlement
began to do some
work, and was slowly
improving as far as

the nervous symp-
toms were concerned.
Was found dead in bed

No record obtainable

In good health

Cannot be traced

Cannot be traced

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes

See out-
line

None

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

A delicate " nervous "

youth. He said the
accident had " played
on his nerves."

No autopsy. Bad sub-
ject to meet with an
accident. Cardiac dis-

ease at time. A ques-
tion whether the chorea
and the weakness in

one arm may not have
been due to cerebral
embolism.

At the menopause. Had
a large uterine fibroid,

j

to which the lumbar
pain was in great mea-
sure due.

I

Made an exorbitant
claim.

A nervous hysterical

woman, separated from
her husband. Shortly
afterwards left the
neighbourhood. Made
an exorbitant claim.

An exorbitant claim.

Slight injury and sub-

sequent impost, ure.

18
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Katuie

of

accident.

General ontline of case.

8 M. 37 Ratlier
sharp

collision

Had a blow over the right zygoma, followed by diffi-

culty and pain in mastication. Headache and
sleeplessness. Right membrana tympani sup-

j

posed to have been ruptured. Ultimately healed.

,
9

i

mar-
ried

32 Same Had a blow on the head and a sprain of the lumbo-
dorsal region. Suffered much fi-om menorrhagia.
Had previously had prolapsus uteri which was
increased by the accident

10 P.,

wi-

dow

70 Slight

collision

Had a blow on one elbow and in right loin ; uncon-
scious from fright for ten minutes. Soon began
to mend, and recovered rapidly

11 M. 32 Same as 8 Had a severe blow over the right sacro-iliac syn-

chondrosis. Suffered subsequently from mitch
pain and stiffness at the part. Also from " gene-
ral nervous shock," inability to apply himself, loss

of memory, &c.

12
sin-

gle

25 Same as 1 Had a small scalp « ound which healed at once, and
a blow on the knee which threatened suppuration.
Subsequently hysterical. A frail and delicate gii-1.

Her knee kept her on the couch for some weeks

13 M. 62 Severe col-

lision at

night

Thrown down. Dazed. Soon able to help others.

In three days had pains about neck and left

shoulder, and felt generally shaken. Also felt his

left arm " cold "—subjectively only. Yery nei-vous, -

and suffered a good deal of vei-tebral pain

14 M. 36 Same ]^ot conscious of injury, but " dazed " from fright.

Said to have been sick a few hours afterwards.

Later, complained of pain in lower part of back,
with tenderness in the lumbar and cer\dcal spinous
processes. Said he had a sensation of" numbness'
all over." Never any constitutional disturbance 1

1

1

15

i

M. 2S Same Blow on face and back. Helped othei-s. Vomited two
hours after accident. Subsequent headache and
sleeplessness, and " general nervous shock." The
description of later symptoms elicited by leadinc^

questions. Called " concussion of the spine." Ko
^

after-signs of constitutional disturbance i''
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Bate
of

settlement.

4 montlis

8 months

6 weeks

20months

When last

heard of after

accident.

Condition when last heard of.

6 months

8months

4 months

5^ years

5 years

5 years

8 years

In perfect health and
at usual occupation

In perfect health ex-

cept in so far as
uterine displacement
gives trouble

No subsequent illness,

and in good health

Medical report not ob-

tainable. At his work,
and apparently in

good health

18months At work again, and not
under medical cai'e

since settlement. Can-
not be traced later

5 years

5 years

8 months 4^ years

Has had no illness

since, and is in good
health

No illness since, and
now in good health

Met him a year after
the accident when he
said he was quite well.

No known illness

Evidences of
injury to

spinal cord or
membranes.

Eemarks.

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Delay in settlement
owing to prodigious
claim, which was re-

duced to one eighth.
A good deal of ex-
aggeration.

I

Much indiscreet sym-
pathy of friends.

Had been in an acci-

dent before, and felt
" nervous " for two
years. Some exag-
geration. Medical ser-

vices dispensed with
directly claim was set-

tled.

A case of considerable
exaggeration fostered
by leading questions.
Exorbitant claim.
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i No.
I of

;
case.

Sex.

16 |M.
i

17 i M.

Ase.

39

35

18 : M. 35
I

i

19 ! M.
!
58

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 13

•20
! M.

21 M.

22

23

21

25

22

28

M ' 45

M.

r.,

sin-

gle

sin-

gle

42

32

.28

Bad colli-

Same as 10

Most tri-

fling colli-

sion

Veiy slight

collision

Same as 19

General outliue of case.

See page 216

Had a blow on the head and lower part of the back.
Not stunned. Subsequently had pain in the back
and " general nervous shock." Much wilful exag-
geration. No objective signs of injury

See page 112

Stunned momentarily from blow on head. Subse-
quently suifered from pain and tenderness in
dorsal region, with much nervousness and appre-
hension about himself Palpitations. Sleepless

Had a " blow down the whole spine " and became
unconscious. Subsequently complained much of

pain in the lower part of the back. Had hysterical

seizures which began with syncope. The whole
family is very delicate

Said he had a blow on the lower part of the back.
Never showed any signs of injuiy or constitu-

tional disturbance. Professed inability to do any-
thing, and complained of his back. Slight asym-
metry of spinal muscles supported the idea of
spinal injury

Said he had a blow on his head and was stunned.
Pain in the head and sleepless for a short time
afterwards. Eight months after the accident, at

which time the accident was first heard of, he
had, after fatigue at work, an attack of vertigo,

followed by some weakness in the left arm

See pages 243, 244

Momentarily stunned from blow on face. Subsequent
pain in lumbar and dorsal regions, and great hyste-
rical nervousness. A woman of feeble physique.
Called a case of " spinal irritation." Has flushings,

cold hands and feet, palpitation, pain in back, &c.

Had a severe blow on the shin, causing wound which
took long to heal. Much nervous alarm. Weak
from long confinement to bed. .Irregular cata-
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Date
of

settlement.

Wlien last

heiird of after

accident.

7 mouths

4 months

9 months

6 months

12 months

! i years

4 years

6 years

4| years

20 months S years

5 months 4 years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

I
spinal cord or

j
membranes,

Cannot be traced

Faii-ly recovered. Gene-
ral energy and me-
mory not quite so

good. Had no illness

since

Married since accident.

Wife dead. One child.

Occasionally had " sei-

zures." Now dying
of phthisis

Went to work directly

claim was settled.

Perfect health since

In perfect health

Looks in good health.

Certainlyno paralysis.

How much neura-
sthenia it is inapos-

sible to say

Has not been strong
since, but condition
thought rather dvie

to constitutional

causes than to the
accident

None

None

See text

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Shortly after he re-

ceived compensation
left the neighbour-
hood without paying
his doctor.

Concussion of the brain.

Frail delicate youth.

A case of gross ex-

aggeration. A total

abstainer and local

preacher.

No evidence of attack

being due to the

accident, from effects

of which he had
apparently recovered.

Much harm done by
sympathy of friends,

who forbad earlier

settlement for fear

of after-consequences.

Comes of a very deli-

cate family, phth-
isical and strumous,
and has herself al-

!

ways been delicate.
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No. Nature
of Sex. Age. of General outline of case.

case. accident.

26 F. 48 — See page 118

i 27 M. 24 Same as 13 Was thrown down, and had a blow on the right
lumbar muscles. Shock and vomiting. Later, pain
in the back and general nervousness

28 M. 44 No official

record of
accident

Said he was stunned by a blow on the head, but no
evidence of serious injury. Made two longjourneys
within four weeks of the accident. Subsequently
complained of general weakness and utter incapa-
city for work. Symptoms believed to be due to

alcoholism

29 M. 43 Same as 13 Much collapse from blows about face. Severely

bruised in various parts of body, especially left

shoulder which was squeezed and was followed by
tingling of the fingers. He soon recovered from
the original shock, and his cuts and bruises did

well, but he subsequently suffered much from
" nervous shock," loss of memory, and " litigation

symptoms "

30 M. 25 Very severe

accident at

night. One
killed on
the spot

Was bruised about the legs, and had a deep cut of lip

which bled profusely. Some initial shock and
slow pulse. At the end of two months said he
was quite well

1

31

i

M. 25 Same Much shock. Simple fracture of left femur and
comminuted fracture of right tibia. Rallied well.

Union good in natural time. No subsequent
symptoms of "nervous shock"

32 M. 35 Same Had a simple fracture of the left femur and consider,

able collapse from which he soon rallied, and in

himself did well. A troublesome cough was sup-
posed to be the cause of mobility, which prevented
union. Later, ivory pegging and resection both
failed to unite the bone. Leg amputated four
years after accident, when he died of pyaemia.

Never had any symptoms of general nervous shock
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Date [
Wlien last

of
j

lienrd of after

settlement. accident.

2montlis —

2J years

lOmontlis

5 months

8 montlis

2 years

>i years

8 years

8 montlis

4 years

Condition when last heard of.

Left the neighbour-
hood, and cannot be
traced. Had, however,
been at work as usual

Died. No precise ac-

covint obtained of last

illness. Had resumed
work, but abandoned
it from " nervous
prostration "

Medical report not ob-

tainable. At his work,
and apparently in

good health

Cannot be traced

In good health. Rather
lame from shortening

Autopsy revealed a
" second perfectly

united fracture lower
down." The frag-

ments at the ununited
part were found sepa-
rated by a consider-

able layer of muscle,
and the surgeon who
amputated believed

that " these upper
fragments could never
have been in apposi-
tion "

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or
memhranes.

Uemarks.

See text

None

None

None

None

None

None

Had sunk from a good
to a very low position.

Exorbitant claim many
months after accident.

No doubt of chronic
alcoholism, from which
he died.

Made an enormous
claim, which was re-

duced by litigation to
one fifth. There was
undoubted exaggera-
tion.

A foreigner.

A foreigner, and can-
not be traced further.
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I
No.
of

case.

Sex.

Nature
of

accident.

General outline of case.

33

84

sin-

gle.

M. 47 Collision

35

36

37

38

39

40

M.

F.,

sin-

gle

M.

M.

M.

M.

25 Same I Had a severe wound on forehead and was stunned
Able to be carried borne in three weeks, wounds
baving well bealed. Later bad general nervousness
and occasional palpitation. Severe mental sbock
from near connection baving been killed beside
ber

Dazed. Had a blow across the shoulders. Subse-
quently bad mucb pain and stiffness in tbe loins

and back, with tenderness and bypei-aestbesia over
tbe dorsal and lumbar vertebrae. In bed seven
weeks, so stiff tbat be bad diflBculty in moving, and
bis limbs felt " beavy, numb, and weak." Also
said be bad to use extra effort to micturate. In
three months was moving about again, and pre-

sented no objective signs, but complained mucb of
nex'vousness, &c.

"Was cut about tbe legs and bad a blow on tbe cbest.

Slight collapse. Had some pleurisy and consolida-

tion at site of blow. No symptoms of general
nervous shock. Improving at end of three months

28 Same

28 Same Had a blow across tbe small of the back, but con-
tinued at work until pain compelled her to stop.

Then got into a very hysterical state which was
nursed by sympathy of friends. Never any objec-

tive signs

63 — See page 245

24 Bad colli- Severe collapse. Bad compound fracture of both
sion bones of one leg, and comminuted fi'acture of both

bones of the other. Recovery natural. Never any
symptoms of general nervous shock

30 A rather Had a blow on the side of bis face, and a cut of one
sharp col- eyelid. Not stunned. Was in bed for tbi'ee days,

lis ion crying and hysterical, and had dilated pupils.

Resumed work on tenth day

29 Same Blow on face. Stunned. Tomited. In bed for five

days, and soon afterwards tried to work, but broke
down and bad uncontrollable fits of crying. Then
went away for a month's rest and came back well

At work afterwards up to time of settlement \

i
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Date
of

settlement.

Wlien last

heard of after

accident.

Cnndition when last heard of. 1

1

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

Remarks.

6 montlis — Cannot be traced None Was rapidly improv-
ing when claim was
settled.

5 montlis 4J years In excellent b.ealtli,

but is more easily

tired by long walking

None Some exaggeration.
Made a very large
claim.

5 montbs 4| years Never regained tbe
same condition of

strength as before.

Health variable and
precarious

None A weakly man. Of a
phthisical family.

6 montlis 44 years Soon resumed work,
and now in good
health, but is easily

fatigued, and suffers

from her back when
tired

None

— — — None

6 montlis — Cannot be traced. None

1 montli 5 years In good health, and at

usual work. Gene-
rally " more nervous,"
and does not sleep so

well

None No exaggeration. Yery
moderate claim.

4 months 5 years Continued good health None Moderate claim. No
exaggeration.
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No.
of

case.

41

42

43

Sex.

M.

M.

M.

44 F.,

mar-
ried

50

30

43

52

Nature
of

accident.

45

46

M.

M.

30

31

47

48

M.

F.,

sin-

gle

50

19

Slight col-

lision

Sharp col-

lision

Same

Collision

Very slight

collision

Same as 42

Same

Same

General outline of case.

Had a severe bruise, which sloughed, on one leg.

Slow in healing. In a few days had pain in small
of his back, and felt nervous and easily fatigued.
This soon passed away

Had a cut on one leg. Dazed. In two days had
pains all over, and especially in small of the back.
Soon mended, and was at work in five weeks

Had a blow on legs and small of back. Pain in these
places for a few days, but never any symptoms of
shock, either at time of accident or afterwards

Was thrown down in the carriage and dazed. Yery
frightened, and in about an hoiir became hysterical.

In bed for a month suffering from pains across the
loins and shoulder-blades. Constipation and diffi-

culty in passing water. For four months she had
" pins and needles " in the right leg. She con-
tinued excessively nervous and hysterical, but there
were never any objective signs of central injury.

At time of settlement she was well nourished and
in good bodUy health, but she complained of much
stiffness about the loins. A stout heavy woman

No evidence of injui-y, but called in a doctor, and
complained of his " spine." Never any signs of
illness

Had a blow on both knees, but did not think himself
hurt and went on to work. Soon had to give up,
feeling sick, and in twenty-four hours had pain in
his back. Had tenderness over last dorsal vertebra.

Subsequent nervousness, but no objective signs of
ill health

Had a contused wound on the cheek, and a blow on
his legs. r<it dazed. Had some pain for a few
weeks at site of wounds after they were healed.

No later nervous symptoms

Wound over left eyebrow. Momentarily unconscious.
Nervous and hysteiical for a few weeks. Early
recovery
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Date
of

settlement.

When last

heard of after

accident.

4 months 5 years

5 weeks —

6 weeks —

L5 months 5 years

i

6 weeks —

2 montlis —

3 montlis -T-

3 months —

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

memt)ranes

In perfect health

— Cannot be traced

^— Cannot be traced

Still has pain in her
back, and finds it

difl&cult to stoop or to

rise from her chair.

Is obliged to use
sticks

A. pedlar. Cannot be
traced

Soon afterwards left

the neighbourhood.
Not under medical
care after claim was
settled

-T- Cannot be traced

Cannot be traced

None

None

None

See
outline

None

None

None

None

/

Remarks.

A gentleman in easy
circumstances.

A bricklayer. Left the
neighbourhood shortly

afterwards. No exag-
geration.

May be regarded as

a case of permanent
injury. Stiffness and
incapacity, in all

probability, due to

severe muscular and
ligamentou s sprain
about hips and loin.

Gross exaggeration.

Some exaggeration.

Moderate claim. De-
clined the services of

a lawyer who offered

to " take up his case."

As above. Daughter of

No. 47.
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l\0.

of

case.

Sex. Age.

49 M. 59

50 M. 20

51

sin-

gle

28

52 M. 30

53 M. 40

54 F.,

mar-
ried

27

55 M. 45

56 M. 41

Nature
of

accident.

Same

Same

Same as 39

Severe col-

lision

Very severe
collision

Same

Same

Said he was thrown backwards and forwards, that he
was unconscious, and when he came to vomited
many times. A fortnight after the accident he
showed no signs of injury or symptoms of consti-

tutional disturbance, but he complained of " excru-
ciating agony " in his back and head. Case full

of inconsistencies, and many lies told. A vener-
able member ofthe profession,nowno more, thought
he had " effusion on the ventricles of the brain."
From first to last not a single sign of ill-health

Had no blow anywhere, but was nervous and sleep-

less for a fortnight, and was kept at rest for so
long when he was perfectly well

Had two black eyes and a blow on the wrist. Stunned.
In bed a month with weakness and nervousness.
JSarly recovery from nervous symptoms, but long
trouble from tenio-synovitis at site of blow on
wrist

Had two ribs broken and a bruise over one ear.

Momentarily stunned. Suffered from after-sym-
ptoms of concussion of the brain—pain in the head,
giddiness, &c. At end of two months was rapidly
improving

Much bruised about forehead, occiput, face,

shoulders, and lower dorsal vertebree. " Light-
headed " for a few days. Gradually recovered
and resumed work

Much frightened. Had bruises on shins and left

shoulder. In bed for a few days, but later there
were no symptoms, though she worried about com-
pensation. Was somewhat hysterical, and com-
plained of her back

Cut about face and head. Never rallied from col-

lapse, and died within twenty-four hours. Ribs
found broken and pelvis smashed in three places,
with extensive haemorrhage in pelvic cavity

See page 211

I
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Date
of

settlemeni

.

7 months

Wlien last

heard of alter

accident.

4 years

6 months

lOmonths

I

3 months

4 month s:

3 months

74 years

4 years

/

7 years

Evidences of

Condition when last heard of. >J«iT t"

spinal cord or
membranes.

Was then in a second
accident, and at-

tempted the same
performance again.

Had gone to work
directly his claim was
settled, and been in

ordinary good health
since

Cannot be traced

A servant. Cannot be
traced

Three years after acci-

dent had severe scalp

wound from fall.

Had good health, con-
tinuously since, but
says he has " never
felt quite the same "

Resumed work soon
after settlement

None

None

None

At his usual work, and None
in good health

None

Remarks.

A gross case of exag-
geration, supported by
" leading " examina-
tion.

Cause of delay in

settlement cannot be
discovered.

None

None

A moderate claim. No
exaggeration. Concus-
sion of brain.
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No.
of

case.

57 M. 52

58 M. 49

59 M. 39

60

61

M.

mar-
ried

56

55

Nature
of

accident.

Slight col-

lision

Very bad
collision

Collision

Terriblybad
collision

Same

General outline of case.

Some shock. Contusions about right shoulder.

Never made any subsequent attempt to use his

arm. As time went on symptoms of " general

nervous shock," due largely to staying in-doors

and agitation about his claim, which was very

large. Much exaggeration and some thought wilful

imposture
Was dazed and felt very sick. No known blow any-

where. Soon felt sore all over, and was sleepless

for several nights. Suffered much from pain in

head and neck. Became very irritable and emo-
tional, with tendency to cry. Seemed much aged
by the accident, and for a time looked thin and
worn and ill

Was bruised on the back by a falling portmanteau
and felt shaken. Returned home next day, and
seemed to be suffering from " shock and bruises."

Said in a few days to have had an attack ofviolent

delirium in which he had to be held down. Recur-
rence of tbis attack after an inteiTal of three weeks,
during which time he had slept heavily. Most
violent, and threatening suicide. Never any dis-

turbance of pulse or temperature, nor any paralytic

symptoms. Later " attacks " came on whenever he
was visited, but it was proved that in the intervals

he lived like a person in ordinary health, though
not going out of doors.

Had a severe scalp wound and exfoliation of large
portion of outer table of skull. Wound took six

months to heal. In good health at end of two
years, but memoiy not quite so good

Had a bruise on the lower part of the back. Does
not appear to have suffered much at the time. A
few weeks later had a severe attack of pneumonia.
At end of two years in good health, but very ner-

vous and most apprehensive as to the prominence,
quite natural, of the 7th cervical vertebra

k
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Date When last Evidences of

of lieai'd of after Condition when last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlemeut. accident. spinal cord or

membranes.

12 months — Soon after settlement
left the neighbour-
hood and cannot be
traced

None Litigation.

6 months 4 years After settlement went
abroad. For long
looked wretchedly ill,

but gradually re-

covered his ordinary
appearance, and now
does his usual work.
Has had no illness

since

None Moderate claim. Easy
circumstances. No ex-

aggeration.

14months 8f years Medical report not ob-
tainable. Alive and
well. Certainly has
no paralysis of any
kind, but is at times
''very nervous "

None A very exorbitant claim.

Litigation. However
real the early condition
may have been it is

tolerably certain that
thelater manifestations
of neurotic disturb-

ance were largely, if

not altogether, under
his control. In the
attacks seen he used
to lie down, say he
was " going off," and
decline to speak any
more. He never hurt
himself, and never
really fainted. An
emotional undercur-
rent of gross exag-
geration for purposes
of claim.

2 years 2 years Gone abroad and can-

not be traced later

None Concussion of brain.

Settlement delayed by
special circumstances.

2 years 2 years As above None As above.

1
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No.
of

case.

62 M.

63

64

65

M.

M.

M.

66

67

M.

F.,

mar-
ried

Nature
of

accident.

44

28

24

26

68 M.

General outline of case.

75 Same as 42 "Was bruised on tlie forehead and on the lower dorsal

and lumbar region. Stunned. In bed for a few
days. Later complained of pain in the head, stiff-

ness of the back, loss of memory. At end of two
months no symptoms of ill-health

20 Same as 53 Had no blow except on one arm, and went on to his

work. Yomited two hours after and felt shaken.
Later had pain in head and neck and was sleepless

Same as 15

Very
trifling

collision

Bad colli-

sion

53 Slight
collision

Had no bodily injuiy but was " shaken." Later he
complained of headache, loss of memory, in-

ability to apply himself. Became instable and bad-
tempered. Always somewhat eccentric

Portmanteau fell on his head and momentarily
stunned him. Soon felt shaken and broke down at

work. Had headache, pain in the neck, flushing of

face. Was at fii-st very sleepy. After six weeks
complete rest he gradually improved. Eight years
before had been laid up with " general nei-vousness

fe-om over-work at college."

See page 243

Dazed. Soon had pain and tenderness over the lower
dorsal vertebrse. Pregnant. Much fear of mis-
carriage, having had miscarriage once before at

seventh month from fright. Course of pregnancy
and labour not interfered with. Subsequently
much emotional disturbance, coupled with un-
doubted exaggeration

Blow on back of head and braise of left shoulder.

Felt no ill effects until he got home three days
afterwards. Then had pain in the arm, oppression
of the head, and aching at the lower part of the
back. His left arm felt numb and stiff. An un-

healthy plethoric man. A free liver
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Date When last Evidences of

of heard of after Condition when last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlement. accident. spinal cord or

membranes.

4 months 54 years Died 54 years after

accident of " old age."
Had been in good
health and able to go
about until within a
few weeks of death

None Much exaggeration and
exorbitant claim. Had
fallen into very poor
circumstances.

6 months Left the neighbour-
hood. Known, how-
ever, to have been per-
fectly well and at work
again

None Delay in settlement
owing to large claim.

Some exaggeration.

8 months 5 years At usual work, and in

as good health as be-

fore the accident

None Made an exorbitant
claim. Much exagge-
ration.

3 months Cannot be traced None Concussion of brain in i

a nervous subject.

Moderate claim.

__ None .

9 months 3f years Says never been so well
since accident. Very
nervous at times.
Pain in the back, cold
limbs, and deadness,
&c. Looks thin and
careworn ; constantly
fretting. Had three
miscarriages since

accident in addition
to the child born after

it. A question how
far her state may be
due to the exhaustion
of frequent gestation

None A most outrageous
claim. Litigation. Jury
awarded one sixth of
the amount claimed, i

There is little doubt

;

that the condition ofj

this patient was rather
an oiitcome of the
worry attendant on
expected compensation
than on the real shock
originally sustained.

i

1

3 months 3| years No medical attendance
after settlement. Had
no illness since except
indigestion

None Exaggeration. Large
\

claim. 1

1
'<

1Q
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No.
1

of
I

case,
i

69 M.
1
52

70

72

M.

M.

M.

39

58

36

73

74

F.,

sin-

gle

M.

29

38

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 67

Sharp col-

lision

Very slight

collision

Same as 60

Same as 10

Same as 8

General outline of case.

Severe shock from blow on head. Both eyes black.

Pulse 52 for three days. Gradual recovery, and in
nine weeks went to work, but felt very unfit for

it. Later, very nervous and worried about his

business. Much worry also about his claim.

Increased presbyopia led to examination of eyes,

when cataract of both lenses was found, and on
this a very large claim was based. There were no
other ocular changes, and one distinguished sur-

geon whom he consulted, but whose opinion was
not mentioned until long afterwards, could dis-

cover no connection between the accident and the
cataract

Blow on shin. Momentarily stunned from blow on
forehead. In bed fourteen days. Suffered after-

wards from headache and palpitation, and was
generally nei'vous. To work in six weeks, and was
then daily improving. Looked aged and worn

The only man hurt. Bruise on side of chest. Away
from work a month. Atheromatous aorta

Stunned from blow on head. Away from work nearly
three months. Seven months after accident was still

complaining of pain in the head, of being easily

fatigued and startled, and of bad sleep. Manner
very agitated. Pulse weak. At his work long
before claim was arranged

Had no blow anywhere, but was very much fiightened.

Two days afterwai'ds began to have pain in small
of back, and became very hysterical, screaming at

the least noise. Never any alteration in pulse or

temperature. Began to improve in six weeks

Blow on side of head and bruise on lower part of

back. Indoors for fourteen days, suffering from
pain along the whole vertebral column and tender-

ness about the coccyx. Also extremely nervous and
hysterical. At end of six months was partially at

work, biit looked haggard. He complained of ner-

vousness, loss of memory, loss of sexual power, and
creeping sensation in his legs. At the endof thirteen
months there were no objective signs of central

injury
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Date
of

settlement.

14uiont]is

3 montlis

4 montlis

2 years

6 montlis

When last

leai-d of after

accident

b years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

In good liealtli, and at

his usual work. Said
to be more irritable

than he was. No re-

port about cataracts

10 months

5 years

13 months 8i years

Left the neighbour-
hood, and cannot be
traced

Still at work and in

good healbh. Cannot
be traced further

Cannot be traced

Good health. Married,
and had one child.

Certainly been very
nervous since, start-

ing, for instance, at

the closing of a door

Occasionally has slight

asthma, but is other-

wise in excellent

health. Thinks his

sexual desire is not
what it ought to be in

a man of his physique,
but he gives no stan-

dard for comparison

None

None

None

None

None

See
outline

Bomarks.

Concussion of brain.

Delay in settlement
from large claim.

Concussion of brain.

No exaggeration.

Small claim,

aggeration.
No ex-

Concussion of brain.

Special circumstances
delayed settlement.

Sheer fright.

Gouty diathesis.
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

75 M. 30

76 M. 39

77 M. 55

78 M. 25

79 F.,

wi-

dow

45

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 23,

and another
very slight

collision

two days
before

Same as 58

Bad colli-

sion

"Very slight

collision

Slight col-

lision in

shunting

General outline of ease.

Said that in the first accident he had a blow on his

left side, and that he suffered from fi-ight and ner-

vousness, but did not leave his work. In the
second he had a gi-aze on one shin and again was
terribly frightened. Then left work, and said he
was laid up for six weeks with " sleeplessness, loss

of appetite, inability to enjoy anything, and com-
plete nervous prostration." At end of four months
no sign of ill-health whatever, but he complained
of impaired memory, mental dulness, and inability

to occupy himself

Stunned from blow on back of head. Laid up four

days. Soon mended in himself, but a high degree
of hypermetropia was revealed, and twelve months
after accident he had convergent strabismus. This
was partially rectified by lenses. No evidence of

structural damage to eyes. Improved under treat-

ment of a well-known ophthalmic surgeon, but at

time of settlement some strabismus still remained.
A strong muscular man

Momentarily dazed, but had no blow. Soon felt

tremulous and giddy, and suffered for a few days
from sleeplessness and irritability. After some
weeks at the seaside, and ten weeks after the
accident, he felt well and ready for work, but did

not retui'n to it, thinking it better to wait. He
then again began to be nervous, sleepless, and
tremulous, and had one attack not unlike delirium
tremens. Later he suffered from much mental
depression, but showed no signs of bodily ailment,
simply professed inability to work. Had been a
somewhat free liver

Admittedly had no known injury, but next day felt

shaken. Then had pain in small of back and took
to bed, where he lay for nine weeks, his back being
stiff and painful. During this time lost appetite
and strength, and became nervous and emotional.
No signs of disease at date of settlement

Stunned by blow on head. Vomited, Had been out
of health for some time, and was on way to country
for change of air. The doctor thought her
recovered from effects of accident in a fortnight
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Date
of

settlement.

6 months

IGmontlis

8 montlis

11 montlis

4 montlis

When last

heard of after

accident.

Condition when last lieard of.

7 years

4 I years

Cannot be traced

At his usual work ever

since, and in good
health

More susceptible to

worry and excitement.

Frequently under
treatment for indi-

gestion. Suffered also

from much melan-
choly. Is at work, but
feels prostrated by
railway travelling

Cannot be traced

Left the neighbour-
hood and cannot be
traced

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes,

None

None

None

None

None

Renmiks.

Exorbitant claim. Gross
exaggeration.

A very unusual and
remarkable case.

Temperament predis-

posed him to suffer

much. Made a very
large claim, which ad-
mittedly worried him.

Delay in settlement
due to largeness of
claim. Much exag-
geration.

Made a large claim on
basis of ill health
which really pre-

ceded accident.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Nature

of

accident.

80 M. 37 Same as 77

81

82

M.

M.

49

24

Same as 60

Same

83 M. 56 Same

84 M. 56 Same as 67

85 M. 52 Same

General outline of case.

Blow on abdomen, and was mncli shaken. Yomited.
Suffered from indigestion and constant vomiting
for six weeks. Much reduced in strength and
weight, and became very nervous and hypochon-
driacal. Five months after the vomiting ceased he
was complaining of pain and weariness in the back
as if he had sprained himself, and of feeling pros-

trate and good for nothing

Severe blow on head. Unconscious fifteen minutes.
Had wound of hand and extensive laceration of

leg which kept him in bed five weeks. Was under
medical care for three months longer, and then
resumed business

Stunned by blow on parietal region. Went home
alone in five days, and then lay for four weeks in

a state of extreme prostration, in which he never
spoke except when going to be fed. It was thought
he might die. Was away from work about a year,

during which he was weak and upset, and felt very
fatigued in the back, but had no objective signs ot

central injury. At end of two years he looked in

good health, but made the most of his ailments
when compensation questions then arose

Unconscious. Vomited. Severe bruise of left arm,
and subsequently some periostitis of humerus.
Did not lie up, although feeling very nervous and
shaky. In a few weeks resumed business, but
became more nervous and weak, and had to go
away for some months' rest

Bruised on one shoulder and " all along the back."
Had his lip cut. Pelt " numbed " all over. No
signs of shock. For a week the left leg was colder
than the right, and it perspired more than natural.

Later he complained much of pain when stooping
in his back. Four months afterwards, when to all

appearances well, he professed inability to do any-
thing.

Slightly shaken and frightened, and had a bruise on
forehead and one leg. No after-symptoms

i
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Date
of

settlement.

"When last

heard of after

accident.

12 months

ii years

2 years

34 years

2 years

54 years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

2 years

llmontlis

8 montlis

years

3^ years

Never felt quite so

vigorous or capable
of exertion. Digestion
very uncertain. 'No
objective signs of dis-

ease. Following his

business as usual

In good health, but
knee still rather stiff

JTo special report ob-

tainable, but he has
since married and be-

gotten a child

Not doing so much
work as before, but
from age and position

was entitled to rest.

Had to give up shoot-

ing

Looks well and says he
is so

None

None

None

Remarks.

None Made a very exoi'bi-

tant claim.

See
outline

Cannot be traced None

Settlement delayed by
special circumstances.
It had no influence on
course of illness.

As above re settlement.

Genuine case of ex-

treme nervous exhaus-
tion.

As above re settlement.
A man of nervous tem-
perament.

In pecuniary difl&cul-

ties. Exorbitant claim.

Much exaggeration.

Made a very large
claim. Delay in con-
sequence.
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No.
of ' Sex.

case.
I

Nature
of

accident.

86 M. 58 Same

87 M.

wi-

dow

50

Same

Same

89 M. 53 Same

90 F.,

mar-
ried

36 Same

General outliBe of case.

Dazed from great fright. Had a small wound and
braise on one arm. Soon complained of pain all

over, especially in tlie back. Later became very
nervous, and admittedly, from bis previous experi-

ence, was anxiously on the look-out for symptoms

See page 242

Blow on back of bead. Stunned. Much bruised in

many parts, but worst of all over the left bip and
pelvis. Subsequently bad pain in tbe back, and
mucb stiffness about bip and tbigb wbicb were
very painful on movement. Complicated by rheu-
matoid arthritis. Pseudo-palsy. In other respects
she improved, and at time of trial was in herself

pretty well

Much dazed. Bruises on the back and both shoulders.

Subsequently much pain in whole vertebral
column and stiffness at the lower part. General
nei-vous sbock. Cold feet, sweating, much ner-
vousness. Nothing would induce him to leave his

room for several montbs. ISTever any objective
signs, but he used to complain that his legs occa-

sionally felt "numb "

Under treatment at time of accident for prolapsus
uteri. Considerably bruised about hips and loinc.

Unconscious. Vomited. Suffered much fi-om pain
and hypersestbesia of back which lasted for many
months. As time went on became more and more
nervous, felt prostrate and good for nothing.
Much of this was due to worry about compensa-
tion
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Date When last
Evidences of

of heard of after Condition when last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlement. acciden'.
spinal cord or

membranes.

10 months Lives out of the country
and cannot be traced

None Had been in a bad acci-

dent 3 years before,

and was laid up for 11
months with general
nervousness. From
that, however, he had
perfectly recovered.

— — None

5 months Cannot be traced.

Doubtless still suffer-

ing

None Deserving of much sym-
pathy. Humble station

in life. Friends fool-

ishly allowed her case
to . be taken up by a
solicitor who went
round directly after the
accident offering his

services. Trial of

course. Yerdict for

less than the company
had oftered. It was
subsequently learned
that the whole of the
money was kept by the
lawyer,thispoor woman
not getting one single

farthing.

10 months 3i years After settlement soon None. Made a very large claim.

began to go about and See out- Unconscious exaggera-
much improved. Still line tion.

has some stiffness in

loins, and can't lift

heavy weights so well

nor walk so far

18 months 3J years Certainly not the same
sti'ong woman she
was. Has had no ill-

ness since, but every
now and then has pain
in the small of the
back

None Note previous history.

Exorbitant claim.
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No.
of

case.

ni

mar-
ried

92

93

94

95

96

Sex.

M.

M.

M.

M.

M.

Asa.

38

36

32

29

29

38

Nature
of

accident.

Same

Same

Same

Same as 60

Same as 77

General outline of case.

Dazed. Struck between the shoulders and soon
began to feel sore all over. Long journey home
in a few days. Then began to suffer more from
pain in small of back, and complained also of
" numbness " over the whole left side, limbs, trunk,
head, and neck. No real anaesthesia. Hyperges-
thesia of back. Great hysterical nervousness about
herself, and fear of future ill consequences

Much alarmed and dazed. Vomited profusely. Felt
much shaken. Bruise on left ribs and both elbows,
and later tingling in course of left ulnar nerve. In
six weeks attempted work, but on failing to con-
tinue at it became terribly depressed, as his em-
ployers then dismissed him. Improved after change
of air. Much asthenopia, which was ultimately
relieved by convex glasses. Never any objective
signs except those due to blow on elbow. Suffered
also from much pain in the back, and from sym-
ptoms of general nervous shock

Unconscious. Blow on knee and right side of neck.
Much collapse. Pulse 48 for twenty-four hours.
Left pupil during first day said to have been dilated
and sluggish. Pain across sacrum. Went away
for rest and change at end of ten days

History of having been stunned from severe blow on
head. Unconscious for four or five hours. In bed
three weeks. Suffered from pain in the small of
the back. In four months returned partially to"

work, but suffered thereafter, in a gradually lessen-
ing degree, from pain in the head, occasional giddi-
ness, and inability to work as long as before.
After concussion symptoms of Hutchinson

See page 121

Stunned by blow on nose. Found himself on floor

of carriage. Complained of general nervousness
and constant pain between shoulders, made worse
by exercise or stooping ; of a sense of " confusion
in his head " when many people were near him,
and of " numbness " below the knees which came
on after walking. Never any objective signs
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Date
of

settlement.

18months

When last

heard of sifter

accideut.

15 montlis

8 months

7 years

6 years

2 years

12 months

years

Condition when last heard of.

2 years

3 years

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

In as good healtli as

ever she was

Now manager to a large

house of business. Is

very well, neverhaving
felt any bad after-

effects from the acci-

dent

Has had good health

Attending daily to a

large and important
business

Lives abroad and can-

not be further traced

None

None

None

Ailed for some time
after his claim was
settled, but now per-

fectly well

None

See text

None.
See

outline

Remarks.

Symptoms kept up by
family trouble. Much
genuine nervousness.

Had for years suffered

from uterine derange-
ment and poor diges-

tion.

Symptoms aggravated
by ungenerous conduct
of employers, and also

by alarm from erro-

neous opinion about
his eyes, a small patch
of choroidal pigment
at themargin of one disc

having been diagnosed
as a " retinal haemor-

rhage."

Made a very exorbitant
claim.

Concussion of brain.

Settlement delayed by
special circumstances.

A man of highly nervous
temperament.
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No.
of

case.

97

Sex.

98

99

100

101

mar-
ried

35

M.

M.

M.

mar-
ried

Nature
of

accident.

Yery tri-

fling colli-

sion

30

33

59

51

Same as 68

Slight col-

lision

Collision

Same

General outline of case.

Bruise on one elbow. Much frightened. Became
very nervous. Hysterical attacks. Suspicion of
alcoholism. Six months after accident had. a mis-
carriage. Very weak and nervous after it, and two
years after accident had " functional paraplegia "

which lasted for about five months. Circulation
very feeble. Feet and hands always cold. Did
not waste

Fat, unwieldy man. Slight blow on back of head,
right shoulder, and left knee. Momentai-ily un-
conscious. Did usual business for two days, then
made a long journey, and broke down. Suffered
from headache and sleeplessness. Generally ner-
vous and good for nothing. At end of two months
much better, and then began to exaggerate

Momentarily unconscious from blow on head.
Vomited. In bed nine weeks, feeling utterly weak
and prostrate. Also very hysterical. For several
months was in a very nervous state. Had head-
ache, sleeplessness, heat of head, and weakness of
right leg. No objective signs, but he looked heavy
and listless

Momentarily unconscious from blow on the head. In
bed nine weeks, feeling stiff and sore all over. At
end of that time nothing whatever could be found
the matter with him. Two years after accident
said he could not do any work because of pain in

his head and back. The bodily functions were
all natural, and he did not then appear ill

Blow over one eye and momentarily unconscious.
In bed eight weeks, suffering much from prostra-
tion, and was stiff and painful all over, especially
in her back. At end of two years was still com-
plaining, looked feeble and ill, and was extremely
nervous about herself
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Date
of

settlement.

3 years

ISmontlis

10 months

41 years

tg years

/

When last

heard of after

accident

5 years

3| years

13 montlis

5k

5 1 years

Couditiou when last heard of.

Has become very stout,

but is now in excellent

health. No paralysis

whatever

Not under medical
care since settlement.
Believed not to have
suffei'ed any perma-
nent injury.

Greatly better 3 months
after claim was set-

tled. Headache gone,
he was less nervous,
and he felt nothing
wrong with his leg.

Cannot be traced fur-

ther

Still unable to work

Now crawling about
with a stick, and it is

believed she will never
be worth anything
again

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord ov

membranes.

None

None

None,
See

outline

None

None

Remarks.

Compensation had no
influence on history.

Delay owing to exorbi-

tant claim. Pecuniary
difficulties.

Concussion of brain..

Made a very large claim
to the worry about
which his symptoms
were thought largely

due.

Very large claim. Man
declined to settle sooner
preferring to wait and
see what would happen.
In good circumstances,
and inability to work
due to fact that he
had small occasion to

work.

At the menopause.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.

102 M. 42

103
mar-
ried

43

104 M. 38

105 M. 50

106
wi-

dow

78

107 F.

mar-
ried

32

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 60

Same

Same

Ratter
shai-p col-

lision

Sharp col-

lision

Slight col-

lision

General outline of case.

Out and bruised about face and bead and calves of

legs. Laid wp fourteen days, and then in another
fortnight resumed business, probably too soon.

Continued at it partially for four months, and then
went to seaside. While there had a " fainting-fit,"

and says he lost the use of one side. Laid up for

fourteen days, and then after three months more
had elapsed had another, worse attack. Then to

business again, and at end of twelve months a third

attack. Then became very nervous—" grieved over
his incapacity." Two years after accident stiU very
nervous, could not bear the least noise, and com-
plained of •' weakness " in one arm and " numb-
ness " in the arm and head. No objective signs

Severe bruises on both knees. Laid up a month.
Though able to walk about the house, could not
attend to household duties for about a year. Later
much exaggeration

Cut and bruised about head and one shoulder. Laid
up partially for about eight weeks. At work after

that, but at end of two years complained (in cer-

tainly an exaggerated way) of loss of memory,
heaviness of the head, and dread of travelling. No
objective signs. Endeavoured to make out that
he had been ruptured, but when the rupture could
not be found it was happily discovered that it had
been cured by homoeopathic drugs

Unconscious. Vomited. Blow over left eyebrow.
In bed five days, having much pain in head and
between the shoulders. Later had much pain and
stiffness in the lumbo-sacral region and felt weak
and shaky. Off work two months

Severe blow on forehead and considerable shock. In
bed for some weeks. Rallied, however, well, and at

the end of seven months had no symptoms. Weak,
however, and unable to do her work. Suffers
much fi'om constipation, and later had an attack
of jaundice

Fi-ightened and shaken. Momentarily unconscious
In bed three weeks, suffering from her head and
back. In five weeks went to seaside, where she
took daily exercise, and came home greatly better.

Then resumed her household work, but compensa-
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Date
of

settlement.

Wlen last

heard of after

accident.

2J years

2? years

3 years

3 months

10months

1 year

8 years

years

10 months

3 years

years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes,

In perfect health and
at his usual business

To all appearances in

very good health

Kot able to hear of him
since

Lost sight of. Lost his

place from drinking

Continued to suffer

much from headache,
and died of " old age "

set. 81, 3 years after

the accident

In good health, but is

easily fatigued, and
after much exertion
has a return of pain in

the lumbar region.

None

N'one

None

None

None

None.
See

outline

Remarks.

Very gross exaggera-
tion. Outrageous claim
basedonuntrustworthy
commercial losses. Liti-

gation. Not a straight-

forward case. Compen-
sation was delayed by
special circumstances,
and when it arose he
unquestionably nursed
himself into a state of

illness.

Compensation delayed
by special circum-
stances. Much exag-
geration; conscious and
unconscious.

An " habitual drunk-
ard."

Concussion of brain.

Age.

Made a very large claim.
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108
mar-
ried

109

110

111

F.
mar-

ried

M.

M.

112 M

50

53

.44

27

113 —

General outline of case.

tion also at the same time began to engage atten-

tion, and she complained more of pain—hyper-
Eesthesia—in her back and head, general weakness,
sleeplessness, poor appetite, and " numbness in the
right leg after walking." No objective signs.

Catamenia resjular

Yery slight Slight blow on head. Dazed. In bed eight days
collision

Same as 68

Sharp col-

lision

Rather
sharp col-

lision at

night

with pain in back and head. After change
of air returned home, but found herself unable to

do anything, and at end of nine months after

accident was complaining terribly of her back and
head. Former extremely hyperasthetic. Her
back had been fearfully punished by huge blisters.

Very nervous and apprehensive. Highly emo-
tional

Much bruised about right arm and leg, which for a
time felt numb and heavy. In bed ten weeks.
Rallied as far as her strength would allow, and was
able to get into country sis months after accident.

Fourteen years before had acute rheumatism. Now
has mitral regurgitation and great cardiac in-egu-

larity. Shortness of breath and palpitation

induced by accident

See page 156

Momentarily stunned from blow on head. Did not
think he had been much hurt, but in two days
felt so shaken that he had to lie up. Had tender-

ness at nape of neck and oppression of the head.
Hypersesthesia of the scalp. Began to mend in a
month

A man looking much older than his years. No
marks or bruises. At work for two days, and then
felt shaken and sore. Had pain in back and head,

and especially about the sacmm when he stooped.

Sensation also of cold water rtmning up and down
his back. Thought well enough to resume work in
four weeks, but then made large claim, began to
worry about compensation, stay at home, and un-
doubtedly exaggerate

' Same as 23. See pages 243, 244
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Date
of

settlemeut.

1 year

5 months

3 months

When last

heard of after

accident.

4 years

44 years

5 months years

Condition when last heard of.

Catamenia regular.

N^ot pregnant since.

-Nervous for another 12
months, and then im-
proved. Now in good
health. Back feels

weak after much ex-

ertion. Does not work
so actively as before

After continued suffer-

ing from the heart dis-

ease, died 4^ years
after the accident

Left the neighbour-
hood, and cannot be
traced

Very soon at work after

settlement. Has had
good health since and
been able to knock
about as usual

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

Remarks.

None

Wone

None

None

None

None

At the menopause. Re-
medy worse than the
disease. Claim and
treatment based on
supposed disease of
cord, but there was
never the least sign of
it. In good circum-
stances.

Previous disease.

Moderate claim,

aggeration.

Exaggeration.

No ex-

20
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115

116

M.

M.

Nature
of

accident.

24

29

117 F.,

mar
ried

38

Slight col-

Hsion

Same as Tt

Same as 60

General outline of case.

Same as 68

Had a small -wound on one knee and a slight blow on
sternum. Did not complain much for the first

fortnight, and then took to his bed for two months.
Five months afterwards was complaining of great
nervousness and inability even to attempt to do
anything. Also said he had profuse hgemoptysis,

blood coming, he was sure, from the part of the
chest where he had been struck. No doctor ever

saw this, and what blood there was came from
very congested fauces. No symptoms whatever of

disease

A dwarfish, ill-formed, half-witted man. Seven in a
family of eleven had died in infancy. Blow on
head. Laid up about three weeks. Since that
time said to have been incapable of work, com-
plaining of pain in the back and inability to do,

anything. Eighteen months after accident therej

was no sign of ill-health

A frail delicate man, who stammers. Left clavicle

broken, and he was bruised on the face, left side,

arm, and leg. Not stunned. Had a small flesh

wound in lumbar region. Not confined to bed.

After rest in country returned home in three weeks,
when he seemed in good health and had nothing
the matter with him except the broken collar-bone.

Two months after accident married, and two
months later still came under medical cai'e for

sense of debility and inability to work without
fatigue. When seen thirty months after the acci-

dent he was complaining of great nervousness,
inabUity to concentrate attention, anxiety about
himself, restlessness, sleeplessness. He had a very
fi-equent pulse and stammered much. No sign of

anything like paralysis

Much bruised about right hip, sacro-iliac region, anc

shoulders. Laid up several weeks. Later greai
stiffness about shoulder and hip, latter more esp<

cially, and she had much pain and tendernes
about sacrum and coccyx, so that she dreaded tj

walk. Hypergesthesia of back. Highly nervous
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Date When last j

Evidences of

of heard of after Condition when last heard of. ' .''^Jf^''y
*° Remarks.

settlement. accident.
spmal cord or

1

membranes.

11months 2 years Had long been at work
and was in perfect

health

None Gross exaggeration.
Almost a malingerer.
Litigation avoided.

19 months — Cannot be traced
farther

None

•

Much exaggeration by
friends, who made ex-

orbitant claim on his

behalf. Inquiry failed

to elicit any change in

mental state as result

;

of the accident.

2^ years Cannot be traced None Compensation delayed
by special circum-
stances. An apparent
exception to the usual
rule about nervous
shock after fractures,

but the history shows
that the later condition
must have been due to

other causes than inju-

ries received. He had
recovered, and only
after several months
became ill. He had
been unsuccessful in

business. Made a very
large claim. Symptoms
very largely due to com-
pensation worries.

6 months Left the neighbourhood None Large claim, but no con-

I

shortly afterwards
and cannot be traced.

Wife of a labouring
man

scious exaggeration.

. 1
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No.
of

case.

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

Sex.

mar-
ried

P.,

mar-
ried

M.

M.

M.

F.
sin-

gle

F.

mar-
ried

32

47

Nature
of

accident.

Slight col-

lision at

night

Careless
slmnting in

station

Severe col-

lision at

night

36

37

23 Same as 120

General outline of case.

30 Sharp col-

lision

Oonld give no account of the accident, but had gone
on her journey and then walked from the station

home. Later complained of pain in the back.

Pregnant. Labour natural four months after

accident. After recovery therefrom still complained
of her back and of tenderness about the coccyx,

and said she could not attend to her household
work. Was able, however, to enjoy all the festivi-

ties of a fashionable watering-place

Had a severe blow on side of face and head, which
caused some periostitis about malar bone; also

rather deaf in ear of same side. Nervous and
much upset

Asleep. No knowledge of injury. Helped others.

Next day confused and could not do business. On
third day long journey home. Then had much
pain in back and at nape of neck. Pulse 40.

Deferred shock. Very nervous and much diffi-

culty in finding right words to express himself.

Began work again in five weeks. In two months
much better. Pulse 56. Later felt very easily

fatigued by work, and became occasionally quite

prostrate, and had pain in the head. After a sea
voyage well. Pulse then 72.

See page 219

See page 104

Had no blow, but felt faint and sick. For three
days felt stiff about the neck. Became nervous,
afraid to travel or to go out alone. Some exag-
geration on the part of her friends when seeking
compensation. Was at work some time before

settlement

Very frightened, but not unconscious. Severe braises

on left hip and sacro-iliac region and one arm ; also

felt her neck twisted. In bed three weeks, suifer-

ing from pain in neck and head. In four weeks
more, able to be moved to seaside. Five months
after accident still comj^lained much of pain in

small of back and tenderness at coccyx. Also
much stifi"ness of left hip. Pseudo-palsy
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Date When last

of lieard of after

settlement. accideut.

18 months 4J years

Condition when last heard of.

5 montlis

ISmontlis

4 months

3J years

4^ years

11 montlis 51 years

Another child since. In
good health. In no
way affected by the
accident

Evidences of

injury to
spinal cord or

membranes.

N'one

Continued very ner-
vous for more than a
year. Now quite well.

Been in perfect health
since, but has always
felt a difficulty with
figures and accounts
of his business

Cannot be traced

Now -walks well and is

in excellent health

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

None

Delay from largeness of
claim. Much exaggera-
tion of the evangelical
type.

A gouty man. No ex-

aggeration. Predis-
posed to suffer. Tra-
velling under strong
presentiment of coming
accident. In good cir-

cumstances. Sleep had
not protected him.

Litigation by lawyers.
No conscious exaggera-
tion.

I
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Mature

of

accident.

General outline of case.

125 M. 31 Same

126 M. 35

127 M. 25

Two very
slight col-

lisions. In
the first lie

was the only
person who
complained.
Of the se-

cond acci-

dent there

is no official

record

Blow on head and much dazed. Slow pulse, 48 for

two days; also polyuria. ISTot confined to bed.

Neck stiff for a few days. In three months was
much better and went to the seaside, but caught a
very severe cold which threw him back, and six

months after accident, when claim began to be dis-

cussed, was worse, complaining of nei-vousness,

trembling, loss of sleep, no appetite, and occa-
sional weakness in the left leg after walking. No
objective signs

In first accident no knowledge of injury, although he
had a "punch on the left ribs." Continued at

work for several days, and then complained of pain
in the back and head, which kept him an invalid

for five weeks. No medical attendance. After
being at work for a few days was in an alleged

second accident. Again had no knowledge of

being hurt, but soon complained that he hardly
knew what he was doing, and took to bed. Said
he was in bed about seven weeks, complaining of

his back and head, and that he used to go dead all

over. Did not resume work. At end of twelve

months no evidence of injury, but he was full of
complaints. Condition beheved to be due to

chronic alcoholism. Much harm done by leading
examinations

Same as 67 Four years before had been laid up with " nervous
debility," as the result of mental shock. No
knowledge of injury, but next day had pain in

back; also felt faint and weak. After exertion

had acute pain in small of back, which laid him
up for a week. Impi'oved again, but ten months
after accident still had much pain in mid-dorsal

region, was sleepless, nervous, and very anxious
about himself
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Date When last
Evidences of

of lieard of after Condition when last heard of. Remarks.
settlement. accident.

membranes.

11 months 62 years Appears to be in ex- None. Yery large claim. Liti-

cellent health See
outline

gation. Much exag-
geration.

13 months 18 months Said never to have re-

covered. Died in

ursemic coma. No au-

topsy. Subsequently
learned that diagnosis
of alcoholism was per-

fectly correct

None

j

Exorbitant claim. Liti-

gation. A case of

gross imposture. The
late Dr. Ogden Fletcher
has recorded a similar

case. ' Railways in
their medical aspect.'

Cornish Bi'os., 1867, p.

73. A male, said to
have died twelve
months after "from the
effects of the railway
accident." " On in-

quiring minutely into
this I found that during
the last year of his life

he had frequent attacks
of delirium tremens
(from which he had
suffered before the acci-

dent), and the death
was registered as—pri-

mai-y cause 'delirium
tremens,' secondary
' cerebral effusion.'

"

18 months 3 years At work as usual and
very much better than
he was. In cold foggy
weather has pain in

small of back, but
otheiTvise feels fairly

well

None A perfectly genuine case
of nervous disturbance
in a highly nervous
man. Delay owing to

his apprehension of the
future.

1
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129

M. 35

M. 40

130 F.,

mar-
ried

131

132

133

M.

M.

F.,

sin-

gle

44

27

52

36

Rather
sharp col-

lision

Same

Carriage off

line at

night

Same as 124

Very sharp
shunting
collision

Collision at

night

Dazed and vomited. Said to have had left shoulder
dislocated. In bed three weeks. Subsequently he
complained of much pain in the shoulder and in

the sacral region, of being nervous and easily

startled, and of being afraid to travel

Could not say what had happened to him except
that he had been " knocked about terribly." Had
a contused laceration on shin which was long in

healing. Iodide of potassium necessary in treat-

ment. Has been subject to " rheumatic gout,"
and a few weeks after accident had an attack of

"iritis." No exaggeration. At end of five months
was nearly well and partly at work again

Much frightened. Shaken. Bruised on ribs, and on
back of head had severe blow. Wound of hand.
Profuse menorrhagia almost directly after acci-

dent. This lasted three weeks and much reduced
her. Headache, nervousness, sleepless, loss of

appetite. Able to go home two months after

accident

Jumped from the train and received very serious

injuries. Ptosis, strabismus, slight facial para-
lysis, deviation of tongue, weakness of one leg,

and great emotional disturbance. Details of case

too long and inti-icate to give in detail. Probably
some injury about base of brain, &c.

His carriage received the full force of collision. No
blow, but almost instantly had pain about left side

and felt faint and sick. Laid up for a few days
after he got home, having much pain in his back
and head. A fortnight afterwards was up and
about, but was strangely tremulous and nervous.
Had much pain and stiffness in small of back,

aggravated by movement ; also constipation.

Chief complaint was weakness and prostration

Much bruised about eyes and nose. Considerable
shock. Had much pain and stiffness in small of

back. Later suffered severely from symptoms of

general nervous shock
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Date
of

settlement.

"Wlien last

heard of after

accident.

13 months

8 montlis

2 montlis

5 years

5^ years

10 montlis 3^ years

3 months

6 months

5 years

6 years

Condition whea last heard of.

Evidences of 1

injury to
|

spinal cord or
membranes. I

At work and in perfect

health

Has had no return of

iritis. Inrobust health

Cannot be traced.

Home in remote vil-

lage in Scotland

Much better than he
was. Objective signs

less obvious. Has
gained weight and
strength. Able to

work

Perfectly recovered,

and at usual work.
Felt general nervous
disturbance for some
time. Has had to

give up riding be-

cause such exertion

made his backache,
but backache is not
uncommon in his pro-

fession

Has since married, and
enjoyed good health

N'one

None

None

See
outline

None

None

Remarks.

Delay owing to largeness
of claim. Undoubted
exaggeration.

Previous ill health.

? Syphilis,

Concussion of brain.

Teaches the wisdom of
sitting still rather than
of jumping from the
train when a collision

is expected. The only
person permanently in-

jured.

No exaggeration,
moderate claim.

Yery

Moderate claim. Con-
cussion of brain, &c.
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

134
mar-
ried

45

Nature
of

accident.

Same

135

136

M.

M.

54

34

137 M. 18

138
mar-
ried

Same

Same

Same

Carriage
ran off line

General outline of case.

Severe blow and wound on right frontal eminence.
Alarming collapse. Moved home in eighteen
hours. Laid up in bed five weeks, suffering much
from head and back. Tvro months after accident
was extremely weak, and complained of pain and
numbness at the back of the head, of great ner-
vousness, and of being easily startled. The lower
part of her back also felt " numb," and was made
worse by movement. Hyperesthesia in lumbo-
sacral region. After walking her legs felt

"numb," but there was no anaesthesia, and all

movements were perfect. After change of air was
improving when claim was settled

Had a blow on left lower ribs, and a severe wound on
the shin. This took long to heal and kept him on
the couch six weeks. Cardiac irregularity. Athe
roma. Improved at end of three months

Seemed shaken and didnot continue journey. Much
pain about lumbo-sacral region. No blow any-
where. Much professed alarm and exaggeration
about his injuries, and the day after the accident
was sure he was going to have "paralysis of the
spine of his back," and that he was dying and
must make his will. Temperature and pulse never
abnormal. After return home became more ner-

vous than before. The only objective sign was an
occasional slow pulse of 55. Change of air six

months after accident did him no good, but he
made no effort to do anything, got up late, went to

bed early, stayed indoors all day, and nursed him-
self into a weakly state

Had a bruise on one shoulder. Later he complained
of pain across the lower dorsal vertebras, with
tenderness there. He was much upset and was
very prone to cry

An excitable, hysterical woman. Felt generally
shaken, and almost immediately had pain in the
small of the back. This it was that troubled her
afterwards, and she was very nervous. Poor sleep.

Quick pulse. In fifth month of pregnancy
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Date
of

settlement.

When last

keard of after

accident.

lOmontlis

9 montlis

9 months

4 montlis

3 montlis

6 years

6 years

6 years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinnl cord or
membranes.

2J years

Family troulale since

settlement. Still weak
and nervous, but looks

and is greatly better.

Subject to palpitation

and alternate sensa-

tions of beat and cold.

Varies much from day
to day. Legs very
soon fatigued. No
sign of central ner-

vous disease

At bis work as usual,

and enjoying good
bealtb

In excellent bealtb,

and at bis usual work

Left tbeneigbbourbood
and cannot be traced

Was very nervous until

confinement was over.

Tben began to im-
prove, and is now quite

well

Remarks.

None

None

None

None

None

A genuine case of ex-

treme nervous prostra-

tion and concussion of
brain. Probably per-
manent damage to ner-

vous stability, but cer-

tainly no meningo-
myelitis. At tbe meno-
pause

Delay owing to large-

ness of claim.

Exorbitant claim. Mucb
exaggeration from tbe
very fii-st.

Previous haemoptysis.
Dulness at one apex.
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

Nature
of

accident.

Genera! outline of case.

139 M. 34 Same as 133

140 M. 61 Same

141 M. 46

142
mar-
ried

33

Slight

collision

Same

143 F.,

mar-
ried

49 Same

Blow on back of head. Momentarily •unconscious.

Said lie was struck all down tlie back. No sign of

constitutional disturbance. Exaggeration at very
early date. Made a large claim, and immediately
put bis case in bands of solicitors baving a reputa-
tion for success against railway companies. Later
be complained of pain in tbe back, impaired
memory, loss of sight, &g. Not one objective sign

Stunned by blow on left occiput. Much after pain.

Heaviness and oppression of head. In about three
Aveeks, when he began to move about, he com-
plained that he could not see so well, and on exa-

mination an opinion was expressed that he had
"bypersemia and cloudiness of both optic discs."

More careful examination, however, revealed high
myopic astigmatism, to which the appearances in

the fundus were really due. Also had double cata-

racts, which might have been perhaps accelerated,

though not caused, by the accident. Much mental
distress from fear of losing sight altogether

Felt sick, but did not vomit. Bruise on leg and arm.
Later complained of pain in back, and held himself
in stooping posture ; also of weight and bewilder-
ment in the head, bad sleep, &c. Never a single

objective sign of injury

Much frightened. Blow on forehead and knees. In
bed ten weeks with pain in head and in sacral

region. Became very nervous. Had much pain
and hypersesthesia about back and forehead, and
considerable trouble from pain and stiffness of
ligamentum patellae. Much better at end of thir-

teen months. Between accident and settlement had
conceived and given birth to a child

Formerly addicted to alcohol, but at time of accident

said to have reformed. Stunned by blow on face.

In bed seven weeks with lumbo-sacral pain. Later
had so-called bilious attacks, and it was suspected
that she had resumed her old ways. This was
acknowledged by her solicitor the moment the
trial was over
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Date
of

settlement.

"When last

lieard of after

accident.

IVmontlis

lOmontlis

13 montlis

13months

13 montlis

6 years

6 yeai's

18 months

51 years

Cnndilion when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

No report obtainable.
His doctor, whose evi-

dence was not what
he wished, dare not go
near him

In good health. Cata-
ract steadily advanced
in one eye

Resumed work after

settlement, and soon
married. Cannot be
traced further

Very soon afterwards
left the neighbour-
hood, and cannot be
traced

None

None

Lost her husband and
married again. In
good health

None

None

None

Remarks.

Bankrupt at time of

accident. Litigation.

Jury reduced claim to

one fourth. Based
largely on statements
proved in court to be
absolutely false

Concussion of brain.

Gross exaggeration.
Litigation. Went to
trial as a case of " con-
cussion of the spine,"

with small hope of re-

covery.

Genuine case. Litiga-

tion, to which she her-

self was no party. A
lawyer's case.

Very large claim. Liti-

gation as a hopeless
case of " concussion of

the spine."
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Nature

of

accident.

General outline of case.

144 M. 42

145 M. 30

146 M.

147

148

F.,

mar-
ried

M.

42

36

50

149 M. 20

Slight
collision

Same as 133

Same

Same

Same as 67

Same

Blow on left side. Laid up a few weeks with head-
ache, palpitation, and want of sleep. In four

months much better and at work again. Some
months after accident had attack of haemorrhoids,
prostatic abscess, and retention. A stout, plethoric

Thought he must have been stunned having had a
cut on his forehead, and a slight blow on his back
which was subsequently stiff. For a few weeks
had pain in his head and was nervous when alone
or unoccupied. A month after the accident took
to walking with a limp and in a stooping posture

Asleep. Felt " hurt in the small of the back," and
had a blow over the left lower ribs. Was laid up
a fortnight with pain in the side and head, giddi-

ness, and feeling shaky. Mending rapidly at end
of a month

Blow on back, chest, and side. Dazed. Vomited.
Did not lie up as she felt worse in bed. Legs and
arms felt very weak and shaky; bad sleep, "loss
of memory," and very nervous. Some exaggera-
tion

Almost directly after had pain in the small of the back
which he had in consequence well rubbed. Felt

dazed and sick. Though feeling stiff he went about
much as usual, not thinking much of his injuries.

Three months after accident great thirst led to

examination of urine which was found to contain
large quantities of sugar. Careful inquiry elicited

that two months before the accident he had been
extremely thirsty ; was, however, then summer.
Amount of sugar ranch influenced by diet. A year
after accident 798 grains in the gallon. Never any
paralytic symptoms. A perfectly sober man, buf
addicted to taking continuously and daily at every
meal large quantities of alcohol

" A lad of an anxious turn of mind," said his father.

Tall, thin, and weak. Blow on face and on shins.

In bed a week, and indoors for another fortnight,

suffering from his legs, head, and back. In five

weeks went away for change of air, took a tour in

fact, and apparently did too much, for on his way
home he nearly fainted. About three months and

I
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Date
of

settlement.

7 months

When last

lieard of after

accident.

2 months

3 months

3 months

If years

3 years

4 yeais

18months

5 years

7 years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

At business, but not
capable of the same
physical exertion.

Still has some urinary
trouble unconnected
with injuries received

Walked naturally di-

rectly his claim was
settled. In perfect

health since

No report obtainable

No report obtainable

After exposure to cold

died of acute pneu-
monia. His doctor
regarded his death as

in nowise connected
with the diabetes, for

which he had not
recently been under-
treatment. The man
had been a very free

liver

Soon recovered after

his claim was settled,

and has been in con-
tinued good health
since

None

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Previous ill health.

Moderate claim. No
exaggeration.

Slight concussion. Much
exaggeration.

There was no evidence
of nerve lesion in this

case. Glycosuria pro
bably existed before
accident. A case whollj
unlike that of trau-

matic diabetes pub-
lished by Dr Buz
zard, Clinical Society's
•Transactions,' vol. ix.

p. 145, q. V.

A typical example of the
origin of hysterical

attacks in a neurotic
male from syncope, the
result of shock and
fatigue
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No.
of Sex.

case.

Age.
Nature

of

accident.

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

M.

M.

M.

M.

M.

M.

47 Same as 120

46

20

22

35

30

M. 30

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

General outline of case.

a half after the accident returned to work, but in

a few days had another syncopal attack, and at

once went off into hysterics. From that time forth

had repeated hysterical seizures which were
largely kept up and induced by the great indiscre-

tion of his friends. Outrageous claim, and long
delay in settlement

Much and severely bruised and burned about face

and body. Fracture of one fibula, and a compound
fracture of both bones of the other leg just above
the ankle. Much collapse. Rallied, however, and
did well. Six months after accident the note was :

" He is well nourished ; he has no nervous sym-
ptoms ; his pulse is natural ; sleep and appetite are

good, and apart from the leg he is virtually well.

He thinks that perhaps his memory is not quite so

good." Adhesions about ankle very troublesome

Bruised below one knee. Complained of being
slightly nervous, that his heart fluttered, and that
he perspired too freely. Sleep good

Bruised on shin and shoulder. Felt rather stiff, and
did not sleep well for two or three nights

Momentarily stunned by blow on side of head. Next
morning vomited. Felt very shaky and nervous
for a few days. After rest was much better

Asleep. Probably stunned. Large lacerated wound
on forehead ; suppurated. Felt very shaken and
weak, but there was not much constitutional dis-

turbance

Thrown down on floor of carriage. Cut and bruised
about arm and hand. Went to work next day, but.

broke down, feeling so giddy. Became very ner-
vous and restless, but after a few days' rest

began to mend. Some years before had been laid

up from anxiety and over-work

A singularly frail, feeble man. Blow on back of head
almost stunned him. Blow on left side and on
lower part of back. The excitement kept him up
and he came home. Then he broke down and com-
plained of excessive nervousness, a tendency to cry,
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Date When last
Evidences of

of heard of after Condition when last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlement. accident.
spinal cord or

membranes.

13months 5 years Still a little lame, and
his legs pain him in

cold weather. Other-
wise, both mentally
and bodily, he is in as

good health as ever he
was, and feels no ill

effects from the acci-

dent

None Large claim. Large pay-
ment. No exaggeration.
Broken legs. Much
collapse. No after-

symptoms of " nervous
shock."

6 weeks 6 years Medical report not pos-
sible. Is, however, at

his usual work, and to

all appearances well

None Moderate claim. No ex-

aggeration

A week — A servant. Cannot be
traced

None

2 weeks — A servant. Cannot be
traced

None Slight concussion of

brain.

6 weeks 21 years Constantly at work
since. In perfect

health

None Small claim. No exag-
geration.

6 weeks 2;^- years Feels rather nervous
when travelling by
rail, but is otherwise
in perfect health

None Moderate claim. In good
circumstances.

3 montlis — Left the neighbour-
hood some time after,

and cannot be traced

None Previous ill health.

Very large claim. In
pecuniary difficulties

21
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No.
of

case.

Sex.
Nature

of

accident.

157 F.,

mar-
ried

36

158

159

M.

M.

160 M.

39

31

31

Same

Same

General outline of case.

and sensation of faintness and of being alternately

hot and cold. Weak pulse, pupils wide. Much, trou-

bled for some weeks by morning sickness. Old
attack of hsemorrboids brought on. At end of two
months decidedly better, and went away for change

Pregnant. Stunned by blow on head. In bed a
fortnight ; suffered from pain in the head and much
in the small of the back, especially on movement.
Hysterical exaggeration. Not much constitutional
disturbance. At end of four m onths seemed pretty
well

Not stunned. Bruised about knees. Felt very ner-

1

vous and shaky, and had pain in small of back.
No constitutional disturbance. In a fortnight I

looked quite well

Same as 132| Dazed
one

161

162

163

M.

M.

M.

4Q

45

43

Sudden
stoppage
from break
action at

nisht

Same as 120

Same

Same

Blow on back and on back ofhead ; also had
shoulder severely sprained. Absent from

business for two months, when he partially resumed
it. Five months afterwards still felt very nervous
and confused, and was afraid to travel

Said he was thrown off the seat, but had no bodily
hurt. Must have been very frightened, for he
" felt at once as if his heart was coming into his

mouth." In bed two days. Sleepless, vomiting,
and very nervous. Later complained of being
easily startled and having pain in the lower part
of the back

Blow on legs and also on nape of neck. Very stiff

at these parts. Became very nervous and shaky,
sleepless and confused. Manner very agitated.

In about sis weeks was able to resume work

Blow on the back of the head, and for two or three

days felt shaken and had much pain. In eleven
days was perfectly well and at work again

Deeply incised wound, two inches long, over right

parietal eminence. Dazed, but not unconscious.
Considerable nervous shock afterwards ; sleepless,

weak pulse, pain down the back. Wound healed
well. Two months after accident had much pain
and tenderness at site of the scar, and complainedi

of occasionally losing himself. Without going
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I

When last

;
heard of alter

I
accident.

Condition when last heard of.

3 years

2^ years

6 years

! weeks 6 years

6 years

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

Confinement natural.

No further medical at-

tendance afterwards.

Shortly after left

neighbourhood and
cannot be traced

A labourer,

be traced

Cannot

For some months after

settlement nervous
and afraid to drive.

Now in good health

In good health

Actively at work. Good
health

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Moderate claim. Some
unconscious exaggera-

tion

Uncomplicated fright.

Good circumstances.

Small claim.

In good health, and at None Good circumstances and

usual work position. Small claim.

At his usual work every

day, and in good
health. Has had no
more fits

None Jacksonian epilepsy.
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

Nature
of

accident.

164 M. 30 Same

165 F.,

mar-

ried

41 Same

166 M. 29

167 F.,

mar-
ried

25

Same

Same

168 M. 39 Same

General outline of case.

into details it may lie said that all the symptoms
pointed to some thickening of the meninges and
pressure on the cortex cerebri at site of the blow.

Thirteen months after accident -was thought to

have recovered, though his manner was somewhal
bewildered

Did not think he was hurt, but had pain in the head
Went to business next day but broke down, anc

was then laid up for a fortnight with pain in th(

head, sleeplessness, and pain and stiffness, probabl]
rheumatic, about the knees

Thought she was thrown to the top of the carriage

although a stout, plethoric woman. Had a blow oi

the top of the head ; was also bruised about thi

left lower ribs, one of which was broken, the abda
men and the legs. Catamenia present, ceasei

immediately. Confined to bed a few days, and thei

became more nervous, sleepless, and wandering a

night. This state of nervousness was kept up t

a great extent by some swelling and tenderness i:

region of left ovaiy. Great abdominal fat prt

vented certain diagnosis. Never any elevation c

temperature. Catamenia returned in three month:
and the abdominal tenderness was then lessening

Dazed. No knowledge of blow. Pain in head for

few days and felt shaken. Suffered fi'om cold an
exposure at time of accident

Two ribs broken close to their angles, and a sever

bruise over left sacro-iliac synchondrosis. Muc
shock. E,allied, however, well. Suckling at tim
Later became very nervous and sleepless, wit

much hypergesthesia at the parts injured. Thr:

weeks after accident had an " hysterical attack
at night. Two months afterwards was great!

better. Pulse natural, and no constitutional di

turbance. Complained much of tenderness ovi

the 8th and 9th dorsal spines

No history of injury except a slight blow on the for

head and a severe bruise on the left wrist. Suba
quently some synovitis of this joint. No oth
symptoms
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Date
of

settlement.

Wlien last

heard of after

accident.

3 montlis

6 montlis

7 weeks

11 months

5 montlis

2i years

24 years

Condition when last heard of.

Been in perfect health,

and felt no ill effects

Cannot be traced

In good health since

Shortly after settle-

ment left the neigh-
bourhood, and cannot
be traced

Lives abroad,
be traced

Cannot

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Good circumstances.

Moderate claim.

Reasonable claim, and at

date of settlement was
nearly well.
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No.
of

case.

169 M. 51

170 M. \ 38

171 R, 24
sin-

gle

172 M. 39

40

Nature
of

accident.

Collision

Same

173 F.,.

mar-!

ritid !

174, M. 30

Same

Same

Same

Same

General outline of case.

Had a very severe bruise on one thigli and lesser
bruises on ribs and one arm. Very stout, plethoric
man. No symptoms of nervous shock, but much
pulled down by injury to leg which was swollen
and stiff for long. Sea voyage restored him

Healthy, but had had a " liver " in India. E"o know-
ledge of being hurt. In half an hour felt sick.

Queer all day when at work, and in the evening
vomited. Had pain in the head. Awakened the
same night by "excruciating agony" in his back.
Was more or less in bed for ten da.ys with parox-
ysmal pain in the back, with much hypersesthesia
from 10th dorsal vertebra downwards. Also com-
plained that his legs felt " numb in the bones," but
there was never any anaesthesia. Sweated much.
Constipation and flatulence gave rise to sensations,
very aJarming to him, in his abdomen. Became
quite hypochondriacal. Very anxious about his
business. Pulse easily quickened under excite-
ment. Abnormal sensations all over, and very
alive to them. Temperature normal throughout.
When at length induced to move about he im-
proved, and the pains in his back diminished

Bruised on forehead, not stunned. Vomited same
night.

_
Work next day, but obliged to give up.

Hysterical and nervous for a few days and then
began to improve. At work again in a fortnight

Dazed by blow on forehead. Retched, but did not
vomit. Much headache for a few days. Nervous
and shaky for a fortnight or so. Then resumed work

Delicate woman suffering from menorrhagia. Stunned
from blow on forehead. Suffered afterwards from
occipital pain, sleeplessness, and general upset.
Did not lie up, and very soon attended to her
household duties

Conscious only of a blow on shin, but soon was in a
tremble all over. Two days after accident had
much pain in back, darting and shooting when he
moved. Tendei-ness also became marked on
one shoulder, and the arm felt as if " electrified."
Reactionary fever for three days. In about four-
teen days was much better, and he then rapidly
improved and resumed his work
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Date
of

settlement.

When last

heard of after

accident.

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

raembraues.

Remarks.

3 montlis 5 years Perfectly well. Quite
got over the accident

None

9 montlis 2 years Pex'fectly well at this

date. Lett the neigh-
bourhood later and
cannot be traced

None Very large claim. Gen-
uine hypochondriasis.

A mouth Cannot be traced None Self-dependent. Slight

concussion of brain.

2 montlis 6 years •' Felt the effects " for a

few months. Perfectly

well since

None Good circumstances.

Moderate claim.

2montlis 6 years Thinks she began to

work too soon and felt

nervous and shaky
for at least 18 months.
Now perfectly well,

though nervous when

None Previous ill-health.

Contre-coup. No ex-

ago'eration.

6 weeks 7 months
in a train

No further medical
treatment. At work
and well since settle-

ment. Cannot be
traced later

None Moderate claim. No
exaggeration.
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No.
of

case.

175

176

177

178

Sex.

M.

M.

F.

mar-
ried

M.

179 M.

Asje.

45

33

47

48

29

Nature
of

accident.

Slight
stunting
collision

Same as 133

Same

Collision

in station

General outline of case.

Knocked down. Blow over right lower ribs. Doubt-
ful fracture. Was in bed three weeks, and was
then to all intents and purposes well. But he
then began to exaggerate, stayed at home, and pro-
fessed utter inability to do anything. No sign of

ill-health

See page 214

Thrown on floor, but picked herself up directly. Was
conscious of all that happened, and thought herself
unhurt. After she got home became excited and
complained of headache, and had queer sensations
in the head, back, and elsewhere, and was very
nervous and apprehensive. Polyuria for a week.
Catamenia, then due, were delayed a week, but were
subsequently regular. Began to move about in a
month, and then became more nervous than before

;

had tremors and quiverings, felt "numb" in her
arms and legs, became breathless when there was
any noise, lost her memory, could not calculate,

and was move troubled with presbyopia ; had a
nervous twitch of the head, and complained much
of her spine. Nei-vous complaints innumerable.
Long journeys to the seaside did not upset her, and
the change did her good. Menopause a year after

accident

Small wound over left forehead. Not stunned, but
seemed a good deal shaken. At end of three weeks
was much better. From that time, however, began
to get worse, i.e. he complained of being aged, of
having severe pain in his back, especially when
stooping, of loss of memory, of feeling good for
nothing, of tinglings in his legs. Pulse and tem-
perature never abnormal. His book knowledge
was remarkable

Severe blow on right sacro-iliac region. Yery soon
had a sensation of pins and needles all over his body,
and in arms and legs. Home next day. In bed
fourteen weeks, suffering from head and from
" heavy pains " in the back. His legs also felt numb
and heavy, although he could move them perfectly

well. Four months afterwards able to go away
for change, and on return resumed work.
Headache, however, returned, and he felt weak in
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Date
of

setllement.

4 months

When last

heard of after

accident.

24 years

22 montlis

10 months

6 years

6 years

13 months 5 years

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

At usual work and in

perfect health. Occa-
sionally gouty

In good health and at

her usual work. Has
lost the nervous man-
ner, but she is much
more easily fatigued

than she used to be.

Figures especially

worry her

Remarks.

Very soon at his usual

work and been in good
health since

Medical report impos-
sible, but it is learned

that " the injured leg

is not the same size as

the other, and he can-

not do much walking
or standing without
fatigue. Otherwise,
however, well

"

None

None

None

None

See out-

line

Much later exaggeration
after his recovery from
immediate injury.

Exorbitant claim. Liti-

gation. Much exag-
geration and indiscreet

sympathy of friends.

Pecuniary difficulties.

Outrageous claim.

Gross exaggeration.
Litigation. Verdict
less than one twentieth

of the amount claimed.

No exaggeration. Mode-
rate claim. A case in

all respects like that
recorded in the text,

page 118. Injury to

pelvic plexuses. ?
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

accident.

180 M. 38 Same as 120

181 M. 49 Same as 133

General outline of case.

182 M. 32 Rather
sharp col

lis ion

the back, and his bact was so painful that he took
to his bed for six weeks to undergo a course of

blistering of the spine. Seven months after acci-

dent much better, but had pain, occasionally severe,

in small of back and sacrum, made worse by walk-
ing. Right leg also felt numb and heavy. Carried
it stiifly in walking and wore heel of boot unduly.
Iv'o wasting. Temperature of two limbs equal. Cre-
masteric reflex normal. Could perform any desired

movement, but with some stiffness and sluggish-

ness. Could not feel pain in right leg quite so

well as in left

Remembered events of accident and did not feel much
hurt. Next day had pains all across the loins, and
much pain in the head ; also had to strain unduly
in mictui'ition. Not laid up in bed. Much con-

tinued pain across small of back and iliac crests,

where there were marks of bruising. Became very
nervous, stayed indoors, lost his appetite, and
looked very ill. Much trouble from constipation

Said he had a blow on the left cheek and supposed he
was stunned. Remembered, however, all that
happened. Stayed in bed a month, and was
suffering fi-om constant muddle and daziness, from
pain in the back, from snatchings and twitchings,

and from feeling all to pieces. For a few days his

temperature was raised. Three months after the
accident he made a large claim, and then began to

exaggerate and lie. Complained of spina) tender-

ness, very variable under examination, and of loss

of power in his left arm which he held rigidly to

his side, and of loss of motion and sensation in the
left leg. No objective signs. He professed, when
so desired, absolute inability to move his left leg.

Sleeplessness, alarm, loss of memory, &c. When
case went to trial he was able to hang about the
court like other witnesses, although he had been
wholly unable to go out of doors for months past.

Had a wondrous book knowledge of symptoms

Feeble, delicate man. Thrown forward and struck
by another man in the belly. Much pain in abdo-
men. Yomited. Yiolent palpitation. In bed six

weeks. Temperature raised for thi'ee days. Much
abdominal pain, constipation, nervousness, and
weakness. Severe family trouble prostrated him
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Date '' When last ; Evidences of

of heard of atter Condition when last heard of. i
"'J,'"-" ^° Eemarks.

settlement. accideut. spinal cord or

membranes.

6 montlis 3 years Oomplained much of

his back for some
time, but is now at

None Rheumatics not long
before the accident.

Large claim. Uncon-
work and in good i scious exaggeration.
health

18 months 5 years Had perfectly reco- None Gross fraud founded on
vered in a fortnight. tiivial injuiy. Went
and had the impu-

i to trial as a grave case

dence to attribute his of spinal injury, which
recovery to a Turkish might end fatally

bath. Still in perfect

health. His doctor
|

calls him " that artful -

man "

12 months 4 years Still has occasional None Exorbitant claim. Liti-

palpitation, but is gation. Of some inte-

very much better than I'est in the history is

he was the fact that this man 1

was said to have the

;

power of stopping his
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No.
of

case.

Nature
ol

accident.

183 M. 56 Collision

184
mar-
ried

185 F.,

sin-

gle

37

19

Same

Same

186 M. 56 Same

General outline of case.

two months after accident, when lie was beginning
to mend. Later general nervousness, weakness, and
abdominal tenderness. Chief trouble was palpita-

tion. No organic disease of heart. At end of a
year much better

Had a fracture of one clavicle and a blow, which did
not stun him, on the head. Also bruised about the
side. Went home in a week. At time of accident
was under treatment for occipital neuralgia. This
was increased by the accident, and he also had
much " rheumatic " pain about the injured
shoulder. For some months felt easily tired, and
could not work so long. Absent from work two
months

Jumped from carriage, and had severe bruise on side

of face. Some shock, followed by excitement the
same evening. Was pretty well again in a fort-

night

Jumped from the train. Broke the clavicle and
bruised cheek and shoulder. Next morning hyste-
rical. Was well in three weeks, but then got into
lawyer's hands and was advised to commence an
action at once. Then began to complain of pain in
the back and limbs, inability to get about or do
anything. She was, however, delivered from the
hands of the lawyer, and was soon quite well

Bruised about neck, cheek, and hip. Did not think
he was hurt, but soon felt stiff and sore about the
neck. Broke down on third day. Suffered from
stiffness of neck, tenderness of cervical vertebrae,

was prone to cry, and for long seemed utterly
upset, the least excitement sending his pulse up
to 150. Never any elevation of temperature.
Stiffness of neck chiefly marked when being exa-
mined, for automatically it moved almost naturally.
Much headache and vertigo. Lost flesh, and looked
aged and ill. Seemed to have no ability to do any-
thing. No change in condition for several months.
Frequent micturition at night ; no albumen.
High tension pulse. Excessively neiTOus and
apprehensive
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Date
of

settlement.

When last

heard of after'

accident.

3 montlis

6 months

3 montlis

11 months

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes.

4^ yeai's

z years

4 years

At work continuously
since. Good health.

No ill effects from
accident

Cannot be traced

At her usual work, and
in good health

No work for 2 years.

Then began garden-
ing, and for last year
or more been at his

old employment, that
of a cooper. Cannot,
however, do so much
as before. Sometimes
giddy when stooping.

Still some stiffness of

neck, and after very
heavy work his arms
and legs feel numb
and tired. Pulse 90,

regular

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

heart. At any rate,

the cardiac innervation
was probably abnormal
before the accident.

No exaggeration. Rheu-
matic.

Absence of husband
delayed settlement.

Note the origin of " liti-

gation symptoms."

A genuine case of ner-

vous prostration.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Nature

of

accident.

18v

188

sin-

gle.

F.,

mar-
ried.

190

191

192

193

194

39

62

Same

Slight

collision

-B., 38
mar-
ried

F., 31
mar-
ried

M. 7

F., *63

mar-
ried

M. 57

M. 58.

SHght
collision

Same

Rather
sharp col-

lision

Collision

General outline (f case.

Could give no account of what happened, having lost

her senses from the fright. Had one sleepless

night, and next day felt dazed and stupified. Did
not abstain from work. Made no claim

Seemed slightly shaken, and was " hysterical." In
an hour went on home, but was sick on the way.
In bed a fortnight with pains about the body, and
feeling " numb in the left side." In a very ner-

vous, excitable state, and full of complaints. Later
felt pains and tinglings, and coldness of her limbs,

and tendemes s, especially over the lumbar vertebrae.

Large claim, and case drifted on with innumerable
complaints of twitchings, numbness, spinal pains,

giddiness, headache. Never any objective signs.

Pulse and temperature throughout normal

See page 207

Excitable, hystericalwoman. Had bruises on shoulder
and both elbows. Had, in consequence, tingling

in distribution of one ulnar nerve. Laid up a few
days. Sleepless and nei-vous, and a month after-

wards was still suffering from pain in her head
and in the small of her back

Stunned by blow on occiput. Vomited. In bed nine
days. Later had gradually subsiding symptoms of

concussion of bram

Severe bruise over right lower ribs, where she suf-

fered severe paiu for some time. Doubtful localised

traumatic pleurisy. Also much bruise on one leg.

In bed a fortnight. Had no symptoms of nervous
shock

Bruise on one shin, and slight bruise on small of

back. Felt sick, but did not vomit. Not laid up.
No after-symptoms, but many complaints

See page 105
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Date
of

setl lenient.

When iHst

lieiird of aftei

accident.

Cnndilion when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord O)-

membranes.

Remarks.

— — A servant. Cannot be
traced

None

9 montlis 5 years Recovered pretty soon
after claim was set-

tled, and had good
health since. Attend-
ing to her business as

usual

None Exorbitant claim. Sym-
ptoms due thereto.

Litigation avoided.

— — — None

2 months 4 years Had trifling ailments
since, but is other-

wise in good health

None Small claim.

2 montlis 4 years In good health None Concussion of brain.

Early recovery.

5 weeks — A foreigner. Cannot
be traced

None •

4 weeks — Left the neighbour-
hood. Cannot be
traced

None Some exaggeration.

— ~ None
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No.
of

case.

195 M. 47

196

19

r.
sin-

gle

F.,

mar-
ried

27

42

198 M. 34

199 M. 30

200

201

M.

M.

46

34

Nature

Slightest

possible

bump in

station

Sharp col-

lision in

shunting

General outline of case.

A free liver. Alcohol. Could give no account of
accident, which was unkaown to any one except
himself. Seems to have had a "bilious attack"
after he got home, but had no medical attendance
until three weeks after the accident. Then made
a large claim on the grounds that his spine had
received injury. There were never any objective
signs, but he complained much of pain and aching
in the lumbar region. Before the accident he had
often suffered from lumbago

Small wound on one eyebrow, which healed at once.
Subsequently nervous, easily fatigued, afraid to
travel. Never any symptoms

Collision in Severe blow on right side of head and cheek. Not
shunting

Yery bad
collision

Same

Same

Same

stunned. Almost immediately afterwards found
herself stone deaf on the injured side. Was far
away from home and anxious about her business,
to which, contrary to advice, she persisted in
returning in four days

Was strained about left side of chest and shoulder,
but had no marks of bruising. No evidence of
collapse or constitutional disturbance immediately
after accident, but said he felt nervous. Pains in
side, and later in small of back, kept him away
from work for three months. Was then much
better, but made a large claim, and concurrently
with the worry about this there was a return of his
former pains and much complaint of nervousness,
lack of energy, &c. No symptoms

Abrasion on forehead and simple fracture of one
fibula at lower end. Slight collapse. Recovered
in the usual way and usual time after such an
injury. Abstained, however, from work because,
of pain in his leg. Bodily health perfectly good

See page 151

Great collapse. Amputation of thigh in twelve
hours. Lived four days
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Date
of

settlement.

> montlis

7 months

4 days

When last

heard of after

accident
Condition when last heard of.

No report obtainable.

He threatened his

doctor shortly after

the trial

Evidences of

injury to .

spinal cord or

membranes,

None

> months

8 months

5 years

5 years

5 years

Cannot be traced

Deafness much less.

Has felt very nervous
ever since, but is well

and at her usual work

At his usual work, and
in good health

At work soon after

settlement. Good
health since and now

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Litigation. Gross im-
posture. Jury gave
less than one tenth of
the amount asked.
Went to trial as a case
of " concussion of the
spine."

Exorbitant claim for

supposed damage to

personal appearance. A
" professional beauty."

Although urged not to

do so persisted in
settling her claim at

once. Genuine case of

severe injury. Probable
permanent deafness.

" Litigation symptoms.'

Delay in settlement due
to business dispute.

Some exaggeration.

22
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No.
of

case.

Nature
of

accident.

202 M. 57 Same

203
mar-
ried

40 Same

204 M. 19 Same

205 M. 26 Same

206 F.
wi-

dow

59 Same

General outline of case.

Severe scalp wound. Unconscious for a few moments.

Severe bruise on hand. Rallied well from tlie col-

lapse, and tlie nest day was on full diet, having

slept well. He complained, however, of pain and
tenderness in the lower cervical region. In a

month, when his wounds were healed, he caught a

bad cold. Having recovered from this he declined

to resume work, and complained more than ever

of queer sensations all over. Neverany sign of ill-

health

Severe laceration of one foot and leg. Much contu-

sion also of arms and right gluteal region. Moved
about too soon, and wounds when nearly healed

broke out again. Also had a severe attack of

phlegmonous erysipelas. Wounds healed under

iodide of potassium. Never any symptoms of

general nervous shock

Stunned by blow and severe wound on left temple.

Much blanched from haemorrhage. Also much
bruised on legs, and on one knee which had
only just recovered from synovitis from sprain.

Three months after accident still nervous and

easily fatigued. At end of twelve months had
regained his colour and was in usual good health

Severe blow on right cheek and temple. Momen-
tarily stunned. Rallied well, and in three days

was eating and sleeping naturally. Pain about

zygoma, and difficulty in mastication for some
weeks. Two months after accident fainted after,

a long and fatiguing drive, and from that time

became nervous and made many more complaints.

Much trouble from hypermetropic asthenopia and
lumbar stiffness

Never very strong. Bruises about hips, and very

severe over left knee. Much effusion. Con-

fined to bed more than two months. Suffered sub-

sequently from much stiffness of the injured joint.

Rheumatism. Much pain also in small of back.

Much better at date of settlement
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Date
of

settlement.

8 months

When last

heard of after Condition when last heard of.

accident.

4 years At his usual work and
in good health. Un-
steady and addicted
to drink

8 months 4 years

Evidences of
injury to

spinal cord or
membranes.

None

In good health since

6 months 4 years

Remarks.

Made an exorbitant
claim. Much exaggera-
tion.

None

In good health

('months! 4 years

' months

None

At his nsual work and
in good health. Still

some asthenopia

4i years

None

In good circumstances.
Reasonable claim.

Has never felt qiiite so
strong, and her me-
mory not so good as
it was. Occasional
pain in legs. Other-
wise good health and
at usual work

None
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.

207
sin-

56

208 M. 40

209

210

M. 21

M. 24

Nature
of

accident.

Collision

Same as 198

Same

Same

G-eneral outline of case.

211

212

M.

M.

34

61

Same

Collision in

station

The only person injured. Lacerated wound over
right eyebrow. Periostitis and necrosis, portions
of bone coming away for nearly twelve months.
Became very nervous and hysterical, and com-
plained greatly of pain in small of back. Had
much lifting to do in the course of her work.
Hypochondriacal

Momentarily stunned by blow on forehead. Rallied
well, but in two days complained of pain and ten-

derness across sacral and gluteal regions, of pain
and tenderness in both legs, of feeling ill all over,

and as if he had been knocked into an old man.
Gradually mended, and in six weeks was at work
again partially

Small wound between eyebrows. Stunned. Next
day his back began to pain, and he was four days
in bed in consequence. Soon began to go about,

but for some weeks had aching in his back. At
work and well in two months

Unconscious for five minutes fi'om blow on right

forehead. Severe wound on one shin. In two days
his back began to feel sore and painful right across

the sacrum and iliac bones. Pain and tendernese

over lower dorsal vertebrae. Pour months after

accident still had pain in head, made worse bj
noise or excitement, and pain in back when stoop-

ing. Tenderness about right sacro-Uiac synchon-
di'osis, and occasional pain in course of rigW
sciatic. Nervous and easily startled, and his fac(

flushed very readily

Wound over left eyebrow. Stunned. In a few day«

began to have pain across small of back whei
moving. Nervous and easily startled. Absen
from work six weeks

Stunned from blow on forehead. In bed a month
suffering from pain in head, and also much pain ii

back, so that movement was diflBcult. Then bega]

to go about. Six months after the accident h
was, however, complaining more than before o

feeling utterly good for nothing, of being nervou
when alone, and of much pain and stiffness of th

back, with great hypersesthesia. No objectiv

signs. A free liver and frequenter of public house
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Date
of

settlement.

20months

5 months

Wlien last

heard of after

accident.

years

4 months

6 months

6 weeks

8months

years

4 years

years

4 years

Condition when last lieard of.

In good bodily health,

but still complaining
of her back. No sym-
ptoms of nerve disease

Never looked quite so

well, but had been con-

tinuously atwork until

3 years after, when he
died after Amussat's
operation for obstruc-
tion caused by malig-
nant disease

At work since and in

good health

Soon got well after

settlement and has
been at work and in

good health since

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes

Remarks.

Recovered soon after

settlement. In good
health since

No fixed abode. Cannot
be traced

None

None

None

None

None

None

No exaggeration.

Moderate claim. No ex-

aggeration. Concus-
sion of brain.

Small claim,

geration.
No exag-

Exorbitant claim. Liti-

gation. Settlement out
of court for one third
of amount asked. Much
exaggeration. Pecu-
niary difficulties.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Ase.

213 F.,

sin-

gle

23

214 49

215
sin-

gle

30

216

217

M.

F.,

sin-

gle

30

33

218 M.

Nature
of

accident.

Veiy sliglit

collision

Same as 198

Same as 196

Same as 196

Same as 212

General outline of case.

Slightly bruised, and was much frightened. Had a
bad night, and next day became very nervous and
hysterical. Thus she continued for several days
making complaints which alarmed her friends. A
leading examination then directed attention to her
back, which became exceedingly hypersesthetic. A
volume might be filled with her complaints. Was
delicate and puny. Never any functional derange-
ment. Condition kept up by indiscreet sympathy
of friends, who thought by compensation to extri-

cate her from pecuniary difficulties

A man of highly nervous temperament, though
strong and powerful in build. Thrown on floor of
carriage. IJnconscious from fright, and had no
recollection of the accident whatever. Blow over
left lower ribs. Much pain there, and doubtful
pleurisy for ten days. Pulse quick for a few days,
but temperature not raised. Gradually improved,
but two months after accident got into a most
hysterical state, had sacral pain, stayed on couch
all day, gasped and sighed when spoken to, and
bitterly complained of his ailments. Had also a
nervous cough, which incessantly troubled him. No
later objective signs.

Stunned by blow over left eyebrow. Continued her
journey, contrary to advice, and was then laid up
ten days in bed. Periostitis slight at site of blow.
Two months afterwards still suffering from her
head. Occupation brought on pain, and she was
easily fatigued. Also very nervous

See page 222

Blow on one cheek and left side of back of neck.

Much shaken and laid up for several days.
Although feeling unfit she resumed her work in

six weeks, but found herself unable to continue it

to the full. Ten weeks after accident still much
pain in cheek, and also in region of left great occi-

pital nerve. Also heat and cold alternately of face

and extremities. Much anxiety about her work

Seen instantly after the accident, he showed little sign

of injury, but complained of his wrist and neck
which he thought had been sprained. For a week
or so complained of being nervous and dizzy, of

pain in the head, and of being very despondent.
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Date
of

settlement.

7 months

Wlien last

heard of after Condition when last heard of.

accident.

lOmontlis

10 weeks

4 montlis

4<f years

5 years

years

8 montlis 19 months

Within a very short
time ofsettlement was
going about as usual.

In good health since

Looks and is in good
health and at his

visual work. Says it

was getting on for

three years before he
was fit for work. Has
pain in his side now
when overworked

No settled home,
not be traced

Can-

In perfect health and
at her usual occupa-
tion as before the
accident

' Recovered " directly

his claim was settled.

Been well since. Can-
not be traced later

than nineteen months

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes,

None

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Exaggerated claim.

Physically and men-
tally the girl was un-
suited for the work in

which she was engaged
and she was in pecu-
niary difficulties attime
of accident.

Made a most exorbitant
claim. Much conscious
and unconscious exag-
geration.

Concussion of brain.

No exaggeration.

Exorbitant claim. Gross
exaggeration. Pecu-
niary difficulties.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.

219 M. 38

220 M. 52

221

mar-
ried

222 M.

47

65

223 M. 43

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 198

Same

Same

Same

Rather
sharp

collision

at niglit

General outline of case.

After six weeks at a hydropathic establishment he
resumed work. Made no complaint, and said it

was a pleasure to be again occupied. Then
learning that Case 212 had made a large claim, he
thought he ought himself to make a still larger.

From that time began to complain more than before
of loss of memory, utter unfitness for work, of pain
and thi'obbing in the head, and great despondency.
Family history bad

Momentaiily stunned by blow on back of head, and
had a graze on right malar eminence. Did not
feel much amiss until the next evening, when he
felt sore all over. Later he complained of pain,

especially on lateral movement, in the cervical

region and shoulders. No constitutional disturb-

ance

Unconscious. Blow over left eyebrow, and a bruise

of one knee. In two days felt worse and had pain
all down the back, especially when he moved. A
month afterwards looked pale and ill, complained
much of sleeplessness, headache, nausea, constipa-
tion, coldness of his legs, and much hypersesthesia
of the back. Obviously severely shaken

Blow between eyebrows. Felt shaken for a couple of

days. Later complained of her back, of feeling

nei-vous and easily startled. No constitutional

disturbance. Well some time before settlement

Stunned by blow across forehead, and had a wound
near one eyebrow. In bed a week. Much pain in

back, right erector muscles chiefly, when he began
to move about. Pain in head, giddiness, inability

to apply himself, and much confusion of names
and places, and a feeling of numbness down one
side ; weakness of voice for some weeks, constipa-

tion, fi-equent pulse, atheroma. At end of six

months much better, and considering his age had
done very well

Under treatment before accident for old stricture and
occasional pus in urine. Biow on forehead but not
stunned. Thrown on floor of carriage. Did not
think himself much hurt. Was iu bed a fortnight
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Date Wlien last
Evideuces of

of heard of after Couditiou wlien last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlement. accident.
spiual cord or

membranes.

4 months 4 years Resumed work directly

claim was settled.

In good health since,

but more excitable

and more susceptible

to influence of alcohol,

in which he occasion-

ally indulges

None Considerable exaggera-
tion.

9 months 5 years Never been so well since

or able to do so much
work. Has some car-

diac disease. No i^ara-

lytic symptoms of any
kind

None A delicate nervous man
before the accident, and
constantly ailing.

9 months 4 years Feels no ill effects from
the accident

None Slight concussion of

brain.

7 months 4f years Felt the effects for some
time, but is now in

excellent health, and
attending daily to

business. Failing a

little from age during
past 12 months. When
much fatigued has
pain in the back

None No exaggeration.

14 months 4 years Soon after settlement
looked a totally differ-

ent man and walked

None Exorbitant claim. Liti-

gation. Settled out of

court for one sixth of
1 briskly and well. Con- the original amount

asked.
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I

No.
of

case.

Sex.
Nature

of

accident.

224 M. 56

225
sin-

gle

226 F.,

sin-

gle

227 M.

22

34

30

228 M. 45

General outline of case.

Collision at

night

Slight
collision

in station

Same

Same as 198

Same

with pain in head and side. Pain in right lumbo-
sacral region made him walk in a stooping posture
for a long time. He became very nervous, easily

startled, lost appetite and flesh, and had much
hypersesthesia about the dorsal spines, and looked
languid, pale, and ill. Much worry from expected
litigation. He attempted work aboiit eight months
aftei" the accident. It was thought by some that
he wilfully exaggerated

Asleep. Much frightened and confused, but not
hurt. At work next day, but in the evening felt

" agitation in the nerves." Indoors four weeks
complaining of bad sleep, loss of appetite, pain in

the back, constipation, loss of memory, irritability

of temper, inability to calculate, and general
despondency. Also spoke much of creeping sen-

sations under the skin. Never any sign ofill-health.
Several months after the accident he affected to

discover an old hydi'ocele and double rupture,
caused, he said, by the accident. No evidence
whatever to support the statement

Stunned by blow over right eyebrow. In bed ten
days. Suffered much from pain in the head and
giddiness, but more especially fromhypermeti'opic
asthenopia

Wound over left eyebrow bled profusely. Bruise on
left cheek. Laid up fourteen days. Subsequently
suffered much fi'om headache, giddiness, and pal-

pitation. Very nervous. Much unconscious exag-
geration

Could give no account himself, but he had been ter-

ribly frightened, for he stood screaming near the
train. Blow on right side of face, and for some
months difficulty and pain in mastication. Also
pain in head. Knocked up by long jouniey a
month after accident, and became more nervous
and sleepless. Much better at time of settlement

Conscious of a blow across the shoulders and back, and
felt so stiff that he could give no help to others. In-
doors a fortnight with pain and stiffness in upper
dorsal region, where there were marks of bruises.

Then attempted work, which brought on pain in

the head, singing in the ears, and general nervous-
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Date
of

settlement.

12months

7 months

9 mouths

6 months

6 months

^

Wlien last

heard of aftei'

accident.

4 years

5 years

5 yeai's

5 years

4 years

Condition when last heard of.

tinuously at work and
in ffood health since

At work ever since and
in usual eood health

Has had good health
ever since but is still

troubled with asthen-
opia

Is in excellent health

In good health. Had
no ailment since

Feels absolutely no ill

effects from the acci-

dent

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or

membranes

None

None

None

None

None

Remarks.

Bankrupt. Exorbitant
claim. Litigation. Set-

tled out of court for

less than one fourth
of the amount claimed.
Gross exaggeration.

In good circumstances.
No exaggeration.

Slight concussion of
brain and haemorrhage.

Good circumstances.
No exaggeration.
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No.
of

case.

Sex. Age.
Kature

of

accident.

General outline of case.

229 M. 46 Overturned
carriage

230 F.,

mar-

ried

27 Very
slight

collision

231 F.,

mar-

ried

30 Same

ness. In three months was hunting again, though
more easily fatigued than formerly

Blow on left side of forehead and insensible for five

minutes. Vomited. Laid up for three weeks,
suffering fi'om pain in the head, feeling sore all

over ; had a catching pain in the small of the back
which made stooping difficult, and general nervous-
ness. From the first he wore a shade over the left

eye in consequence of photophobia. Sis months
after the accident there was found much loss of

acuity of vision in the left eye, limitation of the
field, and slight changes in the tint of both discs,

with some obscurity of their margins

Feeble ansemic woman. Three years before had been
in an accident and felt the effects of it for eight

months. Struck on head by falling lamp. Not
stunned. Laid up with headache, pain all dovra

the back, singing in the ears, and great nervous-
ness. Course of pregnancy not interfered with.

Two months after accident was up and about,

but then professed complete forgetfulness of every-

thing in her past life, and even of her own name.
Could give, however, a full account of all her suf-

ferings. Very nervous, quick pulse, pale and ill.

Labour natural sis months after accident.

Gradual improvement afterwards. Then large

claim made. No attempt to resume household work.
A year after accident was worse than before, having
now become subject to hysterical fits, in which she
would perform any suggested act or movement,
although apparently unconscious. Frequently
threatened, but never perpetrated, violence, and
never hurt herself. After former accident had had
precisely similar attacks. Much indiscreet and
culpable sympathy of friends

Mother in an asylum. Wound on forehead bled pro-

fusely. Went on well for five days, then fainted,

and took to her bed. Much headache, giddiness,

disturbed sleep, and general tremor under the
least escitement; also uncontrollable stammer.
Two months after accident in most wretched
state of prostration and tremor, and was hardly
able to speak. This lasted three months. Had
throughout a strange, vacant espression, and it

was feared she might become insane. Without
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Date
of

settlement.

8 months

WTien last

heard of after

accident.

Condition when last heard of.

Evidences of

injury to

spinal cord or
membranes.

— !'Cannot be traced

18 months 4f years

7 months 4^ years

In fair bodily health,

and at work in shop.

Had one child since

settlement, and now
again pregnant. StiU
occasional fits, ac-

count of which looks

like true epilepsy.

Complains of loss of

memory, bad nights,

and pain in the head.

No mental defect.

Husband's intemper-
ance adds to her
trouble

Attending to her work,

and not again under
medical care. Re-
gained speech, but
otherwise in much the
same state. Excitable,

and complaining at

times of her head.

Declares she will end
her days in an asylum

None

None

None

Remarks.

Case is recorded by Dr
Gowers in his ' Medical
Ophthalmoscopy,' edit,

ii, p. 348, Case 59.
" Failure of sight with
concentric limitation

offields after an injury

to the head in a rail-

way accident ; conges-

tion of discs," q. V.

Exorbitant claim. Liti-

gation. Jury gave one
third of the amount
asked, or the precise

sum which the railway

company had offered

twelve months before

the trial.

Note the family history.

Improvement was coin-

cident with settlement
of claim, which, how-
ever, had had no appa-
rent infliience over her
condition.
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No.
of

case.

Sex.

232 M. 34

233 M. 14

234 M. 38

Nature
of

accident.

Same as 197

Same as 198

Same

General outline of case.

apparent reason she began to improve seven months
after the accident

Blow on side of face and head, and momentarily
stunned. Slept badly same night, and nest day felt

shaken. Went to work. Obliged, however, to give

up, and was laid up fourteen days with pain in head
and jaw and across the dorsal region. Any attempt
at work worried him much, but exercise in the
country did him good. Six months after accident

still complaining of headache after work, of being
easily tired, and of flushing of the face from trivial

causes

Stunned by severe wound and blow over left eye-

brow. In bed fourteen days having much pain in

head. When he began to move about found he
could not see so well as before with his left eye,

although for a fortnight he had been able to see

quite well. Right eye lost, but not removed, four

years before from blow. Examination of left eye
revealed distinct evidences of old choroido -retinitis.

Without going into all the pathological changes
discovered, the conclusion arrived at was that the
earlier attacks had been very mild, and " being
peripheral had caused no noticeable impairment of

vision, and that the shock of the blow had aggra-

vated the disease and favoured the occurrence of

opacities in the vitreous." All parts ofthe equator
were equally affected, which seemed to be against

the likelihood of the changes having been solely

produced by concussion

Momentarily stunned by blow on back of head. In
bed ten days, and in another fortnight was able to

resume work. He suffered, however, from pain
and queer sensations in the head, and from pain all

down the back, such as he had once experienced
when lifting a heavy weight. Five months after

accident still complained of headache and of being
easily tired, but he was well nourished and looked

in good health
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Date When last
Evidences of

of iieard of aftei Condition when last heard of.
injury to Remarks.

settlement. accident. spinal cord or

membranes.

9 months 4 years In good health, but
from overwork may
have headache and
flushing of the face.

This much less than
it was. Suffered a
good deal for some
months after the trial

None Concussion of brain.
No exaggeration of
symptoms. Large
claim. Litigation.

12 months 44 years General health good.
Eyesight unchanged

None

7 months 5 years At his usual work, and
in excellent health

None Some exaggeration.

^





NOTE

Since the chapters of this book were finally made
ready for the press there has appeared in the ' Lancet '

the record of two cases, so remarkable in themselves, so

instructive, and so confirmatory of all that we have said

in speaking of injuries of the spine and spinal cord, that,

rather than omit them altogether, we have thought it

well to refer to them here in a separate Note by them-

selves.

The first is a case of " Dislocation of the fifth cervical

vertebra, reduction, recovery,^^ under the care of Mr T.

H. Ceely in the Royal Bucks Infirmary. {' Lancet,^ vol.

ii, 1882, p. 619.) A lad fell backwards from a hay-rick

on to the ground, a distance of between twenty and thirty

feet, striking himself on the back of the neck. He was

admitted into hospital, partially insensible, with complete

paralysis of all the extremities, slightly abdominal respira-

tion, and priapism. He complained of great pain at the

back of the neck, and as this was aggravated by the least

movement, it was thought advisable to leave him alone.

Injury to the upper part of the cervical vertebra was

suspected. An hour and a half after admission he became

rapidly worse, cyanosed, stertorous, and unable to swallow.

In the absence of Mr Ceely, the house surgeon, Mr Yan
Buren, took upon himself the responsibility of acting, and

finding on examination that there was marked prominence

of the fifth cervical spine and displacement of the

vertebra, he determined, if possible, to reduce the dis-

23
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location. This lie was gradually able to do with the help

of the nurse. " The vertebra went in with a distinct

snap, and all prominence and displacement disappeared.

The lad at once became quite sensible, and in a very short

time the breathing gradually became thoracic. When
seen two hours after he could move his legs and arms,

and said he felt quite well, only a little sore behind the

neck He had no bad symptoms afterwards,

and eventually left the hospital in capital health."

We cannot refrain from congratulating Mr Yan Buren
on the successful issue of this case, and admiring the

judgment and skill with which he treated it.

The second case is, if possible, more marvellous. It was

under the care of Mr 0. Jordison, of Malpas, who has

recorded it as '' A case of recovery after a broken neck."

{' Lancet,' vol. ii, 1882, p. 658.) A gentleman, out

hunting, " was riding at a canter over a fence under the

arm of an oak tree, when his horse jumped much higher

than he expected, and the back of his neck came in

violent contact with the concave surface of the branch."

The force of the blow was forwards and downwards. He
was knocked off his horse, and lost consciousness for

about two minutes.

Mr Jordison saw him in less than ten minutes, and the

man's first words to him were, " I am done for ; my arms

are paralysed, and the paralysis is extending over my
body and into my legs." The respiration was normal.

The conclusion was arrived at, after examination, " that

there were fractures of the laminee of the fifth and sixth

cervical vertebras. At this time there was complete pai'a-

lysis both of motion and sensation of the left upper extre-

mity, and almost so, though to a less extent, of the right

;

impaired mobility of the left leg, the right being

unaffected, and a sense of tingling and numbness over the

whole body; there was perfect consciousness, and great

pain in the neck and shoulders." Mr Bickersteth, of

Liverpool, who saw the patient on the following day,

agreed with Mr Jordison " that the paralysis was from
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injury to tKe roots of tlie fifth and sixth spinal nerves,

and that the numbness of the body and partial paralysis

of the left leg were due to extravasated blood outside the

sheath of the cord. There was, of course, paralysis of the

bladder, and for a few days slight difficulty in swallowing.

By the third day he had entirely recovered

motion in the left leg, and there was only slight tingling

as far as the knee By the fourteenth day

he had much greater power in the right arm, and he

could juat raise the left, but could hold nothing between

the fingers ; there were still numbness and tingling over

nearly the whole body, also paralysis of bladder and

sphincter ani. Perfect power of motion in both legs.

After this time the paralysis of the arms

became gradually worse, until at the end of the fourth

week there was then complete loss of power of motion over

the left arm and hand, accompanied with intense hyper-

sesthesia ; almost complete paralysis of the right arm and

hand, but less hypersesthesia. On the left side there was

complete atrophy of the hand, arm, and shoulder, the two

pectorals being the first to waste away ; on the right side

there was also some atrophy, but to a less extent.'^ This

utter helplessness continued for about a week, when he

began to have some power over the bladder and bowel,

and " slowly the power of moving the right arm was

recovered, so that by the eighth week he could hold an

envelope or toothpick, but could not support a light book

or even a newspaper. By the end of the eleventh week

he could do as much with the left arm ; the hyperaesthesia

was gradually subsiding, but all the joints of the left arm

and hand were very stiff and gave us much trouble. At
this time he could slightly raise the head from the mattress

and could rotate it freely/' From this time he made
rapid strides towards recovery, " and as the callus from

around the fractured ends of the bones was absorbed, and

the muscles again received their nerve supply, so he

gradually recovered normal sensation in both arms and

over the trunk, and less rapidly the power of motion. At
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the end of the sixteenth week he was up and walking

about ; there was decided prominence over the seat of the

injury^ and the head was unnaturally tilted forward^ but

only to a slight extent." At the end of the twenty-fifth

week the patient was riding, driving, rowing, and swimming,

and with the exception of a slight weakness in the left arm
he was perfectly well and strong. The treatment had, of

course, been absolute rest, but on the ninth day, when it

was essentially necessary to change the bed linen, crepitus

was distinctly felt by the nurse, and heard by Mr
Jordison and his assistant. Such is the history of the

case, and here follow the author's " EemarJcs.—I think

undoubtedly we had here an injury to the spinal nerves by
the broken fragments of the injured vertebrae, as the para-

lysis, numbness, &c., were instantaneous. The paralysis of

the left leg came on after a few minutes, and was pro-

bably due to blood extravasated outside the sheath of the

cord. I think the extreme paralysis about the fourth and

fifth weeks was due to callus thrown out around the end

of the broken fragments pressing upon the nerves as they

emerge through their canals, and as this callus became
absorbed so the power of motion, the sensation and the

growth of the muscles were gradually recovered, and the

now continuing weakness I attribute to there having been

some slight laceration of the sheath of the nerve as it

emerges from its canal, and the resulting thickening

pi'essing upon and destroying some of the nerve fibres.

I attribute the unusual and happy result primarily to there

having been no interference with the respiratory tract, the

injury having occurred just below the point of origin of

the phrenic nerve, which possibly, in this case, did not

receive a communicating branch from the fifth cervical

;

and secondarily, to the great muscular development of my
patient enabling him to withstand the ill effects of long-

continued pressure without the usual consequences, and to

the fact that although the spine was broken the spinal

cord was not injured.'-'
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